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COMPUTER ASSISTED SURGERY AS A DIAGNOSTIC TOOL
FOR SKULL BASE TUMORS
Hjalmar Hagedorn (P. Tanner, A. Leunig, S. Schönberg, G. Rasp)
Klinik für Hals-Nasen und Ohrenheilkunde, Neurochirurgische Klinik,
Institut für Radiologie der Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München

Introduction
CAS is already a well established technique in ENT, especially for the paranasal sinus
surgery. In the ENT department at the University of Munich we are using the Vector Vision Compact (VVC) system (of Brain LAB) since 1999 and were able to apply this method
more than 200 patients. Besides the intraoperative application of the VVC-system, the
preoperative planning software (iplan) was used in selective cases.

Results
With the help of iplan, we were able to mark typical radiological areas of the tumors, as
well as endangered anatomic structures. Beside a good clinical accuracy we observed a
strong correlation between the radiological findings and the histological result. In three
cases a clivus chordom could be diagonosed, in two patients a fibrous dysplasia and in
one case a plasmacytoma as well as in one patient a menignoma.

Material
In this study we summarize our experience with the VVC-system in combination with the
iplan software for endoscopic tumor biopsies of the skull base. The study population
contained 7 patients with the radiological finding of a bony frontal base tumor, treated
in our department in the last year. The indications for the endoscopic CAS were the minimal invasive access, compared to a neurosurgical approach and the image controlled
biopsy. In all cases we used the z-touch™ laser registration.

Conclusion
In conclusion the combination of the VVC-system with the iplan software allows us to
use the system more frequently for difficult biopsies of the frontal base, thereby increasing the safety and reducing the trauma for the patient.
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THE PRACTICAL VALUE OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL VOLUMETRIC
IMAGE GUIDANCE IN SKULL BASE SURGERY
Alireza Gharabaghi (S. K. Rosahl, A. Samii, G. C. Feigl, R. Shahidi,
M. Tatagiba, M. Samii)
International Neuroscience Institute, Hannover, Image Guidance Laboratories,
Stanford University, Neurochirurgische Klinik, Universität Freiburg

Purpose
Neuronavigation has developed into a routine technique in most neurosurgical departments. With the advent of volumetric 3D image rendering, virtual images resemble
the surgical anatomy more closely than ever before and tissue barriers have become
transparent. We attempted to assess the practical significance of these technical developments in surgery for skull base tumors.

Results
Using real time volumetric 3D image rendering, complex anatomical structures (e.g.
dural sinuses, bony landmarks, vessels, paranasal sinuses) could be assessed more
readily compared to traditional approaches. The tumor, hidden vascular structures and
bony landmarks could be visualized in a single, volumetric three-dimensional image.
This allowed for faster and safer dissection than with conventional methods.

Method
52 patients with tumors located in the posterior, middle, and anterior cranial base
as well as at the craniocervical junction participated. MRI sequences (MPRAGE) were
routinely obtained in all patients after skin-adhesive fiducial markers had been placed.
To include bony and vascular structures in a single data set, a 1mm-slice-CT sequence
was combined with an intravenous CT angiography. The data were fed to a volumetric
image-guidance system (Image Guidance Laboratories, Stanford University, CA). By
fine-tuned opacity modulation of the skull bone in 3D images the location and course
of venous structures was visualized parallel to bone sutures and visible landmarks. The
location of key structures was drawn on to the skin to custom-tailor the skin incision.

Conclusions
The real-time availability of 3D virtual images of the individual patient relieves the
surgeon‘s mind of the task to reconstruct tri-axial images during surgery. Strategic
surgical decision making is enriched by adding a virtual perspective that enables the
surgeon to familiarize with the surgical anatomy before dissection and anticipate hidden
structures beyond the surface of the surgical field.
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C-I-2

TRANSFERRING THE 3D PRE-OPERATIVE PLAN TO
INTRAOPERATIVE NAVIGATION FOR CMF SURGERY
Jonas Chapuis (T. Rudolf, I. Pappas, M. Caversaccio)
MEM Research Center for Orthopaedic Surgery, Inselspital Bern

Purpose
Surgery in the cranial and maxillofacial region is technically challenging and its outcome
has great impact on the patient‘s quality of life. Surgical procedures in this area can
be complex and require careful planning and precise execution. Our goal is to develop
computer-aided tools to facilitate 3D planning of surgical procedures and to provide
intraoperative guidance to realize the surgical plan.
Material and Methods
A software environment for cranio-maxillofacial preoperative planning and intraoperative navigation has been developed.
Preoperative planning is realized interactively in a virtual environment. A 3D surface model of the facial and cranial bone is extracted from the patient‘s CT data and rendered
in 3D. Surgical procedures can be planed, by performing virtual osteotomies, placing
implants and fixation devices and relocating bone segments. In case of asymmetric
deformities, the healthy side can be mirrored and used as a template. The surgical plan
is then loaded into the intraoperative navigation application.
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In the navigation application, surgical tools and bone fragments are tracked and visualized in standard 2D CT cut-views and in a 3D surface model representation. The system
enables the surgeon to identify osteotomy lines, position bone fragments and place
fixation devices according to the pre-operative plan.
Results
In this presentation we show clinical cases of surgical planning for mandibular distraction and mandibular and orbital reconstruction. Furthermore, we show results of a navigated bi-maxillary advancement operation performed on a plastic phantom skull.
Conclusion
The system offers the surgeon a valuable tool to evaluate the pathology, explore different surgical scenarios and establish a detailed surgical plan. The intraoperative navigation module enables the surgeon to execute the surgical plan.

C-I-3

INTRAOPERATIVE APPLICATION OF OPTICAL 3D IMAGING FOR
EXOPHTHALMOMETRY IN ZYGOMATIC FRACTURES
Emeka Nkenke (M. Benz, T. Maier, L. Holbach, J. Wiltfang, G. Häusler, F.-W. Neukam)
Klinik für Mund-, Kiefer- und Gesichtschirurgie, Augenklinik, Lehrstuhl für Optik
Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg

Purpose
In clinical practice, relative exophthalmometry to assess asymmetry of protrusion
between the two eyes of the same person causes some problems. It is the aim to
introduce non-contact, non-invasive optical 3D imaging to relative exophthalmometry.
Patient and Methods
20 patients without orbital pathology and seven patients with zygomatic fractures
were included in the study for the validation of optical 3D imaging in exophthalmometry.
Hertel exophthalmometry was used as a standard procedure to determine the relative
globe position. CT scans were obtained on a Somatom Sensation 16 scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). For the data acquisition of the facial surface an optical 3D
sensor (CAM3D, 3D-shape, Erlangen, Germany) was used. As a reference plane, the
symmetry plane of the facial surface was determined. The corneal apices of both sides
were projected onto this plane. The distance between the two points was determined
in anteroposterior direction. In another 10 patients, optical 3D imaging was used intraoperatively to assess the relative globe position after reduction of zygomatic fractures
and reconstruction of the orbital floor.
Results
For patients without orbital pathology relative exophthalmometry data were 1.4±1.1 mm
for the Hertel instrument, 0.92±0.99 mm for computed tomography and 0.549±0.504
mm for optical 3D imaging. The values for Hertel exophthalmometry and computed
tomography did not differ statistically significantly (PHertel/CT= 0.284), while there
was a significant difference between Hertel exophthalmometry and optical 3D imaging
(PHertel/optical= 0.008). In the cases of zygomatic fractures, Hertel exophthalmometry
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revealed less pronounced relative differences in globe position than CT and optical 3D
imaging data (Hertel 0.7±1.1 mm, CT 1.94±0.98 mm, optical 3D imaging 1.891±0.959
mm, PHertel/CT= 0.150, PHertel/optical= 0.176, PCT/optical= 0.735). Postoperatively,
relative Hertel exophthalmometry showed an increased value revealing a more pronounced enophthalmos (1.7±1.0 mm, PHertel preop/Hertel postop= 0.167), while the
corresponding value of the optical 3D images decreased as a sign for normalisation
of the globe position (1.104±0.654 mm, Poptical preop/optical postop = 0.018). However, the values assessed by the two different techniques did not differ statistically
significantly (P= 0.237). In the 10 intraoperative cases, optical 3D imaging allowed to
determine the values for the relative exophthalmometry with the possibility to objectify
the new globe position.
Discussion
The combination of computed tomography as baseline measurement and optical 3D
imaging for the follow-up examinations reveals more realistic data in cases of zygomatic
fractures than Hertel exophthalmometry. Intraoperatively, the clinical decision, if the
correct globe position has been reached after fracture reduction and reconstruction of
the orbital floor, is often hampered by periorbital edema. The intraoperative, objective
assessment of the relative globe position by simple, cheap, and easy-to-handle optical
3D imaging does support the surgeon in a relevant way during his decision making and
assures quality.
Acknowledgement
The study was funded by the German Research Foundation (Special Research Sector
603, Subproject C4)

C-I-4

PERCUTANEOUS NAVIGATION-ASSISTED PUNCTURE:
FEASIBILITY OF A NEW AND MINIMALLY INVASIVE
APPROACH TO ORBITAL VASCULAR MALFORMATIONS
Jürgen Hoffmann (J. Hoffmann, D. Troitzsch, S. Reinert)
Klinik und Poliklinik für Mund-, Kiefer- und Gesichtschirurgie, Plastische Operationen,
Abteilung für Neuroradiologie, Radiologische Universitätsklinik, Universitätsklinikum
Tübingen

Purpose
Percutaneous navigation-assisted puncture is a new minimally invasive approach to low
flow malformation, especially in the orbital area. We studied the utility of image dataguided puncture and needle placement in a patient with orbital vascular malformation.
Material and Methods
A patient with increased vascular malformation and consecutive exophthalmos as well
as double vision was studied. Preoperative magnetic resonance and computed tomography image data were acquired using a standard protocol. The puncture locations and
puncture route was planned after image data fusion and according to the 3-D image
data reconstruction. The passive tracking technique (VectorVision, BrainLAB) was employed to visualize the puncture needle.
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Results
Under navigation-assisted guidance the needle was successfully navigated to multiple
planned target locations, using an osseous gap in the lateral orbital wall. After instillation of contrast media the venous drainage could by ensured by angiography, which made
sclerotherapy of the cavernous structures possible. All anticipated vascular structures
could precisely be reached with no complications.
Conclusion
Percutaneous navigation-assisted puncture and sclerotherapy is a new route of
access for venous malformation treatment that has many potential applications.

C-I-5

CAN CT-BASED PREOPERATIVE PLANNING RELIABLY SIMULATE
SURGICAL INTERVENTION AT THE LATERAL SKULL BASE?
Florian Dammann (E. Schwaderer, D. Malthan, J. Stallkamp, H. P. Zenner,
C. D. Claussen, M. M. Maassen)
Department of Diagnostic Radiology, Department of Otolaryngology University Hospital
of Tübingen, Fraunhofer Institute for Producing Technology, University of Stuttgart

Introduction and Purposes
Preoperative CT imaging is accepted as a helpful tool for surgical planning procedures.
Modern CT technique provides a precise visualisation of small anatomic details with a
submillimeter spatial resolution. However, for the use of image-based computer aided
surgery (CAS) including robot assisted applications additional image postprocessing
has to be carried out and may significantly affect the resulting reliability of the procedure. The aim of our study was to evaluate the precision of a preoperative CT-based
planning of a mastoidectomy and to analyse the value of an intramastoidal implantation
simulation of an electronic hearing device.
Material and Methods
A total of 29 human mastoid specimen and 23 patients undenwent spiral-CT examinations of the temporal bone preceding complete surgical mastoidectomy and implantation
of an electronic hearing device. Within all preoperative CT datasets the mastoid air cells
were removed by manual segmentation („virtual mastoidectomy“, fig. 1). The postprocessed CT data were merged with CAD data of the hearing device within a virtual reality
software and an implantation procedure was simulated (fig. 2). The result was compared with the real surgical procedures. Additionally, the results of the virtual mastoidectomy procedures were compared with real mastoidectomies by quantitative surface
comparison using postoperatively aquired CT scans of the temporal bones (fig. 3).

Results
Implantation simulation was able to correctly predict the implantability of the hearing
device in 27 mastoid specimen and 22 patients, including 5 cases in which anatomic
variations prevented the implantation. CT-based simulation and real implantation differed in 3 cases including 1 false negative and 2 false positive simulation results. The
bony surfaces of the mastoidectomy cavities as a result of simulated and real surgery
were compared in 16 patients. The differences between the non-manipulated areas of
the mastoid bone did not exceed 0.5 mm (1.0 mm, resp.) in 78% (99%) of the surfaces
indicating a successful registration process of all corresponding CT datasets. Within
the mastoidectomy cavity 5 defined regions were separately analysed. Negative surface
deviations of the simulated mastoidectomy (mean minimum value 0.4 mm involving
18% of the surface; mean maximum value 1.0 mm) resulted smaller than positive
deviations (mean minimum value 0.8 mm; mean maximum value 2.9 mm) indicating a
more likely larger size of the simulated compared to the real mastoidectomy. Only small
surface deviations were observed at critical anatomic sites.
Conclusion
Simulation of surgical procedures at the lateral skull base based on manually segmented CT data as proposed provides precise and reliable information. The quality of data
seems adequate for the use for robot assisted surgery applications.
Acknowledgement
This work was supported by the DFG (German Research Foundation) grant # MA 1458/2
within the Medical Navigation and Robotics Program (SPP 1124)
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A METHOD FOR THE EVALUATION OF THE DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN VIRTUALLY PLANNED AND REAL SURGERY AT
THE LATERAL SKULL BASE
Erwin Schwaderer (F. Dammann, D. Malthan, J. Stallkamp, C. D. Claussen,
H. P. Zenner, M. M. Maassen)
Department of Diagnostic Radiology, Department of Otolaryngology University Hospital
of Tübingen, Fraunhofer Institute for Producing Technology, University of Stuttgart

Purpose
When surgery is planned and performed in anatomial complex and delicate regions
such as the lateral skull base a high reliability of the overall process is crucial. Therefore we developed a method for the evaluation of differences between anatomical surfaces that are altered by real or virtual surgery. The standard procedure of point to point
comparison of many single anatomical landmarks is time consuming and delivers rather
unintuitive results that are difficult to interpret from a surgeons point of view. To overcome these limitations a method was to be developed that gives the surgeon intuitive
insight in the geometric results of the comparison as well as sufficient quantitative data
to the engineer. The method has to be universal enough to be aplied to real surgery as
to trials of robotic surgery under clinical conditions.
Material and Methods
Pre- and postoperative high resolution CT scans were taken of mastoid bones of patients, who underwent mastoidectomy for the implantation of a cochlear amplifier. With
all preoperative datasets a virtual mastoidectomy was performed. For this purpose a
cavity was manually excavated in the CT dataset of the patient using a medical workstation (Easy Vision, Philips). The resulting dataset was transferred to a PC based medical
modelling software package (mimics, Materialise) to generate a representation of the
surface of the bony structures in the stl data format. Accordingly a stl dataset was generated from the postoperative datatsets after manually removing the implanted hearing
aids and their resulting metal artefacts (image 1). The pre- and postoperative datasets
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of each patient were imported into a rapid prototyping (RP) software (imageware,SDRC).
After a coarse manual preregistration the automatic rigid registration operation of the
software package performed a registration of the point clouds within one to three minutes (image 2).
Results
By using the comparison function of the RP software differences of the surfaces of the
virtual and real surgery data were analysed. The result was visualized by colour coding
the deviations between both surfaces onto the surface of the post operative dataset
(image 3). Different colours indicate different deviations of the compared objects. An
adequate colour coding scheme was defined to enable a complete evaluation of deviations between preoperative planning and surgical result. The colour code shows the
quantitative and qualitative results by stepwise changing colours depending on preselected deviation-thresholds. This three dimensional output allows an intuitive interpretation for medical users and a detailed quantitative analysis. It can be inspected from
all directions by interactively rotating the resulting surface. Hidden subsurfaces can be
examined too by applying cutting planes.
Conclusion
The developed method uses standard RP software and medical CT scanners. It allows
for an intuitive, precise, and fully three dimensional comparison of anatomical surfaces.
The presented method can be used for the assessment of surgical planning procedures and their results whether they are performed by a surgeon or are achieved by the
assistance of a robot.
Acknowledgement
This work was supported by the DFG (German Research Foundation) grant # MA 1458/2
within the Medical Navigation and Robotics Program (SPP 1124)
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EVIDENCE-BASED STUDY ON THE USE OF AN ELECTROOPTICAL
NAVIGATION SYSTEM FOR ANTERIOR SKULL BASE SURGERY
Katrin Limmer (O. Majdani Shabestari, M. Leinung, T. Lenarz, R. Heermann)
Klinik für Hals-Nasen-Ohrenheilkunde, Medizinische Hochschule Hannover

In the field of otorhinolaryngology it is predominantly surgical procedures on the
ventral skull base that are performed with the assistance of navigation. In the past,
investigations mainly aimed at evaluating the feasibility and technical precision of the
systems. The medical benefit of intraoperative navigation has now increasingly (and
necessarily) become the focus of attention. In a prospective study following evidencebased criteria the patient’s benefit of intraoperative navigation was investigated.
The ENtact navigation system manufactured by Praxim Surgetics® has been applied
in 36 surgical procedures on the anterior skull base to date. The patients were divided into three groups. In group A the navigation system was available to the surgeon
throughout the duration of the surgical procedure. At the end of the operation, the
extent of resectioning was verified. In group B the procedure was initially carried
out by conventional means, and navigation was only used at the end of surgery.
Any ocurring deficiencies in resectioning were corrected. In group C the entire procedure was carried out without using a navigation system, and the extent of resectioning was assessed through postoperative CT scans of the paranasal sinuses.
The position and extent of pathological changes were documented preoperatively,
intraoperatively and three months postoperatively. Other criteria that were evaluated
included the time required for preparation, aetiology, previous pathology, duration
of surgery, experience of the surgeons, sources of error, precision of the system.
The results from the first 36 subjects participating in the prospective, randomised,
placebo-controlled, simple blind study are reported here. As relatively few patients
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have so far been adequately followed up, no statements can yet be made on the
complication rates and recurrences. Subjectively speaking, the surgeons involved
– especially those with less experience – had greater confidence when navigation
was used. The time required for the overall surgical procedure was not significantly different for groups A and B. The preparation took an average of 15-20 minutes. The intraoperative navigation precision ranged between 1.0 mm and 2.9 mm.
The endonasal approaches, the complex anatomy and the proximity to critical structures
renders the surgical resection of pathological changes in the paranasal sinuses more
difficult. Manufacturers claim that their navigation systems will provide assistance in
anatomical orientation, supposedly allowing more “radical” surgery and leading to lower
complication and recurrence rates. It is in the interest of the user that health insurance
companies can be charged for additional intraoperative services such as navigation,
as was the case for intraoperative neuromonitoring. In order to achieve this aim it is
necessary to substantiate the benefits that patients derive from these techniques. At
present, no evidence-based data are available on this topic. This study presents the
framework for conducting such an investigation, which must adhere to the criteria of
the EBM. National multicentre studies should be conducted to evaluate the benefit of
navigated surgery, although separate research is required for the various branches of
medicine and anatomical regions. These data may serve to determine the procedurespecific technical minimum requirements and to better assess technical advances in
the future.

C-I-8

IS PROCESS AND RESULT QUALITY OF ENDONASALL SKULL
BASE SURGERY IMPROVED BY NAVIGATION?
Jörg Schipper (I. Arapakis, W. Maier)
Universität Freiburg, HNO-Klinik

Background
Since the introduction of navigation technology into endonasal sinus surgery, its necessity and meaning for surgery process and results have been questioned. Factors of
investment and work costs by additional time exposure have to be considered, too.
Method
In a retrospective analysis of quality assurance we evaluated the results of endonasal
sinus surgery in 56 patients by surgeons of different experience. Preparation time,
preoperative set-up time and time of actual surgery were analyzed and compared with
various possible indications for navigation.
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Results:
The indications for navigation were divided into four different categories: redundant,
reasonable, helpful, necessary. Navigation was considered necessary from the point of
view of the surgeon when the intervention would in regard to the benefit-risk-ratio not be
justifiable in this form without navigation, or, alternatively, only an intraoperative slice
imaging procedure would have permitted the intervention. Navigation was considered
helpful or reasonable when this method had an influence at least on the course and/or
result of the surgery.
Conclusion
Considering the risk/benefit/cost ratio of the indication for navigation in endonasal
sinus surgery, the benefit outbalances risks or costs

C-I-9

INTRAOPERATIVE 3D-IMAGING OF THE FACIAL SKELETON
USING THE SIREMOBIL ISO-C3D
Max Heiland (D. Schulze, R. Schmelzle)
Klinik und Poliklinik für Zahn-, Mund-, Kiefer- und Gesichtschirurgie,
Abteilung für Röntgendiagnostik, Universitätsklinikum Hamburg-Eppendorf

Purpose
The 3D C-arm system SIREMOBIL Iso-C3D has made cone-beam computed tomography
(CBCT) intraoperatively available. We want to present the first intraoperative images of
the facial skeleton using the SIREMOBIL Iso-C3D.
Materials and Methods
In cases of zygomaticomaxillary complex (ZMC) fractures, results of open reduction
were intra-operatively controlled using primary and secondary reconstructions of the
SIREMOBIL Iso-C3D data set. The system was used in the slow mode performing 100
projections. After surgery, the data was exported as DICOM format and imported in
eFilm WorkstationTM for further processing. Image quality of 6 data sets was evaluated
by four examiners with the help of 5 defined criteria.
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Results
Descriptive statistical analysis revealed all data sets suitable for assessment of postoperative results after ZMC reduction.
Best scoring results were found regarding bony anchorage of screws and fitting of
plates. Most difficulty was encountered during the identification of the medial orbital
wall, especially next to poorly ventilated ethmoidal cells.
Conclusion
Adjoining the uncomplicated handling of the SIREMOBIL Iso-C3D, generally important
was the low level of metal artefacts in its primary and secondary reconstructions, even
in close proximity of the material.

C-I-10

INTEGRATION OF (ENDO-) SONOGRAPHY INTO OPTOELECTRONIC NAVIGATION IN HEAD AND NECK SURGERY
Omid Majdani Shabestari (M. Leinung, T. Lenarz, R. Heermann)
Klinik für Hals-Nasen-Ohrenheilkunde, Medinizinische Hochschule Hannover

Intraoperative navigation in head and neck surgery is generally based on preoperative CT imaging. In soft tissue procedures, fusing images from CT and MRI data
sets has become a straightforward matter. However, intraoperative changes remain
undetected. In order to take into account the topographic effects of the surgical
procedure itself, intermittent updating of the images is essential. Intraoperative
CT or MRI scanning is technically feasible but expensive. We investigated the fusion of preoperative computed tomography with intraoperative ultrasound sonography. Different probes were tested, including an endoluminal ultrasound probe.
For the purposes of navigation, the VectorVision2 optoelectronic system developed by
BrainLAB® was used. The EU 6000 ultrasound device manufactured by Hitachi® is able
to export sonographic images in video format to the navigation system. Both the linear
7.5 MHz probe (small-part probe) and the 7.5 MHz fingertip probe were calibrated using
special referencing adapters. Endosonography was performed using a 12 MHz probe
with an external diameter of 2.6 mm. Calibration was carried out using a dummy into
which cables were placed in a specific configuration. The ultrasound slices can be used
to calculate the virtual position of the sectional plane. Intraoperatively, the sonographic
imaging data were superimposed with the preoperative CT images, providing information about the current surgical situation at various stages of the tumour resection. It was
also possible to perform intraoperative navigation solely on the basis of sonographic
data. This system was applied in nine surgical procedures on the floor of the mouth, the
neck and the lateral skull base (3 submandibulectomies, 5 neck dissections in cases of
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clinical N1 neck, 1 soft tissue metastasis of a nasopharynx carcinoma at the lateral skull
base). Aspects assessed were the time required to install the connected systems, ease of
handling, the additional information provided and the degree of intraoperative precision.
Installation took initially about 30 minutes; the time required was reduced considerably with practice. The calibration of an ultrasound probe took around 16 minutes
but was only necessary prior to first use. The technical precision of sonographically
based navigation was around 1 mm. Intraoperatively, the fused CT and sonography
images showed deviations up to 10 mm, owing to the movement of the patient’s
head during neck surgery. This effect occurred exeedingly in level III and V, so that
the overlap of the sonography images had to be manually adjusted to the CT images.
Correlation was sufficient in level I, II and IV because of adjacent bony structures.
The integration of intraoperative sonography as an image source for navigation enables
any desired intraoperative updates to be performed for navigational purposes, so that
all the procedural steps involved in the tumour resection can be reconstructed and
surgery continued with updated navigation support. The precision of navigation based
on sonographic images, however, depends on the anatomical position of the region of
interest. Whereas image fusion is relatively precise in those areas that are in close
proximity to bone, the central region of the neck requires manual readjustment of the
superimposed CT and sonography images.
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IMAGE GUIDED TEMPLATE PRODUCTION FOR ORAL IMPLANTS.
A CASE REPORT
Gerlig Widmann (E. Widmann, R. Widmann, B. Lang, M. Knoflach, W. Jaschke, R. Bale)
Universitätsklinik für Radiodiagnostik, SIP-Labor der Universität Innsbruck,
Ordination Dr. Widmann, Zahn-, Mund- und Kieferheilkunde, Zell/Ziller,
Zahntechnisches Labor Czech

Background
In the field of oral implantology a large number of techniques, either optical guided
burr tracking as well as computer aided manufacturing of surgical templates have been
described in the past. They all use presurgical, radiodiagnostic templates. We present
a new method to produce surgical templates without the need for classic radiographic
templates and a case report.
Methods
A 74 year old woman was proposed for oral implantation in regio 44, 45 and 46. An axial
CT-scan was performed wearing the VBH vacuum mouthpiece and an external reference
frame. By means of the mouthpiece and the reference frame the unmodified standard
dental cast was registered using the Treon optical navigation system. The implants were
planned on the basis of the wax-up and 2 mm burr guides were positioned by a targeting
device. The tubes were polymerized into a surgical template with UV-light hardening
resin. Leaving the target device in the same position, a second template with 2.8 mm
burr guides was fabricated.
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Results
No complications occurred during the procedure. Using our novel image guided template production (IGTP) technique, fabrication of presurgical templates and modifications
of dental casts are not required. Thus, a work, time and cost saving method for computer assisted implantation is available. Additional templates with different drill guide
diameters to guide drills with increasing diameter improve the intraoperative realization
of the plan.
Conclusions
The IGTP-technique presented in this report allows for an accurate implantation of oral
implants. For a sufficient guidance at least two surgical templates are recommended.
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COMBINATION OF IMPLANT NAVIGATION WITH LASER SURGERY
Robert Kah (D. Hildebrandt, M. Kelin, C. Foitzik, T. Lüth, J. Bier)
Klinik für Mund-, Kiefer- und Gesichtschirurgie, Universitätsklinikum
Medizinische Fakultät der Humboldt Universität zu Berlin, Charité,
Operations-und Implantatzentrum,Darmstadt

Introduction
Intraoral implants can be inserted with high precision even in close proximity of sensible structures according to a preoperative planning using a dental navigation system. We
present a new approach, that combines the advantages of implant navigation with laser
surgery into a clinical application for the insertion of extraoral implants.
Material and Methods
An implant navigation system (RoboDent, Fa. RoboDent) was used for the navigated
insertion of three extraoral implants (ITI-Implant System, Straumann) in the region of
the left ear of a 25 year old female patient. The procedure was based on a preoperative
planning using a CT scan (Siemens Somatom IV) and the implant planning software
of the navigation system. After the implants were successfully integrated in the bone,
the implants were located using the navigation system onthe basis of the preoperativ
planning data of the implants positions and surgically exposed with navigated control
with an Er:YAG Laser (SMART 2940D, Deka) in a technical connection between the laser
handpiece device and the navigation system.
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Results and conclusion
It could be shown that an implant navigation system is feasible for the insertion of
extraoral implants according to a preoperative planning. Using the navigation data
that was acquired intraoperatively, the implants could be located subcutaneous and
exposed with a surgical laser under the control the implant navigation system. Also
it could beshown, that the connection between laser devices and navigation systems
brings great benefit for the patient as for the surgeon. The imposed operational overhead was low enough to enable this approach for clinical use.
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FIRST CLINICAL EXPERIENCE WITH THE NAVIGATED
PLACEMENT OF CRANIOFACIAL IMPLANTS WITH A DENTAL
NAVIGATION SYSTEM
Martin Klein (C. v. Tiesenhausen, H. Menneking, O. Schwertner, J. Bier, T. Lüth)
Mund-, Kiefer- und Gesichtschirurgie - Klinische Navigation und Robotik Charité
Hochschulmedizin Berlin Campus Virchow Klinikum

Exact placement of craniofacial implants into the bone in the head and face to
avoid damage to sensible structures and achieve parallel adjustment of craniofacial implants is important for high quality in anaplastology. Robotic placement has
been successful in the past, but it required intense effort. The purpose was to
adapt a medically approved and established navigation system for dental implantology so that it could be used to place craniofacial implants in clinical practices.
The navigation system was RoboDent® by the company RoboDent. It is developed for
placement of dental implants with passive optical trackers attached to the patient
and to the dental drill. The pre-operative planning tool is based on CT or DVT data.
An automatic registration with a rigid registration body is integrated. Because the
accuracy of navigation depends on the distance between registration markers and
the implant region, the registration body is attached in close proximity to the jaws.
A new device was developed to fixate the registration body nearer to the implant region, for example the bony orbita or the temporal bone. The configuration of the fixating device, manufactured from mouldable plastic material, was adjusted individually
to the patient. It was also used for optimising visibility of the patient’s tracker. With
the help of an intermaxillary dental splint it was fixated to the patient. In the original
RoboDent® planning tool, the implant positions and the three dimensional alignment
were determined with the help of computed tomography image data, taking into consideration available bone, the soft tissue situation and the desired aesthetic results.
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Preoperative phantom measurements confirm an accuracy of about 1 mm, which
is similar to that achieved in the navigated placement of intraoral implants. Until now the RoboDent® system has been used clinically for four patients, two in
the orbital region and two in the temporal region. 14 implants by the company
Straumann were placed. No intraoperative injuries such as opening of the mastoid cells or frontal sinus, and no damage to the dura mater encephali occurred.
In the temporal bone a parallel adjustment of the two implants was reached. This
makes it possible to use special magnets which require a parallel orientation.
In conclusion, the navigation system RoboDent® can be used for placement of craniofacial implants. The system shows its practical usefullness in clinical application. The
planning is possible with RoboDent®’s planning tool. Improvements such as a feature
mirroring healthy parts into the defect area to facilitate orientation for the surgeon
during planning are conceivable in the future. The flexible configuration of the fixation
device enables operative procedures for every implant region in the head and face.
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FIRST SYSTEM FOR INTERACTIVE POSITION PLANNING OF
IMPLANT COMPONENTS
Michel Waringo (P. Stolka, D. Henrich)
AG Eingebettete Systeme und Robotik Universität Kaiserslautern

Purpose
One step during implantation of hearing aids and cochlear implants is the milling of
an implant bed in the thin skull bone. The final position must be known before milling
starts to guarantee an optimal fit. Based on bone profiles from 3D image data, we
present a planning system that semi-automatically optimizes the implant position and
orientation. This helps to achieve better planning results in terms of implant fit and a
shorter planning phase.
Material and Methods
The problem is to find an optimal position and orientation of an implant geometry (the
milling volume) within an irregularly shaped skull profile (the milling material). Optimization goals are to minimize the additional height of the implant component standing
out above the skull, without breaking through the bone layer into the skull cavity.
The milling volume is given as a triangle network, while the milling material is provided
by 3D slice imaging (e.g., CT data). The latter is transformed into two 2.5D height
arrays (one for the external and one for the internal profile, respectively). The milling
volume, however, is rastered into a voxelspace from which sets of upper and lower
optimi-zation points are generated. The optimization points are representatives of
the volume at locations with quick curva-ture change (i.e., mostly along the border).
The optimization task is defined as minimization of the mean squared distance between
the upper optimization points and their projections onto the upper profile, constrained
by the maximum amount of lower optimization points that may break through the lower
profile (set to 5%). We use a discrete optimization algorithm. First, the volume is placed
in an initial position (by the algorithm or specifi-cally by the surgeon, thereby suggesting
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a final position). Starting there, the algorithm successively calculates the optimization
value for slightly repositioned implant volumes along the six degrees of freedom, taking
the position with the best value. This amounts to a discrete one-dimensional local optimum search, with the repositioning interval itera-tively reduced, therefore guaranteeing
convergence.
Results
Experimental validation was performed through a comparison of the performance of a human and the algorithm. We used three implant geometries, two skull profiles and three initial positions in turn to evaluate final optimization val-ues and the needed time. Two users
were presented a graphical representation (OpenGL) of the geometries on the screen.
The experiments confirmed that the algorithm was superior both in time (five to ten seconds vs. almost one minute by humans) and achieved optimization value (1.6mm² vs.
13.3mm² with humans). Besides, variations were much smaller for the algorithm.
Conclusion
We have developed a semi-automatic optimization algorithm for positioning arbitrary geometries within materials describable through two profiles. This algorithm can achieve
better results with respect to the defined criteria than human users. Features of the
proposed algorithm like a limited range for repositioning are based in the application
domain of cooperative position planning.
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ACCURACY OF THE APPLICATION OF IMAGE GUIDED
TEMPLATES FOR DENTAL IMPLANTS
Gerlig Widmann (R. Widmann, E. Widmann, B. Lang, M. Knoflach, W. Jaschke, R. Bale)
Universitätsklinik für Radiodiagnostik, SIP-Labor der Universität Innsbruck,
Zahntechnisches Labor Czech, Ordination Dr. Widmann, Zahn-, Mund, und
Kieferheilkunde, Zell/Ziller

Background
Although several Image Guided Template Production (IGTP) techniques are available on
the market, the literature shows only rare data on the accuracy of the fabricated templates. We developed an indirect and a direct technique to produce surgical templates
using an optical navigation system and evaluated the accuracy of these templates in
two different studies.
Methods
For study 1 (indirect template fabrication method) a complete dental prosthesis
was prepared with 28 integrated lead pellets. After performing a CT-scan with the
VBH vacuum mouthpiece and an external reference frame, a surgical path to the
target pellets was planned using the Treon optical navigation system (Medtronic
Inc., USA) and drillings were performed using the targeting device. The drill holes
were used to hold metal rods positioning a surgical tube that had to be polymerized
into a surgical template. Drillings were performed through the template on a duplicated dental cast and evaluated by image fusion (planning-CT with post-CT). The
accuracy was evaluated by measuring the normal deviation to the defined target.
In study 2 (direct template fabrication method), the surgical tube was positioned by a
metal rod through a tube in the target arm of our navigation system and polymerized into
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a prefabricated template with UV-light hardening resin. Drillings were performed on the
model with integrated targets and evaluated on a second scan. To better compare the results of the drillings gained at study 1 by image fusion to the results of study 2, a duplicated dental cast was drilled by the template of study 2 and evaluated by image fusion too.
Results
Study 1(indirect template fabrication method): The mean accuracy of the 28 drillings on
the target model using the optical navigation system was 0.41 mm and SD 0.26 mm.
The following 28 drillings using the template on the duplicated dental cast showed a
mean accuracy of 0.61 mm +/- 0.29 mm. Study 2(direct template fabrication method):
The mean accuracy of 28 drillings was 0.48 mm +/- 0.35 mm. 28 drillings using the
same template on a duplicated dental cast showed a mean accuracy of 0.5 mm +/0.34 mm.
Conclusions
Surgical templates fabricated with the presented direct IGTP-technique showed a higher accuracy compared to the indirect method. The accuracy evaluated in this phantom
study is well comparable to other techniques reported in the literature.
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MARKER LESS NAVIGATION-ASSISTED SURGERY ON THE
MANDIBLE WITH ADYNAMIC REFERENCING
Jürgen Hoffmann (D. Troitzsch, C. Westendorff, O. Weinhold, S. Reinert)
Klinik und Poliklinik für Mund-, Kiefer- und Gesichtschirurgie,
Plastische Operationen, Universitätsklinikum Tübingen

Purpose
Surgical navigation is used to localize critical structures with a high degree of accuracy
and performed mainly with minimally invasive interventions. Currently, the use of navigation is restricted to areas where direct correlation exists between the actual patient
anatomy during surgical procedure and the images usually acquired preoperatively.
Thus in case of moveable structures as for example the lower jaw navigational procedures couldn’t be applied.
Material and Methods
To overcome these problems we introduced a technique to fix the mandible in a reproducible position during image data acquisition and surgery. Patients covering a broad range of treatment indications for surgical interventions on the mandible were scheduled
for image-guided surgery by use of a wireless passive infrared surgical navigation system (VectorVisionTM, BrainLAB). The preoperative computed tomography (CT) data was
obtained before surgery using a Somatom Sensation 16 multi-slice-scanner (Siemens).
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Results
Individualized uni- or bilateral intermaxillary splints were used during different procedures in the mandible or oropharyngeal area. With bilateral fixation we found an anatomical target precision of 1.6, 1.9 and 2.3 mm.

Conclusion
The feasibility of the adynamic referencing with bilateral intermaxillary distant splints
has been shown under clinical conditions. These technique offers the possibility for
image guided surgery or interventions on the mandible and in the oropharyngeal region.
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COMPUTER ASSISTED POSITIONING OF THE MANDIBULAR
CONDYLE IN ORTHOGNATIC SURGERY
Claudia Haag (H.-G. Schweigert, G. Bettega, S. Haßfeld)
Mund-, Kiefer- und Gesichtschirurgie Universität Heidelberg,
Plastic and Maxillofacial Surgery, University Hospital Grenoble

Purpose
Computer assisted navigation gives the surgeon maximum security in finding anatomic
structures. Moreover, structures at risk can be protected and thus dangerous situations be avoided. In orthognatic surgery the mandible is osteotomized by a sagittal split
into the two condylar segments and the alveolar segment. In a prospective study we
have proved how the position of the condylar bone segments in a dynamic process in
orthognatic surgery can be followed up and how this computer assisted procedure can
improve the outcome of the surgery.
Material and Methods
We present the navigation system “orthopilot” for computer assisted positioning of the
condylar bone segments in orthognatic surgery . The positions of the mandibular condyles, i.e. the positions of the temporo-mandibular joints, are preoperatively 3D-registered.
At any time of the surgery the condyle position can be reproduced precisely respecting
its six degrees of freedom. The joint axis is registered kinematically. Only conventional
radiographs are demanded preoperatively. There is no additional X-ray needed, nor a
CT scan is required. The system is easy to handle concerning both software and navigation tools. Additional instruments for positioning the condyles are not necessary.
The system has been used preliminary in 15 Patients. In our randomised study we
compare the traditional method in orthognathic surgery i.e. using positioning plates
to reproduce the condyle position with our computer assisted system in 20 Patients.
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The position of the condyle is measured intraoperativelyby the angular deviation of the
condyle in all degrees of freedom. The surgery time was measured and the two methods
were compared in means of duration of the surgery. Pre- and postoperatively a clinical,
instrumental function analysis of the mandibular joint was performed at each patient.
Thus the clinical and functional outcome of the surgery regarding the condylar position
can be evaluated.
Results
We have found an angular deviation between 0 and 11 degrees. A deviation of more
than 11 degrees was not accepted by the surgeon. There were no complications observed due to the navigation system. The mean surgery time is comparable to the traditional method using positioning plates. The functional outcome of the surgery using the
navigation system orthopilot was estimated sufficient in all patients.
Conclusion
Computer assisted Navigation has been recently emerged in orthognatic surgery. Our
system enables the surgeon to reproduce the mandibular joint position after orthognatic surgery pecisely, which is important for the longterm outcome of the surgery.
A longterm follow-up study is required therefore in the future.
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN ASSISTANT ROBOTIC SYSTEM FOR INTERVENTIONAL RADIOLOGY INSIDE CT AND MR SCANNERS
Bernd Gutmann (A. Lukoschek, H. Fischer, M. Bock, A. Melzer)
Innomedic GmbH, FZK Karlsruhe, DKFZ Heidelberg, FH Gelsenkirchen

Results
Kinematics: Plastic materials such as PEEK, Polyamide, PUR and ceramics have been
used to construct a 5+1 DOF kinematic arm that is mounted to a C-arch which is attached to the scanner table (Philips NT, Siemens Symphony) by removable rails. Nonferromagnetic materials were only used in some springs.
Sensors: As commercial sensors (e.g. ultrasound, electro optical) did not meet the
requirements of MRI compatibility a set of optical sensors (limit switches, absolute encoders with 0.1 resolution, high resolution incremental rotatory and linear encoders)
including evaluation electronics have been developed.

Purpose
An increasing number of interventions are carried out under CT or MR image guidance.
However, manual adjustment of position and orientation of the instrument is difficult
especially inside a closed MR system and involves x-ray burden under CT guidance. This
paper presents the development of an assistant robotic system for different interventions. The system provides a user-interface for intervention planning on up-to-date CT
or MR images, followed by an accurate position and orientation of an instrument holder
with respect to the planning coordinates. The physician can then manually perform the
intervention, e.g. local drug injection, biopsies, or tumor treatment inside a closed MR
scanner without moving the patient.
Materials and Methods
System analysis and risk analysis were performed according to ISO 14971and yielded
several requirements for different components (e.g. MR-safety, imaging compatibility,
kinematic constraints, and software safety). These technical defaults lead to the investigation and development of different MR-compatible actuators, sensors, and further
electronic components, which have been tested for their usability (i.e. reliability, safety,
accuracy) and MR compatibility (e.g. tests within closed bore scanners: 1.0T Philips NT,
1.5T Siemens Symphony) for artefacts and electromagnetic interferences. Standard
GE sequences have been applied. Components have been placed either in gadopenten
acid (2mmol/l) or scanning was performed by using test phantoms or biological tissue
samples (e.g. melon, muscle).
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Actuators: Piezo motors are MR safe but cause image artefacts, heat, end electromagnetic interferences and have limited controllability. Full MR-compatibility has been achieved
with specially developed pneumatic cylinders suitable for slow positioning movement (<
1 mm/s) and high positioning accuracy (< 0.1 mm) at a pneumatic hose length of > 3 m.
Human machine interface: Via a touch screen placed outside the MR cabin near the
scanner console each step of the procedure can be performed, including intervention
planning. Images are sent to the HMI via DICOM.
Control units: Standard industrial controller boards with specially adapted software
could be used. The pneumatic and the piezo electric system worked satisfactorily inside
MR and CT scanners without image artefacts, however the pneumatic system offers far
better accuracy (0.1 to 1 mm), controllability, and safety for the patient as the piezo
system
Conclusion
The development of an MR compatible assistant robotic system for instrument positioning requires intense investigation and tests of materials, sensors, actuators, and clinical requirements in laboratory and in clinical environment. By using MR compatible materials, optical encoders, and pneumatic actuators image artefacts could be avoided.
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VALIDATION OF 3D-ASSESSMENT IN MR-GUIDED
PERCUTANEOUS CRYOTHERAPY OF A RCC
Christian P. Zentai (D. Worku, K. Tuncali, K. Zou, P. R. Morrison,
S. G. Silverman, S. K. Warfield)
University of Witten/Herdecke and Surgical Planning Laboratory, Brigham
and Women´s Hospital, Harvard Medical School

Purpose
Three dimensional (3D) visualization of the target and treatment volumes in percutaneous tumor ablation therapies is important. Accurate 3D measures will allow the proper
study and improvement of treatment efficacy. A computer model of the anatomy for
(pre-interventional) planning and (post-procedural) ablation assessment relies on an
accurate identification of the image characteristics. We were interested to examine
the accuracy of the segmentation of tumor and ablated tissue in magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) -guided cryotherapy.

Results
The calculated mean sensitivities within the ICG for the pre-procedural tumor were 0.90
+/-0.08, 0.94 +/-0.01, 0.94 +/-0.03. Similar results were found for the post-pocedural
tumor and the cryonecrosis. Creating the ACG, mean sensitivities for the segmentation
of the tumor were 0.86 +/-0.09. If the estimated ground truths of each reader are evaluated again, the sensitivities were 0.99, 0.90, 0.99. Additionally, one single CCG is
created, based on each reader’s estimated ground truth (with specific biases removed).
The specificity exceeded 99% in all cases.

Material and Methods
The 1.5T contrast-enhanced MR images of a patient with RCC undergoing percutaneous cryoablation were analyzed. Five repeated segmentations (SLICER, SPL, Boston)
per structure of interest were done independently by three raters. Each rater manually
outlined the pre- and post-procedural tumor, as well as the cryonecrosis resulting
from a 15 minute-freeze. This was done after an intensive case review with the interventional radiologist who performed the procedure, utilizing all image information
available. These 45 3D models were then evaluated using an expectation-maximization algorithm – acronymed “STAPLE” for Simultaneous Truth and Performance Level
Estimation. The STAPLE program consisted of iterative steps to estimate the ‘ground
truth’ model for each structure and estimate the performance parameters (sensitivity (p) and specificity (q) – both ranging from 0 to 1) for each rater’s segmentation.
Parameters were calculated for the following: the intra-combined ground truth (ICG)
which includes only one reader’s repeated segmentations (= intra-observer variability);
the cross-combined ground truth (CCG) (= inter variability); and the all-combined-ground
truth (ACG) using all data initially.

Conclusion
High quality parameters (p >0.90 and q >0.99) regarding the intra-observer variability (ICG) show satisfactory consistency in each reader’s performances.
Including all 15 segmentations in one single source of variation (ACG) reduces the sensitivity, because additionally to the random noise, the systematic biases of each rater
are equally added into the calculation, distorting the results. By creating an estimated
ground truth for each rater, the systematic bias can be removed. A re-calculation results
in one single estimated ground truth (CCG), most likely close to the actual anatomy.
These methods are feasible to effectually validate multi-performer repeated 3D-assessments for interventional procedures.
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DEVELOPMENT OF SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS FOR
INTEROPERATIONAL USE OF MRI
Manfred Salamon (A. Nabavi, M. Mehdorn)
Bauer und Häselbarth-Chirurg GmbH, Klinik für Neurochirurgie,
Universitätsklinikum Kiel

Fragestellung
Welcher Art müssen chirurgische Instrumente für den intraoperativen Gebrauch im MRT
sein.
Material und Methoden
Von klinischer Seite wurden Anforderungen an chirurgischen Instrumenten definiert
und im Rahmen von Workflow-Analysen von potentiellen Eingriffen in MRT Umgebung
verifiziert. Wobei beispielhaft die transnasale Hypophysektomie untersucht wurde.
Zusätzlich zu den klinischen Anforderungen sind Materialuntersuchungen im MRT
durchgeführt worden, um geeignetes Instrumentenmaterial und konstruktive Merkmale zu selektieren, und eine Methode zu entwickeln, die bei einer Materialkomposition
hilfreich für die Artefaktbewertung ist. Mit Unterstützung der in der Literatur aufzufindenden magnetischen Suszeptibilitätswerte und den eigenen Bildauswertungen werden
Vorgaben für mögliche Materialbestandteile eines neuen Instrumentenmaterials und
deren Beschichtung ermittelt. Ein FEM-analysierter Prototyp wird in Net-Shape Technik
pulvermetallurgisch erstellt und dessen Gebrauchstauglichkeit validiert.
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Ergebnisse
Chirurgische Instrumente für den intraoperativen Gebrauch im MRT haben neben den
Sicherheitsaspekten auch den Anspruch auf Artefaktfreiheit/-armut zu erfüllen. Die
konstruktive Auslegung bestimmt nur zum Teil über den Erfolg mit, vielmehr spielt das
Material, mit seiner dem Zielgewebe naheliegenden Suszeptibilität die ausschlaggebende Rolle. Der bislang für „MRT-Kompatibel“ erachtete Titanwerkstoff liegt um ca.
Faktor 10 ausserhalb der unteren Grenze des als suszeptibilitätsmäßig interessanten
Bereiches der MR-Bildgebung. Hingegen zeigen Cu-Werkstoffe größtenteils geringere
Artefakte im MR-Bild. Der gefundene Werkstoff mit einer Cu-Basismatrix wird z. Z. intensiv Untersucht und mittels biokompatibler Beschichtungen für den Verwendungszweck
qualifiziert.
Diskussion
Dem Ziel eines artefaktfreien Instrumentes nahe zukommen, ist nur mit dem Aufwand
von intensiver Materialfindung und Qualifikation möglich. Auch wenn durchaus einige
Kunststoffe und auch Keramiken eine interessante Alternative bilden, so bieten Werkstoffe aus Metall, die größte Einsatzbreite in Hinsicht der vielfältigen Zweckbestimmungen und Anwendungen. Die pulvermetallurgische Net-Shape Technik bietet eine
geeignete Basis für anwendungsbezogenes Materialdesign, wobei eine konstruktionsbegleitende FEM-Analyse die Anzahl iterativer Designschritte gut minimieren hilft. Eine
detaillierte Workflow-Analyse mit dem Anwender ist als Vorbereitung des speziellen
Instrumentendesigns unabdingbar.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A NAVIGATION SYSTEM FOR
TRANSCRANIAL MAGNETIC STIMULATION
Axel Wechsler (S. Woessner, J. Stallkamp, A. Thielscher, T. Kammer)
Fraunhofer Institut Produktionstechnik und Automatisierung und Abteilung
Psychiatrie III Universitätsklinikum Ulm und Neurologische Universitätsklinik Tübingen

Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) uses magnetic field pulses to non-invasively
stimulate currents on the cortex. The magnetic field pulses are generated by a coil located near the patient’s head. The neurological effects of the currents can be monitored
using different techniques, such as EEG. In neurology, TMS is used for the exploration of
functional regions on the cortex. In psychiatry, the method is intended to be used for the
clinical treatment of certain psychological disorders such as depression. Currently, this
application is being evaluated in clinical studies. In both cases, the precise location and
orientation of the stimulating currents are crucial for the interpretation of the results.
In close collaboration with the University Hospital Ulm, the Fraunhofer Institute
for Manufacturing Engineering and Automation (IPA) has developed a navigation
system for the visualisation and documentation of the stimulation coil position.
In order to measure the position and orientation of the stimulation coil, an optical tracking system is used. Since TMS is a non-invasive procedure, the registration bases on
patient specific distinctive features (landmarks). The measurement of the coil position
is performed in relation to the patient’s head which allows for the head movement of the
patient. Through the evaluation of different types of user interaction, it was found that a
visualisation of the position and orientation of the stimulation coil in a 3D view using a
virtual reality model gives the examiner the most intuitive feedback while positioning the
coil. The display of a surface model of the cortex and coloured functional datasets also
improved the visual navigation (see image 1). In order to simplify the coil positioning for
the stimulation of a certain cortex region another feature was added: the 3D-visualisati-
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on is able to track the focus of the coil by automatically displaying the three slices from
the dataset that intersect at this particular point. In addition to the pre-surgical planning
capabilities that navigation systems for surgery can offer, in TMS the documentation of
the actual process is important, as TMS is applied repeatedly to one patient. This documentation includes the positions and orientations of the coil and the stimulation time.
In order to position the coil according to the recorded position and orientation data, a
virtual coil marker is displayed in the 3D view, with which the current coil representation
can be aligned (see fig 2). Since the coil is commonly positioned by hand, it cannot be
kept still. Therefore automatically recording the coil position synchronously with the stimulation pulses is vital for a precise documentation. This is achieved using a TTL signal
from the stimulation hardware to trigger the recording. From a first clinical evaluation of
the navigation system we can conclude that the direction of the stimulation current is
of great importance for the effect of TMS on the patient. Also, the improved precision
in relation to previous navigation systems adds to the significance of the TMS results.
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MR SPECTROSCOPY GUIDED BRAIN TUMOR RESECTION:
SEGMENTATION OF METABOLIC CHANGES IN GLIOMAS AND
INTEGRATION INTO FRAMELESS STEREOTAXY
Andreas Stadlbauer (E. Moser, S. Gruber, Ch. Nimsky, R. Fahlbusch, O. Ganslandt)
Neurochirurgische Universitätsklinik, Erlangen-Nürnberg und Institut für
Medizinische Physik,Wien

Purpose
The main goal in brain tumor surgery is to achieve resection as complete as possible
while preserving normal brain tissue and function. Information about the localization
and spatial extent of the lesion should be available before and while the surgical procedure is performed. Frameless stereotactic methods in neurosurgery (neuronavigation)
have been used as a platform to integrate functional information (e.g. MEG, fMRI) in the
operating room, leading to so called functional neuronavigation. In conventional MRI it
is often difficult to delineate the heterogeneous structure of lesions, especially of gliomas. Proton magnetic resonance spectroscopic imaging (1H-MRSI) is a noninvasive tool
for investigating the spatial distribution of metabolic changes in brain lesions. Brain
tumors show increased levels of choline-containing compounds (Cho) and a reduction
in N-acetyl-aspartate (NAA) and creatine (Cr). The range of Cho increase and NAA decrease is compatible with the range of tumor infiltration. Metabolite maps of NAA and Cho
allow the differentiation of areas of necrosis, solid tumor and varying degrees of tumor
infiltration and tissue edema.

was precisely aligned to a selected SE slice by copy and paste of the image position.
Metabolic maps (256256 matrix size) for Cho, NAA and Cho/NAA ratios (Fig.1B) were
calculated and a “healthy region” of predominantly white matter (white rectangle in
Figs.1A and B) was selected in contralateral brain, at sufficient distance from the lesion
to allow segmentation (Fig.1C) based on the assumption of Gaussian distribution of the
Cho/NAA values for normal brain (tested independently). A so-called MRI/MRSI hybrid
dataset was obtained by replacing the raw data of five anatomical slices in the T1w SE
data set, co-registered with the MRSI slab, with the corresponding Cho/NAA ratio map
of the tumor (Fig.2). This hybrid dataset was transferred to a frameless stereotactic
system (VectorVisionSky, BrainLab, Heimstetten, Germany) and registered to a 3D MRI
dataset (MPRAGE) resulting in a functional 3D navigational dataset for MRS-guided
neurosurgical planning (Fig.3).
Results
Data fusion was successful in all cases. All patients underwent surgery with frameless
stereotaxy after integration of 1H-MRSI. The projection of segmented MRSI data into
the operating viewing field allowed easy identification of the tumor border based on
biochemical information.
Conclusion
For delineation of the border zone of the tumor images of Cho/NAA-ratios are most
suitable. The contrast tumor vs. normal brain is improved, because of the utilization
of both, the increase of Cho and decrease and NAA. Functional neuronavigation with
integration of 1H-MRSI allows presurgical identification of tumor border zones based on
the metabolic changes due to tumor infiltration.

Material and Methods
14 patients (7 male, 7 female, 45+/-14years old), all with supratentorial astrocytomas (WHO grade II and III) were examined. All studies were performed on a 1.5Tesla
clinical whole body scanner (Siemens Sonata) using an axial spin echo (SE) sequence
(T1-weighted, TR/TE = 500/15 ms, 256256 matrix size, 1616cm FOV, 20 slices with
no gap and 2 mm slice thickness) and high resolution MRSI (TR/TE = 1600/135ms,
24x24 circular phase-encoding, 16x16cm FOV, slice thickness 10mm). The MRSI slab
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SOURCES AND CAUSES OF ARTIFACTS IN MEDICAL
IMAGING AND VIRTUAL ENDOSCOPY
Dirk Bartz (Ö. Gürvit)
VCM, WSI/GRIS und MITT Universität Tübingen und
Abt. für Strahlentherapie, Universitätsklinikum Marburg

Purpose
Medical Imaging frequently exposes various artifacts of different appearance. While
these artifacts are easily seen, their actual cause is often not known in clinical routine.
In this contribution, we examine the usual mechanisms of artifacts that enables the
practitioner to understand their source and to modify imaging sequences accordingly.
Material and Methods
The technical foundations of virtual endoscopy and most other medical imaging methods are devices of modern 3D imaging - like CT, MRI, or rotational angiography - and
algorithmical methods for the representation of discrete image or volume data. These
methods - and the image acquisition techniques - are working on the premises of signal
processing theory. In particular the sampling theorem is setting the limits what structures can be successfully displayed with the various medical imaging methods. Notorious
artifacts like the partial volume effects, moire artifacts, stair-casing, or limited resolution can be explained with this theoretical framework. However, in many cases only vague
reasoning on the causes of these artifacts are provided.
Furthermore, the specific viewing properties of virtual endoscopy expose also specific
artifacts. While the actual reasons for the related artifacts are the same as for regular
applications, they are aggravated due to specifics of virtual endoscopy

Results
The background of these artifacts is analyzed and we will provide advise how to avoid
or to overcome some of these artifacts, based on the insights from signal processing.
In most cases this leads to the basic instruction that only features that are at least two
or three times large than the largest pixel or slice distance in the dataset can be safely
reconstructed in a visualization process.
Conclusions
Most artifacts (ie., except metal artifacts) can be explained with the framework provided by signal theory. In particular the sampling theorem limits the size of features that
can be successfully reconstructed in a visualization process. By considering the impact
of the sampling theorem, parameters of an image acquisition theorem can be adapted
accordingly. Furthermore, a remedy for some artifacts can be derived.
Image 1: Virtual endoscopy view into the 3rd ventricle of the brain. LLV and RLV depict the
entrances to the left and right lateral ventricles, LT depicts the Lamina Terminals (yellow
ellipse). Due to partial volume effects, the thin LT could not be reconstructed completely.
Image 2: Small colon polyp of 4mm that is at the limit of what can be reconstructed
successfully. The slice distance of the original CT dataset is 2mm.
Image 3: Stair-casing artifact on the transverse colon. The artifact is due to interpolation artifacts in non-isotropic datasets.
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MODELLING OF KINEMATICAL STRUCTURES FOR VIRTUAL
PROTOTYPING OF SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS AND OTHER
MEDICAL APPLICATIONS
Hüseyin Kemal Çakmak (N. Clark, H. Maass, U. Kühnapfel)
Institut für Angewandte Informatik, Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe

Purpose
Virtual Reality based training systems for endoscopic surgery have great potential to be
an alternative to traditional endoscopic training in the near future. Beside a high level
of simulation realism with an unlimited number of anatomical variations, VEST (Virtual
Endoscopic Surgery Training) systems are an excellent test-bed for virtual prototyping
of surgical instruments. This paper introduces a novel 3d interactive modelling tool for
intuitive and fast design of endoscopic surgical instruments, whose functionality and
limitations can be tested using the VEST system. An animation script language supports
the presentation of kinematical structure motion and makes the tool usable for further
medical applications e.g. visualisation of gait analysis data.

Results
A set of new endoscopic instruments have been modelled and tested within various
surgical simulation scenarios on the VEST system. The instruments interact with the
simulated tissue as defined and enable the trainee to experiment the possibilities and
limitations of the new instrument design and even to perform surgical procedures in
real-time within a simulated virtual environment. Another medical application of the
software module is the 3d visualization of gait analysis data. A kinematical and geometrical model of a human is set up and fed with real patient‘s gait analysis data. The gait
cycles are visualized, which help the surgeon with the diagnosis and therapy planning
for handicapped humans.

Materials and Methods
KisMo (Kismet Modeller) has been presented as a modelling environment for the KISMET
based VEST system for creating anatomical organ models. A new extension to our modelling software enables the user to create, test and present kinematical models in various
application fields - the emphasis in this context is on creation of endoscopic surgical instruments. A hierarchical design concept is used to build up surgical instrument models and
other kinematical structures by definition of geometrical and kinematical frames, joints,
workframes and geometries, which are imported from CAD-tools or created within KisMo.
A customized export functionality enables the evaluation of the virtual surgical instruments with the Select-IT VEST system, which is capable of simulating various instrument behavior to soft-tissue dependent on instrument type. A script language has been
created for examination of model limitations and presentation of kinematical structure
motion.

Discussion
With the new extension to KisMo an easy to use module for fast virtual prototyping
of kinematical structures has been created beside the existing capability to generate
anatomical realistic simulation scenes. The benefit of the new software module is to
speed up the cycle of virtual instrument design and the possibility for testing instrument
usability and limitations using virtual reality simulation techniques. Further avail of the
new software module has been demonstrated for visualization of gait analysis data.
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FLEXIBLE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PLATFORM
FOR MULTIMODAL NEUROSURGICAL PLANNING AND
THERAPY MONITORING
Horst Karl Hahn (J.Rexilius, M. Schlüter, B. Stieltjes, P. Raab, F. Giesel, H. O. Peitgen)
MeVis–Center for Medical Diagnostic Systems and Visualization, Bremen und Abt. Diagnostische Radiologie DKFZ, Heidelberg und Abt. f. Radiologie, Universität Mainz

Purpose
We present a flexible R&D platform targeted towards clinical neuroimaging that permits
information fusion from multimodal imaging sources. Our main motivation is to develop
software assistants to support neurosurgical planning, risk assessment, and therapy
monitoring. To this end, the platform combines tools for quantitative anatomical and
structural image analysis as well as interactive two- and three-dimensional visualization
of relevant structures.
Material and Methods
The platform comprises software modules for neurological image analysis and visualization besides various data interfaces. Primary image data is automatically imported
from various anatomical (T1 and T2 weighted native and post-contrast) and structural
(diffusion weighted and diffusion tensor imaging) MRI acquisition techniques. All data
interfaces and algorithms are implemented within the modular programming environment ILAB, which is dedicated to rapid application prototyping in image based diagnosis
and risk assessment. Functional information is imported as secondary data from twocommon software packages, namely SPM and BrainVoyager, therewith benefiting from
the latest developments in fMRI analysis. Further specific algorithms are available for
(i) segmentation of tumors and other lesions, blood vessels, cerebral ventricles, white
and gray matter, (ii) volumetry of these structures, (iii) diffusion tensor reconstruction,
(iv) quantification of anisotropy and connectivity of white matter tracts, as well as (v)
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functional cluster analysis and visualization. The visualization modules comprise fast
direct volume rendering (DVR) and shaded surface rendering (SSD) methods for all
objects segmented in the image data. Specific color coding schemes are available for
functional activations, diffusion tensor directions, and slice based image fusion (cf. Fig.
1 and 2). A crucial strength of ILAB to flexibly and efficiently provide complex graphical
user interfaces is exploited for the development of user-oriented software assistants.
Results
Several software assistants have been developed within the platform. We are able to
fuse information from functional, anatomical, and structural imaging, and to provide the
information within complex two- and three-dimensional rendering scenes. For example,
a component for the preoperative visualization in neurosurgery comprises DVR of the
cortical surface, multiple interactive clip planes to explore lesions and different brain
structures, and SSD for tumors, blood vessels, and functional activation centers (cf.
Fig. 1). Viewpoint, contrast, color, and transparency of all objects are automatically
adjusted and may be modified interactively to obtain optimal visualization results. Furthermore, automatic histogram analysis is used to reproducibly quantify the volumes
of white and gray matter, cerebral ventricles, and lesions. The volumetry modules are
especially useful for follow-up studies, such as therapy monitoring in oncological tumor
treatment. The quantitative analysis of diffusion tensor data is crucial for the preoperative identification of important white matter tracts as well as for the assessment of
white matter damage after surgical treatment or radiation therapy.
Conclusion
The use of ILAB permits a high efficiency for the development of new image analysis
techniques and user-oriented software assistants as well as an excellent adaptability
to specific requirements of individual neurosurgical and neuroradiological departments.
Further work will focus on clinical validation of the platform, development of interfaces
to neurosurgical navigation systems, and integration of magnetic resonance spectroscopic imaging, e. g. for differential diagnosis and follow-up in tumors.
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STANDARDIZED 3D DOCUMENTATION FOR NEUROSURGERY
Fernando Vega Higuera (P. Hastreiter, R. Naraghi, Ch. Nimsky)
Neurocenter, Dept. of Neurosurgery, University of Erlangen-Nuremberg

Purpose
Direct volume visualization has become a standard tool for the diagnosis and therapy
planning for medical conditions in the brain. Nevertheless, its application is normally
restricted to the radiological workstations. Usually, source data consists of magnetic
resonance or computer tomography images series. The data slices are then used for
creating 3D visualizations at the graphics workstation. The storage requirements imposed by the nature of the source data, combined with the need of adequate volume
visualization tools reduce the portability of this approach. We propose the use of a PC
based tool for the creation of standardized digital video sequences, which can be easily
ported to mobile computing platforms (e.g. sub-notebook, pda, etc.). The provided tool
features functionality for the creation and adjustment of the visualization parameters,
as well as the implements for standard video generation. The richness of the information contained in the video sequences combined with the low storage requirements,
make this approach ideal for the construction of portable clinical databases.
Material and Methods
We have provided the functionality for the creation of the digital video sequences as an
extension to our PC based volume visualization tool. Volume rendering is accomplished
making use of the standard texture based approach. This technique requires the creation of lookup-tables (so called transfer functions), which map measured intensities to
colors and opacities. These transfer functions must be individually adjusted according
to the data being visualized. Source data consisted of computer tomography angiography (CTA), as well as segmented magnetic resonance (MR) volumes.
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The developed application provides adequate editors for the interactive creation of
transfer functions. Once a satisfactory result has been found for a particular dataset,
it can be stored and later used as basis for similar cases. In this manner it is only
necessary to make fine adaptations for further patients and the time consumed for
adjustment of the visualization is very short.
Camera paths for the video sequences are defined interactively in the provided editor.
An additional schematic 3D visualization represents the patient‘s head and the camera
path around it. The starting and ending points can be manipulated and the results are
displayed online at the schematic and at the volume renderer as well. Created video
parameters for different pathologies can be stored for posterior use. In this manner
it is possible, for example, to create a path showing the internal carotid arteries in
case of an aneurysm in this area.
The resulting video parameters are then used for interpolating the camera position
for every frame. This position is fed to the volume visualization tool, which stores the
corresponding images and finally codes them into a MPEG video sequence. This file
requires very little storage and can be viewed in a low-end portable computing device
with a standard multimedia contents tool. So, it is possible to use this video as a flexible documentation in the operation room as well as at other clinical environments or
for collaborating purposes.
Results and Conclusions
Evaluation was carried out with a series of cases involving intracranial aneurysm, as
well as neuro vascular compression syndromes. A video database was implemented on
a low-end portable computer and successfully tested for usability inside the operation
room. The provided tool provides an adequate framework for the standardized documentation of neurological or neurovascular pathologies making use of direct volume
visualization. Its portability broadens its application spectrum being adequate not only
for database purposes, but also for surgery support.
Images and Notes
The first image (video_editor.gif) represents the volume rendering tool along with the
video editor while creating an example video sequence. The second image (media_
player.gif) shows the resulting video sequence while viewed in the standard Windows
Media Player.
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NEW METHODS IN CT-BASED COMPUTER-ASSISTED RISK
ANALYSIS IN LUNG CANCER SURGERY
Jan-Martin Kuhnigk (S. Zidowitz, L. Bornemann, V. Dicken, B. Kümmerlen,
S. Krass, H.-O. Peitgen)
MeVis-Center for Medical Diagnostic Systems and Visualization, Bremen

Purpose
Resection planning for lung cancer treatment not only requires exact knowledge of the
tumor’s localization and extent but also a sufficiently accurate prognosis of postoperative lung function. Featuring precise CT-based segmentation of the lungs, the lung
lobes, the bronchial tree and the tumor itself as well as a good approximation of the
pulmonary segments, the proposed method is able to cover both aspects. Based on the
segmentation results, a prognosis for postoperative lung function is given along with
qualitative and quantitative information about the nodule’s localization with respect to
other anatomical structures such as lobar boundaries. Moreover, the entry points of
vessels and airways into the lobe(s) or lung to be resected can be displayed in 3d. The
acquired information assists the surgeon in assessing risks and benefits of different
resection strategies preoperatively and in planning the surgical approach.
Materials & Methods
The risk analysis is based on an exact segmentation of the involved anatomic structures
in the CT data. The identified tumor is segmented automatically. Using a combination of
morphologic and gradient-based methods, the algorithm is capable of separating tumors
from attached high-density structures such as pleura or vessels. The segmentation of
the lungs is completely automated and robust in separating the left and the right lung.
Due to low contrast and high inter-individual variations, the lobe segmentation does in
some cases require an interactive refinement of the results. An estimate of postoperative lung function is calculated by approximating the volume of functional lung parenchyma
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in each lobe. The algorithm used for the airway segmentation is based on a specialized
three-dimensional region growing method which automatically determines an optimal
threshold. A tree analysis is performed on the segmented bronchi, allowing to approximate the distance of the tumor to the mediastinal lymph nodes along the lymphatic
vessels. Additionally, the bronchi analysis is used to obtain an approximation of the
broncho-pulmonary segments and thus, a qualitative description of the tumor location.
The described methods are integrated in a prototypical clinical application using the
development platform ILAB4.
Results
The nodule segmentation method has been tested on over 500 pulmonary nodules in
CT scans of 30 different patients. Lung, lobe, and bronchi segmentation have been successfully applied to over 50 clinical datasets of various CT scanners and protocols. The
data included healthy subjects as well as a large number of pathologic findings such as
pulmonary nodules, emphysema and atelectasis. A preliminary validation indicates a
very low intra- and inter-observer variability of the lung lobe volumes (< 0.5%).
Conclusion
Lung resection surgery is the only curative therapy for early stage non-small cell lung
cancer. Based on a fully automated identification of the lungs and a robust, semi-automated decomposition of the lungs into the lobes, the proposed method assesses lobar
CT parameters easily and accurately and thus allows a more reliable CT-based prediction of postoperative lung function. Additional assistance in preoperative risk analysis
is provided by the quantitative analysis of the tumor localization with respect to safety
margins and risk of mediastinal lymphatic metastases.
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DIAGNOSTIC ADVANTAGES AND POSSIBILITIES FOR
SECONDARY RECONSTRUCTION OF NEWTOM 9000
DATA SETS USING E-FILM
Dirk Schulze (M. Heiland)
Universitäts-Klinikum Hamburg-Eppendorf Zentrum für ZMK
Poliklinik für Röntgendiagnostik

In order to facilitate easy diagnoses, images generated with the NewTom 9000 (Quantitave Radiology, Verona, Italy), for the evaluation the professional DICOM viewer eFilm
Workstation™ (Merge eFilm, Milwaukee, WI, USA) was used. Primary reconstructed
patient data of more than twenty NewTom 9000 examinations was exported to the
DICOM format and subsequently imported in the DICOM viewer eFilm Workstation™.
Multiplanar reconstructions and three-dimensional reconstructions were computed for
diagnostic purposes. All desired perspectives can be viewed with this software with CTlike print-outs. The DICOM viewer eFilm Workstation™ is an easy to use alternative to
the standard software provided by Quantitative Radiology.
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EXPERIENCES WITH THE AIDA-/SCB-SYSTEM
Bettina Haas (A. Endress, B. Aydeniz, D. Wallwiener, R. Kurek)
Universitäts-Frauenklinik Tübingen

Purpose
During the past years, popularity of digital documentation of intraoperative images and
data and system networks in surgery rooms has increased. Due to wider use of working
station systems in daily clinical routine, a network of systems and digital documentation of intraoperative data will become more and more important.
Material and Methods
Since 2002 the AIDA-Network system (Advanced Image and Data Archiving System) and
the SCB-System (Storz Communication Bus) of Karl Storz GmbH & Co. KG have been
used in four different surgery rooms in the Universitätsfrauenklinik Tübingen. The AIDASystem digitalises pictures from different cameras and saves them in a central data
base for further processing. SCB-System is the central controlling unit for all individual
devices (endoscopic equipment, for example light and camera sources) which are used
in the surgery rooms.
During the last 12 months, we were able to increase experience with the application of
both systems. In the following report we present our experience.
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Results
Our experience demonstrates that, after a proper and thorough training of or-nurses
and medical doctors, the AIDA-System provides for a secure and comfortable documentation. By importing patient data from the hospital information system and exporting
the graphic data to a clinical working station, an even larger efficiency can be expected
in the future.
SCB-System requires only a short training of medical personnel because the user interface shows the existing frontage of each individual device which can be controlled
by this system. The sterile coat of the touch screen enables the or-nurse to control the
devices during operation. The standard settings for different operations (hysteroscopy,
laparoscopy, open surgery) have proved to be efficient in daily routine. Only in some
special cases, the parameters have to be changed during the surgery. The integration of
additional devices will be supplemented to the SCB-System as a central control unit.
Conclusion
In summary, AIDA-/SCB-System has proved to be an effective key unit for a central control and documentation system in a multimedia operation room.
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THE EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY CONCEPT FOR
GLOBAL TELEMEDICINE
G. Graschew (S. Rakowsky, T. A. Roelofs, P. M. Schlag)
Surgical Research Unit OP 2000 Robert-Roessle-Klinik
am MDC Universitaetsklinikum Charite, Berlin

The European Space Agency (ESA) will in near future establish a European Telemedicine
Working Group capable to continuously advise, steer and update envisaged actions. Main
application areas are telemedicine for elderly people, telemedicine for disaster relief, telemedicine for hospitals in remote areas, teleconsultation, medical teleeducation, different technology developments, etc. In this way the setup of regional healthcare networks
of hospitals and health professionals facilitates the access to medical expertise and
quality of care regardless of location. International cooperation serves the dissemination
of best medical practice (evidence-based medicine) and satellite technology will be the
most promising means for reaching underserved and isolated areas worldwide. Global
Reference Telemedicine Centers will enable multilingual and multidisciplinary response.
The satellite-based telemedicine services require robust, reliable and secure communication networks. Multicast capabilities of the satellite communication are
advantageous for teleeducation and –training. A combination of satellite communication with ad hoc networks allows rapid set up for effective telemedicine services.
The improvement of the quality of care by an access to specialist care will lead to a reduction of the health care professional isolation especially in rural areas, to the possibility of local treatment and early return of the patient to the local community. Telemedicine via satellite is an application field that deserves tailored development taking care of
medical and patient needs, standardization issues, technology development and legal
and other regulatory aspects. Telemedicine via satellite is a key application for avoiding
a digital divide of the world. Our projects DELTASS (Disaster Emergency Logistic Tele-
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medicine Advanced Satellites System), MEDASHIP (Medical Assistance for Ships) and
EMISPHER (Euro-Mediterranean Internet-Satellite Platform for Health, medical Education and Research) pursue exactly the aims of ESA’s new concept. The projects serve as
pilot platform to optimize the functionality of the networks and to analyze the needs of
the medical users from the different countries. This platform will be used to design the
future heterogeneous telemedical networks.
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OPTIMIZING MEDICAL EDUCATION BY NEW COMMUNICATION
TECHNOLOGIES
Heinz Weber (H. Feussner, B. Clasbrummel)
Chirurgische Klinik, Klinikum der Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg und
Chirurgische Klinik, Klinikum Rechts der Isar, Techn. Universität München und
Unfallchirurgische Klinik Bergmannsheil,Bochum

Medicine is one of the most fascinating fields to establish the use of network-technologies. It combines the necessity of complete safety of data with the need to create
a wide spread Network.But on the other hand it is very difficult to find out the needs
of medical people where they see a chance to optimize the diagnostic and therapeutic
workflow.
Using new technologies in medicine can improve the Medical Quality in several ways.
By using the world wide web for Information and education of patients, students and
medical staff as well as Teleconsulting (Teleradiology, Telepathology, etc.). For purposes of education as well as quality-securing. Finally the chance is given to use new network-technologies for the purpose of creating health-platforms, containing all specific
patient data and presenting them at any time at any place.
In medicine many patients want to be informed best about their disease and therefor
use all ways of information-technology – last but not least the internet. The difficulty is
to find objective data there, coming from authorized groups (i.e. faculty members).

All medical doctors, hospitals and universities need to be connected for the patients
benefit. A main idea is it to connect the general practitioners to their next hospital via
ISDN, connect the hospitals and universities via triple-ISDN and connect the centers of
excellence via Gigabit-Connections.
For purposes of education the network can be used as well for tele-assistance for
operation as for transferring lectures from one University to another, showing the patients, giving the partner-clinic the chance to ask specific questions and the following
the treatment of the patient. Apart from these peer-to-peer connections medical networks need to be established as they can improve medical treatment in several ways.
Health-Platforms for the information of Patients (such as a shown example for Operation-Videos with more than 7 Mio users in less than three years) as well as Video-Databases for Education-purposes, on one hand by the non-profit-faculties on the other hand
by profit-organized companies. Even wireless Communications open new opportunities
for all partners in educational networks. Some results as well as some problems are
shown.

Many patients then prefer to hear a second opinion during their diagnostic or therapeutic steps. This is made much easier by using modern ways of telecommunication to
avoid long travels and enormous time-delay. It can be
realized by simple ISDN-based video-conferencing systems as well as IP-based Networking Technologies (restricted by the need of data-safety).
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INITIAL EXPERIENCES WITH BRAINLAB´S KOLIBRI NAVIGATION
SYSTEM WITH Z-TOUCH AND SOFT-TOUCH REGISTRATION
Alexander Zwickl (A. Leunig, P. Tanner, G. Rasp, H. Hagedorn)
Klinik für Hals- Nasen und Ohrenheilkunde der Ludwig-Maximillians-Universität, München

Introduction
The department of Head and Neck surgery University of Munich has been using the
CT-based navigation system, Kolibri (of Brain LAB), with an emphasis on sinus-surgery
since october 2002. In the present study we analysed the accuracy, the set-up time and
the potential errors of the system.
Material
Despite previous experiences in the field of navigation-assisted operational techniques,
reasonable experiences could be gathered from 20 navigation-assisted cases using the
Kolibri system in combination with the soft-touch registration technique.

There was no loss of accuracy in comparison with the Vector-Vision compact system
(of Brain LAB), but the handling was simplier. In consideration of previously available
case numbers, the determination for statistics is not espacially meaningful. However, a
tendency toward higher precision, is shown in the soft-touch registrated group.

Conclusion
The Kolibri system offers a high accuracy and excellent handling. The time spent on registration with the soft-touch system was comparisonable with the z-touch registration,
but the accuracy seems to be more accurat by the soft-touch registration.

Results
All patients were registrated with both the new soft-touch method and the z-touch laserregistration. The time needed for preparation imaging and system set-up was about 10
min. There were no intra- or post-operative complications with the use of the navigation
system. Surgery was performed using navigational assistance throughout the entire
procedure.
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A NEW COMPUTER NAVIGATION SYSTEM WITH AUTOMATIC
REGISTRATION FOR SURGICAL PROCEDURES IN THE HEAD
AND NECK
Jochen Wurm (K. Bumm, T. Dannenmann, Ch. Nimsky, H. Steinhart, R. Bale, H. Iro)
Klinik und Poliklinik für HNO-Kranke der Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg und CAS-Innovations AG, Erlangen und Neurochirurgische Klinik, Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg
und SIP-Lab, Innsbruck

Purpose
Computernavigation around the head has become a standard tool in the field of ENTand Neurosurgery. However, in the surgical theater, to date’s CAS systems still suffer
common flaws such as reliable registration and steady non invasive stereotactic feedback under real operating scenarios. We report on a novel setup, the “CAPPA” navigation system (CAS-Innovations, Erlangen, Germany) for computer assisted surgery on the
anterior as well as lateral skull base.
Material and Methods/Results
The system comprises two favorable aspects of do date’s stereotactic advances: a quick
and automatic registration procedure and a steady and non invasive stereotactic feedback. This was accomplished by integrating the VBH-mouthpiece and SIP-Lab-Frame for
automatic registration as well as intraoperative re-referencing. The great advantage of
registrations with the SIP-Lab-Frame is its simultaneous high accuracy for both frontal
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as well as lateral skull base surgery without the need of invasive measures. When compared with other systems, especially lateral skull base surgery calls for an invasive step
by screwing the referencing device to the patients? skull. Furthermore by using the VBHmouthpiece, continuous high accuracy can be achieved throughout the surgical procedure without intraoperative offsets cased due to manipulation to the referencing device.
Conclusion
The “CAPPA” navigation system is suited for computer assisted surgery of the anterior
and lateral skull base. Its reproducible high accuracy as well as quick preoperative implementation make it an ideal choice for surgical procedures in the head and neck.

C-III-2

AUTOMATED REGISTRATION OF PARTIALLY DEFECTIVE
SURFACES BY LOCAL LANDMARK IDENTIFICATION
Dirk Malthan (G. Ehrlich, J. Stallkamp, F. Dammann, E. Schwaderer,
M. M. Maassen, H. P. Zenner)
Fraunhofer-Institute for Manufacturing Engineering and Automation (IPA) Stuttgart
und Department of Diagnostic Radiology, University Hospital of Tübingen und
Department of Otolaryngology-Head und Neck Surgery, University of Stuttgart

The term “registration” in computer and robot-assisted surgery is known as the definition of geometrical relationships between the coordinate system of a surgical planning
system and that of the patient. The registration thus forms the basis for navigated
surgery. Furthermore, in CAS/RAS applications the registration has a crucial influence
on the achievable local precision and thus the quality and reliability of the surgery.
Today’s registration procedures are based upon the mapping of landmarks set prior to
the surgery, whereby an additional process step or even an additional surgery becomes
necessary. Sometimes alternative or supplementing algorithms for the registration by
a comparison of the surface topology are used. Those methods, however, suffer from
their poor results using modified and fragmentary surfaces or unfavourable surface
topology. Within the scope of the development of a navigation and a control system for
computer- and robot-assisted surgery at the lateral skull base, a practice-suited and
reliable algorithm for the automated registration of partially defective surfaces should
be realized.

provided during surgery. These are assigned to the images provided before performing
a cross correlation analysis and an investigation of the geometrical consistency. The
evaluation of the algorithm was accomplished within the development of the navigation
and robotic control system in a laboratory surrounding.
Under laboratory conditions it could be shown that also partially defective surfaces (e.g.
simulated by adding white noise, reducing or smoothing the polygon data, etc.) were
correctly recognized and thereby registered. In particular, the algorithm proved its excellence in interpreting partially modified topologies. These changes often occur under
surgical conditions, for example by surface covering, by impurities of blood and rinsing
liquid or by the intended milling procedure at the lateral skull base itself. The reliability
is based on the fact that the used algorithm does not match the global surface. Instead,
local (unchanged) features are recognized autonomously, other changes of the topology are not considered. It became clear that especially the size of the generated spin
images, the number of point relations and the implementation of the geometrical consistency analysis were of crucial importance for the fault tolerance of the algorithm.
The developed procedure can be used to accomplish dynamic intra-surgical registration
of the skull bone by the generation of point relations to the CT images. The presentation
describes the developed algorithms and discusses the reliability and the attainable precision of the novel procedure. The range of applications and their limits are pointed out.
Supported by the DFG (German Research Foundation), Medical Navigation and Robotics
Program (SPP 1124, MA 1458/2)

The developed algorithm is based on the utilization of local fingerprints for specific
points of a surface, so-called “spin images”. In order to realize the registration, an
isosurface of constant density values of a patient’s CT image is computed prior to the
surgery. Subsequently, a spin image for every vertex of the produced surface is generated, representing its local surrounding topology independent from its orientation.
Using a laser scanner with coordinate measuring system, spin images of the patient are
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C-III-3

COREGISTRATION AND 3D-VISUALISATION OF HIGH
RESOLUTION CT AND MRI STUDIES OF THE INNER EAR
Kersten Peldschus (S. Bartling & Abt., M. Hamzei, T. Lenarz, R. Kikinis, H. Matthies)
Depar tment of Medical Informatics,Medical School Hannover, Germany and Surgical
Planning Laboratory, Brigham and Women ‘s Hospital, Boston and Department of
Otolaryngology, Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary, Boston and Department of
Neuroradiology, Medical School Hannover and Department of Otorhinolaryngology,
Medical School Hannover

Purpose
3D-visualisation of the inner ear has been variously demonstrated using either computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the petrous bone. Both
modalities provide similar information of the inner ear. CT presents the demarcation of
the bony labyrinth, and MRI shows the endolymph and perilymph fluid within the labyrinth. The aim of this study was to assess the accuracy of manual coregistration of high
resolution CT and MRI studies of the petrous bone for subsequent 3D-visualisation of
the inner ear combining information of both modalities.
Methods and Materials:
CT and MRI studies of the petrous bone of 26 patients were retrospectively identified.
All CT examinations had been acquired with a 4-slice multidetector row CT (reconstructed pixel size: 0.31mm, thickness 0.6mm). MRI studies had been performed using
either a T2 weighted 3D FSE or 3D FIESTA sequence at a 1.5 Tesla MRI scanner (pixel
size: 0.39-0.55mm, thickness 0.6-1.0 mm). Patients presented with i) normal findings
on CT and MRI (n=13) or ii) pathologic involvement of the inner ear and internal acoustic
meatus (n=13). Coregistrations of the CT and MRI studies were repeated twice for each
patient using a manual coregistration method (3D-Slicer 2.0). The consistency registration error (CRE) was calculated for a region of interest covering both inner ears. 3D
models of the inner ear were generated from CT and MRI data using manual cropping,
threshold based segmentation and a surface rendering algorithm (3D-Slicer 2.0).
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Results
In the group of patients with normal findings CREi was 0.33mm (95% confidence interval (95% CI) = 0.25-0.42mm). For the group with pathological findings a CREii of
0.43mm (95% CI = 0.31-0.55mm) could be determined. Comparison of the two means
demonstrated no significant difference (t[24] = -1.377; p = 0.181). The overall CRE
(n=26) was 0.38mm (95% CI = 0.31-0.45mm). The comparison of the upper bound of
the 95% CI of CRE to average dimensions of distinct inner ear structures resulted in
the following ratios: 5% of the diameter of the cochlear basal turn; 30.1% and 24.4%
of the width of the vestibular and tympanic scalae, respectively; 45.2% of the average
diameter of the osseous semicircular canals; 14.1% of the axial diameter of the fundus
of the internal acoustic meatus. Three-dimensional inner ear models generated from CT
and MRI data proved to present an accurate overlap of relevant structures mentioned
above (Image1).
Conclusion
Manual coregistration of high resolution CT and MRI studies of the petrous bone can be
achieved retrospectively with an accuracy that allows multi-modality three-dimensional
display of the inner ear. Potential clinical applications could be the assessment of Cochlea Implant candidates with fibrotic occlusions of the cochlea and planning of acoustic
neuroma surgery. Results from this study could be also used as a reference standard
to compare with automated coregistration algorithms.
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C-III-4

AUTOMATED LOCALIZATION OF FIDUCIAL MARKERS ENHANCES
REGISTRATION ACCURACY
Georg Eggers (J. Kozak, S. Däuber, W. Korb, T. Welzel, R. Marmulla, S. Haßfeld)
Universitätsklinik für Mund-, Kiefer-, Gesichtschirurgie, Heidelberg and
Fa. Aesculap, Tuttlingen and Institut für Prozessrechentechnik, Automation und
Robotik, Universität Karlsruhe und Universitätsklinik für Radiologie, Heidelberg

Introduction
Kozak et al. described a system for semiautomated registration of image data for navigation-systems. It consists of titanium markers with a hollow cone and a software tool
that automatically detects the tip of the cone from CT image data. The reliability was
demonstrated using phantom heads and a standard CT protocol (Comput Aided Surg.
2002;7(1):11-24). In this study the system is investigated in a clinical setting.
Materials and Methods
The markers were placed on human cadavre heads and scanned using a variety of CT
scan protocols. In the image data the markers position was located automatically using
the software tool. The actual position of the markers on the head was determined using
a mechanical localizer. The results were compared to determine the accuracy of the
automatic detection. The influence of imaging parameters (slice thickness and slice
distance) on the accuracy of the system was measured
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Results
Although marker detection was not always complete in CT-images, the error of automated preregistration was approximately half the error of manual preregistration. In
addition, it deteriorated considerably less in image data with large slice thickness than
manual preregistration did.
Discussion
Although other methods of registration are under continuous improvement, fiducial marker registration still is the gold standard for accuracy of registration today. Automation
adds some benefit to this method. It improves accuracy and makes the usage less
cumbersome.

C-III-5

CLINICAL EXPERIENCE WITH A HYBRID CT-FREE NAVIGATION
SYSTEM FOR ACETABULAR CUP PLACEMENT IN ROUTINE USE
Jan von Recum
Universitätsklinik für Mund-, Kiefer-, Gesichtschirurgie, Heidelberg and Universitätsklinik für Mund-, Kiefer-, Gesichtschirurgie, Navigation und Robotik, Charité, Berlin

Objektives
After experimental and preclinical evaluation (HAP Paul Award 2001) of a CT-free image
guidet surgical navigation system for acetabular cup placement, the system was introduced into clinical routine.
Background
The computation of the angular orientation of the cup is based on reference coordinates
from the anterior pelvic plane concept. A hybrid strategy for pelvic landmark acquisition has been introduced involving percutaneous pointer based digitization with the
non-invasive bi-planar landmark reconstruction using multiple registered fluoroscopy
images.
Design/Methods
From January 2001 to January 2003 a total of 158 consecutive patients (mean age 69
years, 102 male, 56 female, 81 left and 77 right hip joints) were operated on with the
hybrid ct-free navigation system. During each operation the angular orientation of the
inserted implant was recorded. To determine the placement accuracy of the acetabular
components the first 50 consecutive patients underwent a CT-scan seven to ten days
postoperatively to analyze the cup position related to the anterior pelvic plane. This was
done blinded with the CT-based planning software.
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Results
There was no significant learning curve observed for the use of the system. Mean values for postoperative inclination read 43 (SD 3,0 , range 37-49) and anteversion 19
(SD 3,9, 10-28). The resulting system accuracy, i.e. the difference between intraoperatively calculated cup orientation and postoperatively measured implant position shows
a mean error of 1,5 for the inclination (max 5, SD 1,1) and 2,4 for anteversion (max
6, SD 1,3).
Conclusion
An accuracy of better than 5 inclination and 6 anteversion was achieved under clinical
conditions, wich implies that there is no significant difference in performance from the
established CT-based navigation methods. Image guidet CT-free cup navigation provides
a reliable solution for future THA.

C-III-6

DYNAMIC ACCURACY OF THE „3-D SINGLE PLANE“
CALIBRATION TECHNIQUE
Oskar A. Schmid (K. Stauner)
Abteilung für Unfallchirurgie der Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg

Purpose
Since introduction of the calibration technique, which was used in this study, in 1998
by Schmid and Beß the accuracy was proved for high accurate three dimensional position measurements in high volumes (Schmid 2001). The outstanding feature of the new
calibration technique turns out in a one-step calculation of all 3-D reconstruction parameters including all internal and external camera parameters out of one single frame
and in the use of a planar calibration grid. All this results in a very fast calibration time
of about a minute for all tasks. The existing, mostly time consuming calibration techniques normally have at least a two-step approach. The aim of the study was to test the
dynamic accuracy using a published approach for accuracy tests (Richards 1999).
Material & Methods
The tests were performed using six albavisionTM ACAM50 Cameras (50Hz) with a resolution of 748(h) by 576(v) pixels connected to the albavisionTM Motion System for
recording and tracking of the camera coordinates. The set-up for the cameras was
exactly the same used for human analysis in the laboratory. A two-dimensional (planar)
calibration grid (1200x540 mm) was used for the tests. An approx. 3000mm field of
view was per camera. In order to get a comparison to other techniques we used a device
built to the specifications described by Richards. He evaluated different commercially
available systems by measuring different distances among other features. The device
was a rotating bar (approx. 1Hz) mounted with 2 reflective ball-shaped markers (diameter 2cm) 50cm apart (figure 1). No data filtering was applied to the tracked data in order
to reveal the real accuracy of the set-up.
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Results
The mean error of distance measurements in commercially available motion measurement systems usually range from 0.09% to 1.77% of the real distance (Schmid 2001).
The dynamic distance measurements in the presented study showed an overall mean
error of 0.09mm or 0.018% with a standard deviation (SD) of 0.82mm. The 95% confidence interval of those measurements ranged at ± 0.23mm. The maximum error was
calculated at 1.67mm. The RMS error unveiled a value of 0.83mm.
Conclusion
The mean value ranges 4.5 times less, the SD-value and coefficient of variation about the
same magnitude and the more important maximum error was calculated as the lowest
in comparison to the systems tested by Richards. For comparison with other studies the
values were normalized to receive “adapted values” (table1). Richards’ tests used all
software features available for tracking and 3-D reconstruction. In the current study we
used neither any data filtering nor special tracking feature, which may help to eliminate
marker-errors. Therefore error reduction in the presented data is obviously possible.
The new technique proved to be accurate in static and dynamic situations. Therefore
the new technique unveiled as a real alternative for 3-D motion measurement in all kind
of medical applications like gait analysis, surgical navigation as well as in industrial
inspection. And it outperforms other techniques by its ease of use and time saving
procedure for calibration (below one minute).
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IMAGE ANALYSIS AND VISUALIZATION FOR PREOPERATIVE
PLANNING OF SINUS SURGERY
Bernhard Preim (G. Strauss, D. Apelt, I. Hertel, H. Bourquain, T. Schulz, H. Hahn)
Institut für Simulation und Graphik, Fakultät für Informatik, Otto-von-GuerickeUniversität Magdeburg und Klinik für Hals-, Nasen-, Ohrenheilkunde und plastische
Operationen, Universität Leipzig and Centrum für medizinische Diagnosesysteme
und Visualisierung (MeVis), Bremen

Purpose
Sinus surgery has to be carried out in cases of chronic paranasal sinusitis. Although
these interventions are frequently carried out major complications might occur. In particular relapse operations are difficult to accomplish because landmarks are often missing due to previous interventions. With our system we attempt to improve the planning
process and to reduce complications.
Material and Methods
Our study is based on 7 CT datasets (slice thickness: 3mm, reconstruction interval:
2mm) which have been acquired for surgery planning. Image analysis techniques have
been applied in order to identify and delineate anatomic structures and pathologic mucosal swellings. Emphasis was put on the robustness of the method with the goal to
process even those datasets with low contrast between small bones, such as the ethmoid bone, and swellings. Variants of the watershed transform have been fine-tuned for
this purpose. In a preprocessing step, a rough contour around the relevant structures
is defined. This contour is specified as a polygon in selected slices. The contours between them are interpolated. The following segmentation with the watershed transform
is restricted to the previously defined contour. All image analysis methods have been
integrated in a software assistant, called RhinoVision, with a carefully designed and
iteratively improved user interface for the clinical use. RhinoVision is based on the ILab-
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library, a research platform for image analysis and visualization, developed at MeVis.
The results of the image analysis are employed for surgery planning with the InterventionPlanner. This tool, also developed at MeVis, is designed for surgeons and allows
the selective and interactive visualization of the relevant structures with direct volume
rendering and surface shaded displays. Clipping planes and measurement facilities
are also included. Automated measurement tools compute for example the minimal
distance between the optical nerve and a mucosal swelling. Also, the extent of an object can be computed and displayed automatically by means of a principal component
analysis. A documentation module supports to generate small movie sequences and
static images as result of the planning process.
Results
All 7 datasets could be processed with the image analysis methods integrated in RhinoVision. The average analysis time was 45 minutes for an experienced user. The segmentation results have been verified by a radiologist. The segmentation of the ethmoid
bone was the step which consumed most of the time (some 30 minutes, Fig. 1). The
time required for the image analysis strongly depends on the specific case. In particular the contrast between swellings and bones determines the required interaction.
The interactive 3D-visualizations helped to be aware of possible complications during surgery.
As a result of careful discussions between the partners default values for image and analysis and visualization parameters have been chosen in order to reduce the interaction effort.
Conclusion
A robust and efficient system for image analysis for sinus surgery was developed and
introduced in a hospital. The resulting visualizations are primarily useful for inexperienced surgeons. However, also experienced surgeons benefit in difficult cases, for
example in oncologic surgery.
Anatomic variants can be reliably assessed by means of the visualization (Fig. 2).
The documentation facilities could be used to design a case-based training facility. A
combination of the preoperatively determined planning results.

C-III-8

A SEGMENTATION PIPELINE FOR ENT-SURGERY
Zein Salah (E. Schwaderer, F. Dammann, D. Bartz, W. Strasser)
Wilhelm Schickard Institut für Informatik, GRaphisch-Interaktive Systeme and
Abt. für Radiologische Diagnostik, Universitätsklinikum Tübingen

Purpose
The ENT-Department of the University of Tübingen has developed a hearing amplifier
that is implanted in the mastoid. In the course of the implantation, the mastoid - a
sponge-like bone structure between the middle ear and the skull - is milled out to allocate space for the implant. The overall goal the related DFG-project is to replace this
time-consuming manual process by a robot-controlled milling, which in turn requires the
accurate segmentation of the mastoid as a vital pre-processing step. In this contribution, we propose a pipeline of segmentation steps that enable as-little-as-necessary
user-interaction.
Methods
The segmentation pipeline is based on a multi-slice CT scan of the head focusing on
the ear region. The segmentation of the mastoid is difficult due to its sponge-like bone
structures. We used mathematical morphology (erosion) to remove most of these structures. The remaining bone membranes are then resolved by filtering the image with
Gaussian smoothing.
The actual segmentation is based on 3D region growing that successively merges neighboring voxel of a seed voxel that meet a specified intensity threshold criterion. We firstly
apply this region growing process to select and subsequently remove the grey soft tissue region that surrounds most of the mastoid. Afterwards the bones are segmented,
and finally, the mastoid hull is extracted (Image 1). Threshold values needed for the re-
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gion growing filters (of the grey region and the mastoid) are calculated by examining the
histogram of the smoothed image (that we got from the previous step) to find intensity
ranges where the frequency distibution abruptly changes.
The segmentation that we acquire may contain parts that actually do not belong to the
mastoid. This occurs mainly when the region growing leaks out (through holes in the
boundary of the mastoid.) To overcome this problem, we propose a post-processing
editor (Image 2) that detect the leakage regions by generating a path (centerline) from a
source point in the mastoid and a destination point in the leaked region. A cutting plan
is then placed at the location where the cross section across the centerline reveals the
narrowest connection.
Conclusion
We propose a segmentation pipeline for the extraction of the mastoid, which is used for
the implantation of a hearing aid. We aim at minimizing the still required user-interaction, while maintaining sufficient quality control on the segmentation results.
Images
1 One slice shows the result of the segmentation: Green region is bones, the redshaded region is the mastoid
2 A snapshot of our Post-processing editor
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OBSERVER VARIABILITY IN SEGMENTATION OF 3D
ULTRASOUND IMAGE DATA – VALIDATION WITH AN
EXPECTATION-MAXIMIZATION ALGORITHM
Christoph Schellen (L. Sultan, C. Schulz, T. Zodan-Marin, J. Wisser, S. K. Warfield,
R. Kikinis) Surgical Planning Laboratory, Dept. of Radiology/BWH, Harvard Medical School,
Boston and Medical Image Processing Lab,Gynecological Projects, University Witten/
Herdecke, Muelheim a.d.Ruhr and Perinatal Research Unit, Depar tment of Obstetrics,
University Hospital Zurich

Abstract
Applying manual segmentation and threedimensional virtual modeling to 3D ultrasound
image data of the pelvic floor opens up new diagnostical findings but raises the question of validity and reproducibility of the method and necessitates the evaluation of intraand interobserver variability. We have therefore accomplished repeated segmentations
on cases with various modes of delivery and estimated the performance of the image
segmentation.
Material & Methods
Out of a collective of 240 3D-ultrasound-volumes, postpartally obtained at the Clinic
for Obstetrics, University Hospital Zurich, Switzerland, 10 cases of elective cesarean
section and 10 cases of vaginal operative delivery (forceps & vacuum) were randomly
chosen for manual segmentation. Focusing on anal mucosa and anal internal sphincter
each volume was processed by three experts in two iterations, one volume in 5 iterations. An expectation-maximization algorithm (STAPLE(1)) was then used to estimate
a „ground truth“ from the created segmentations, allowing the measurement of each
expert‘s quality in terms of specificity and sensitivity and offering an evaluation of intraand interobserver variability.
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Results
Our preliminary results indicate low intra- and interobserver variability for both anal mucosa and anal internal sphincter with specificity and sensitivity values well above 90%
and satisfying results for correct classification rate and positive and negative predictive power, proving the method to be reliable. Possible deviations of the segmentation
performance in relation to the different modes of delivery are currently evaluated. The
results provided by the expectation-maximization algorithm are confirmed by ongoing
comparative statistical analysis of clinical measurement parameters (volume, thickness).
Discussion
The utilized algorithm estimates a „ground truth“ from the manual segmentation
results and allows a precise analysis of the individual experts‘ performances. It
supersedes alternative approaches of validating image segmentation such as phantom models, which can seldomly reproduce the full range of imaging characteristics (artifacts, noise) and normal and pathological morphology observed in clinical
data and are therefore less versatilely applicable. Segmentation of 3D ultrasound
image data is reliable and reproducible as far as the anal mucosa and anal internal sphincter are considered and we have accordingly initiated further clinical analysis of the validated models. Other structures of interest have yet to be validated.
Image registration (MR) and filtering, as currently worked on within our project, might further
improve the ascertainability of structures and have positive impact on segmentation results.
References
(1) Simon K. Warfield, Kelly H. Zou, and William M. Wells. „Validation of Image Segmentation and Expert Quality with an Expectation-Maximization Algorithm.“ appeared
in MICCAI 2002: Fifth International Conference on Medical Image Computing and Computer-Assisted Intervention; 2002 Sep 25-28; Tokyo, Japan, pp. 298--306, Heidelberg,
Germany: Springer-Verlag, 2002.
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AUTOMATIC ADJUSTMENT OF VIEWING PARAMETERS FOR
VOLUME RENDERINGS OF MULTIDETECTOR-ROW CT DATA
Benjamin King (H. Shin, M. Galanski, H. Matthies)
Institut für Medizinische Informatik Medizinische Hochschule Hannover

Purpose
During the past years volume rendering has developed to an interesting option for
preoperative review of large medical data volumes. However, the specification of transfer functions needed to visualize features of interest is still a time consuming task.
Predefined design galleries are an established technique to facilitate useful settings
of transfer functions. However, volume rendered images have a different appearance
depending on patient size and scanning parameters (e.g. noise). To avoid inconvenient
adjustment of transfer functions to individual data sets, automatic correction of noise
and penetration length was performed.
Material and Methods
All investigations were performed on a standard PC (dual Pentium IV 2GHz and 2 GB
Memory) equipped with the VolumePro VP1000 board (Terarecon inc., USA). Image
processing and visualization tasks were implemented in C++ utilizing the VTK/ITK
libraries with integrated functionality for the VolumePro VP1000 board. We investigated the performance of two different types of edge preserving noise filters (median
filters with kernels radii from 1 to 3 and curvature based anisotropic diffusion filters
with 5 to 50 iterations, a timestep of 0.06 and a conductance parameter of 3.0).
Each filter was applied to a series of low contrast detail phantom CT scans with varying
noise levels (standard deviations ranging from 1.02 to 2.92). Penetration length was
assessed for all filter parameters. Linear ramps with maximal opacity values ranging
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from 20% to 60% were employed as opacity transfer functions.
The volume renderings of the phantom data sets were generated with the VolumePro
board and the noise level on these images was measured.
We also carried out investigations on 15 patients covering the following topics: skeletal
trauma, pathologies of the thorax/abdomen, CT Angiography. Both, phantom and patient CT scans were performed on a multidetector-row CT (GE Lightspeed QX/i) using a
slice collimation of 1 – 2.5 mm.
Results
With increasing maximum opacity values an exponential decrease of penetration length
was observed (Fig. 1). Using the mentioned filters, noise could be suppressed to the
same level in all datasets improving contrast resolution without influence on penetration length (Fig. 2). Automatic adjustment of penetration length independent of patient
size and noise filter parameters was possible.
Conclusion
Individual variation of patient size and scan protocol can be automatically adjusted allowing similar appearance in volume rendered images to standardized design galleries.
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL VISUALIZATION OF INTRAOPERATIVE
GEOMETRY IN PREOPERATIVELY ACQUIRED IMAGE VOLUMES
Ute von Jan (I. Köster, T. Brinker, H. K. Matthies)
Institut für Medizinische Informatik, Medizinische Hochschule Hannover and
International Neuroscience Institute, Hannover

Purpose
Successful planning and execution of neurosurgical procedures is still highly dependent
on the surgeon being able to mentally reconstruct the patient‘s individual anatomy and
intraoperative geometry from image volumes acquired preoperatively on a slice by slice
basis. In our approach, we investigated the use of interactive three-dimensional (3D)
volume rendering enhanced by overlaying polygonal objects representing a variety of
pre- or intraoperatively determined structures, e.g. borders of a craniotomy.
Material and Methods
A fixed cadaver head from the institutional department of anatomy (Hannover Medical
School) was used. The following three approaches were dissected in the cadaver head:
retrosigmoid, frontolateral, and frontotemporal (pterional). Five reference markers (4x1
mm titanium micro screws) were implanted around the respective craniotomies. A high
resolution bony CT scan with 1 mm slice thickness was then performed at a gantry = 0.
An IGS device (MKM, Zeiss, Oberkochen) was used to scan the surgical site: Microsurgically relevant structures were scanned by measuring discrete, characteristic points of
the outline of these structures. This data was then used to create polygonal models of
the neurosurgical anatomy.
The CT dataset was matched to the polygonal data by computing an appropriate transformation for the position of the reference markers.
Following data conversion, interactive visualization of the datasets on a PC was done
using a program with an intuitive graphical user interface (GUI). The program was built
utilizing the Tcl/Tk interface of the Visualization Toolkit programming library (VTK 4.2,
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Kitware inc., USA). VTK‘s integrated support for hardware accelerated volume rendering
was used on systems equipped with a VolumePro VP1000 card (Terarecon inc., USA)
to achieve almost real time frame rates even when interactively visualizing large datasets. Software based volume rendering was used when running the program on normal
PCs. To adapt the visualization to specific needs, either predetermined or user-defined
transfer functions for color and opacity could be employed. In the scene, the camera
was easily moved to predefined positions for better spatial orientation or definition
of a specific view depending on the area under investigation. In cases where relevant
structures were obscured by unimportant ones, it was possible to interactively define a
region of interest represented by an arbitrarily oriented box.
Results
Through adjustment of a variety of visualization parameters, e.g. opacity and color
transfer functions, important structures could be visually enhanced. Polygonal structures were easily integrated in the visualization.
Conclusion
Almost real-time frame rates for interactive volume visualization with embedded polygonal objects can be achieved even with Multislice-CT data using hardware accelerated
volume rendering. But even on an average PC without hardware acceleration, our solution is still fast enough to allow for a good understanding of the complex anatomical geometry. Among other things, future work needs to be done on enhancing the interactive
specification of transfer functions, e.g. as described in [1].
References
1. Shin, H. et al.: Development of an intuitive graphical user interface for volume rendering of multidetector ct data. In Lemke, H. et al., eds.: Computer Assisted Radiology
and Surgery, Amsterdam, Elsevier Science B.V. (2003) 265-269
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SIMPL – A SERVICE CENTER FOR MEDICAL IMAGE ANALYSIS,
VISUALIZATION AND THERAPY PLANNING
Anja Hennemuth (M. Lang, H. Bourquain, A. Schenk, K. Oldhafer,
I. Wetzel, H.-O.Peitgen)
MeVis Center for Medical Diagnostic Systems and Visualization GmbH, Bremen
and Allgemeines Krankenhaus Celle and FB4 Elektrotechnik und Informatik,
Hochschule Bremen

Purpose
Knowledge about individual patient anatomy and organ function is a prerequisite
for surgery planning. Gathering as much of this information as possible often requires the use of highly specialized hard- and software as questions vary according
to disease and therapy. The personal and technical resources for these varying
tasks can mean considerable costs for clinics offering a broad variety of therapies.
Purpose of the project SIMPL is to develop and test a prototype for a service center focusing on specialized tasks in medical image analysis and the visualization of results.
Material & Methods
Initially, services offered are restricted to the analysis of CT and MR data to support
liver surgery planning in oncologic resections and live donor liver transplantation.
To offer the service as easy and cost-effective as possible to the customers we try
to manage with their available infrastructure. This means, first we adapt the data
transfer to the existing means of communication offering a free java client to transfer
requests and image data via direct socket connections, a web interface using https,
ftp connections and of course the possibility to send demands and CDs via mail.
Second we offer the produced results in standard formats, such as TIF and AVI.
The requested service is carried out by specialized members of the SIMPL team using
the HepaVision2 and InterventionPlanner software to extract, analyze and visualize
structures as organs, tumors and vascular trees, calculate territories supplied or drained respectively by parts of the vascular trees, calculate safety margins and territories
at risk for resection proposals as well as volumes of resected parts and remnant.
Notification of the completion of service is done normally via email; results can be
downloaded from our server.
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Results
The service is presently tested with partners from Germany, Sweden, Taiwan, the
USA, and Japan. The cooperating hospitals usually use the web interface or the
provided communication software which assists in the anonymisation, authentication, transfer of data and requests as well as in download and repersonalisation of the results. Depending on case urgency, number of requests waiting,
and personal capacities results are presently provided within 2 to 72 hours.
The cooperating hospitals consider the volumetric results and visualizations of the
analyzed structures resection proposals and the related risk analysis in the planning of
the intervention and some of them show visualizations during the surgical intervention.
Feedback has shown that the additional information supports the decision process
especially in difficult cases.
Discussion
Results so far have shown that the provided service is feasible as planned. The integration into clinical routine is possible despite different organizational concepts in hospitals.
Data transfer problems arising from restrictive firewalls and weak proxy servers could
be avoided by the developed communication software. Further planned improvements
focus on better satisfaction of individual demands and expansion of services offered.
The preferred representation of results is varying. We are therefore developing an operation system independent viewing software allowing interactive display of arbitrary
combinations of analyzed structures. As many of our partners have shown strong interest in a similar support for planning surgical interventions concerning other organs we
have started to test the service also for the kidney
and pancreas.
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FAST AND ADAPTIVE FINITE ELEMENT APPROACH FOR
MODELING BRAIN SHIFT
Grzegorz Soza (R. Grosso, P. Hastreiter, U. Labsik, Ch. Nimsky, R. Fahlbusch,
G. Greiner)
Lehrstuhl Graphische Datenverarbeitung and Neurozentrum and Neurochirurgische
Klinik, Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg

Purpose
In this paper we introduce a finite element (FE) strategy for simulation of brain shift.
This phenomenon causes a decrease in accuracy of neuronavigation that relies on preoperative data. Applying FE calculations to preoperative images, an update within the
operating room can be performed. In this work, brain tissue is expressed in terms of a
3D consolidation model for a linearly elastic and porous fluid. We developed a special
technique to generate underlying 3D geometry for the simulation perfomed in an adaptive manner. We investigated then the value of the method experimentally.
Geometry Generation
Governing equations are discretized on a tetrahedral grid. A triangulated surface is
constructed from a brain volume with the Marching Cubes algorithm. Then, we reduce
the mesh resolution, as introduced by Garland and apply several relaxing and fitting
operators. The relaxation improves the shape of the triangles, using a modified Laplacian. Subsequently, the fitting operator places the vertices back onto the isosurface.
Finally, the region defined by the optimal, regular, triangle surface is subdivided into
tetrahedra with the software GRUMMP.
Computational Model
Governing Equations
The brain is modeled with time dependent coupled differential equations of the diffusion and of elasticity in a solid. These equations induce that compression of the solid
enhances the fluid flow. Also, an increasing pore pressure results in stress in the deformable solid matrix.
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The boundary is divided into complementary parts. The displacements on the clamped
boundary and of a balance of forces on the traction boundary are specified. The pressure on the drained boundary and a balance of fluid mass on the complementary flux
boundary are also required.
FE Calculations
The equations are integrated over time and discretized on a tetrahedral mesh using the
Galerkin approach.
Then, iterative mesh refinement is executed. At each stage, for every mesh element an
error coefficient is computed, being a weighted sum of the gradient of the displacement
vector and of the pressure. Subsequently, the mesh is locally refined and a solution on
the new grid is calculated.
Results
We validated the model conducting three experiments with MR head scans taken before
and after craniotomy. Each pair was registered rigidly to set boundary forces.
For each case 5 simulation time steps were executed. A maximal cortex displacement
was 6.3 mm, 9.8 mm and 10.5 mm, for respective cases. This did not exactly cover the
displacement measured in the MR scans, however, the direction and the proportional
relation among the cases were captured.
The most significant displacements were observed close to a skull opening. They were
decreasing with increasing distance from the opening position.
Conclusion
A FE model for the simulation of brain shift was presented. Consolidation equations
were solved adaptively to reduce the number of processed elements and thus the computational time. No lost of accuracy was occurred, since error coefficients were computed. Regular geometry was generated, which ensured stable computations. Validating
experiments conducted with MR data provided promissing results.
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VIRTUAL SIMULATION AND TRAINING MODULE IN
LIVER SURGERY
Wolfram Lamadé (F. Ritter, K. Oldhafer, A. Littmann, H. Bourquain, H.-O. Peitgen)
St. Bernward Krankenhaus Hildesheim and MeVis Center for Medical Diagnostic
Systems and Visualization, Bremen and Allgemeines Krankenhaus Celle

Background
Realistic flight trainers and simulators are mandatory in commercial flight training
today. The estimated knowledge transfer rate achieved with these simulators is
50% and more. On the background of a report of the US institute of Medicine in
2001 concerning the safety of medical practice simulator training seems mandatory.
The aim of this study is to develop a computer based interactive and virtual simulation
and training module in liver surgery.

In a preliminary test system with restricted features 81 surgeons at different training
levels were presented 7 virtual liver tumours in 4 different presentation modes (2D-CT
scans, simple 3D movies, colour-coded 3D movies and a combination of CT-scans plus
aforementioned colour coded 3D-movies). The tumours had to be assigned to a liver
segment according to Couinaud´s classification and subsequently drawn together with
an operation proposal into a given liver model. We measured the precision of the assignment to a liver segment and the operation proposal’s quality for each surgeon.

Methods
Based on the InterventionPlanner (MeVis Institute, Bremen, Germany), our interdisciplinary group is developing a simulation and training module for liver surgery. Virtual tumours are placed into the liver in an abdominal CT-dataset at arbitrary locations. Based
on this liver’s individual vascular structures, the computer generates resection proposals. The trainee’s task consists in defining his resection proposal by placing markers
on the (virtual) liver surface and at liver vessels. Computer- and trainee-proposals are
compared quantitatively and ranked. The system includes expert knowledge. Possible
alternatives for resection are ranked on the basis of the experts recommendation.

Results
Our clinical trial demonstrates that the ability of correct tumour assignment to the
Couinaud´s segments is positively correlated to higher training level (p< 0,5). Remarkably, 3D or higher level presentation did not increase specificity of Couinaud´s segment assignment. In contrast, resection planning significantly improved with increasing
information provided by different presentation modes ranging from mere 2D slices to
the combination of 2D slices with colour-coded 3D movies of up to 44%.
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Conclusion
Virtual operation simulation modules in liver surgery will probably be an important compound of teaching and training in hepatobiliary departments.
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EFFICIENT MIRRORING OF VOLUME DATA BY AN ARBITRARY
PLANE FOR MAXILLO-FACIAL SURGERY
Jan Fischer (A. del Rio, M. Mekic, D. Bartz, J. Hoffmann, W. Strasser)
WSI/GRIS Universität Tübingen

Purpose
In the field of maxillo-facial surgery, determining symmetry and finding differences between symmetrical features is often required. The central aspect of a symmetry-based
method for intervention planning is to properly mirror bone structures within volume
data. In order to perform this operation, an arbitrary symmetry plane has to be defined
according to the position and orientation of the anatomy. Several algorithms for computing this transformation can be conceived. They have diverse characteristics in terms of
speed and accuracy of the produced results. In particular it should be noted that naive
approaches do not provide sufficient performance for desired user interactivity.
Material and Methods
A software framework for testing various mirroring algorithms has been implemented.
This framework provides functionality for loading volumes, defining symmetry planes
and computing the transformed volume. Algorithms can be supplied in a plugin-like fashion. Two different approaches for mirroring have already been designed, implemented
and tested. The first consists of directly applying the transformation to voxel positions
and computing a trilinear interpolation afterwards. The second approach is based on
a modified 3D Bresenham line drawing strategy. For each voxel span in the original volume it computes a corresponding 3D line in the mirrored volume and directly assigns
the voxel intensities. In order to benchmark the accuracy and speed of the different
algorithms, measurement facilities have been incorporated into the framework.
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Results
Several volume datasets have been processed using the algorithms. These have proven
to have different characteristics regarding computation speed and visual quality. This
makes them suitable for either fast interaction (3D Bresenham) or generation of highquality results (trilinear interpolation).
Conclusion
The described algorithms will be applied as a part of a planning tool for orbita reconstructions in the field of maxillofacial surgery. The large and growing size of datasets produced by CT scanners increases the need for high-performance mirroring.
The improved performance of the mirroring operation indicated by our results makes a
better interactivity possible.
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MIPART EQ: CONSTRUCTION OF AN INVERSE IMRT SYSTEM
UNDER USABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
Robert Hanne (A. Schweikard)
TU-München, Informatik IX and Universität Lübeck

Purpose
Complex software systems often ignore the base feature „usability“. In our experience
this lack is proportional to complexity of the problem that has to be solved and it becomes
all the more fatal, as it occurs in processes of the daily clinical routine. To avoid this,
we design our inverse planning system MIPART EQ consequently under usability considerations. The main concepts of this development are presented.
Material and Methods
The first step in the design process is always to aggregate all known facts.
Especially for inverse IMRT planning systems four domains are important:
- The input data,
- The optimization concepts (system modelling, objectives, algorithms),
- The dose calculation,
- The integration into clinical environment.
To be aware of system usability, we choose a straightforward approach to transfer the most
simple-but-useful representative of each domain into a software application:
Input data: The oncologist only characterizes all segmented structures either as
„planning target volume (PTV)“ or „organs at risk (OAR)“. With the main optimization
concepts described next, no certain dose values must be typed in. Weighting or defining
acceptable dose variances between structures is realized by assigning (symbolic) priority
values.
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Optimization concepts(see figure 1): We choose the interior point method for linear or
quadratic programming optimization, which is at first a fast deterministic algorithm and
additionally can handle dose variances, which are normally used in radiation therapy. More
precisely, we use least square optimization for every considered voxel. Further on we use
an advanced virtual modelling of voxels in our constraint formulation, enabling a definite
description for overlapping structures in disjoined constraints and differentiating between
organs with serial/parallel architecture.
Because of absence of absolute dose values at input time, we optimise the relative dose
distribution on all structures and scale the results to absolute values afterwards. Using the
least square dose-minimizing algorithm for each voxel, the optimization process always
guarantees a solution. Just these last two facts save a lot of time for clinic personal.
Dose calculation: We use a simple dose model, which takes beam divergence, tissue
absorption and some non-linearity of the linac into account. However, the system can
handle different dose models with a minimum effort.
Integration into clinical environment: Our system prototype imports volume data created
by the HELAX TMS system and exports data to either IMFAST (fluency map software) and
TMS by transferring files. A full integration into the clinical environment does not take place
until now.
Results
Compared to the predecessor system developed in our institute, the new system
MIPART EQ generates more qualitative plans for radiotherapy. The advanced input
concept and the after optimization scaling minimize the user time for system handling
significantly along with a slightly increase of computation time. (See image 2 and 3)
Conclusion
With a useful combination of actually available knowledge of IMRT and optimising theory
new (software) systems can be created with greater usability. Already a marginal benefit in
certain system components can help to make the clinical routine feel more comfortable.
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COMPARATIVE USE OF MINIATURE DISPLAYS FOR
INTRAOPERATIVE INFORMATION TRANSFER
Martin Leinung (O. Majdani Shabestari, T. Lenarz, R. Heermann)
Klinik für Hals-Nasen-Ohrenheilkunde, Medizinische Hochschule Hannover

Increasingly, surgeons have access during surgery to (predominantly visually encoded)
additional information for the monitoring of nerve function, tissue differentiation and anatomical orientation. We are following up on investigations by our work group carried out last
year aimed at assessing the benefits of using microdisplays, which may give the surgeon
an alternative source of information to that provided by conventional external monitors.
The most recent generation of displays, including representative models from
all the groups (monochrome or colour, monocular or binocular, view-through and
non-view-through) was tested during procedures on the anterior skull base. Wearing comfort, the recognisability of minute structures, technical data, freedom
of movement and ease of handling were evaluated. An artificial head was used
to determine the centre of gravity. The quality of the image (resolution, distortion, trueness of colour) was evaluated with test images provided by the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE) used as a benchmark.
All displays provided acceptable image quality, although larger displays did not always
yield more information. The key factors influencing the wearing comfort of the displays are
weight distribution and the installation of micromonitors. Reduction of the source signal
(1280 x 1024 pixels) invariably entailed an unacceptable loss of detail. View-through displays make image assessment more difficult owing to superimposition with the real image.
The technical advances made in recent years have provided surgeons with additional
multimodal data, which are often used to complement information provided by view-
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ing the actual surgical site. These include neuromonitoring, sonography and the use
of navigation systems. The additional information should ideally be assessed by the
surgeons themselves. The flood of data can only be managed if the information is
simplified (pre-filtering, acoustical encoding). However, visualisation remains the most
intuitive form of information transfer. In the past, the surgeon always had to physically
turn towards an additional screen, thus prolonging surgery. The advantage of microdisplays is that they present visual information within the periphery of the field of view.
Our investigations into the visualisation of navigation data revealed that displays with
a resolution of 800 x 600 pixels - given a virtual image area of approx. 15 x 12 mm
- permit sufficient evaluation of anatomically critical regions if the portion of the image
can be limited to individual CT image projections. It would be desirable to find a simple
means of alternating between the sectional planes (e.g. by using voice control). The display quality was acceptable in all tested displays. However, monochrome red displays
reduce the recognisability of details. To maximise wearing comfort, it is essential that
the display be positioned as close as possible to the natural optical axis of the eye.
When non-3D data are used binocular displays present no advantage. Advances made
over the last 18 months alone offer the user considerably smaller micromonitors with
higher resolution. The limits of miniaturisation have not yet been reached, so that these highly compact aids will represent an increasingly interesting tool for the surgeon.
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ARSYS-TRICORDER – DEVELOPMENT OF AN AUGMENTED
REALITY SYSTEM FOR INTRA-OPERATIVE NAVIGATION IN
MAXILLOFACIAL SURGERY
Gernot Goebbels
Fraunhofer Institut Medienkommunikation, Sankt Augustin

We present in this paper the development of a novel Augmented Reality System for
intra-operative navigation in reconstructive, maxillofacial surgery. The system is going
to be integrated into the OR at University clinics of the Technical University of Munich.
Therefore it is driven by low-cost PC machines and capable of facing medical CE certification. The system provides navigational aid during reconstructive maxillofacial surgery.
It displays, e.g. the autologous transplant, nerves, vessels, and tumor onto the patient
who is tracked by an infrared tracking system. The also tracked surgeon perceives these
data structures by passive stereo glasses as three-dimensional, stereoscopic objects
while looking through the tracked AR display system that consists of a approximately
DIN A4 display screen and a semitransparent mirror. The display system is attached to
an OR lamp arm and thus can be positioned above the patient’s pelvis (donor site for
the transplant) and above the patient’s face respectively.
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ARNO – AUGMENTED REALITY FOR NAVIGATED
OPERATING-MICROSCOPES
Christian Rainer Wirtz (M. Aschke, U. Eisenmann, J. Raczkowsky, R. Ahmadi,
H. Wörn, A. Unterberg)
Neurochirurgische Universitätsklinik Heidelberg and Institut für Prozessrechentechnik, Automation und Robotik, Fakultät für Informatik, Universität Karlsruhe

Purpose
Today’s image overlay techniques in microscope-based neuronavigation consist of twodimensional contours injected into the eyepiece of the surgeon. Even then three-dimensional orientation still requires to look away from the microscope at the images of the
navigation monitor interrupting the workflow of the surgeon. Our goal was to develop
a system to allow three-dimensional overlay for the surgeon through the microscope
optics.
Method
Market analysis showed that none of the commercially available microscopes or navigational systems supports 3D-augmented reality. This left us to develop a concept to
allow the overlay of virtual 3D objects of interest derived from the patients images onto
the surgical field. Problems to be solved are segmentation of objects from the patients
dataset, 3D-display of the objects regarding surface display, and injection into both
eyepieces of the microscope. For image injection an image source as well as an optical
solution has to be developed.

Results
For object segmentation standard tools are available. Analysis of the microscope optics
revealed the necessity to readjust the virtual optical axis of visualization according
to the reduced parallaxes of the microscope compared to the surgeons eyes. The
definition of two virtual VTK-cameras within the microscope optics results in corresponding views of the object for each eye. For image generation microdisplays proved
superior to LCD´s or mini-beamers. To deliver the images into the microscope beam a
microoptical bank was constructed and coupled with the beam-splitters used for the
camera interface and the assistants eyepiece. First tests showed that the brightness
of the injected images has to be optimised, e.g. by scaling the brightness, which is
possible with reflecting micro-displays. Therefore the signals of the RGB-LED-Panel
are measured and evaluated. Instead of the LED-Panel we plan to use a strong white
light-source combined with a color-wheel synchronized to the signal of the LED-Panel.
The prototype as well as the patient are tracked using passive rigid bodies and a hybrid
tracking system Polaris P4. For use in the OR an interface to the Stryker navigation
system has been constructed. Scaling and movement of the overlay will be calculated from the coordinate data from the navigation system. Newer models of operating
microscopes have interfaces which deliver focal plane and magnification data. These
parameters are fixed in our laboratory setup, due to the lack of such an interface.
An object oriented software design was chosen to provide the visualization user interface and the parameter user interface. We use platform independent software-packages like Qt, for generating graphical user interfaces, and the visualization toolkit
(VTK) for the visualization of 3D objects. The visualization objects are separated from
the graphical user interface objects via an interface object. Furthermore we use an
observer object for transferring significant transformations from the navigation system
to the visualization objects.
Conclusions
Three-dimensional, full-color augmented reality for the operating microscope is possible with the ARNO-System. With the navigated and scaled overlay of virtual 3D-objects
onto the surgical field a more intuitive orientation for the surgeon will be possible without interruption of the surgical workflow.
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INTRA-OPERATIVE SUPPORT VIA AUGMENTED REALITY
TECHNIQUES IN ENDOSCOPIC SURGERY
Uli Bockholt (S. Wößner, R. Schwarz, C. Dold)
Fraunhofer Institut für Graphische Datenverarbeitung and Frauenhofer IPA and
Frauenhofer FIT, Darmstadt

By combining live video input with immersive display technology, Augmented Reality
(AR) should allow the surgeon to look onto the patient and to perform an intervention
while seeing additional information about the patient or the task at hand. For the display, either semitransparent see-through displays can be used or in the case of endoscopy, the information can be included into the endoscopic live recordings (c.f. Image 1).
The integration of AR technology into endoscopy has the advantage that no additional
devices are needed in the operation room.
The task to enhance endoscopic procedures with Augmented Reality techniques can
be distinguished in three parts: model generation, registration, and visualisation/
interaction.
The first part is the model generation. This part is executed with the operation planning
system. It includes the derivation of anatomical models from the patients tomography
scans. These models are necessary for the registration. Not only the surface models
of the anatomical structures including the landmarks have to reconstructed, structure
specific features, for example the specific branching patterns of vessels, also have to
be considered in these preoperative generated models. On the other hand, all the information that should be visualized intra-operatively has to be specified in the operation
planning system. The goal is to precisely specify the intervention via the definition of
the optimal operation path. If implants of prothestetic components have to be considered, they can be selected in their appropriate size and the optimal placement of the
implants within the patient specific data set is defined.
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The most difficult task in the generation of intra-operative support systems is the registration. Registration means that the correspondence between the preoperative generated models based on the tomography data and the intra-operative case has to be established. For the realization of the registration, a hybrid approach is selected: A “global
registration” just establishes the correspondence between the tomography data and the
intra-operative case without considering any soft tissue deformations. This registration is
overlapped by a “local deformation” which takes the deformation of the anatomical structures into account. In the global registration, bony structures, e.g. the rips, are considered. Therefore, different approaches based on different sensor technologies have been
established. In a first approach, ultrasound sensors are used. In a second approach,
point clouds of anatomical structures are collected via a distance measuring sensor
(e.g. laser triangulation sensor). This sensor is combined with a second sensor registering histological information of the tracked anatomical structure (e.g. infrared detector).
The global registration is the basis for the local registration which tries to consider the
deformation behaviour of the anatomical structures. Therefore, the Mass Spring Model
(MSM) consisting of mass points connected by springs is established.

The third task in the realization of intra-operative support is the visualisation/interaction.
The difficulty of the visualisation is that different data sources have to be displayed in
realtime. With the tomography data, a large volume data set is given and implants and
prothetic components specified with the planning system are stored as surface models
and the operation path as well as the morphological relationships are stored in graphs.
That is the reason why a hybrid renderer was developed with the possibility to overlap
all these data in realtime into the endoscopic camera recordings.
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INTEGRATION OF A COMPUTER BASED SYSTEM FOR
PLANNING OF NEUROSURGICAL INTERVENTIONS IN A
CLINICAL ENVIRONMENT
Urs Eisenmann (H. Dickhaus, R. Metzner, M. Aschke, J. Raczkowsky, C. R. Wirtz)
Institut für Medizinische Informatik,Universität Heidelberg/Fachhochschule Heilbronn
and Institut für Prozessrechentechnik, Automation und Robotik, Fakultät für Informatik,
Universität Karlsruhe and Neurochirurische Klinik, Universität Heidelberg

Purpose
The planning of complex neurosurgical interventions requires different types of information. Besides the anatomical data which is usually deduced from magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI), information from brain atlas books and functional data like electroencephalogram (EEG), functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and magnetoencephalogram (MEG) may offer important additional information. We have developed a multimodal computer based system which permits an accurate planning of neurosurgical
interventions. Several interfaces are provided to allow an integration of the system in
the clinical workflow. Intraoperatively, the system can be connected to a Stryker navigation system.
Material and Methods
The system contains a database which stores all data related to patients and their plannings and offers a mechanism for archiving the data on DVD. The data import interface
supports MRI or CT volume datasets in DICOM, ANALYZE or the Stryker file format.
Additional information like functional data, segmented objects or structures from a
Talairach Atlas System can be attached. For the non standardized functional data (EEG,
fMRI, MEG) we defined flexible internal representations which allow an easy extension
of the system. The segmentation of anatomical structures can be performed using a
segmentation toolbox which contains a region grower, histrogram based segmentation,
morphological operators and interactive tools. Segmented structures can be imported/
exported from/to the Stryker navigation system. It is possible to rigidly match one anatomical dataset and all additional data onto another set of the same patient which is
very useful in case of intraoperative MRI examinations.
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Results
Our system offers a variety of features for planning and performing neurosurgical interventions. The visualization component offers many interaction possibilities. The scene
can be rotated, moved and zoomed into. A structure browser can be used to switch
visual objects on or off and to modify the visualization parameters. The objects may
be displayed as 3D structures or as 2D overlays on the three orthogonal MRI crosssections. Clipping and transparence are adjustable. The EEG/MEG data is displayed as
dipoles. The fMRI data is visualized as 3D activity clusters or 2D activation maps. A
measurement tool can be used to quantify distances between two user-defined points.
Intraoperatively, the system can be used beside the navigation workstation to show
additional information like high quality segmented objects, functional data and atlas
information according to the actual position of the stylus. Alternatively it is possible to
export the planning data to the ARNO-system (Augmented Reality for Navigated Operating-Microscopes) which is developed in Karlsruhe and Heidelberg. This allows the
visualisation of the planning data as real 3D objects in the operating microscope. Our
planning system can be used parallely to display additional information.
Conclusion
The described system is useful for planning complex interventions. It offers the neurosurgeon the possibility to combine all necessary data in one system that also can be
used during surgery. The system is used at the neurosurgical department in Heidelberg
for planning purposes. The connection to the Stryker navigation system was successfully tested and the clinical evaluation will begin during the next month.
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OPTIMAL DESIGN OF A MEDICAL ROBOT FOR MINIMALLY
INVASIVE SURGERY
Rainer Konietschke (T. Ortmaier, H. Weiss, R. Engelke, G. Hirzinger)
Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR), Institut für Robotik und Mechatronik and Technische Universität München, Lehrstuhl für angewandte Mechanik

Introduction
The use of tele-operated systems for minimally invasive surgery (MIS) such as the daVinci
TM or ZEUS TM robot systems has been investigated closely in the last few years. The diversity of surgical interventions carried out or proposed to be carried out with robotic assistance increases constantly. In this context, the optimal design of a robot with respect to
its envisioned surgical interventions is of special interest. Until now, to the authors‘ knowledge there are no guidelines for optimal robot design in the field of robotically assisted
MIS available.
For an advanced robotic system for thoracic surgery, the following questions are important:
1. Fields of application: What surgical interventions shall be carried out with the robot
and how can these interventions be formulated mathematically?
2. Optimisation criteria and constraints: Given different robot setups, which of them is
the best?
3. Optimisation method: Which optimisation method is suited best to solve the optimisation problem?
Material and Methods
The first step consists in analysing the following standard MIS interventions in terms of
workspace and required positioning accuracy of the instrument tip:
totally endoscopic bypass graft
mitral/aortic valve repair/replacement
tricuspid valve repair
cholecystectomy
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appendectomy
hernia repair
laparoscopy

As shown in image 1, three workspaces are derived from these interventions, where
certain constraints addressing the accuracy and the manipulability of the instrument tip
have to be observed to meet the surgeons‘ needs: Sufficient manipulability inside the
workspaces is necessary to assure that commanded motions can be realised.
Accuracy is introduced to comply with the high precision demands required in e.g. bypass graft procedures.
As optimisation criterion, the minimisation of the overall link length l1 + l2 is considered
(see image 2), thus ensuring a compact design of the robot. This is of great interest in
an extremely unpredictable and overcrowded environment such as the operating room.
Moreover, in emergency situations the robot has to be removed manually, therefore
easy manageability (light weight construction) is important. Since errors in registration
between preoperative imaging and intraoperative patient models are still in the order
of several centimeters, it is necessary that found solutions are insensitive with respect
to small variations concerning work space (e.g. due to insufflation) and port placement
(due to inaccurate registration of the patient).
The arising demand for insensitiveness of the found solutions is included into
the optimisation scheme. The particular kinematic structure of medical robots
assisting in MIS which results from a loss of two degrees of freedom at the
entry point into the human body is taken into consideration. Optimisation itself is carried out using genetic algorithms with a subsequent gradient based optimisation.
Results an conclusion
A medical robot design is determined, assuring the feasibility of the considered MIS
interventions. The insensitiveness of found solutions can be demonstrated in the scope
of a subsequent analysis (see image 3).
The implemented optimisation procedure is flexible and will be expanded to studies
such as preoperative planning of port placement and robot positioning (see Fig. 2). Furthermore, the registration problem will be taken into consideration to bring preoperative
planning results into the OR.
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FORCE FEEDBACK CONTROL OF ROBOT’S SPEED
PREVENTS HEAT TRAUMA IN ROBOTIC MILLING
AT THE LATERAL SKULL BASE
Philipp A. Federspil (P. Stolka, C. de Mola, W. Kalender, U. Geisthoff, D. Henrich,
P. K. Plinkert)
Zentrum für Schädelbasischirurgie,Universitätskliniken des Saarlandes, Homburg
and Angewandte Informatik III (Robotik und Eingebettete Systeme),
Universität Bayreuth

Purpose
Heat is being produced during milling on bone. The knowledge of heat production is of
great importance when performing robotic milling in order to ensure highest preservation of surrounding tissues.
Material and Methods
Different implant cavities were milled by a serial robot (Stäubli RX 130) in formaldehyde
fixed human skull bones (part of the RONAF project). The following milling parameters were varied: non-controlled constant speed (5 mm/s), speed controlled by force
feedback with 10 Newton or 20 Newton force limit, respectively. The temperature was
measured without contact by a thermo camera (Pyroview 256, Dias Inc., Dresden) from
inside the skull (Fig 1).

Supported by the “Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft” (DFG) in the special research
cluster SPP 1124 “Medical Navigation and Robotics” (grant PL 136/5-1)
Image 1: Experimental set-up with human skull specimen, robot with burr and the thermo camera.
Image 2: Temperature in C measured from inside the skull during robotic milling with
non-controlled constant speed (5 mm/s) depending on the number of frame of the
thermo camera.
Image 3: Temperature in C measured from inside the skull during robotic milling with
speed controlled by force feedback (force limit set to 10 N).

Results
While milling with non-controlled constant speed, the temperature at the internal skull
surface was exceeding 60 C even before the burr was reaching the dura mater (Fig 2).
However, while milling with speed controlled by force feedback, a rise in temperature
was to be detected only when the dura mater was touched (Fig 3).
Conclusion
With controlling the robot’s speed by force feedback, a high level of preservation of
surrounding tissues can be ensured in robotic milling.
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NOVEL SAFETY FEATURE TO PROTECT CRITICAL ANATOMICAL
STRUCTURES DURING NAVIGATION-GUIDED ROBOTIC SURGERY
Tim Dannenmann (M. Nagel, A. Raabe, K. Bumm, J. Wurm, M. Lendl, W. Kalender)
Institut für Medizinische Physik, Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg
and Neurochirurgische Klinik Johann Wolfgang Goethe Universität Frankfurt, Klinik
für Hals-Nasen Ohrenheilkunde Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg
and CAS innovations AG, Erlangen

Objective
Patient safety has top priority for any navigation and robot system used for medical
interventions. We have developed a novel system which combines navigation and robotics for ENT and neurosurgery. With our system, the surgeon is able to change the
preoperative planning during an intervention with the help of a navigated pointer. To guarantee patient safety despite severe time constraints, we have developed a new feature
which protects safety-relevant anatomical structures such as major nerval and vascular
structures by defining critical regions preoperatively. In this paper we will introduce the
concept and first results of our system as well as of the safety feature.
Materials & Methods
Preoperative Planning
The primary tasks of our system’s robotic part are to perform linear drillings and to
act as an endoscope holder. Therefore, the surgeon preoperatively plans, based on CT
data, the robot’s optimal path to the target region. In addition, it is possible to mark all
regions which must not be penetrated by the robot tool or by a navigated instrument.
This is achieved by encasing critical structures with simple geometric figures such as
cylinders and frustums. If the calculated robot trajectory is about to enter a forbidden
region, a warning will be given and the trajectory will not be executed by the system.
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Intraoperative Execution
We are using an optical camera system (POLARIS, Northern Digital Inc., Canada) and an
adapted version of the SipLab frame (Medical Intelligence GmbH, Germany) to detect
patient motion and to perform an automatic registration of the patient (the software
is based on the ENT module of CAPPA Navigation, CAS innovations AG, Germany). The
camera system is also used to track different instruments such as cutters or pointers.
The RV-1A robot (6 DOFs, 20 kg, range of 40 cm, Mitsubishi Electric, Japan) holds a
special endoscope (Polydiagnost GmbH, Germany) with an integrated milling and irrigation unit. After patient and robot registration, the robot will move to a starting position
before executing the preoperatively planned path.
Intraoperative Re-Planning
To offer more flexibility during an operation, a fast and comfortable intraoperative replanning, which preserves patient safety, is possible. Defining a new trajectory with a
navigated pointer ensures comfort and is less time consuming. Safety is guaranteed
by the preoperatively defined critical regions. If the pointer or a newly planned robot
trajectory enters a safety region, the robot will not execute the movement and a warning
will be given to the surgeon.
Results
First experiences and accuracy measurements have proved that the integration of the
additional safety feature for critical anatomical structures during navigation-guided
robotic surgery works properly. The new functionality is, with regard to time efficiency,
especially useful for intraoperative re-planning.
Discussion
To encase critical regions more accurately than with geometric figures, a semi-automatic segmentation of the critical regions will be integrated in the future. Advanced
measurements regarding accuracy and system handling are still in progress. For additional tests, a demountable semi-anthropomorphic head phantom will be used.
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IDENTIFICATION OF MILLING PARAMETERS FOR MANUAL
CUTTING OF BICORTICAL BONE STRUCTURES
Pierre Bast (W. Lauer, M. Engelhardt, K. Schmieder, K. Radermacher)
Institute for Biomedical Technologies, Aachen and Clinic for Neurosurgery, Ruhr University Bochum

Introduction
The aim of the robotic system which is currently developed at the Institute for Biomedical Technologies (IBMT) is to perform craniotomies and craniectomies during neurosurgical interventions. The robot performs the strenuous and time consuming preparation
of the bone and it allows the precise intraoperative realisation of planed resections in
combination with previously constructed individual implants for closure of the skull. For
this purpose the parameters for manual neurosurgical milling of skull bone had to be
determined.

We were using a pneumatic milling machine with spherical tool geometry. To register the
position and orientation of the tool along the cutting path, the optical navigation system
Optotrak was used. Registration was realised using a rigid body with infrared markers
on the milling tool. Furthermore we integrated a thermal sensor as well as a sensor for
rotational speed and an electrical irrigation pump to provide the cutter with coolant. A
force/torque sensor was placed below the bone to register the forces brought up during
the milling process.

Conventional bone cutting procedures were necessary to determine the design parameters (e.g. stiffness, kinematics, workspace) that are needed for the construction of
the hexapod robot. Furthermore results showed which strategies, accuracy, forces and
milling parameters occurred during a manually executed bone preparation. The data will
also be used to validate the results of the robotic milling.

As the bone surface is not really planar, the planned geometry was drawn on the bone
and digitized with a tracked pen so that the original surface could be compared to the
results after the milling exercise. An online updated coordinate system in the direction
of the tip of the milling tool was defined which allowed the transformation of the measured forces and tool orientations with respect to the feed.

Materials & Methods
The milling tasks were performed by experienced neurosurgeons on a bovine shoulder
because its bicortical structure is similar to the bone structure of the skull. The exercise was to cut lines, circular arcs and areas, that had been registered on the bone
before the start of the milling operation. The geometries had to be milled with a depth
of 3 mm which corresponded to the radius of the ball of the cutter.

Results
First results show an average depth deviation of manual milling between 0.5 mm below
and 1.8 mm above the demanded depth with a big variance along the line. The lateral
deviation was up to 5 mm, the measured temperature near the tool tip was 20C - 35C.
Registered forces had maxima of 16 N in feed direction and 21 N normal of the surface;
average forces were about 1 N to 2 N.
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3-DIMENSIONAL LAYERED PATH PLANNING FOR
ANYTIME MILLING APPLICATIONS
Michel Waringo (P. Stolka, D. Henrich)
Lehrstuhl für Angewandte Informatik III, Universität Bayreuth

Purpose
We present an automatic path planner for a robotic milling system in orthopedic surgery. Miller shaft alignment is re-stricted to be vertical, therefore the milling volume must
be non-undercutting, i.e. the whole surface must be visible in the view from above and
below. The system has anytime ability, i.e. milling can be aborted prematurely and the
object still fits into the mould.
Material and Methods
The milling volume is given as a triangulated geometry and is discretized into a voxelspace.
Because the voxelspace’s resolution can be chosen higher than the robot’s absolute accuracy, planning on a voxelspace does not result in a reduced quality of the planned paths.
The actual volume to be removed differs from the volume where the tool center
point has to move along in principle. We approximate the milling head geometry with a rastered sphere, but other shapes can be used as well. A distinction is
made between “contour destroying milling” (the whole volume has to be removed,
so generally there are transgressions) and “contour preserving milling” (no transgressions allowed). The actual milling volume within which the milling head shall
move is created from the initial volume; the latter is not considered anymore.
As a path length and operation time optimization, the surrounding milling material can
be modeled too (e.g. via 3D im-aging) to obtain an “individual milling volume” smaller
than the “generic milling volume”. Regions outside the material need not be milled.
During further path planning, only the lower contour of the volume is considered. In
each iteration of the planning proc-ess, this contour is lowered incrementally into the
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milling material. This way, anytime ability is ensured. The lower contour is subdivided into horizontal layers for which path generation is performed separately.
Path planning in the inner areas of the contour is based on a rougher grid than
in the areas close to the border, allowing inner areas to be milled more quickly.
We have implemented three path generators: contour-parallel, linear and potential field
based.
Results
The planned paths are used to perform surgical operations in the lateral skull
base (temporal bone). Experiments show that the geometry is milled precisely
(the error is in the dimension of the robot’s absolute accuracy). Often, the generated paths are angulated, having a negative impact on the milling speed.
Experiments with still unsmoothed paths yielded a path length of 4.67 metres and a
milling duration of 10:58 minutes for the Combi40+ implant by Med-El and 6.01 metres
and 19:17 minutes for the Vibrant Soundbridge by Med-El/Symphonix. However in the
meantime the paths are considerably smoother and shorter.
Conclusion
We have developed a planning system which allows to generate paths that can be milled
automatically with anytime ability, using a vertically oriented miller. The modes “contour
preserving” and “contour destroying” are implemented, as well as a path length optimization which uses the milling material geometry.
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PARALLEL KINEMATICS FOR HAND-HELD
SURGICAL MANIPULATORS (ITD)
Achim Wagner (P. Pott, M. L. R. Schwarz, A. Wellenreuther, P. Weiser, E. Badreddin,
H.-P. Scharf )
Lehrstuhl für Automation, Universität Mannheim; Labor für Biomechanik und
experimentelle Orthopädie, Orthopädische Universitätsklinik Mannheim und
Institut für CAE, Fachhochschule Mannheim

Purpose
Special requirements concerning size, weight, speed, degrees of freedom (DOF) and
the possibility of sterilization are set for the use of hand-held surgical manipulators. In
order to stabilize a hand-held tool, such as a drill, in at least five degrees of freedom, a
mechatronic device will be designed. Therefore, special kinematic and position control
concepts are studied.
Material and Methods
Four parallel kinematic structures are studied:
1) „Hexapod“, five DOF: The prototype on hand consists of six struts of variable
length. The rolling of the toolplatform is blocked due to the unversal joints used.
2) „Hexapod“, six DOF: The prototype under construction has six struts of variable
length and ball and socket joints.
3) „Hexaglide“, six DOF: The 3D-CAD-construction features six struts of constant
length. The root points of the struts are relocatable in axial direction.
4) „Hexaslide“, six DOF: The structure of the concept study has six struts of constant
length. The root points of the struts are relocatable in radial direction.
Size, weight, the ability to be deployed in a surgical environment, and further optimization potential are examined. The absolute position in space will be measured by an
optical tracking system.
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Results
1) Measures: diameter 220mm, length 300mm, about 6kg weight. Prototype not
sealed. Not applicable in the operating theater. Small optimization potential, because the geometry of the construction is determinated by the used linear motors.
2) Measures: diameter 360mm, length 410mm, weight about 6,5kg. Not sealed. Less
applicable in the operating theater. Small optimization potential (see 1).
3) Measures: diamerer 150mm, length 420mm, weight: n/a. This concept provides for
a sealed drive unit. Possibility to use it surgically. High optimization potential due to
light weight construction of housing and further mechanical parts.
4) Larger diameter but smaller in legth compared to 3). Sealing of drives is poossible.
High optimization potential.
As a result we find that the hexapod with 5 DOF (1) meets the requirements in a theoretical way, but leads to deadlocks in the application. For that reason the hexapod
with 6 DOF (2) is considered for further kinematic modelling and control studies. The
concepts of modelling and control can be transferred to the other kinematic structures (3, 4), which show more potential for optimization. The struts of the hexapod are
made of linear guides, electric linear motors with incremental encoders (Linmot NTI,
Zurich, Switzerland) and potentiometric position sensors (Waycon, Munich, Germany).
For controlling purposes, the lengths of the six struts are calculated with the help of
the inverse kinematics from the desired positions of the tool. The results serve as
reference values for the axis controllers, which are designed as cascade controllers
each with an inner speed feedback and an outer position control loop. The current
position of the hand-held baseplatform relative to the tool platform is determined
using the position signals of the encoders mentioned above and the direct kinematics.
All signals are applied to a real-time digital computer, where the algorithms for process
control, axis feedback control and kinematics are implemented. Static position errors
of the toolplatform should be corrected using the optical tracking data. For a high dynamic and high precision positioning the used control structure of simple axis controllers
seems not to be sufficient.
Conclusion
Several kinematic concepts were compared. In the first assessment, the theoretical
adequate hexapod with five DOF was used leading to a simplified construction. However, a hexapod with six DOF is better adapted for the control application and has been
used for the further studies, consequently. The control concept using the calculation of
the inverse kinematics and feedforward axis control is suitable for static positioning.
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INTEGRATION OF A ROBOT ASSISTED TREPANATION SYSTEM
INTO THE NEUROSURGICAL INTRAOPERATIVE SETTING
Martin Engelhardt (P. Bast, W. Lauer, M. Scholz, H. Eufinger, K. Schmieder,
K. Radermacher)
Neurochirurgische Universitätsklinik Knappschaftskrankenhaus Bochum Ruhr-Universität
Bochum und Institut für biomedizinische Technologien der RWTH Aachen und Universitätsklinik für Mund-, Kiefer- und plastische Gesichtschirurgie, Ruhr-Universität Bochum

Introduction
Microneurosurgical procedures have reached a high degree of safety and accuracy
mainly due to the integration of neuronavigation. However, the necessity of additional
equipment in the operation theatre demands extra care to avoid interference and malfunction. Therefore, one aim of this study group, supported by the German Research
Foundation was to design a robot trepanation system, based on a hexapod robot. Furthermore, this robot system should be completely integrated into the routine neurosurgical procedure with only minor adjustments of the present work flow.
Methods
The previously by the Aachen work group developed hexapod robot system was evaluated with regard to work-space, range of motion and placement regulations in order to
perform trepanations of the skull. Furthermore, all skull pathologies treated surgically
over a period of ten years were evaluated to get information about the work-space.
Emphasis was laid on location, involvement of different bone surface angles, size and
histopathology. In addition a stepwise analysis of the routine trepanation procedure
was done focusing on handling, range of motion and maximal efficacy of the surgical
tools used. Parallel to these tests the routine setting in a neurosurgical operation
theatre during surgery was photo-documented, all the equipment was measured and
digitalised to allow integration into a computer-based virtual system. Optimal placement
of the navigated robot system was thereafter simulated based on the data following the
demands for sufficient work space, safety and fullfilling hygiene.
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Results
Work-space analysis per se showed the possibility of a successful implementation of
the hexapod robot in standard trepanations. However, the analysis of the variable bone
surface angles present during the majority of routine trepanations and the surgical
tools, especially the work angles of highest efficacy of drill and trepan revealed that two
additional degrees of freedom have to be added to the robot system. Virtual analysis
outlined the available space for a robot system working with high efficacy and safety
to be limited. Three options appeared to be most promising: placement on a separate
arm similar to the microscope holder, placement of a holder above the patients body
and placement of the robot under the operation table. These possible locations of the
robot system have been compared meeting all criteria – work space, safety, hygiene,
usage of navigation and the results will be presented. The main processor unit of the
robot should be out of the way and not within the sterile region. No interference with
microscope, navigation system, surgeons and scrab nurse should be present.
Conclusion
The placement of a robot system with two additional degrees of freedom is demanding
since the available space is limited. At present a placement under the operation table
is favoured by the work group. Further virtual analysis and tests in the operation theatre
have to be performed in order to optimise and enlarge the implementation of the robot
system in routine.
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INDICATIONS FOR THE USE OF A MECHANICAL MICRO DRIVE
FOR NEUROENDOSCOPIC PROCEDURES
Nikolai J. Hopf (H. Opitz)
Neurochirurgische Klinik, Katharinenhospital, Klinikum Stuttgart

Purpose
A variety of different neuroendoscopic procedures and endoscopic tools have been
developed over the last 10 years. However, holding devices for the endoscope itself
seem still not to be satisfactory. This is especially of interest in longer procedures or
those procedures, in which different anatomical regions need to be explored. Presently,
most holding devices are based on simple mechanical or pneumatic technique. In the
last two years, robotic systems were available, which are able to navigate endoscopes
by a motor-driven and computer-controlled micro drive. This technique is very accurate
but expansive and very time consuming. Therefore, we present our experiences with a
mechanical micro drive in combination with a pneumatic holding device.
Material and Methods
Different neuroendoscopic procedures (third ventriculostomy, cyst fenestration, pellucidotomy, tumor biopsy) were performed using the mechanical micro drive (NeuroPilot: Aesculap/Tuttlingen, Germany) in combination with a pneumatic holding device
(UNITRAC: Aesculap/Tuttlingen, Germany) and a ventriculoscope (MINOP: Aesculap/
Tuttlingen, Germany) with an outer diameter of 6 mm and a length of 14 cm. The micro
drive enables controlled movements in all directions in space up to a distance of 20
mm by 3 separate screws.
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Results
In all neuroendoscopic procedures, the micro drive was easy to handle and accurately
working. The gross positioning of the endoscope was realized with the pneumatic holding device. Then, the endoscope was navigated to the desired position using the micro
drive. Movements in the ventricular system with the micro drive were found to be very
easy to perform, fast, safe, accurate and sufficient in range. There were no complications and no extension of the operation time associated with the use of the micro drive.
Conclusion
The used micro drive in combination with a reliable holding device was found to be very
helpful in performing complex endoscopic procedures. The operation time may become
shorter and surgery itself safer using this tool.
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CONCEPT AND DESIGN OF A SEMI-ROBOTIC MOTION
PLATFORM FOR THE SPATIAL PLACEMENT OF AN EXOSCOPECAMERA DURING NEURO-ENDOSCOPIC INTERVENTIONS.
Wolfgang Lauer (S. Serefoglou, H. Behrend, N. Hüwel, M. Fischer, K. Radermacher)
Institute for Biomedical Technologies, Aachen University of Technology, Aachen
and Neurosurgical Depar tment of the Johannes Gutenberg-University, Mainz
and Aesculap AG and Co. KG,Tuttlingen

Background
Actual microscopes for neurosurgical interventions are often relatively large, heavy
and bulky. Apart from their optical quality they also bring about drawbacks in terms of
handling, ergonomics, space and price. The work presented is part of a new concept
for completely electronic image acquisition, image processing and individual image presentation during neuro-endoscopic interventions. The image acquisition is performed
by a stereo-endoscope allowing close-up control of the preparation as well as by a 3Dcamera (“Exoscope”) providing an overview of the surgical field. Head-mounted displays
are used for individualised image-presentation enabling the surgeon and the assistants
to choose their own appropriate posture at the OR-table. In this context a semi-robotic
motion platform for the spatial movement and fixation of the Exoscope is currently being
developed and presented below.
The Platform
Based on an inquiry about the medical, technical and user-requirements, different
phases and characteristics concerning frequency, workspace, speed and accuracy of
camera movement during neurosurgical interventions have been specified. According
to these requirements a concept for the platform has been developed including a serial
structure for manual pre-positioning and a robotic unit for freehand fine-positioning
during surgical work. The whole platform is fixed on the OR-table, being provided in
the previously unused space above the draped patient by an arch. The manual pre-
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positioning and spatial fixation is carried out by a 5 DOF passive serial arm providing
a large workspace. Being oriented towards the surgical field the 5 DOF compact robot
allows the surgeon to move and rotate the Exoscope free-hand during preparation. For
security reasons related to the use of neuro-endoscopic instruments, the sixth degree
of freedom (z-movement directed towards the surgical field) has not been implemented
mechanically but is carried out by the use of the camera-zoom.
User-interfaces
As the platform has to be controlled free-hand and without additional foot-switches, a
combination of head-tracking and voice-control has been chosen. The lightweight 3DHeadtracker which is integrated in the Head-mounted-display is used to control speed
and amount of platform-movement. The mode (e.g. move, turn, pivot, zoom, focus...) is
set by the surgeon’s voice. For security reasons a little button on the suction device has
to be kept pressed to allow the robotic movement.
Conclusions
The presented semi-robotic positioning-platform has been developed to meet the previously determined characteristics of the usage of a microscope during neurosurgical
interventions. The integration of human (e.g. flexibility) and robotic advantages (e.g.
hands-free movements with high accuracy) allows the realisation of a compact system
for the intraoperative positioning of an Exoscope. The platform as well as the concepts
for the user-interfaces are currently being evaluated.
The work presented has been funded in parts by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF), project “MINOP II”, ( 16SV1442/0)
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AUTOMATIC IMAGE FUSION FOR STEREOTACTICALLY GUIDED
NEUROSURGERY AND RADIOSURGERY/STEREOTACTIC RADIOTHERAPY
Gero Strauss (H. U. Lemke, C. Trantakis, T. C. Lüth, J. Wahrburg, J. Meixensberger)
Klinik und Poliklinik für HNO-Heilkunde/Plastische Operationen; InnovationsCentrum
Operative Medizin iCOM (i. G.) der Universität Leipzig und TU Berlin und Neurochirurgie Leipzig und Charite Berlin und Universität Siegen

In the efforts for the mechatronik / robotics of the head-surgical disciplines lacking of
clinical and health-economic relevance in individual cases led to erroneous trends. To
emphasize the meaning of a detailed workflow-analysis to point out the need to assist
(In which part of the surgery a system can be helpful?), to finding out synergistic knots
(Which operations can be likewise supported with an insignificantly changed configuration of the system?) and a in-vivo-study (the system is ambivalent or making more
difficult, simplifying?). A goal of this investigation is the answer of this three aspects
mentioned with the restriction on endoscopic procedure in the head and neck area.
We analyzed 7 different procedures in ENT - maxillofacial and neurosurgery: transsphenoidal approach to pituatiry gland, extranasal maxillary sinus surgery, functional endoscopic sinus surgery (FESS), subocipitale surgery of acoustic neurinoma, ventrikulozisternostomy, mikrolaryngoskopy, tympanoplasty III. The record of the workflows took place
via student-coworkers under expert guidance. For evaluation minimum 3 workflow-records for each for surgery and altogether 26 workflow-records were available. Evaluation
included only endoscopic assistable procedures. The in-vivo-study was accomplished
with a prototypic-endoscope retaining system at altogether 55 endoscopic procedures.
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The workflowanalysis shows with the available data density tendencies to needs to assist
with scarcely 20% of the procedures. Synergistic knots could be able to be represented
as expected between similarly instrumented procedures, whereby the surgery itself can
be very different. The dimension of the situs and the instrumentation is the crucial criterion. The in-vivo-study of different configurations of a assistant system for endoscope
guidance in the endoscopic head surgery showed primarily predominantly less favourable effects. After numerous documented changes of configuration a predominant ambivalence could be achieved. The objectivity of the applied analysis method, which worked
out needs to assist and synergies in clear deviation for subjective clinical feeling, was
impressive. Here is to be found a reason for at inadequate robotics systems designed
past. Critically must be regarded the existing problem of the integration of a system into
the proven workflow. It cannot be forecast yet whether it will succeed with the available
technologies designing robotic assistance which will find introduction in the daily routine. As a substantial realization we formulate the urgent necessity to walk on the way
from a analysis of the workflows to the product not vice versa. The equipments used
represent an useful method.
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INTRODUCTION OF THE ROBOT SYSTEM “A73” FOR SURGERY
AROUND THE HEAD
Klaus Bumm (J. Wurm, H. Steinhart, M. Vogele, Ch. Nimsky, H. G. Schaaf, H. Iro)
HNO-Klinik Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg und Medical Intelligence GmbH,
Schwabmünchen und Neurochirurgische Klinik, Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg und
Polydiagnost GmbH Pfaffenhofen

Introduction
Surgical procedures approaching the sphenoid sinus are often performed by both ENT
specialists and Neurosurgeons for various reasons. In order to minimize surgery related
complications and optimize intraoperative control an accuracy, we developed a novel
surgical robot that combines both navigational and visual control for fully automated
and telemanipulation surgical tasks.
Methods
The system was based on the smallest industrial 6-DOF robot (Degrees Of Freedom).
With six degrees of freedom it can handle a huge range of handling tasks and surgical
procedures with payloads up to 1.5 kg. It has a reach of 418 mm and can position maneuvers with a repeatability of ±0.02 mm at speeds up to 2.200 mm/s. The system has
an added “compliance control” function. An internal computernavigation- and planning
software was integrated. In order to minimize stereotactic errors caused by tissue shift
of non-invasive registration markers, we use an external registration frame.
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Results
Reproducible stereotactic accuracy of the system was tested on cadaveric heads to
ensure correct and real time feedback of the robot arm as computernavigational pointer. The accuracy was measured using both landmarks on the referencing frame and
head. The calibration conversion error after referencing was a median of 0.3mm (range
0.1mm to 0.6mm). To ensure a three-dimensional accuracy on and within the head, we
pinpointed 30 different landmarks and compared “real” tooltip position with “virtual”
reconstructed position on the monitor. We observed an accuracy of around 1mm, only
limited due to insufficient CT resolution.
Conclusion:
This system represents the first robot, that provides both automated and telemanipulation features for robot surgery around the head. It integrates computernavigation
features and with it’s newly designed surgical instrument also an endoscopic visual
control of the surgical field.
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FULLY AUTOMATED ROBOTIC AND TELEMANIPULATION
SURGERY OF THE SPHENOID SINUS
Jochen Wurm (K. Bumm, H. Steinhart, M. Vogele, Ch. Nimsky, H.-G. Schaaf, H. Iro)
Klinik und Poliklinik für Hals-Nasen-Ohrenkranke der Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg
&Medical Intelligence GmbH,Schwabmünchen und Neurochirurgische Klink,
Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg und PolyDiagnost GmbH, Pfaffenhofen

Purpose
Surgical procedures around the head, especially within close vicinity to its vital structures call for a skilled surgeon and demand a high degree of accuracy. In order to minimize surgery related complications and optimize intraoperative control and accuracy, we
performed sphenoidectomies in a surgical experiment with the robot system “A73” that
combines both navigational and visual control for fully automated and telemanipulation
surgery tasks.

Results
Fully automated and telemanipulation procedures were performed on 5 cadaveric heads
using image-directed robotics with no surgical related trauma to surrounding structures
such as the carotid artery or the optical nerve. The opening of the anterior wall of the
sphenoid sinus was performed quickly and with reproducible accuracy under 1mm compared to the planned removal defect.

Material and Methods
We performed fully automated robotic sphenoidectomies on 5 cadaveric heads using
the “A73” robotic setup. To ensure visual control of the surgical field, we developed a
novel robot operation instrument as combined endoscopic-drilling device. The “Neuroptic T-30” acts as a microendoscope with a 30.000 pixel resolution, 3 integrated working
channels for drilling, flushing and suction. The overall diameter of the instrument is only
0.5 cm and therefore suitable for paranasal sinus surgery. Different types of drills can
be exchanged with either diamond coredrills or milling drillheads.

Conclusion
The robot system “A73” seems suited for a fully automated surgery of the sphenoid
sinus. Further clinical testing and developments towards a more complex paranasal
sinus surgery are neccessary.
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CLINICAL EVALUATION OF A SURGICAL ROBOT FOR
CRANIOTOMIES
Werner Korb (D. Engel, R. Boesecke, B. Kotrikova, G. Eggers, R. Marmulla,
J. Raczkowsky, H. Woern, S. Haßfeld)
Klinik für Mund-, Kiefer-, Gesichts-Chirurgie,Universitätsklinikum Heidelberg und Institut für Prozessrechentechnik, Automation und Robotik, Universität Karlsruhe (TH)

Purpose
In a cooperation between the Robotics Institute at the University of Karlsruhe and the
Clinic for Maxillofacial and Craniofacial Surgery at Heidelberg University Hospital the
surgical robot system RobaCKa was developed. It is dedicated for maxillofacial surgery,
i.e. milling of the bony skull. The development and quality management includes risk
analysis and proper design methods as well as tests on phantoms to evaluate the accuracy of the system. After extensive research and preliminary laboratory testing during
the last years the first patient was treated with the system in April 2003.
Material & Methods
The system „RobaCKa“ consists of a „Staubli RX 90“ clean environment robot and a
redundant control architecture. The control system is based on the robot control system, an infrared-navigation-system, a force-torque-sensor and an overload-protection.
The supervision and sensor-fusion is managed by a Sensor-PC running RT-Linux. At the
Sensor-PC the measured forces (force-torque sensor) of the milling of the trajectory are
evaluated. Additionally rigid bodies are attached onto the robot and the patient, which
are used for tracking by the infrared-navigation-system.

ignited by mistakes of the operators. In general it is important to get the risk (a measure
of severity AND likelihood) low. This means, when the severity level is high, he likelihood
level should be low. On the other hand, when the severity level is low, the likelihood
level can be higher.
Results
The first patient application was performed for a craniotomy of the bony skull in April
2003. Mainly the workflow and performance of the system was tested. In the operating room it is very difficult to perform measurements of the accuracy. Our evaluation
resulted in less than 2.5 mm. The main problem were measurement inaccuracies. A
mechanical measuring arm (not a medical product) was used, but in the sterile environment it turned out to be not really useful. Therefore in the next clinical test, an
optical navigation system will be used for error measurements. Postoperative CT is not
reasonable, because the robot’s milling trajectory is destroyed during the continuation
of the surgery.

The robot only performs movements when the surgeon confirms the movement by
pushing a button. This button is directly connected with the safety/emergency system
of the robot.

Conclusion
The main challenge in our project is the workflow of robot assisted surgery and the
safety. It means a high technical and logistic effort, to use a (former industrial) robot
within the surgical environment.

An important task was the risk analysis for „RobaCKa“. A fault-tree-analysis and a hazard analysis including the analysis of likelihood and severity were performed. Further
zsystematic errors“ were investigated, such as software errors or accidents, which are

After a long time of research and preliminary testing on phantoms and animal cadavers,
it was possible to perform the first robot assisted surgery with complex trajectories (i.e.
with position and orientation changes).
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TISSUE SHIFT IN ROBOT-ASSISTED ENDOSCOPIC CARDIAC
SURGERY: IMPLICATIONS ON PLANNING, SIMULATION
AND GUIDANCE
Ron Schwarz (A. Schmitgen, G. Grunst, T. Berlage, C. Schmitz, W. Schiller, A. Welz)
Fraunhofer-Institut für Angewandte Informationstechnik und Klinik und Poliklinik für
Herzchirurgie, Universitätsklinikum Bonn

Purpose
The aim of computer integration in robot-assisted endoscopic cardiac surgery is to enable collision free maneuvering with the robotic instruments, to improve accessibility
of target structures (optimization of port placement and robot position), and to support
the surgeon in finding and identifying target vessels (image overlay). The robotic surgical technique involves carbon dioxide insufflation and single lung ventilation to improve
the exposure of the heart. This leads to significant tissue shift and raise of the ribcage
which make computer assisted planning, simulation, and guidance of robot assisted endoscopic cardiac surgery very difficult, since preoperative image data does not reflect
the changed conditions during surgery. A study has been performed to obtain estimates
for the motion range of target structures by intraoperative assessment of tissue shift.
Material and Methods
For the measurement of the raise of the ribcage several positions are marked on the
patient’s chest with a pen. A sterile stylus is used to point at them, while its tip position
is located in space by an optical tracking system (NDI Polaris). The measurement is performed once during inspiration and once during expiration of the lung. The assessment
of shift and deformation of the heart is performed by intraoperative measurement of
the shift of landmarks on the pericardium at different states of ventilation and carbon
dioxide pressure. The stylus is inserted through a trocar which has been placed for the
instruments and is used to point at the landmarks under endoscopic vision.
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The positions of the landmarks are measured once at maximum tolerable carbon dioxide pressure (about 10 mm Hg) and once at half the pressure. This procedure is repeated twice, for right lung expiration and for right lung inspiration. These measurements
provide three-dimensional shift vectors which are visualized and evaluated in a virtual
reality scenario of the heart and the ribcage.
Results
Carbon dioxide insufflation and single lung ventilation cause a distinct shift and deformation of tissue. The measurements show a high variation on different patients. The
heart movement using carbon dioxide insufflation is more probably a complex rotation
and deformation than a translation. Tissue shift is a very complex phenomenon and
difficult to predict.
Conclusion
Planning, simulation, and guidance in endoscopic cardiac surgery which is based on
preoperative image data and does not consider tissue shift will be unsuccessful. The
estimates for the motion range of target structures can be used to adapt preoperative
models as a first approximation. The prediction of tissue shift by simulation is very
difficult, because tissue properties are unknown and individually varying. Intraoperative
monitoring of tissue shift is needed to determine the actual patient situation. This can
be done by the use of intraoperative imaging (e.g., ultrasound) or by the intraoperative
use of novel sensors that allow the detection of target structures (e.g., spectroscopy
sensors for finding blood vessels).
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FACILITATED ENDOSCOPIC BEATING HEART CORONARY
BYPASS GRAFTING USING DISTAL ANASTOMOTIC DEVICES
Stephan Jacobs (V. Falk, F. W. Mohr)
Herzzentrum Leipzig

Background
Suturing of a coronary anastomosis is still a barrier for evolution in totally endoscopic
coronary artery bypass grafting (TECAB) on the beating heart. This trail provides the potential benefits of endoscopic distal anastomotic devices including the MVP and the St.
Jude Medical Anastomotic device to facilitate construction of a coronary anastomosis
in a closed chest environment.

Results
The procedure was accomplished in all animals in 187 minutes (145-211). he anastomosis were easily accomplished in 6 minutes (1-28) using the MVP Device and 11
minutes (8-13) using the St. Jude Medical Device. 8/11 animals with a patent graft and
anastomosis survived the procedure. Over all patency was 10/11.

Methods
TECAB on the beating heart was performed in 11 FBI dogs with the daVinci telemanipulation system (Intuitive Surgical, Mountain View, CA). Two prototypes of an endoscopic
distal anastomotic device, the MVP (Ventrica, Inc, Fremont, CA) and the St. Jude Medical (St. Jude Medical, Inc, Maple Grove, MI) were used to facilitate construction of
the coronary anastomosis. One pair of magnets (MVP) were inserted in the ITA and LAD
in 8 dogs and a pair of stainless steel rings were inserted trough the ITA in the LAD
with a guidewire (St. Jude Medical) in three dogs to perform the anastomosis. Robotic
instruments guided and placed the endoscopic delivery systems. All animals underwent
angiography; gross inspection of the anastomotic site was performed after excision of
the hearts.

Discussion
The combination of robotic technology allowing for dexterous manipulation in a closed
chest environment and simple yet effective and time saving techniques for anastomotic
coupling may facilitate beating heart TECAB.
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ROBOTIC LIMA TO LAD ANASTOMOSIS DURING FULL
STERNOTOMY ON PUMP MULTIVESSEL CABG: PRACTICAL
SUPPLEMENTATION OR QUESTIONABLE DIVERSION?
Arndt-H. Kiessling (F. Isgro, M. Blome, A. Lehmann, W. Saggau)
Kardiochirurgie und Anästhesiologie Klinikum Ludwigshafen

Introduction
Technical and time related considerations during totally endoscopic coronary artery
bypass (TECAB) are reported. We questioned whether it is possible to use the Zeus Microwrist (Intuitive Surgical Inc, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) in a safe and timely manner during
routine CAGB operations.
Methods
We report about 36 patients (mean age 63.2±4.6 years; 30 male; EF 53±8%) in which
we used the Zeus with 3D visualization for the distal IMA-LAD anastomosis. The Zeus
arms were mounted pre-operatively and remained sterile until deployment. We used a
virtual alpha port as instrument holder in order to avoid insertion of trocars.
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Results
The duration of Zeus supported anastomosis (Prolene 7.0/8cm) reached a mean of
48±8 minutes. In 7/36 patients the suturing was completed manually. In 5 cases correction stitches were necessary. IMA flow was adequate in all patients.
Conclusion
The Zeus telemanipulator facilitates the application of robotic technology not only in
selected patients scheduled for TECAB operations, but also in patients with fully equipped onpump multivessel CABG. Adoption of this integrated concept can back up the
learning curve and increase the acceptance of otherwise time-consuming complete
robotic operations.
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ROBITOM II – ROBOT FOR BIOPSY AND THERAPY OF
MAMMARY LESIONS
Harald Fischer (A. Felden, D. Bormann, A. Hinz, J. Vagner, W. A. Kaiser, S. Pfleiderer)
Institut für Medizintechnik und Biophysik (IMB), Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe und
Institut für Diagnostische und Interventionelle Radiologie (IDIR), Jena

Purpose
In spite of constant improvements in diagnosis and the introduction of novel mammography techniques and ultrasonic methods, the breast cancer still represents a major
medical and psychological problem of relevance to health policy. MR- Mammography
(MRM) reaches a high sensitivity in detecting breast cancer of 3 mm in size at least.
In cooperation with the Institute of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology of the
Friedrich-Schiller-University of Jena, a manipulator has been developed by the IMB,
which combines the advantages of MRM- imaging with a minimal invasive biopsy and a
possible subsequent therapy. Referring to this ROBITOM I was introduced in November
1999 as the worldwide first, precise operating manipulator system in the ISO center of
a closed MRI scanner, at RSNA in Chicago. The experiences and results of the attended
Clinical Trials were brought into the following prototype ROBITOM II, that was developed
at the IMB.
Material
The MRI systematic causes 2 categories of limitations concerning the use of the manipulator system:
1. Restricted volume (patient and manipulatorsystem) inside the tube;
2. Imaging process (bi-directional interferences).

Methods
ROBITOM II has three degrees of freedom (DOF). Two DOF (x, y Cartesian coordinate
system, transversal layer) are positioned by active piezo ultrasonic drives, and the third
DOF (z, coronar layer) is manual controlled. The system configuration consists of:
Positioning unit;
Active breast coils (breast fixing unit);
Invasive applicators;
Control-Driving unit
ROBITOM II imaging is based on active bilateral breast coils, mounted inside the breastfixing unit. The system has it’s own, independent navigation system, based on static
oil markers inside the breast- fixing (breast coil) unit. The system has three possible
options of data input for biopsy and therapy:
a) User guided by the terminal (TFT), positioned on the back plane of the MR- tube;
b) Therapy planning user interface LWL connected PC;
c) Automatic data import via DICOM and LWL connected PC.
Concerning the first clinical trials and future extensions ROBITOM II is designed according the Council Directive 93/42/EEC concerning medical devices (MDD) for clinical use
and referring to this the European harmonized standards.
Results
The high precision of ROBITOM II was built and is currently undergoing the pre- clinical
in vitro trials. The clinical trials are expected in late 2003.
Conclusion
ROBITOM I has produced evidence, that it is possible, to perform a biopsy inside the
MRI- tube with high precision on a minimally invasive way. After all, the advanced ROBITOM II is able to perform an automatic image- based localization of a lesion (coordinates of positioning), biopsy AND a possible subsequent therapy within one single
patient session.

The manipulator system has to show a sufficient interference resistance concerning the
flux densities and signals of the imaging process to maintain it’s precision and reliability.
On the other hand the system, with the exception for the applicators, has to be invisible
to MR- Imaging, that means that there are no interferences to the MR- signals caused
by materials or motions.
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DYNAMIC REGISTRATION IN ORTHOPAEDICS – A NEW
APPROACH
Andrea Ranftl
Department of Mechanical Engineering - Division of Biomechanics and
Engineering Design (BMGO)//Katholieke Universiteit Leuven

Objectives
In earlier projects new procedures have been developed for static registration in robot
assisted surgery of the knee and the hip in total knee arthroplasty (TKA), respectively total hip arthroplasty (THA). Drawbacks of these procedures are for example that the knee
has to be fixated invasively via clamping (see fig.1) to prevent movement of any kind (This
sort of clamping is almost impossible in THA.) possibly leading to lesions in soft and
hard tissue. In case of sudden or unexpected movements of bones or robot the registration has to be renewed. This can be impossible at an advanced stage of intervention.
Dynamic registration overcomes these problems. Our department has experience in the
research domain of visual servoing in robot control by realizing planar contour following
by a robot. With the help of this hybrid vision/force control the robot was forced not to
lose contact with the contour and to follow the path resulting from the visual information.
The objective of this paper is to combine and extend the achieved results mentioned
above to find a procedure to overcome the drawbacks of static registration. By so-called
dynamic registration the motion of the patient is directly compensated by the robot.
This could make it possible to replace the invasive clamping by a more moderate form
of fixation.
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Material and Methods
The experimental set-up is realised with the help of conventional material to provide
reproducibility and a low cost solution. The robot is a six degree of freedom Stäubli RX
130. The chosen digital camera is a Philips INCA-311 which provides a complete vision
system due to an integrated processor and special programming libraries based on C/
C++. In this application the motion information of the patient is analysed by this camera system and the new spatial information computed by the vision system is fed back
to the robot. Techniques from visual servoing are applied to design the robot tracking
controller. The camera feedback is used to steer the position of a robot for instance to
grasp or position objects in the workspace of the robot.
Results and conclusion
The applied control strategy consists of three interacting feedback loops. With the help of
vision (movements in the workspace), force (effective impact of the end-effector) and the
exact position of the end-effector, the position of the end-effector is controllable (see fig. 2).
A general set-up is proposed which provides a visual feedback robot control compensating patient motion. It should be pointed out that the surgeon will not be replaced by
the robot. Rather will his responsibility be shifted to higher level tasks as planning and
supervision of the whole procedure. Furthermore it will be tested if the necessary realtime environment for this project can be provided by the experimental set-up. All data
streams have to be measured and an overall time estimation has to be done. This is to
ensure that the movement compensation of the robot can be achieved in real-time.
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MARKET POTENTIAL OF ROBOTIC AND NAVIGATION
TECHNOLOGY – AN EMPIRICAL PRE STUDY OF CUSTOMERS
ACCEPTANCE AMONG CURAC MEMBERS
Peter Pott (M. Schwarz, H.-P. Scharf, U. Zhilinsky, M. Barki, A.Dürr, K. El Ganadi,
S. Kramer, S. Golla) Labor für Biomechanik und experimentelle Orthopädie, Orthopädische Universitätsklinik Mannheim and European Business School, International
University Schloss Reichartshausen and Lehrstuhl f. Gründungsmanagement,
Oestrich-Winkel

Purpose
The commercialization of academic spin-offs is increasingly considered by politicians,
industry, research facilities and, incited by a handful of success stories, researchers.
But the creation of high technology spin-offs requires a complex value chain containing
different mile-stones and activities. The aim of this paper is to evaluate the market
potential of robotic in the field of computer-aided surgery. Here our Intelligent Tool Drive (ITD) combines latest consolidated inventions of robotic and navigation technology.
After inventing the fundamental technology we are interesting in customers acceptance
before initiating next steps. Therefore we carried out a semi-structured questionnaire
among CURAC members.
Methods
Our survey is created upon a framework that contains current solutions of computer
aided surgery, customer satisfaction with current solution of use and potential benefits
of our ITD. This questionnaire was sent to CURAC medics only, to ensure the quality of
the respondent and obviously these members are representing the main group of future
ITD customers.
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Results
Our descriptive analyse shows that nearly 94% of the respondents know about robotics
and 84% about navigation and they are using robotic technology in surgery process.
40% of those who are using robotic and navigation technology are dissatisfied with their
current solutions. Here robot’s size, the absence of adequate user friendliness and the
high costs have the main impact. The potential market acceptance of our ITD was confirmed by the respondents. However, 49% of our whole sample and nearly 86% of those
who are actually dissatisfied with their current solutions are interested in purchasing a
more compact , more rational and cheaper solution – precisely like our ITD.
Conclusions
Our survey shows that every invention which is combined with commercial interest
and every potential spin-off from universities or research facilities has to develop and
to analyze its market in advance. In our case we are observing a very interesting but
a niche market potential for our ITD. A solution that combines robotic and navigation
technology to a dealable user friendly system.
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A VIRTUAL REALITY BASED HAPTIC SURGICAL TRAINING
SYSTEM
Holger Weiß (T. Ortmaier, H. Maaß, G. Hirzinger, U. Kühnapfel)
Institut für Robotik und Mechatronik, Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt,
Institut für Robotik und Mechatronik und Institut für Angewandte Informatik,
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe

Purpose
In order to improve the training facilities for surgeons, a surgical training system based
on virtual reality techniques has been developed. The goal of the developed training
system is an improvement in education of surgeons by making directly available the
knowledge of expert surgeons to trainees. The training system realizes two different
approaches. The first approach (library paradigm) is to record instrument positions
and interaction forces during a (virtual) operation which is conducted by an expert
surgeon. The recorded operation can be played back later to a trainee by displaying to
him the surgical scene and guiding simultaneously his hands through haptic devices
exactly the same way as the expert surgeon did. This way a trainee can learn from
experts knowledge by choosing appropriate files from a library of prerecorded operations. The second approach (driving school paradigm) is that a trainee conducts an
operation while a remote expert (master) is watching him. In difficult situations the expert can take over control while the trainee not only sees but also feels what the expert
is doing in this situation.

ate interaction forces that the surgeon would feel through the instruments. These
forces are displayed by a haptic device (PHANToM) to the surgeon. During the conducted operation the motion of the instruments and the occurring interaction forces are
recorded. The recorded operations can be played back to the surgeon using the internal
models of the KISMET kernel.
The second module of the training system is the master station (see figure 3). It
consists of a visual and a haptic display. The master station communicates with the
main module via a TCP/IP based connection. The video stream is compressed for
transport using the video codec XviD. The surgeon at the master station can decide to
take over control using a graphical user interface.
Results
Several experiments demonstrated the reliability of the chosen system architecture running on middle-rate PCs (Pentium 800 MHz). Both PHANToMs could be used with a
loop frequency of at least 1 kHz. The video frame rate was in between 10 and 20 frames
per second. The measured performance parameters suggest that the system is able to
generate a sufficiently realistic impression.
Conclusion
The developed framework for a surgical training system has proven to be reasonable.
Further improvements of components and ergonomical tests are necessary to enhance
the fidelity of the system. Especially the use of data from real operations instead from
simulation would be desirable. For this purpose the tracking of instruments which must
be equipped with force sensors is necessary. An attractive way of accomplishing this
provides robotic assisted surgery.

Material and Methods
The core module of the developed training system (see figure 1) is the virtual
reality kernel KISMET developed by the Institut fuer Angewandte Informatik, Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe. It simulates in real time the motion of the organs while
a surgeon is interacting with them by virtual instruments (see figure 2). It is possible to grasp and cut them and to set clips. KISMET also calculates the appropri-
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HAPTICAL INTERACTION WITH A NAVIGATED ROBOT
FOR SURGICAL INTERVENTIONS
Sebastian Pieck (I. Groß, P. Knappe, F. Kerschbaumer, S. Kuenzler, J. Wahrburg)
Universität Siegen ZESS/Institut für Regelungs- und Steuerungstechnik und Orthopädische Universitätsklinik Frankfurt

Purpose
Current surgical robots support the surgeon by fulfilling a completely automated task,
like reaming the cavity for a hip-stem, but without giving the surgeon any possibility of
interaction. In contrast, our approach’s philosophy is to give interactive support to the
surgeon by automatic instrument-positioning. We use the design of a versatile navigated robot-system, which is characterized by the integration of an optical navigation-system and a surgical robot-system.
The robot is used for the exact positioning of the surgical instruments in preoperatively
planned positions, but not to perform any activity without the interaction of the surgeon.
A special tool design facilitates the surgeon to accomplish the surgical intervention as
regular, but with the instruments guided precise by the robot. The interactive faculties
of the robot are achieved meanly by a) optical position-control of the robot and b) a
haptical interface to the robot.
Material and Methods
Unique to this system, and resulting from a), is that the robot keeps track to the patient’s
position even during patient’s movements. For permanently measuring the patient’s position, the reference frame of the optical navigation-system is fixed to the bone of interest. Thereafter a registration process has to be performed, in which the patient’s anatomy is matched to preoperatively taken image-data like CT or X-Ray pictures, to transform
the preoperative planning into the real world. As the robot is equipped with an additional reference-frame, its position is permanently known to the system, too. With these
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position data, the robot-movement instructions, which are needed to keep the robot adjusting its guided instruments to the patient’s position in real-time, can be computed.
As this approach integrates a conventional navigation system, the surgeon can utilise it
as accustomed for additional support, if needed.
The surgeon is also involved by moving the robot from its home position to its working
position through the robot’s haptical interface b). So the robot control has not to care
about collisions-detections with lamps or any other obstacles. The surgeon guides the
robot easily by grabbing a grip, which is mounted to the robot’s wrist, and by pulling it in
the desired position. This integrates the robot seamlessly in the operating procedure,
because there is no need to use any input-device like a mouse, a touch screen or a
keyboard.
The haptical interface is realised through a force-torque-sensor that is mounted to the
robot’s wrist. With this sensor any force performed to the robot’s wrist can be measured.
Before the real-time patient-tracking mode can be activated, the tip of the surgical tool
must have been moved haptically into its working space. Only within this predefined working space, the robot is allowed to move automatically. The surgeon controls all other
movements by using the haptical interface.
Results and Conclusion
A prototype system has been build up. It is a combination of a lightweight robot (35kg),
type “PA10” from Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Japan, a “Polaris” digitising-system from
NDI Inc., Canada and a self designed real-time-control-computer-system.
This prototype has successfully been tested several times at the Orthopädische Universitätsklinik Frankfurt. During a total hip replacement surgery the cup prosthesis has
been implanted with robot assistance for the first time worldwide.
The presented navigated robot system can be considered as an intelligent instrument that supports surgeons to achieve a more precise and reproducible surgery. It
combines the advantages of navigation and robotics, by using the digitising system
for registration and the precise tool guidance by the robot. The total modular system-design allows an easy extension to other applications e.g. to spinal surgery.
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AUTOMATIC MESH GENERATOR FOR MASS-SPRING SYSTEMS
Sascha Seifert (D. Kainmüller, R. Dillmann)
Institut für Rechnerentwurf und Fehlertoleranz, Universität Karlsruhe

Purpose
In the field of surgical planning and surgical training it is very common to use massspring systems as biomechanical models. Normally the geometry for mass-spring models comes from a construction tool whereas for surgical planning patient data must
be used. The segmentation of the patient‘s image data and the succeeding polygonal
approximation is a standard task. It’s not trivial, however, to render these data available
for deformation calculations. Therefore we developed a mesh generator for mass-spring
systems which accepts a polygonal surface representation of the patient and generates
an appropriate three-dimensional mesh of mass-points and springs.
Methods
By the use of the Marching Cubes algorithm we achieve a polygonal model of the patient. First, our algorithm puts points and lines over the bounding box of the model in an
equidistant grid. Then all points are investigated and the points outside the model are
removed. The mesh consists of lines parallel to each axis and diagonal lines in each
of the axis’ directions. Furthermore we use lines parallel to the bounding boxes’ diagonal lines for stability reasons. Subsequently each line is cut off to fit to the model’s
boundary. Incision points which coincide with the surface’s triangle points are then
connected immediately with their neighboring points. The remaining points obviously
are positioned in the inner of a triangle. To achieve a correct mesh the incident points
must be triangulated and connected with the triangle’s corners. These lines of the mesh
form the springs for the mass-spring biomechanics.
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Results
The presented robust algorithm facilitates the application of complex geometry in massspring systems. No interaction is necessary to create an appropriate mesh for its use in
surgical simulations. The algorithm is available as a component in our software framework MEDIFRAME where it is a preparative step to the soft tissue simulation.
Conclusion
Future work will have to focus on the reduction of the amount of mass-points and
springs by adaptive meshing. In addition to that we are going to work on a local remeshing facility to make the system capable of reacting to topological changes as they
occur in simulation of surgical incisions.
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SENSORY FEEDBACK IMPROVES PRECISION OF ROBOT
ASSISTED SURGERY AT THE LATERAL SCULL BASE
Marcus M. Maassen (D. Malthan, J. Stallkamp, E. Schwaderer, H. P. Zenner,
F. Dammann)
Universität Tübingen, HNO-Klinik und Fraunhofer-Institut für Produktionstechnik und
Automatisierung IPA Abteilung 520 – Neue Produktionen, Stuttgart

Introduction and Purposes
The development of robot assisted surgical (RAS) instruments and procedures has
recently received increased attention in the surgery of the lateral scull base. The implantation of electronic hearing devices into the temporal bone requires a high degree of
precision from the operating surgeon and from the supporting technologies. Relevant
target structures within the sub-millimetre range complicate the use of conventional
computer aided surgery (CAS/RAS- systems). Aim of the study was to develop a robot
assisted system with improved efficacy and quality.

Discussion
Laboratory testing revealed that feedback of sensor information to the planning and
control system can improve robot-assisted surgery on the lateral scull base. Also, quality assurance and intraoperative automatical documation can be augmented.
Supported by the DFG (German Research Foundation) with a grant to M.M.M ( MA 1458/
2), Medical Navigation and Robotics Program (SPP 1124)

Material and Methods
A comparison of the aimed with the actual values of the operation process can directly
be obtained from the intraoperative feedback of sensor information. Laser triangulation
was used for distance measurements in different test series. In addition, force and
moment sensors were integrated. Sensor data were aligned with preliminary performed
CT examination.
Results
The robot employment for drilling the implant bed on the lateral skull base in a laboratory condition was achieved with integration of the sensor information into a planning and
control system. Alignment of the planned and performed procedures with automatical
correction of the instrument was performed. Operation steps and automatic adjustment
of the tool were very precise. Controlled results could be obtained.
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DEVELOPING A COMPUTERIZED SIMULATOR FOR ENDOSCOPIC
ULTRASOUND (EUS)
Albert Schaeffer (P. Stefania, S. Nachum, T. Guterman, U. Zhilinsky, M. Barki)
PolyDimensions GmbH and Simbionix Corporation, Bickenbach

Purpose
Endoscopic Ultrasound has become an important imaging method for the diagnosis
and staging of gastrointestinal disorders. It is a highly demanding procedure requiring
the mastering of special skills. The current system for education and training lacks
skilled instructors, standard training programs, and faces problems of time effi-ciency,
high costs and patient safety. This work describes the release of a computerized simulator for Endoscopic Ultrasound procedures, which includes comprehensive training
programs and practice of the complicated manoeuvring required with the EUS scopes,
anatomical interpretations, therapeutic applications and feedback on performance.
Methods
The first challenge to be achieved was anatomical correctness: The solution was found
in the creation of the 3D-model sets based on real patient CT/MRI images. For a realtime performance, the resulting 3D-models need to be very small with regard to polygon
count without losing detail or information. Also no intersections or gaps are allowed
between organs or within themselves. Since not every needed anatomical structure is
to be seen in the one chosen set a combina-tion of more sets is necessary. This goal
is reached with the help of different pro-grams and several collision detection tools.
To generate the EUS images in real-time using the 3D anatomical model as mentioned above, innovative software was devel-oped, based on EUS medical parameters.
A special algorithm was used to present the correct „slice“ of the 3D set for the linear
and the radial image, maintaining a high frame-rate while creating the complex and
correct EUS image on screen.
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Results
The resulting EUS simulation software is an Add-On Module to the Simbi-onix GI Mentor.
It consists of a mannequin, on which the procedure is performed and a real endoscope modified for simulation needs. A highly sensitive tracking system translates
position and direction of the camera into realistic computer generated images.The
EUS Module allows the trainee to switch from the endoscopic view to the corresponding Ultrasonographic Image as true-to-life images in real-time. The user
has virtually unlimited EUS situations offering unlimited training possibilities.
Many implemented tools and guides further improve the quality of teaching:
instant label-ling of organs in EUS view, various color illustration for different organs,
split-screen, zoom capabilities, calliper tool, documentation of the examination, evaluation and more.
Conclusion
On one simulation platform, trainees are able to practice and improve their competence
in performing EUS procedures on a wide variety of virtual patients at different levels of
complication and difficulty. He reduces costs in education and risks for patients, enables objective assessments and evaluation. This unique EUS training tool will enable to
standardize the training. Subsequently the EUS Simulator can and should be considered as an essential step in the teaching and training of physicians.
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FUNDAMENTALS OF FORCE FEEDBACK AND APPLICATION TO A
SURGERY SIMULATOR
Heiko Maass (C. Chantier, C. Trantakis, U. Kühnapfel)
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe in der Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft, Karlsruhe,
Neurochirurgische Klinik, Universitätsklinikum Leipzig

Purpose
Surgical virtual-reality training systems provide an additional alternative to traditional
training methods. They reduce education cost and training time by enabling repeatability, skills evaluation and scoring. The most important training fields are instrument
handling and tissue treatment. We consider that the force feedback capability of such
a system is necessary to increase learning effectiveness. By feeling the information
on tissue stiffness, collision events and interaction forces the user can be immersed
in the surgical scenario like in a real operation using his sense of touch. Especially for
novices the visual impression does not give enough information on appropriate surgical
tissue treatment.

Materials and Methods
An overview on the fundamentals concerning force feedback applications is presented.
The demands on the mechanical constructions as well as on the control principles and
methods are lined out. The haptic quality in an open-loop control is susceptible to environment model errors and faulty divergences in the pre-computation of forces. Therefore,
flexible and model dependent algorithms have to be implemented. The impedance control
technique and further data processing methods for stability preservation are illustrated.
The main simulation system KISMET is a model-based software so that we can use custom-made models. Directions for appropriate parameterization are given. KISMO and
VESUV provide easy-to-use software tools for defining model topology by volume data
conversion or template modification.
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Results
A flexible interface to general force feedback applications is presented as the outcome of
the fundamental findings. Implementations and satellite modules of the simulation software KISMET are presented together with the results. The interface is capable of controlling several different force feedback hardware systems that are commercially available,
like the „PHANToM” of SensAble and the „Laparoscopic Impulse Engines” of Immersion.
The virtual endoscopic surgery trainer „VS-One”, developed at the Forschungszentrum
Karlsruhe, is taken as the integrated application example. Special virtual models
are designed for surgical training tasks using force feedback. Furthermore, realistic
anatomical scenarios provide complex task education and haptic tissue interaction.
Within a scope of a cooperative project called „HapticIO”, which is funded by the German Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF), new haptic devices have been designed. For virtual neuroendoscopy we built a 13 degrees of freedom (DOF) mechanism
comprising 7 DOF with force feedback called „IOmaster 7D” and one for laparoscopy
with 5 DOF of movement and 5 DOF force feedback that is called „IOmaster 5D”. This
paper depicts the main steps of the construction and the realization. The minimally invasive endoscopic IIIrd ventriculostomy model is intended to be the first neurosurgical
training application in this project.
Discussion
The concept and the implementations are found to be flexible, stable and for universal use.
The impedance method combined with the open-loop feed forward control technique is well
suited and appropriate for the task but lacks in the increased parameterization complexity.
Ongoing work includes the evaluation by surgeons of the new laparoscopic „IOmaster
5D” and the neurosurgical „IOmaster 7D” force feedback device. Meanwhile we try to
advance the interface and the mechanisms from the prototypical to the preliminary
production state.
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VR AND FORCE-FEEDBACK CONSIDERING AS EXAMPLE OF
VIRTUAL NEUROENDOSCOPY
Christos Trantakis (J. Meixensberger, G. Strauss, E. Nowatius, H. Maaß,
C. Hussein, U. Kühnapfel)
Klinik und Poliklinik für Neurochirurgie und Klinik für HNO Universität Leipzig und
zwonull media, Leipzig und Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe

Purpose
Endoscopic IIIrd ventriculostomy is superior to conventional shunting in selected cases
of hydrocephalus. Side effects due to shunt insufficiency or infection can be avoided.
Conventional methods of surgical training are sub optimal due to minor incidence and
restricted possibilities to assist endoscopical procedures. The resulting learning curve
may be hazardous for the patient. Training on cadavers is not capable, due to the serious varieties of the anatomy and the haptic properties. Within a scope of a cooperative project “Haptic IO”, supported by the ministry of education and research (BMBF),
a VR training and simulation system for neuroendoscopy, including haptic information,
was developed in two phases.
Methods
In the first phase a virtual hydrocephalic ventricular system was generated using different software tools. Realistic proportions were warranted due to segmentation of the
ventricles from a 3D MR dataset using VESUV. Anatomical details and virtual acting
tips of neuroendoscopic instruments were modelled with KISMO. The instruments were
designed according to the MINOP system (Aesculap). Thus a hydrocephalic model with
elastodynamic properties was generated, that permits interactive preparation with real
surgical instruments. Identification instrumental position as tactile information were
provided in this phase by coupling the instruments to the PHANTOM 1.0. This system
captures the tip of the instrument providing interaction with 6 degrees of freedom, 3
of them with force feedback. Disadvantageous in this concept is, that insertion and
position of the instrument guiding trocar is not accounted. In the second phase a
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completely new force feedback system IO MASTER 7D, consisting of two FFS parts,
was developed. Every part provides 6 degrees of freedom (2x6), 7 of them are coupled
with force feedback. Thus both the trocar and the inserted instruments can be captured and interactive navigation with haptic information is very similar to real surgery.
The learning effect of the system was evaluated in the first phase using the PHANTOM
1.0 in a group of completely untrained students as well as in a group of experts.
Results
The simulation of a virtual neuroendoscopic procedure was developed. Interactive navigation and preparation is simulated very close to reality. Tactile information is given by
the PHANTOM 1.0 and the IO MASTER 7D as well and is very realistic simulating contact
to the bone. The effect on surgical skill was evaluated, indicating both the reduction
of time from the insertion of the instrument into the virtual cranium and the number
of unintentional contacts to risk structures and no touch areas. The implementation of
the two-part FFS IO MASTER 7D provides tracking of both the instrument guiding trocar
and the instruments themselves thus enabling handling of the instruments, that is very
similar to real surgery. Tactile information about the ventricle wall is difficult to simulate
due to the minor resistance of the brain tissue.
Conclusion
VR systems can simulate surgical procedures realistic and in real time. Both kinetic and
haptic information can be given to the trainee, opening new perspectives for the training
of surgical skill. Operations that are associated with a high risk of surgical morbidity
due to a minor incidence and a possible learning curve can be simulated and trained
independent from the patient improving our surgical results. Further research is necessary to evaluate the impact of haptic information in VR systems on the learning effect.
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CT BASED PREOPERATIVE ANALYSIS OF SCAPULA
MORPHOLOGY AND GLENOHUMERAL JOINT GEOMETRY
Götz Welsch (T. C. Mamisch, R. Kikinis, R. Schmidt, P. Lang, R. Forst)
Surgical Planning Laboratory, Brigham and Women`s Hospital, Harvard Medical
School, Boston, USA and Orthopädie, Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg

Purpose
The shoulder joint takes a special position among all other joints of the human body
because of its special requirements of stability and mobility. Knowledge of the anatomy of the shoulder joint forms the basis for the development of modern concepts of
reconstructive surgery and arthroplasty. The goal of the presented study was to investigate the geometry of glenohumeral joint by 3dimensional models , define landmarks
and angles for precise positioning of prosthesis, as well analyse the exact morphology
of the scapula .
Material and Methods
Three-dimensional reconstructed models based on CT data sets of 12 healthy, right
handed controls (mean age 49.17±12.04yrs, 6 women, 6 men) were reviewed, 6 right
and 6 left shoulders. They had no clinical osteoarthritis and no injury of the shoulder.
The computed tomography data sets were achieved with the controls in supine position, 2mm contiguous, axial slices through the glenohumeral joint. Three-dimensional
models were reconstructed using the 3D Slicer2® (Surgical Planning Lab, Boston, USA)
which also provides an interactive measurement software to determine the glenoidal
orientation. The program enables measurement of angles between two planes, two
lines or 3 points. The 3D Model and measure tool can be freely shifted and rotated in
all planes.
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Results
The average length of the scapulas from the superior to the inferior angle was
209.58±26.72mm for the left side and 223.68±47.74mm for the right side. The length
of the spine from the medial edge of the scapula to the lateral edge of the acromion was
124.03±13.28mm for the left side and 141.44±27.78mm for the right side. The thickness was also measured at several landmarks. The average volume of the scapulas
was 121.38±12.02ml left and 130.24±20.86ml right. The glenoid dimensions were left
34.34±5.62mm, right 36.44±7.36mm (anteroposterior) and left 49.16±7.68mm, right
51.46±10.07mm (superoinferior). In all average values, scapulas from male controls
were significantly larger than scapulas from female and right sides were larger than left
sides (p<0.05). The glenoid version however was nearly the same in male/female and
left/right (left 9.02±3.89 retroversion, right 8.26±3.72 retroversion) (p0.05).
Conclusion
The measurement of scapula morphology compared with geometry of the glenohumeral
joint, as seen in the presenting study, leads to a more precise planning og reconstructive shoulder surgery. As new shoulder prostheses are intend to reconstruct the normal
anatomy as closely as possible, you can use such exact 3D measurements for optimize
these prosthesis. So you can reconstruct angles like the glenoidal retroversion and
humeral retrotorsion or inclination in a better way. Humeral head components have
been recently developed, which are adaptable to the variable anatomy of the scapula.
A precise reconstruction of the three dimensional structure gives in a next step the
possibility for range of motion analysis.
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COMPUTER ASSISTED SURGERY IN ORTHOPEDICS.
THE CONCEPT OF TOTAL HIP ARTHROPLASTY IN ERLANGEN
Andreas Mauerer (R. Schmidt, R. Petzold)
Orthopädische Klinik mit Poliklinik, Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg und
CAS Innovations AG, Erlangen

Introduction
Computed tomography (CT) is still considered to be the most precise radiological method for three dimensional reconstruction of the bone. Therefore CT is the most accurate tool for preoperative planning, intraoperative navigation and postoperative evaluation
in computer assisted surgery. Furthermore our method is able to detect postoperative
bone remodelling by CT-based osteodensitometry.

Results
The analyzed data required from cadavar studies show high correlations of preoperative planning and postoperative results. After surgery of 8 cadavers we found a mean
deviation of 0.5 concerning inclination and no deviation in anteversion. The absolut
maximum deviation was 2. First clinical trials show a well working reliable system with
no additional system related complications so far.

Method and Materials
Standardized preoperative spiral-CT. Three dimensional data processing with CAPPAPlan (CAS Innovations AG, Erlangen) planning tool. Transmission of image data to the
navigation tool CAPPANav via MOD. Intraoperative registration of anatomical landmarks
by surface- pair- point- matching. Postoperative CT scan and data processing to get the
real position of the prosthesis ( anteversion/ inclination) and osteodensitometry for
femoral and periacetabular cotical and cancellous bone (CAPPAPostOP).

Discussion
To be able to sincerely judge about the efficiency of a navigation system in total hip
arthroplasty it is necessary to use CT data before and after surgery in order to get
detailed information about the complexity of anatomy of the pelvis and the position of
the prosthesis. A further advantage using CT-based computer assisted surgery from
preoperative planning to postoperative evaluation is the additional information of osteodensitometry that allows conclusions on bone remodelling and biomechanical aspects.
A reasonable and careful use of CT doesn’t necessarily result in a greater dose of radiation for the patients.
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CT-BASED DIAGNOSIS, PLANNING AND SIMULATION TOOL FOR
THE TREATMENT OF COMPLEX FRACTURES
Ségolène Tarte (M. Kfuri Jr, F. Langlotz, T. Hüfner, L.-P. Nolte)
Müller Institute for Surgical Technology and Biomechanics, University of Bern,
Switzerland and Trauma Department, Hannover Medical School

Purpose
Complex fractures often occur in bones or groups of bones with inherent complex geometry which play essential roles in the human body, be they pelvic or articular fractures.
Consequently, optimal restoration of the damaged anatomy conditions functional rehabilitation. Furthermore, the complexity of the fracture patterns implies difficult diagnosis. Planning thus becomes a mandatory task aiding in fracture pattern understanding
and influencing the choice of a surgical approach.
Material and Methods
In order to provide the surgeon with valuable information for diagnosis and planning,
as well as for simulation in the context of complex fractures, CT-based software has
been implemented and associated with specific hardware. The software allows one to
identify the fragments, define their fracture surfaces, and move them independently or
in groups. A 2D visual accuracy feedback completes these features, enabling checking
of the repositioning with respect to a user-controlled plane. The hardware enhances 3D
perception through stereo viewing of the fragment models hence giving depth information on their locations; by means of a spaceball, intuitive real-time manipulation of the
models is provided. Users can then reposition the fragments with the spaceball in one
hand and change their viewpoint of the scene with the mouse in the other hand, imitating the use of an endoscope.
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Results
In order to validate our tool, different studies were performed. Feedback from 31 surgeons and engineers was also collected after they first used our application for approximately 20 minutes. Results show that our system received a „very helpful“
overall appreciation from 82.4% of the surgeons (17.6% “quite helpful”).
The second study aimed to prove the efficiency of the spaceball. It showed that fragment repositioning was 1.2 times faster with the spaceball than with the mouse for
first time users of the spaceball. In the third series, currently in process, we compare
intact models with their associated fractured-reduced models by registering their intact
parts and evaluating the deviation of each fragment from its initial position on the intact
model.
Conclusion
The validation and evaluation tests showed encouraging technical performances and
ease of use. Primarily dedicated to diagnosis and planning in the pelvic area, our tool
revealed to be also useful for other complex fractures and for education purposes.
With CT as gold-standard images, generation of accurate 3D models can be performed.
Their 3D manipulation is allowed by enhanced 3D interactions. Integration of semi-automatic reduction of the fractures is in process. Next step will then be the development
of an intra-operative module.
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THE PLANNING OF FRACTURE TREATMENT USING
DIGITAL TEMPLATES
Frank Langlotz (C. Anderegg)
M. E. Müller Forschungszentrum für Orthopädische Chirurgie Institut für Chirurgische
Technologien und Biomechanik, Universität Bern

Introduction
Conventional, i.e., not computer assisted planning of long bone fracture reduction and
stabilization is carried out using rulers, pencils, transparent paper, and templates of
fracture fixation implants. The procedure is little elegant and cannot easily be linked to
modern intraoperative systems for navigated trauma surgery. Moreover, more and more
X-ray devices are replaced by digital machines. In combination with the installation of
PACS systems in hospitals, this trend will ultimately make conventional X-ray film obsolete in the mid term, creating a need for planning solutions that are based on image
data rather than films.
Materials and Methods
The aim of this ongoing project is to realize a system for digital template based planning
of long bone fracture reduction that will run on standard desktop and laptop computers.
In order to facilitate clinical introduction, the conventional planning method is mimicked
by a computer program, and additional features are introduced to take advantage of
the PC environment. First, an X-ray of the fracture is loaded into the software. Depending on the set-up that is available in the clinic, the data is either transferred from the
radiology department through a DICOM network or loaded from a digital photo camera.
This second option allows to use the program with conventional X-ray films as well.
The surgeon then has the possibility to perform length and angle measurements using
the computer mouse. To reduce the fracture, arbitrary areas within the image can be
marked as fragments. For this purposed, the desired area is circumscribed by an irregular polygon. For editing purpose, points may be added, deleted, or moved. Fragments
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can then be manipulated, i.e., shifted and rotated independently from one another and
from the remainder of the X-ray allowing for the virtual reduction of fractures. Ultimately,
the stabilization of the planned situation can be simulated by overlaying the contours
of fracture fixation implants. The implant shapes are provided by a generalized implant
database that is currently under development at our institute. Last but not least, the
entire plan can be store to the hard disk, and a protocol of the planed reduction and
stabilization can be printed for documentation purposes.
Discussion
The described software application has been developed in a platform-independent
way making it possible to install it on whatever type of PC is used in a trauma center. As a future extension, it is envisioned that the stored planning data would be
fed into a surgical navigation system enabling the precise intraoperative realization
of the intended treatment. At the moment, negotiations with several implant manufacturers are under way to expand the aforementioned implant database with the aim
to make the described system a valuable tool for a variety of traumatological cases.
We believe that the presented software application has a large potential to replace
conventional film-based planning of fracture treatment in the long run.
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NAVIGATION OF DYNAMIC HIP SCREW:
AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
Daniel Kendoff (M. Kfuri Jr., J.Geerling, M. Citak, T. Hüfner, C. Krettek)
Unfallchirurgische Klinik Medizinische Hochschule Hannover

Objective
Trocantheric fractures are common injuries related to high morbidity and mortality. [1,2]
The dynamic hip screw has been the favored procedure in such a cases. [3] Although
excellent results were described with this technique, the mechanical failure rate of sliding screws has been reported to vary from 8% to 23%. [4] The most predictive failure’s
factor is the screw position in the femoral head. [5] Extended radiation time can accomplish the optimal placing of the screw under fluoroscopic control. Computer assisted
surgery could be an alternative providing ideal screw position and reducing radiation
exposure. An experimental comparative study was developed to address this question.
Material and Methods
The dynamic hip screw (Synthes®, Bochum, Germany) was inserted in 80 proximal foam
femora (Synbone®, Malans, Switzerland), divided in four equal groups. In the Group 1
the screw insertion followed under fluoroscopic control. Navigation (Surgigate®, C-arm
module, Medvision, Oberdorf, Switzerland) was used to guide the screw placement in
the other three groups. Based on the argument that the drill diameter could interfere
with navigation accuracy, we modified the usual technique by replacing the Kirschner
guide wire with a 3,2mm drill (Groups 2 and 3) or a 4,5mm drill (Group 4). Differentiating the groups 2 and 3, a fluoroscopic control was added in the Group 2 to verify the
drill guide position before opening the definitive screw hole. Additionally, an anti-rotational 6,5mm screw (Synthes®, Bochum, Germany) was inserted under fluoroscopic
control (Group 1) or navigated control (Groups 2, 3 and 4). Operative time and radiation
time were recorded. Anterior-posterior and lateral radiographies were done postoperatively enabling the position of screws analysis by the TAD index. [5] The angle between
each screw and femoral diaphysis was assessed to define the parallelism between the
sliding screw and the anti-rotational screw. A t-test was used to interpret the results.
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Results
The medium operative time was 14,8 min by the fluoroscopic group and 16,1 min by the
navigated groups. (p<0,01) By the navigation groups an additional time of about 30 minutes was necessary for the equipments’ set-up before operation. The radiation time in
the fluoroscopic group was 55,3 sec contrasting with 5,4 sec in the navigated groups.
(p<0,0001). The TAD medium for all groups was below the accepted limit of 25mm.
The use of fluoroscope control however favored significant smaller TAD values of 13,53
(Group 1) and 13,35 (Group 2) in comparison to 15,83 (Group 3) and 17,01 (Group 4).
(p<0,001)The medium angle between the sliding screw and femoral diaphysis varied
from 135,9 (navigated groups) to 136,7 (group 1). No significant divergence between
sliding screw and anti-rotational screw was also evident.
Conclusions
The navigated hip screw technique is dependent on planning and functional set-up of
the operation theater, which normally add time to the normal operation. The navigation
favored however the precise insertion of screws with a dramatic reduction of radiation
exposure. Further clinical studies should be oriented in order to complement these
findings.
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COMPUTER-ASSISTED PROXIMAL FEMUR OSTEOTOMY BASED
ON INTRA-OPERATIVE CT-LESS 3D RECONSTRUCTION

In the case of proximal femur osteotomy, this approach suffices to obtain all features of
the femur which are relevant for planning the intervention, including femoral head, neck
isthmus, shaft axis and several auxiliary features.

Michael Roth (H. Gottschling, M. Doetter, R. Burgkart, A. Schweikard)
Institut für Informatik IX, Technische Universität München und Klinik f. Orthopädie
und Spor tor thopädie, Klinikum rechts der Isar, Technische Universität München
und Institut für Robotik und kognitive Systeme, Universität Lübeck

The parameters which are relevant for the wedge shape and position are determined in
advance by the orthopaedic surgeon, they comprise various translational and angular
values such as varization, flexion, rotation etc. From these parameters in combination
with the virtual femur model constructed from the intra-operative images, the exact position and shape of the wedge and the plate canal can be calculated by the computer.

Purpose
Intertrochanteric osteotomy of the proximal femur is a procedure which aims at changing the position of the femur head and neck in relation to the femur shaft for a variety
of reasons. To accomplish that, the femur is cut in two parts slightly distal of the trochanter minor. Then, a wedge is cut out of one of the two fragments so that the fragments can be tilted and rotated against each other until the desired target position has
been reached. Finally, the new hape of the femur is fixed with a metal plate.
The difficult parts of this procedure are the cutting of the wedge and the preparation of
the canal for the plate, both of which require great skill and excellent spatial imagination on part of the surgeon.
We present a simple but effective intra-operative navigation technique, which allows
for the precise execution of this orthopaedic intervention without using 3D patient data
(CT, MRT, ...).
Material & Methods
Two fluoroscopic images of the femur are intra-operatively acquired using an optically
tracked c-arm. The surgeon then proceeds to specify features in the 2D images, from
which information on their 3D counterparts can be calculated by means of projective geometry. For example, the femoral head can quite accurately be approximated by a sphere, which projects as a circle on a 2D image. By having the user determine these circles
in the 2D images, position and size of the original femoral head can be reconstructed
with adequate precision.
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The actual navigated surgery can then be carried out with little deviation from the usual
procedure. It involves several computer-assisted steps like preparing the plate canal
with a chisel, cutting the edge planes and a real-time controlled navigation of the separated femur fragments after the osteotomy to reach the desired target position.
Results
First studies using several different sawbones show that our current system allows for
accurate 3D navigation with minimal or no preoperative overhead (no nead for CTacquisition)
a fast and easy intraoperative procedure without difficult and time-consuming segmentation or registration steps
gathering approximated 3D anatomical patient data (without using a CT)
fast, easy and precise intra-operative planning and execution of a proximal femural
osteotomy
The achieved results are very promising. The osteotomies which were performed turned
out to be very precise and showed only neglegible deviations.
Conclusions
The computer-assisted approach to femoral osteotomy improves the accuracy and
reproducibility of this intervention. Required changes in procedure compared to the
traditional approach are relatively small.
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CLINICAL EXPERIENCE WITH A HYBRID CT-FREE NAVIGATION
SYSTEM FOR ACETABULAR CUP PLACEMENT IN ROUTINE USE
Jan von Recum (K. Wendl, U. Langlotz, L.-P. Nolte, J. Korber, A. Wentzensen,
P. A. Grützner)
Klinik für Unfall- und Wiederherstellungschirurgie BG-Unfallklinik Ludwigshafen
und M. E. Müller Institut für Biomechanik Universität Bern

Objektives
After experimental and preclinical evaluation (HAP Paul Award 2001) of a CT-free image
guidet surgical navigation system for acetabular cup placement, the system was introduced into clinical routine.
Background
The computation of the angular orientation of the cup is based on reference coordinates
from the anterior pelvic plane concept. A hybrid strategy for pelvic landmark acquisition has been introduced involving percutaneous pointer based digitization with the
non-invasive bi-planar landmark reconstruction using multiple registered fluoroscopy
images.
Design/Methods:
From January 2001 to January 2003 a total of 158 consecutive patients (mean age 69
years, 102 male, 56 female, 81 left and 77 right hip joints) were operated on with the
hybrid ct-free navigation system. During each operation the angular orientation of the
inserted implant was recorded. To determine the placement accuracy of the acetabular
components the first 50 consecutive patients underwent a CT-scan seven to ten days
postoperatively to analyze the cup position related to the anterior pelvic plane. This was
done blinded with the CT-based planning software.
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Results
There was no significant learning curve observed for the use of the system. Mean values for postoperative inclination read 43 (SD 3,0, range 37-49) and anteversion 19
(SD 3,9, 10-28). The resulting system accuracy, i.e. the difference between intraoperatively calculated cup orientation and postoperatively measured implant position shows
a mean error of 1,5 for the inclination (max 5, SD 1,1) and 2,4 for anteversion (max
6, SD 1,3).
Conclusion
An accuracy of better than 5 inclination and 6 anteversion was achieved under clinical
conditions, wich implies that there is no significant difference in performance from the
established CT-based navigation methods. Image guidet CT-free cup navigation provides
a reliable solution for future THA.
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REAL-TIME STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS TO ASSESS
IMPLANT MICROMOTION IN ORTHOPEDIC PLANNING:
THEORY AND EXPERIMENTS
Björn Olsen (W. Fritz, S. Ferguson, L.-P. Nolte, W. Hallermann, M. Caversaccio)
M. E. M. Center for Orthopeadic Surgery and Department of ENT, Cranio
Maxillofacial Surgery, Inselspital Bern

Purpose
Primary implant stability is essential for long-term clinical success of load-bearing implants. Excessive micromotion (150 µm and above) can lead to a fibrous tissue forming
in the interface, thus preventing the required bonding to the bone via osseointegration
[1]. Due to the varying bone quality and patient anatomy, finding the appropriate implant location and type can be a challenging clinical task. To approach this problem the
aims of our study were to:

Results
Using Wilcoxon matched-pair statistical analysis no significant difference (p= 0.65)
could be found between the pre-operative numerical analysis and post-operatively acquired experimental results. When loaded, all implants showed a linear load-displacement curve with 20% stress-relaxation. As shown in the figure, in 7 of 9 cases the 100N
load caused moderate micromotion (40µm - 80µm), 2 of the implants however, showed
a movement greater than 150µm.

(1) develop a tool for structural assessment in surgical planning, and
(2) assess its accuracy by performing a series of experiments.

Conclusion
This initial validation study suggests that post-operative micromotion can be determined with some degree of accuracy during the planning stage. Further experimental work would be required to provide a statistical measure of the accuracy of
both axial and radial motion as well as the relation to long-term clinical outcome.
We believe that this fully automatic and real-time tool provides the surgeon with useful
information to realize iterative implant planning in order to optimize the intervention and
help avoid explorative operations. Although this method has initially been implemented
for implant dentistry, such an approach could be used in any clinical area where knowledge of expected implant stability is required.

Material and Methods
A planning-tool optimized for implant dentistry was developed and integrated with finite
element analysis (FEA) to perform patient-specific structural analysis in real-time [2].
By using CT as raw data, a detailed structural model of the implant(s) and the surrounding bone is created. Bone stiffness is assigned by converting the gray scale values (via
Houndsfield units [3]) to elastic modulus. To validate the analysis method we took five
fresh cadaver pig mandibles, made CT-scans, performed structural planning, and finally
placed 9 dental implants (Straumann, ITI solid screw) with the aid of an Optotrackbased navigation system (Medivision, Oberdorf, Switzerland). The interface stiffness
for all implants was then mechanically tested while embedded in the bone by gradually
applying an axial load up to 100N. The force and implant motion were monitored and
compared with the results of the FEA output.
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A NEW SYSTEM FOR COMPLETELY MR-BASED COMPUTER
ASSISTED ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY
Stefan Burkhardt (M. Roth, R. Burgkart, A. Schweikard)
Institut für Informatik IX,Technische Universität München und Klinik für Orthopädie
und Sportorthopädie, Klinikum rechts der Isar, Technische Universität München und
Institut für Robotik und Kognitive Systeme, Universität Lübeck

Purpose
We develop a new reference system for computer assisted orthopaedic surgery completely based on magnetic resonance (MR) images without any use of computer tomography (CT) images. In contrast to existing CT-based systems two major problems have to
be solved. Firstly, the MR-images contain geometrical distortions. These distortions are
caused by the fact that the body itself and the surronding air have different magnetic
properties. These difference leads to a distortion in the static magnetic field (B0) of
the MR scanner. Thus the position encoding in the MR imaging process is disturbed.
Second, the preoperative planning in the MR must be registered to intra-operative fluoroscopic images. We have found that approaches previously developed for CT-based
registration must be modified substantially. The main problems are:
(1) MR imaging does not show cortical bone as clearly as CT imaging. The problem
is that the differentiation of the cortical surface and the adjacent periostal tissue
because both tissues have a similar signal intensity.
(2) Convergence of automatic registration is difficult to guarantee. In this paper, we will
restrict our attention to the proximal femur. An extension to other parts, e.g. the
distal femur and spine, require little modifications in the initial registrations. But
these modifications should be fairly simple.
Methods
1 Segmentation
In a pre-operative planning step we perform a segmentation of the MR-data set. First, a
nearly fully automatic segmentation of the endostal surface between cortical bone and
spongiosa is provided using e.g. level-set-methods or a combination of unsupervised
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clustering followed by active contours. In a further planning step the user defines some
special anatomical structures in the data set. Namely, the femoral shaft axis, the trochanter minor, the femoral neck and the femoral head. For these structures we make
the following assumptions:
* The femoral head is approximately spherical.
* The femoral neck can be described by a torus which is completely located
inside the bone.
* The femoral shaft axis is described by a line. For the definition of the femoral head
a circle is defined in several slices of the MR-image. The circle is defined by three
points on the surface of the femoral head. From these circles the center and the
radius of a sphere can be estimated.
For the definition of the femoral neck the region with the thinnest bony diameter in the
depicted slices is marked by two points. After the marking of the trochanter minor as a
point the femoral axis is determined. Two pairs of points (one distal and one proximal of
the Trochanter minor) are marked. The center of each pair gives an end point of the line.
All steps together result in a 3D geometry of the proximal femur. These structures are
used in next steps to get a good initial match for the intraoperative registration. Furthermore, the necessary data structures (octree splines) for this registration are created.
2 Distortion correction
It is known that magnetic resonance images are influenced by geometrical as well as
intensity distortions. These distortions occur because of the different magnetic properties of the object being imaged and the surrounding air. This difference leads to small
distortions in the static magnetic field of the MR-scanner which lead to errors in the
position encoding and intensity errors. Position distortions can negatively influence the
accuracy of the entire system. It is possible [1,4,5] to correct for these distortions.
If the magnetic properties, the magnetic susceptibility, for all points in the imaging
volume were known, the field distribution in the scanner could be calculated and thus
the distortions could be corrected. Bhagwandien [1] showed that it is only necessary to
distinguish between the body and the surrounding air. For the body and the surrounding
air a constant magnetic susceptibility is assumed. With out new algorithm [4,5] we are
able to compute the magnetic field distribution is less than ten minutes, resulting in a
corrected image. To evaluate the improvement of the correction we registered MR-image
on CT-images by maximization of mutual information using a rigid transformation.
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3 Registration
The last step is the intra-operative registration of the pre-operative planning. For this
purpose we use fluoroscopic images of the region of interest. At least two images were
taken of the proximal femur from different directions. In all images the femoral head,
femoral neck and femoral shaft axis can be recognized. Registration is preceded by the
following interactive steps.
1. The femoral head, neck and shaft axis must be marked. Therefor the femoral head
is described by a circle, defined itself by the points. The femoral neck is characterized
by two points marking the region with the smallest bony diameter. Analogously to the
pre-operative 3D-planning the femoral shaft axis is defined by two pairs of points, one
pair distal and one proximal of the trochanter minor.
2. For the optimization the outer cortical bone surface on the fluoroscopic images must
be segmented. Therefor we use the livewire-algorithm by Barrett [1]. Starting from a
seed point the algorithm automatically segments the border. If a deviation from the
contour occurs, the user can set a further point on the contour. In practise, around ten
user set points are needed per projection. The complete procedure takes less than two
minutes. Thus these interactive steps can be carried out during the intervention. Together with the pre-operative defined 3D geometry it is used to provide an initial guess
for the registration problem. To perform the actual registration the geometric features
previously defined are mapped. After this the registration is optimized. Here we use
the segmentation of the external contour of the cortical bone. A number of points are
selected and for each point the squared distance to the endostal 3D surface model,
derived from the MR-image, is computed. This computation is based on the octree-spline approach [6], a very fast method. However, it has to be taken into account, that the
surface model is a model of the endostal cortical surface. At the femoral shaft there
will be a difference between the segmentation in the 2D fluoroscopic image and the
model. To avoid errors, the defined femoral shaft axis is taken into account.
Results
First, we present results for the correction of the MR images. A segmentation of the
body versus the background is automatically possible. The calculation of the magnetic
field distribution takes less than ten minutes (Intel Pentium III, 800 MHz, Linux). For
the evaluation of the quality of the geometric correction we used a MR/CT registration
by maximization of mutual information (MI). With the uncorrected image one can recognize registration errors where the anatomical structures in both images do not match.
For the registration with the geometrically corrected MR image these errors vanish.
The improvement can even be measured. The value of the mutual information for the
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optimal transformation is significantly higher for the corrected MR image than for the
uncorrected one (Image 1). For the intra-operative registration we evaluate the remaining registration error during the initial registration and after the optimization. In the
initial registration a translational error less than 4mm and a rotational error less than 5
degree is observed. After the optimization the remaining translational error is less than
1.4 mm and the rotational error is less than two degress. The computation time is 80
to 90 secondes (Intel Pentium III, 800 MHz, Linux).
Conclusion
In this article we present a new approach for a navigation system which allows the use
of preoperatively acquired MR-images in computer-assisted orthopaedic surgery. The
procedure is divided in a pre-operative planning and correction step and a intra-operative step. The pre-operative step includes the segmentation of the MR image and the
geometrical correction. For the geometric correction the field distribution within the MR
scanner is modelled and used to determine and correct for the occuring distortion.A
combination of feature-based interactive matching and automatic registration is proposed to match pre-operative MR images to intra-operative fluoroscopic images. The
experience reported suggests that this task can be carried out in less than two minutes
interoperatively and is practical.
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INHERENT SPINAL NAVIGATION USING FLUORO-CT TECHNOLOGY
Jochen Franke (A. Wentzensen, P. A. Grützner)
BG Unfallklinik Ludwigshafen, Klinik für Unfall- und Wiederherstellungschirurgie,
Unfallchirurgische Klinik der Universität Heidelberg

Purpose
Current surgical navigation systems either rely on preoperatively acquired CT data sets
or involve the intraoperative use of so called registered fluoroscopy. While the former
approach is limited due to a complex matching procedure the latter can only provide
a limited virtual representation of the surgical object, since axial views cannot be acquired. Recently we have integrated a Fluoro-CT, which is a mobile C-arm type three-dimensional (3D) imaging device (ISO-C3D, Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, D) into
our surgical navigation technology. The goal of this study was to evaluate the accuracy
and reliability of the combined system for pedicle screw insertion.

Results
A total of 110 pedicle screws (62 thoracic and 48 lumbar) were inserted with the FluoroCT based navigation system. 45 vertebra (90 screws) were inherently registered, while
for 10 vertebra (20 screws) the fiducial approach was chosen. A total of 29 Fluoro-CT
data sets were acquired with an average fluoro-time of 1.2 minutes per patient. Mean
OR time was 91 min. There were no neurological complications. All navigated screws
but one were correctly located inside the pedicles. One screw at the thoracic spine penetrated the lateral pedicle wall for 2mm. In the early phase of the trial some handling
problems were observed.

Material and Methods
Our prospective study involved 23 patients with instable thoraco-lumbar fractures. Sequential high-resolution 3D data sets were acquired intraoperatively with the Fluoro-CT
and downloaded into our navigation system. Inherent registration (i.e. matching free)
or fiducial based paired-points matching was used before insertion of the anchoring
transpedicular screws. Postoperatively an independent observer evaluated the screw
locations using an established CT-based technology.

Conclusion
Combining Fluoro-CT with surgical navigation technology allows accurate, safe and effective placement of pedicle screws even in emergency situations. It avoids possible
complications observed during CT based navigation. It may soon become a routine
instrument for these and other indications and holds potential for future minimally invasive approaches to the spine.
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COMPUTER ASSISTED IMPLANTATION OF TOTAL KNEE ARTHROPLASTY IN PATIENTS WITH POSTTRAUMATIC GONARTHROSIS
Klaus Wendl (P. A. Grützner, J. von Recum, J. Franke, A. Wentzensen)
Berufsgenossenschaftliche Unfallklinik, Klinik für Unfall- und
Wiederherstellungschirurgie

Goal
The accuracy of implantation is an accepted prognostic factor for the long-term survival
of total knee arthroplasty (TKA). Conventional implantation technique uses intramedullary or extramedullary guiding rods to position either the femoral or tibial components.
Using these guiding rods can be difficult or impossible in patients with posttraumatic
gonarthrosis, e.g. when the rod can not pass its way through the medullary canal. In
these cases computer-assisted navigation ( computer-assisted-surgery, CAS) of components can be used. In this series we tried to figure out, if CAS is accurate in implantation of TKA in patients with posttraumatic gonarthrosis.
Method
In 10 patients patients with posttraumatic gonarthrosis we performed implantations of
TKA using the SurgiGATE-KneeTKA System (Medivision, Oberdorf, Switzerland). The CKS
endoprothese (Biomet, Warsaw, USA, formerly Stratec Medical, Oberdorf, Switzerland)
was implanted in all cases. The quality of implantation was controlled postoperatively
by conventional x-rays (long leg ap images). The mechanical leg axis, the mechanical
lateral distal femoral angle (mLDFA) and the medial proximal tibial angle (MPTA) were
calculated.

Results
The postoperative mechanical leg axis was:
1 degree varus
in
neutral
in
1 degree valgus
in
2 degree valgus
in

3
4
2
1

The postoperative mLDFA was:
89 degree
90 degree
92 degree

in
in
in

2 cases
7 cases
1 case

The postoperative MPTA was:
89 degree
90 degree
91 degree
92 degree

in
in
in
in

1
7
1
1

cases,
cases
cases,
case

cases
cases
case
case

Conclusion
In all cases the postoperative orientation of the components and so the mechanical
leg axis yielded satisfactory results. From these data we conclude, that CAS is
an accurate instrument in implantation of TKA in patients with posttraumatic
gonarthrosis.
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A COMPARISON OF UNICOMPARTMENTAL KNEE ARTHROPLASTY AND TKA COMPUTER ASSISTED IMPLANTATION
MD Norberto Confalonieri (P. Cerea)
Orthopaedic Center (CTO) Milan

The pre- and post-operative radiological protocol included an anteroposterior and lateral X-ray photograph of the lower limbs in the bipodalic standing position (Ramadier
protocol). Two surgeons extraneous to the operation or the system set-up completed
the follow-up report. The cases were evaluated with the IKS score and statistical analysis was done with a Stat view 5 PC, while the data were compared using the Student’s
t-test.
Conclusions
The results showed, nevertheless an excellent alignement of the limbs with the computer assistance, a better score the UKA in order of ROM, pain and walking.

Introduction
Unicompartmental knee arthroplasty surgery has had a troubled history. High failure
rates, and the success of bicondylar knee replacement, made UKA less popular the late
1970s. Failures were due to the implants, to insufficient knowledge of UKA principles,
and to inadequate instrumentation. The advent of guide systems to match those used in
TKA allowed accurate alignment and implant insertion; the shorter rehabilitation times
and good early clinical results have rekindled interest in UKA.

References
1) Confalonieri N.,Saragaglia D.,Picard F., Cerea P., Motavalli K. Computerised OrthoPilot system in arthroprostesis surgery of the knee. J. Orthopaed Traumatol 2000;
2:91-98
2) Confalonieri N.,Saragaglia D.,Picard F., Chaussard C., Montarbon E., Leitner F.,
Cinquin P., Cerea P. Il sistema computerizzato Orthopilot negli interventi di artroprotesi
di ginocchio. G.I.O.T. 2000;26(suppl.1):5415-5424

Methods
From 1988, more than 400 patients underwent UKA at the Orthopedic Center of Milan,
with satisfactory results. Patients had unicompartmental osteoarthritis or osteonecrosis, a flexion deformity of 15 degrees or less, and no patellofemoral compartment pain.
Post-UKA, the GIUM score (the Italian user’s group score) was excellent or good in more
than 900f patients. At the same Center, since 1999, we have been using the computerized “ORTHOPILOT” software in Total Knee Replacement, and we’ve performed more than
140 implants (1,2). We present a retrospective study between 2 consecutive series of
60 cases of UC-PLUS Solution UKA and 60 cases of SEARCH AESCULAP TKA computer
assisted by ORTHOPILOT software navigation, performed between September 1999 and
September 2001. So, the patients, 45 men and 75 women, had a mean age of 69.5 years (47-85) and the two groups were comparable in terms of age, sex, size, weight (60–
85 kg), orthopaedic history, etiology, pre-operative mobility (mean flexion was 100°;
range 90°–140°), pre-op IKS score, mechanical axis and Alhlback radiographic degrees.
The femoral-tibia angle was comparable with a mean value of 175° (i.e. 5° varus), with a
range between 13° varus and 15° valgus. The same surgeon (N.C.) operated all the patients
with the two type of prosthesis. The objective of the operation was to position the prosthesis with a femoral-tibia angle of 180°, relieve the pain and restore a better range of motion
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PRECISION OF NAVIGATED AND FLUROSCOPE CONTROLLED
CORRECTION OF HIND- AND MIDFOOT DEFORMITIES
– AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
Jens Geerling (M. Richter, S. Zech, D. Kendoff, T. Gösling, T. Hüfer, C. Krettek)
Unfallchirurgische Klinik, Medizinische Hochschule Hannover

Purpose
The aim of the study was the comparrison of CT-based navigation correction operation
of hind- and midfoot deformities with fluroscopy controlled correction.
Background
The clinical result of the correction operation correlates with the accuracy of the intraoperative correction. The accuracy of the intraoperative correction with fluroscopy control
is challenging. CAOS has shown to be a valuable tool for correction operation in other
body regions and may also be helpful in correction operations of foot deformities.
Material and Methods
Plastic bones with determined deformities (Sawbone, Pacific Research Laboratories,
Vashon, WA, USA) were used. The aim of the correction was to transform the shape
of the specimen with deformity to the the shape of the normal plactic bone model.
Two methods were used: 1. a conventional C-arm based correction, 2. a navigated CT-based correction operation (Surgigate, Medivision, Oberdorf, Switzerland) .
Five bones of each deformity (Equinus deformity, Calcaneus Malunion, Equinovarus Deformity) were corrected with each method. When neccessary (in models with
calcaneus malunion and eqinovarus) standardized osteotomies were performed
before the correction. The direct view of the surgeon was disabled by drapes, the
only visualization was provided by the image of the fluroscope or the navigation
system. The retention was performed using K-wires. The following parameters were
registeres: 1. Time for entire procedure, 2. fluroscopy time, 3. difference between
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corrected specimen and normal model in foot length, lenght and height of longitudinal arch, calcaneus inclination, hindfoot angle for all models (n=30) and additional
Boehlers angleand calcaneus length for the Calcaneus Malunion models (n=10).
The shape of the correted models were graded in normal, nearly normal, abnormal and
severe abnormal.
Result
The shape were graded normal in all specimens of the CAS group (n=15) and in eight
models in the fluroscopy group. The other grades in the C-Arm group were six nearly
normal and one abnormal; p= 0,05, Chi2-test) The other parameters were compared
using the t-test.
Parameter
Time of procedure
Fluroscopy time
Foot length
length longit. arch
heigth longit. arch
calcaneus inclination
calcaneus lenght
Boehler´s angle

CAOS
782
0
1,7±1,9 mm
-0,9±0,9 mm
-0,1±0,5 mm
0,1±1,4
-0,5±0.4
0,4±1,1

Fluroskopie
410
11
-4,1±3,8 mm
-5,6±4,9 mm
1,7±4,3 mm
2,7±4,8°
-2,8±1,3°
4,1±8,6°

Signifikanzniveau
p<0.001
p<0.001
p = 0.03
p = 0.001
p = 0.14
p = 0.05
p = 0.005
p = 0.37

Conclusion
In this experimental setting, the accuracy of the correction operation of hind- and midfoot
deformities with computer assisted navigation was higher than usin conventional fluroscopy. Furthermore no aditional intraoperative fluroscopy was needed using the CTbased navigation compared with 11 seconds in avarage using fluroscopy controlled correction. However, the time for the whole procedure was almost twice in the CAOS Group.
CAOS might be a valuable tool in correction operation in foot surgery allowing higher accuracy of the correction and reduction. Clinical studies has to show if this higher accuracy will be achived in real operations as well and if this leads to better clinical results.
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ISO-C 3D CONTROL OF CALCANEUS OSTEOSYNTHESIS
– AN EXPERIMENTELL STUDY
Mauricio Jr. Kfuri (D. Kendoff, J. Geerling, T. Gösling, M. Richter, T. Hüfner,
C. Krettek)
Unfallchirurgische Klinik Medizinische Hochschule Hannover

Objectives
The calcaneus is a tarsal bone often injured due high-energy trauma. [1] The bidimensional image methods are usually limited to show details of its complex shape. Therefore the
computer tomography has been the standard method on decision-making and postoperative
analysis. [2] The problem remains at the operation theater, where the judgment should be
done acutely and is usually assisted by bidimensional image techniques. The intraoperative
tomography is foreseen but costly. The introduction of mobile Iso-C 3D could be a reasonable solution in order to achieve a three dimensional operative control. [3] We designed an
experimental study to evaluate the precision of Iso-C 3D regarding the detection of articular
steps and implant misplacements on calcaneus.
Material and Methods
In a preliminary study a geometric foam body was assembled with 2mm titan pins disposed
on sagital, frontal and axial planes, enabling the measure of 15 lines. In the sagital plane
4mm holes with six defined lengths were placed. A caliper (CD-15CP Mitutoyo Inc, Aurora,
Illinois, USA) with an accuracy of 0,1µm according to producer, measured the distance between pins placed on the same plane or the length of the holes. The distance between pins
placed on different planes was calculated following Euclid’s distance formula. The foam
body was submitted to Iso-C examination and three observers repeated the measures, but
now based on virtual data displayed on the monitor. A comparison between virtual and real
data was performed with a t-test. As the Iso-C 3D precision was studied, cadaveric feet were
submitted to calcaneus osteotomies addressing the articular surface of the lateral joint
fragment, according to Sanders classification. [4] The fracture was then fixed with a Sanders
plate (Mathys, Bochum, Germany). In the Group 1 the fracture was anatomically reduced
with normal screw placement. Articular steps were intentionally left contrasting with normal
screw placement in the Group 2. One definite point was selected to measure the step with
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a caliper. This point was marked with a 1mm titan pin. Steps of 0.5mm, 1.0mm, 1.5mm,
2.0mm and 2.5mm were produced. Constituting the Group 3 were feet characterized by
anatomical articular reduction and misplacement of screws. Articular steps associated
with screw misplacements represented the Group 4. All cases were submitted to Iso-C 3D
examination adopting always a 180o arc of movement and the protocols slow and quick. In
order to assure if the foot decubitus could interfere with image quality, the protocol slow was
done three times, positioning the foot, respectively on lateral decubitus, on 30 o external
rotation and on 60 o external rotation. The resulting data was saved on discs and randomly
distributed to observers to judge the quality of reduction and fixation.
Results
The fifteen measured distances between titan pins were compared with the correspondent
virtual measures obtained by the three observers and were not significant. (p=0.29;p=0.39;
p=0.42). The same occurred when comparing the length of definite holes. (p=0.34; p=0.43;
p=0.47). All observers were able to detect articular steps and screw misplacements. Although the image quality was inferior by quick protocol, it has not prevented correct diagnosis. No interference concerning the ability of doing a correct judgment of images accomplished the change on foot decubitus.
Conclusions
The distances between definite points and the length of trajectories were precisely measured by Iso-C 3D software in a foam geometric body. Little articular steps as 0.5mm were
recognizable. Misplacement of screws, often missed during conventional fluoroscopic
examination, were also detected at all. We believe that further clinical studies should be
performed.
References
1. Zwipp H, Tscherne H, Thermann H, et al. Osteosynthesis of displaced intra-articular
fractures of the calcaneus. Results in 123 cases. Clin Orthop 290:76-86,1993.
2. Eastwood DM, Phipp L. Intra-articular fractures of the calcaneum: why such controversy? Injury 28 (4): 247-259, 1997
3. Kotsianos D, Rock C, Euler E, Wirth S, Linsenmaier U, Brandl R, Mutschler W, Pfeifer KJ.
3-D imaging with a mobile surgical image enhancement equipment (ISO-C-3D). Initial
examples of fracture diagnosis of peripheral joints in comparison with spiral CT and
conventional radiography. Unfallchirurg 104(9): 834-8, 2001
4. Sanders R, Fortin P, DiPasquale T, et al. Operative treatment in 120 displaced intraarticular calcaneal fractures. Results using a prognostic computed tomography scan
classification. Clin Orthop 290: 87-95, 1993
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BIOMODELS IN RECONSTRUCTIVE CRANIO-MAXILLO-FACIAL
SURGERY
Josip S. Bill (K. Würzler, S. Eulert, J. F. Reuther)
Klinik und Poliklinik für Mund-, Kiefer-, Gesichtschirurgie der Universität Würzburg

Bei 115 Patienten wurden Stereolithographiemodelle angefertigt, bei einem Patienten
zusätzlich ein Fräsmodell, bei 9 Patienten ein Lasersintermodell (hiervon 3 zusätzlich
zu dem Stereolithographiemodell). Der Organmodellbau findet Anwendung in der dentalimplantologischen Planung, Schädeldach- und Gesichtsschädelrekonstruktion, Distraktionsosteogenese, Kraniofazialen Chirurgie und in der Chirurgie der Dysgnathien.
Das Patientenalter lag zwischen 6 und 70 Jahren, mit einem Mittelwert von 37,8 Jahren.
98 Patienten (81,0 %) waren männlichen und 23 weiblichen Geschlechts (19,0 %). Der
Nachuntersuchungszeitraum liegt zwischen 0,5 und 13 Jahren mit einem Mittelwert von
5,9 Jahren.

Die dreidimensionale Darstellung von Organen und Körperteilen anhand von Organmodellen verfolgt zwei Absichten: Die Darstellung und Veranschaulichung zu Lehrzwekken
sowie die Planung komplexer Eingriffe.
An unserem Hause erfolgt seit 1987 die Entwicklung und der Einsatz von Verfahren des rechnergesteuerten Organmodellbaus in der Planung und Durchführung operativer Eingriffe.
Mit dem Ziel einer suffizienten Wiederherstellung ausgedehnter Schädelbereiche wurden zwei Algorithmen entwickelt, die in der Bearbeitung der Bilddaten zum Modellbau
Einsatz finden:
Der Spiegelungs-Algorithmus ermöglicht eine Spiegelung intakter, kontralateraler Knochenanteile auf einseitig beschränkte Knochendefekte. Der Überlagerungs-Algorithmus
(Suprapositions-Algorithmus) (Abb. 1 und 2) findet Anwendung bei nicht spiegelbaren,
die Mediane überschreitenden Defekten, wobei die Überlagerung des Defekts mit einem
gespeicherten, intakten Schädel-Datensatz aus einer vorhandenen Datenbank erfolgt.
Im Rahmen einer Voruntersuchung zur Bestimmung der statistisch belegbaren und
reproduzierbaren anatomisch-metrischen Präzision von medizinischen Organmodellen
am Schweineschädelmodell in Abhängigkeit von den CT-Parametern (Spiral-CT versus
Mehrschicht-CT) und dem Modellbauverfahren (Stereolithographie versus Selektive
Lasersinterung) konnte nachgewiesen werden, daß die Dimensionsabweichung unabhänging von der Datenerfassungsart und des Modellbauverfahrens durchschnittlich
unterhalb von ± 0,88 mm, bzw. 2,7 % liegt (max. Gesamtabweichung: - 3,0 mm bis +
3,2 mm). Bei gleicher Präzision der Modelle ist somit die Mehrschicht-Spiral-CT der
konventionellen Spiral-CT in der Datenakquisition für den Organmodellbau vorzuziehen.
Organmodellbauverfahren finden in unserem Hause seit 1990 Anwendung in der Eingriffsplanung. Im Zeitraum von 1990 bis 2002 wurden für insgesamt 121 Patienten 126
Organmodelle angefertigt.
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Die Indikation zum Modellbau stellt sich zur Insertion von Dentalimplantaten am rekonstruierten Unterkiefer (n = 27), Rekonstruktion von Schädeldefekten nach Tumor oder
Trauma (n = 72), Distraktionsosteogenese (n = 5), kraniofazialen Chirurgie (n = 11) und
der Dysgnathiechirurgie (n = 6). Als Rekonstruktionsverfahren kamen die Wiederherstellung mit AAA-Knochen (autolysierter, Antigen-extrahierter, allogener Knochen) (n =
25), Polymethylmetacrylat-Plastiken (Refobacin-Palacos) (n = 11), lokale Osteoplastik
(n = 19), Knochenzement (n = 5) und autologer Beckenkamm (n = 4) zum Einsatz. Bei
7 Patienten konnte aufgrund des erhöhten Risikos der vorgesehene Eingriff nicht durchgeführt werden.
Die Eingriffe verliefen komplikationslos. Postoperativ traten bei 5 Patienten (4,1 %) Infektionen ohne Implantatverlust auf, bei 1 Patienten (0,8 %) eine Infektion mit Implantatverlust
und bei 1 Patienten (0,8 %) die Dislokation eines Implantats, welches refixiert werden konnte.
Insbesondere in der Rekonstruktion von Defekten, der Distraktionsosteogenese – hier
vor allem bei craniofacialen Fehlbildungen zur Mittelgesichtsdistraktion (Abb. 3) und der
dentalen Implantologie wird das in vorliegender Untersuchung vorgestellte Indikationsspektrum im praktischen Einsatz und in der Literatur bestätigt. Die Operationsplanung
am Organmodell sollte grundsätzlich aufgrund der Strahlenbelastung und der hohen
Kosten nur im Einzelfall begründet indiziert sein. Ein routinemäßiger Einsatz dieser
Technik scheint nur sinnvoll in der Rekonstruktion von Schädeldach- und Gesichtsschädeldefekten und in der Distraktionsosteogenese.
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COMPUTER ASSISTED SURGERY IN ANIMAL EXPERIMENTS:
INTRODUCTION OF AN OVINE MODEL FOR CRANIECTOMY AND
CRANIOPLASTY
Harald Eufinger (C. Rasche, J. Lehmbrock, R. Böckmann, M. Altrogge,
M. Wehmöller, S. Weihe)
Dept. of Oral and Maxillofacial Plastic Surgery at the Ruhr-University Bochum and
Central Unit for Medical Animal Experiments at the Ruhr-University Bochum

Purpose
In spite of the clinical success of CAD/CAM titanium implants for cranioplasty in more
than 300 patients over the last 10 years there is still a need for further research on
other bone replacement materials and for the integration of methods of Computer
Assisted Surgery (CAS), e.g. individual resection templates, navigation systems and
surgical robots. Therefore advances in both CAS and the individual prefabrication of
implants require a sufficient animal model for experimental studies: So far on the one
hand analysis of rigid bone replacement materials in animal experiments has only been
possible in small and standardized defects without a complex geometrical configuration
and on the other hand experimental studies in CAS have been performed in technical
models, but not in animal experiments. After preliminary experimental studies in ovine
cadaver heads a new animal model was established using individual surgical templates
to create large craniectomy defects in sheep, which are filled with corresponding resorbable implants in the same operation.
Materials and Methods
CT data of cadaver heads of 1-year-old sheep were used for the prefabrication of 4 x 6
cm template with a linear contact area to the biparietal skull bone. In a corresponding
mould individual composite polylactide implants with a thickness of 8 mm and a graded
structure and composition, planned to be adequate for cranioplasties in medical applications, were prefabricated and gamma–sterilized. Under general anesthesia with ketamine 6 out of a series of 12 sheep have been operated so far. A midline incision allowed
adequate surgical access, the template was temporarily stabilized with osteosynthesis
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screws and the bone was cut according to the template’s conical inner margin with an
oscillating saw. After removal of the template the resection was completed with burs.
The implant was inserted and stabilized with a single titanium miniplate. The first 2 animals were sacrificed after 2 months, and their heads were analyzed using CT and MRT
according to standardized protocols. After further preparation macroscopic, microscopic and chemical analyses of the implant and the surrounding tissues were performed.
A follow-up of up to 18 months is scheduled for the remaining 10 sheep.
Results
So far 1 female and 5 castrated male sheep have been operated. Positioning and fixation of the individual template was possible with sufficient precision in the biparietal
midline region by shifting it slightly on its linear bone contact until a minimum of gaps
was reached. After resection the implants could easily be adapted to the bony margins.
However, adaptation of the marginal contour in the female sheep was difficult due to a
thickness of the skull bone of approximately 4 mm only, whereas the thickness of the
male skull was adequate to that of the implant (8 mm). The surgical procedure took 3.5
hours in the first (female) animal and only between 1.5 and 2 hours in the following.
Besides meningeal lesions in 2 cases no intraoperative or postoperative complications
occurred, and the animals obviously recovered very fast within 1-2 days.
Conclusion
These first experiments verify that the castrated male sheep is a very suitable animal
model for large individual craniectomies and corresponding cranioplasties. So far the
development of new bone replacement materials for large and complex cranial defects
is supported very well by this model using templates for resection. Furthermore, this
animal model also seems adequate for the integration of surgical robots into this process in the future.
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APPLICATIONS OF RESECTION – CLINICAL RESULTS AND
DERIVED OPTIMIZATIONS
Michael Wehmöller (C. Rasche, S. Weihe, H. Eufinger)
Dept. of Oral and Maxillofacial Plastic Surgery at the Ruhr-University Bochum

Purpose
More than 300 patients were treated with individual titanium implants for cranioplasty according to the Tomography - Image processing - Computer aided design
- Computer aided manufacturing (TICC) -processing chain since its introduction into
clinical routine in 1993. For the treatment of bone tumors of the neurocranium or
meningiomas it is necessary to resect the affected bone regions. So the single
step resection with templates and reconstruction with prefabricated corresponding
implants made of pure titanium was asked for by surgeons. In these applications
the resection template serves as slide bar for the cutting tool in the operation.
The clinical applications showed us that the precisely designed resection template
could not always be used in the same way as it had been planned preoperatively. In the
operation room the template was sometimes only used for a marking of the resection
margin. On the one hand this was not the primary intention of the surgical planning
and template preparation and on the other hand the manual fitting of the resection
geometry was difficult and time-consuming. Therefore further adaptations of the resection planning were necessary to optimize the whole process, which was validated
experimentally.

Materials and Methods
Applications for single step resection and reconstruction with individual implants were
planned, carried out and afterwards analyzed. Basing on clinical applications the preoperative planning was transferred on skull-models. So the complexity was derived from
the clinical task. A planned resection and reconstruction with an individual implant
was performed on the skull model to demonstrate and evaluate the difficulties of the
process. The results served for the optimization of the planning with the objective of
simpler resection paths, resulting in a “vertical” guidance of the resection tool on the
skull and a corresponding planning of the implant.
Results
Although the theoretical planning of the resection template and the implant was performed in precise models, this precision could not be reached in clinical use. The adaptation of the methods of resection planning showed
linear and comprehensible resection paths
a safe intersection line and a close knowledge of the planned resection margins
a more efficient use of the cutting tool, which does not need to be tilted
Conclusion
The adapted technique of single step resection and reconstruction enables a simple
and therefore safe clinical use.
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VESSEL BASED NON-RIGID REGISTRATION OF MR/CT
AND 3D ULTRASOUND FOR NAVIGATION IN LIVER SURGERY

incorrect correspondence that can not be corrected by the iteration process. Thus we
check in addition the absolute distance of the nearest point and compared the directions of the vessels.

Thomas Lange (S. Eulenstein, M. Hünerbein, P.-M. Schlag)
Klinik für Chirurgie und Chirurgische Onkologie, Charite Berlin

After a coarse rigid pre-registration via four manually selected branching points of the
portal veins the ICP with the adapted correspondence determination method is applied
to compute a rigid transformation. Thereafter we computed in each iteration step a
non-rigid B-spline approximation of the displacement vectors induced by the correspondences. The number of degrees of freedom of the B-spline is successively increased to
make the process more robust.

Purpose
Computer assisted preoperative planning based on CT or MR images combined with an
intraoperative navigation system can help to make liver surgery more precise and safer.
Due to deformations of the liver between planning and surgery, it is necessary to apply
an intraoperative imaging modality. Intraoperative 3D ultrasound is a flexible, fast and
radiation free possibility. A fast non-rigid registration method is needed to transfer the
preoperative planning to the intraoperative ultrasound data and thus to the patient on
the operating table. The aim of this contribution is to present our first experiences with
an automatic feature based non-rigid registration approach using a combination of the
iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm and multilevel B-splines.

Results
So far we evaluated our method on percutaneous 3D ultrasound data of 3 patients (2
MR, 1 CT). The algorithm provides correct correspondences between the vessels for all
three data sets. Qualitative results for patient one are shown in image 1-3. In image
1 the rigid registration of the portal veins form US (opaque) and CT (transparent) is
shown. As can be seen in image 2 our non-rigid approach provides obviously better results. The quality of the registration for the hepatic veins (HV) that had not been used in
the registration process is illustrated in image 3. The run-time of the registration algorithm is just 2-3 minutes, but further time is needed for segmentation, skeletonization,
manual preregistration, such that the whole registration process is possible in 10-15
minutes intraoperatively.

Material und Methods
The vessels are easy to detect in 3D powerdoppler ultrasound and contrast-enhanced
CT or MR images of the liver. Thus it is obvious to use those features for the registration process. We segmented the portal veins in powerdoppler US and MR/CT by
simple region growing and extracted their centre lines by a skeletonization algorithm.
The registration process is based on points and directions of these centre lines.
The ICP algorithm consists of two steps that are iterated until no significant improvements
can be achieved: 1) determination of corresponding points in both modalities 2) computation and application of an optimal rigid transformation to register corresponding point pairs.
In the classical ICP algorithm for each point in the model data the nearest point on the
reference data is searched. Because of the branching structure of the vessel tree and
missing imaging of some vessels in one of the modalities the nearest point may be an
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Conclusion
The combination of multilevel B-splines and the ICP algorithm offers a fast possibility
for feature based intraoperative registration in liver surgery. We now have to evaluate
the algorithm on more cases and on intraoperative 3D ultrasound data. A quantitative
evaluation is planed on simulations and on structures that are not involved in the registration process.
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INTUITIVE VISUALISATION METHODS FOR THE NAVIGATION
Sebastian Eulenstein (T. Lange, M. Huenerbein, P.-M. Schlag)
Charite, Campus Buch, Robert Rössle Klinik

Purpose
High resolution 3D-US and CT data contain many slices and small structures are difficult to detect. The aim was to find an intuitive visualisation for the navigation. Thereby
structure (e.g. vessels) from neighbouring slices should be projected in the current
slice, which is coupled to the position of the tip of a tracked instrument, for example
a biopsy needle or an electro-coater. Thus structures of risk can be earlier identified
during an intervention.
Material and Methods
Already 1993 S. Napel published in “STS-MIP: a new reconstruction technique for CT
of the chest.“ methods to visualised High-resolution 3D- volumetric images especially
for diagnostic investigations. These methods were enhanced and adapted for 3D Ultrasound and for navigation. Basically two different methods were developed:
1. Several slices were projected in one thick slab. The number of slices was reduced.
2. The number of slices doesn’t change. Every slice is a projection of the neighbouring slices.
The number of the projected slices can be chosen depending on the slice thickness.
Three different projections are available:
1. Minimum Intensity Projection (to display vessels in US)
2. Maximum Intensity Projection (to display vessels in CT/MR and US-Doppler)
3. Projection of the Median (noise reduction, especially in US).

Results
The results are presented in figures: one slice of the original data and one of the projected data are shown. Image 1 shows contrast-enhanced CT, Image 2 a Power Doppler
US and Image 3 a B-mode Ultrasound from a liver. The vessels are much better to identify, especially for the navigation. The tip of a tracked instrument controls the current
slice in the volume, which is often permanently changed. Frequently the slice is visible
for short time and the location of small structures is faster and easier. Visualisation
doesn’t change that rapidly.
Conclusion
We developed a fast visualisation algorithm for navigation. It is helpful for the orientation, because small structures of risk from the neighbouring slices are displayed.
The results show that vessels can be easier and faster detected.

The projection data were pre-computed, so that no speed differences occur compared
to non projection data visualisation during the navigation.
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NEW TECHNIQUE FOR PREOPERATIVE ESTIMATION OF
FUNCTIONAL GRAFT VOLUME IN ADULT LIVE DONOR
LIVER TRANSPLANTATION (LDLT)
Milo Hindennach (H. Bourquain, C. Wald, Y. Fujimoto, E. Pomfret, K. Tanaka,
H.-O. Peitgen) MeVis Center for Medical Diagnostic Systems and Visualization, Bremen and Diagnostic Radiology, Lahey Clinic Medical Center Burlington and Department of Transplantation and Immunology, Kyoto University Hospital, Kyoto and Hepatobiliary Surgery and Liver Transplantation, Lahey, Clinic Medical Center, Burlington

Purpose
To date, preoperative evaluation of potential donors prior to LDLT includes an estimate
of total volumes of graft and remnant. However, resection of the right lobe graft (RLG)
is typically performed right to the middle hepatic vein (MHV), thus disrupting branches
that drain parts of the anterior portion of the RLG into the MHV. This approach may
result in venous congestion potentially jeopardizing function of portions of the RLG. We
introduce a new method for preoperative quantification of not congested graft versus
maximum RLG volume at risk for congestion.
Material and Methods
A new software tool was developed that allows the estimation of volumes by combining
analysis results, for example vascular territories and manually defined regions of the
organ. Thirty potential donors from 7 University Hospitals in the US (2), Japan (2) and
Germany (3) were evaluated with emphasis on the territories at risk of the anterior portion of the RLG. Hepatic venous territories were calculated based on vascular segmentation and analysis. A resection plane was then manually defined right lateral to the MHV.
By combining the manually defined graft with the hepatic venous territories all voxels
of the graft drained by one of the MHV branches can be identified, thus enabling us to
compute the maximum RLG volume at risk, both totally and for each branch.
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Results
Total liver volume ranged from 818 to 2315 cc. Volumes of the grafts ranged from 455
to 1408 cc, the relative volumes were 55-72% of total liver volume. 16-56% of the right
liver grafts were at risk of venous congestion with a median of 26% and a standard
deviation of 10%. In 15 potential donors 3 veins drained the RLG into the MHV, in 9
donors 4 veins, and in 2 donors 2 veins. 16 of 30 donors had a single vein that drained
at least 50% of the volume at risk and must therefore be considered for reconstruction.
Visual comparison of the predicted territories at risk with intra-operative findings (discoloration of graft surface) showed good correlation. Figure 1 shows the predicted graft
at risk of insufficient venous drainage via the V5 branch of the middle hepatic vein. The
corresponding intra-operative finding is shown in Figure 2. For clarification, the margin
of discoloration is highlighted. Workstation processing time varied from 1 hour (experienced user) to 2.5 hours (novice).
Conclusion
Estimation of territories at risk of venous congestion in the RLG is feasible in clinical
routine. This calculation allows for simulation of different resection strategies enabling
the surgeon to identify the optimal operative strategy while minimizing the risk for both,
donor and recipient. The need for venous reconstruction in the anterior RLG can be
anticipated with this method.
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL AND
MORPHOLOGICAL INFORMATION FOR COMPUTER-AIDED
PLANNING OF CARDIAC SURGERY
Günter Reinerth (G. Seemann, T. Schmidt, N. Kayhan, O. Dössel, C.-F. Vahl, S. Hagl)
Abteilung für Herzchirurgie, Universität Heidelberg und
Institut für Biomedizinische Technik, Universität Karlsruhe (TH)

Purpose
The purpose of this study is to develop a computer based planning environment for
therapeutic cardiac interventions, i.g. surgical or catheter ablation procedures, placing
pacemaker electrodes in biventricular pacing and in the future planning of the expansion of left ventricular aneurysm resection.
Material and Methods
Existing mathematical models are used to simulate the electrophysiology on an anatomical pig model during a heart cycle. The results of these models were validated in
multiple domestic pig animal experiments.
Results
We found that the models created enable us to simulate the electrical behavior of the
heart nearly in real time and that it reproduces the properties of the heart in atrial fibrillation and in ventricular pacing with different pacing locations.
Conclusion
The results of computer based simulations may lead to a better understanding of cardial rhythm disorders and the development of new, less invasive operative techniques.
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HIGH QUALITY 4D-VISUALIZATION OF CARDIO-CT DATA
ON STANDARD PC HARDWARE USING MULTIDIMENSIONAL
CLASSIFICATION
Michael Bauer
Lehrstuhl für graphische Datenverarbeitung, Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg

Recent advances in Cardiac Computed Tomography allow for a high quality reconstruction of multiple phases of a complete heartbeat. To decrease the artifacs caused by movement of the heart, the reconstruction uses ECG or Cymogram Information. We present
methods that make a high quality volume visualization of a beating heart possible.
For interactive Visualization, texture based volume rendering (VRT) has proven very successful. Current graphics hardware allows to adapt the 3D algorithms for 4D-Data with
respect to memory consumption and classification techniques. The basic assumption
for our methods is to have the total amount of data completely in core, which is possible
on modern standard PC hardware. The developed algorithms ensure a constant frame
rate by using different resolutions of the data. For detailed diagnosis of a selected
time step the full resolution of the data can be used to ensure the best visualization
results.
As the medical diagnosis of coronar vessels benefits from additional local illumination,
shaded surface display or shaded VRT has been implemented. The algorithms allow for
direct rendering of shaded isosurfaces without explicit extraction of a polygonal mesh.
In order to reduce the memory requirements, the gradients needed for shading are
computed on the fly, which decreases the memory usage by a factor of four compared
to previous methods, and is essential regarding the large amount of input data. In addition, methods have been developed that allow a combination of shaded volume ren-
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dering and high quality classification using multidimensional transfer functions. Beyond
intensity and gradient magnitude-based 2D-classification, it is also possible to use 3D
tansfer functions that e.g. use the derivative with respect to the time coordinate.
The described methods have been implemented on the latest graphics hardware, which
has a programmable fragment processing stage. The methods are based on a texture based volume rendering algorithm. The fragment programs allow us to do multiple
texture lookups in the neighborhood of a voxel. This allows to compute intensity gradients, e.g. using the central difference operator. The multidimensional classification is
implemented using dependent texture lookups where the output of one texture lookup
can be used as input of another lookup. As the maximum dimension for texture lookups
is three, the multidimensional transfer function is basically limited to 3D but can be
extended by sequential dependent lookups.
The described methods deliver high quality visualization of time dependent Cardio-CT
data. The results lead to faster and easier diagnosis enabled by increased rendering
quality and interactivity. This is realized by on the fly shading and multidimensional classification. In order to improve the interaction, a special user interface for manipulation
of the transfer functions has been designed, which allows an intuitive editing of transfer
functions without expert knowledge. In the future, we plan to realize compression methods to combat the high memory requirements and to improve the gradient estimation
shown here.
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EXTRACTION AND VISUALIZATION OF CORONARY
VASCULAR STRUCTURES
Dirk Bartz
VCM, WSI/GRIS und MITT Universität Tübingen

Purpose
In this contribution, we present a method to mark the coronary arteries by a virtual endoscopic traversal. Here, virtual endoscopy enables a significantly easier identification
of the blood vessels in contrast to outside views or slice-by-slice examination methods.
Furthermore, a rough segmentation of the coronary arteries can be generated on the
basis of the marking.
Material and Methods
Our virtual endoscopy system VIVENDI (Bartz 1999) enables the virtual exploration of
patient volume data from endoscopic view-points. The voxels of interest are segmented with standard threshold and 3D region-growing methods. However, bone structures
and contrast agent enhanced blood-filled cavities have approximately the same density
values. In some case, this requires additional cut-off operations to remove false connections. Furthermore, the complex tree-like structure of the pulmonary veins often
obstruct the view on the coronary arteries. Since they are usually not in the focus of
coronary imaging, we also cut-off these structures. In total, the standard segmentation
takes about one minute. If additional cut-off operations are required, segmentation
takes approximately ten to twenty minutes.

We are using the described virtual endoscopy system to visit the coronary blood vessels. Starting from the aorta, we successively traverse the coronary arterial system. If
the current blood vessel branches, we recursively visit any of its branches and return
to the branching point, which was previously bookmarked manually through the scout
module of VIVENDI. In cases where the wall of the blood vessels could not be successfully reconstructed from the segmented data, tracing of the direction becomes more difficult. Although segmentation methods will usually not succeed segmenting this blood
vessel, the direction and shape of it are still apparent from an endoscopic view-point.
Hence, we can continuously traverse the artery.
At the time of our traversal, we permanently mark the locations of our virtual camera.
This marking can later be used to visualize the journey of the camera through the vascular system. For this voxelization of the camera path, we simply select the nearestneighbor voxel to the current camera position. We can also assign a voxel environment
(or tube) of that path that represents a segmentation of the visited blood vessels. We
used inverse onion peeling in which we add N layers of voxels around the voxel path.
While this segmentation has a fixed diameter and henceforth will not represent a stenosis properly, it can be used to represent the overall coronary system. Furthermore,
if the inverse onion peeling is sensitive to the density value variations, it would indeed
generate a more accurate segmentation.
Conclusion
We presented a method for the interactive marking of coronary blood vessels. We use
virtual endoscopy to traverse relevant blood vessels, thus marking them as blood vessels of interest. Based on the marking, we can also derive a simple - though not fully
accurate - segmentation.
image 1: Volume rendered reconstruction of full tree of coronary arteries; the segmented arteries are classified in white.
image 2: Close-up to LAD segment with stenosis (white circle)
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VIDEO- AND ROBOTIC-ASSISTED MINIMALLY INVASIVE MITRAL
VALVE SURGERY – A COMPARISON OF THE PORT-ACCESSTM
– AND TRANSTHORACIC CLAMP TECHNIQUE
Dieter Boehm (C. Detter, T. Deuse, H. Treede, M. Armold, H.Reichenspurner)
Department of Cardiovascular Surgery, University Hospital Hamburg-Eppendorf

Objective
In order to assess different surgical techniques for video-assisted minimally-invasive
mitral valve surgery (MIC-MVS), a retrospective study was undertaken comparing the
Port AccessTM system and the transthoracic aortic clamping technique.
Methods
In 120 patients mitral valve surgery was performed through a small right mini-thoracotomy using either the Port-Accessä endovascular CPB system (PAMVR, n= 60) or alternatively a transthoracic clamp (MICRO, n= 60) instead of the endoaortic ballon catheter
allowing direct aortic crossclamping. Exposure of the mitral valve was facilitated with
a 2D- or 3D- endoscope (Vistaä) attached to a voice-controlled robotic arm (AESOPä)
allowing stabilization and voice-activated camera positioning. Mean patient age was
61.5±10.5 years (81 patients with isolated mitral valve insufficiency, 39 patients with
combined mitral valve disease).

Results
Eighty-one (67.5%) patients underwent mitral valve repair and 39 ( 32.5%) patients had
valve replacement. Mean time of surgery was 4.5±3.5 and 4.1±3.2 hours (p= 0.07),
aortic cross-clamp time 89±69 and 78±65 min (p=ns), mean intensive care unit stay
1.5±2.1 and 1.6±2.5 days (p=ns) and hospital stay 9.0±10.5 and 9.2±9.7 days (p=ns)
in the PAMVR and MICRO group, respectively. In the PAMVR group , there were 6 reexplorations for bleeding, one perforation of the right ventricle with the Endo-Vent-catheter and 2 reconstructions of the femoral artery necessary after femoral cannulation,
compared to one reexploration for bleeding in the MICRO group. There was only one
minor paravalvular leak after replacement and 2 cases of residual grade³II mitral valve
regurgitation after mitral valve repair, necessitating reoperation. In both groups, there
was no mortality, no cerebrovascular accident, no aortic dissection and no conversion
to sternotomy.
Conclusions
MIC-MVS has become a standard approach for isolated mitral valve operations at our
institution. The transthoracic clamp technique shortens the time of surgery and aortic
cross-clamping and reduces perioperative costs by simplifying the operative procedure.
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IN VIVO EVALUATION OF DELIVERY RELATED CHANGES TO
THE PELVIC FLOOR MORPHOLOGY BY MEANS OF VIRTUAL
MODELING BASED ON 3D ULTRASOUND
Leila Sultan (C. Schellen, T. Zodan-Marin, T. C. Mamisch, R. Zimmermann,
R. Huch, J. Wisser) Medical Image Processing Lab, Gynecological Projects,
University Witten/Herdecke, Muelheim a.d.Ruhr &Surgical Planning Laboratory,
Dept. of Radiology/BWH, Harvard Medical School, Boston and Perinatal Research
Unit, Department of Obstetrics, University Hospital Zurich

Abstract
The aim of our study is to assess and describe normal and pathological anatomical
relations of the female pelvic floor in vivo. We are examining the impact of various modes of delivery on the structural integrity of the pelvic floor with regards to sequelae
like urinal and fecal incontinence. For this purpose we evaluate anatomical threedimensional virtual models derived from 3D ultrasound image data from the pelvic floor.

Material & Methods
Between January 1999 and May 2002 3D-ultrasound-volumes were postpartally obtained from 237 women at the Clinic for Obstetrics, University Hospital Zurich, Switzerland. Each patient underwent a transvaginal (posterior compartment) and a transrectal
(anterior compartment) sonographical examination with a Kretz Voluson 3D ultrasound
unit between the 2nd and 5th day after delivery. 10 cases of elective cesarean section
and 10 cases of vaginal operative delivery (forceps & vacuum) were randomly chosen
and manually segmented after orthogonal orientation of the B-mode grayscale images
along reference axes through the urethral and anal lumen.
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Results
The ascertainability of the various structures of the anterior and posterior compartment varies noticeably, defining the preferable means of evaluation for each structure of interest: urethra, anal mucosa and anal sphincter muscle with their good
ascertainability qualify for precise volumetric measurement and analysis of layer
thickness, vagina and levator ani muscle allow analysis of angles and orientation in
threedimensional space as representation of the organs‘ fixation. Our results so far
show unilateral oder bilateral damage to the paravaginal fixation in cases of vaginal
operative delivery, characterized by lowered lateral edges of the vagina. Such damage could not be demonstrated in cases of elective cesarean section. The incidence
of an asymmetrical levator ani muscle with a difference of angles above two degrees
between muscle legs and center line is elevated in cases of vaginal operative delivery. Regarding the thickness of the internal anal sphincter muscle a significantly
lower a/p-ratio can be found in cases of vaginal operative delivery in comparison
to cases of selective cesarean section, where the a/p-ratio is never below 0.5.
Discussion
We are able to assess and evaluate the normal and pathological anatomy of the pelvic
floor. The method allows valid and reproducible 3D visualization and quantification of
up to now hidden morphological changes related to various modes of delivery, which are
discussed as probable cause for urinary and fecal incontinence. We strive for further
improvement of the method by registration with other image modalities (MR) and filtering of the grayscale image data.
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FUNCTIONAL MRI IN PATIENTS WITH TUMORS CLOSE TO
LANGUAGE AREAS – SOME METHOD-RELATED DIFFICULTIES
Johannes Gerber (R. von Kummer, R. Steinmeier)
Abtlg. für Neuroradiologie, Universitätsklinikum Carl Gustav Carus, TU Dresden

Purpose
fMRI is now frequently used to localize speech-eloquent areas. The aim of this study
was to assess patients with tumors or arteriovenous malformations (AVM) adjacent to
language areas pre- or postoperatively (in case of tumor recurrence), to give a qualitative judgement as to whether language correlates in fMRI could have shifted under the
influence of tumor or AVM and to correlate BOLD signal quality to extrinsic and intrinsic
influences (tumor margins, postoperative artefacts).
Material and Methods
24 patients (6 postoperative) with tumors or AVM close to language areas underwent
fMRI performing a verb generation task either following visual or auditive stimuli. Tumors were situated in the right hemisphere in 4, in the left in 22 patients, 1 patient
had a multifocal glioblastoma . Images were acquired on a Magnetom Vision 1,5 T (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). Data analysis was performed with SPM99 (Wellcome Dept.
of Imaging Neuroscience, London, UK). Intraoperative brain mapping (as gold standard)
could be performed in 12 of 24 cases in order to verify fMRI results.
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Results
One patient could not perform the desired task. No task related activation in the parameter maps (SPM) was seen in 7 patients. Significant language correlates in the
non-dominant hemisphere was found in 5 cases, either with activation in the tumoroccupied hemisphere (3) or not. Activation in the vicinity of the tumor in the dominant
hemisphere was prevalent in only 3 patients. Post-surgery artefacts jeopardizing functional MRI occurred in 2 patients. Stimulus associated artefacts at the boundaries
of tumor and AVM mimicking task related activation was sometimes suspected and
could be verified in one patient. In this case, also motor tasks showed false activation
supposed language areas close to the tumor. There were no contradictions between
intraoperative mapping and fMRI.
Conclusion
The non-invasive study of language areas with fMRI is useful and most often feasible
in neurosurgical patients but has some inherent limitations: differentiation between
“essential” or just “participating” areas is difficult; areas surrounding tumors and
AVM should be judged carefully for artefactual activation. We observed higher failure
rates in postoperative patients. Correlation with intraoperative methods is desirable.
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PRESURGICAL FUNCTIONAL BRAIN MAPPING OF LANGUAGE,
MEMORY AND OTHER HIGHER COGNITIVE FUNCTIONS WITH
MEG AND FMRI AND FUCTIONAL NEURONAVIGATION
Peter Grummich (O. Ganslandt, Ch. Nimsky, R. Fahlbusch)
Dept. Neurosurgery and Neurocenter, University of Erlangen

Purpose
During surgery in the vicinity of eloquent brain areas detailed knowledge about its
location is crucial to avoid postoperative neurological dysfunction. For presurgical diagnostic evaluation and intraoperative visualization of these areas with functional neuronavigation we developed a series of tests of stimulation experiments, each one adapted
to get high activity in a certain functional area.
Material and Methods
We used a 2 x 37 channel biomagnetometer (MAGNES II; 4 D Neuroimaging) for MEG
and a 1.5 T MR scanner with echo planar imaging (Sonata, Siemens, Erlangen) for
fMRI. For all paradigms we used visual stimulation to avoid interference from primary auditory cortex. For language localization we used silent naming task, silent
reading task and a silent reading task with orthographic and syntactic errors. For
memory task we used either a encoding and recall of numbers or we used a paradigm where the patient has to remember 4 words and afterwards recall these words.
These experiments were designed to stimulate activity from Broca’s and Wernicke’s
area, from the angular and supramarginal gyrus and from memory related structures.
After filtering (high pass 0.4Hz) and averaging MEG data localization of underlying
current was done using the equivalent current dipole model (ECD) or a current density
reconstruction algorithm based on spatial filtering (CLSF). For fMRI we used a block
design experiment and processed linear correlation maps. All functional maps were
superimposed onto anatomical MR data sets. The localization results were transferred
to a neuronavigation system (Figure 1).
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Results
We evaluated language MEG in 50 patients and FMRI in 24 Patients. Each patient
was measured at least during 2 paradigms. FMRI and MEG results of the same
patient were found at similar locations [Figure 2: Broca activity as measured with
fMRI (red) and MEG(white squares)] with MEG results lying in the cortex and FMRI
results in the neighbouring sulci. Only in the case of large tumors fMRI activation
may be distorted because of pathological tumor vascularization so that no clear
BOLD effect is visible. We localized Broca and Wernicke language activity, memory activity during encoding and recall, and calculation activity. In the memory task
during encoding we found activation in the posterior hippocampus. During recall
activation was found in the posterior and frontal hippocampus and parahippocampal gyrus [Figure 3: MEG localisation of memory (yellow) and Wernicke area (purple
and red)]. Memory activation ranged from 600 to 1400 ms after stimulus presentation. We also found activity after object recognition in fusiform gyrus after 200 ms.
During calculation task activity was localized in the supramarginal gyrus after 600ms
from stimulus. The localized activity is displayed in the navigation microscope.
No neurological deterioration was observed after resective surgery resp. biopsy of all
50 patients.
Conclusion
For each patient the interesting functional area could be localized with one of the paradigms. MEG and fMRI are useful tools that should be used together since both methods
are influenced by different parameters. Because the errors of the two methods are
completetly independent concordant results of MEG and fMRI lead to a very high degree
of reliabilty in presurgical brain mapping.
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A NOVEL PASSIVE PARADIGM FOR FUNCTIONAL MAGNETIC
RESONANCE IMAGING (FMRI) UNDER GENERAL ANESTHESIA
Thomas Gasser (I. E. Sandalcioglu, H. Wiedemayer, B. Schoch, D. Stolke)
Klinik und Poliklinik für Neurochirurgie Universitätsklinikum Essen, Institut für
Mess- und Regelungstechnik, Universität Duisburg-Essen

Objective
Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) represents an accepted diagnostic
modality in neuroscience. The use of fMRI in an clinical environment is rapidly expanding, especially since more scientific groups are seeking a clinical application. Functional MRI-analysis for perioperative evaluation depends on an applicable, repeatable,
practical and fail-proof paradigm. The presently applied paradigms for fMRI-activation
and identification of the central region are based on motor tasks requiring a compliant
patient and may not be obtainable from hemiparetic or even anesthetized patients.
The aim of this study is to develop and evaluate the feasibility of a “passive” paradigm
for activation-analysis of the somatosensory cortex under anesthesia.

Results
After realignment, spatial normalization and spatial smoothing the statistical analysis
revealed in all examined patients a significant activation of the contralateral primary
sensorimotor cortex.
Conclusion
This method seems to be feasible to obtain functional information about the sensorimotor cortex and its localization in anesthetized patients. Ongoing studies already
evaluate the feasibility of this method in an intraoperative context.

Methods
A defined peripheral electrical stimulus to the median and tibial nerves (3 Hz, motor
threshold) was applied as block-designed stimulation paradigm in four anesthetized
patients, suffering from differing cerebral pathological entities. Specifically customdesigned two mass-protected coaxial leads were utilized, considering the technical
difficulties the application of an electrical current in the fMRI-environment presents.
During stimulation T2*-weighted EPI sequences were acquired. Data cross correlation
analysis followed using statistical parametric mapping (SPM) where activation is considered valid for correlation coefficients higher than 0.55. The examined patients were
anesthetized using propofol and fentanyl.
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PREOPERATIVE PLANNING OF NEUROSURGICAL PROCEDURES
BY MEANS OF DIFFUSION TENSOR IMAGING
Ralf Steinmeier (H. Kitzler, A. Werner, M. Dymora, R. von Kummer)
Neurochirurgische Klinik &Neuroradiologie Universitätsklinikum Carl Gustav Carus,
TU Dresden

Purpose
Preoperative planning is an important issue in the resection of brain tumors located
in the vicinity of the motor strip or corticospinal tract. Low grade gliomas are shown to
infiltrate these structures still not disturbing their functional integrity. Thus, the preoperative visualization of these highly eloquent structures in relation to the tumor plays a
key role in preventing additional postoperative morbidity. Whereas the motor strip may
be localized using fMRI, diffusion tensor imaging offers new possibilities of visualizing
deeply located fiber tracts. The aim of the present work is to show the usefulness of
integrating preoperatively measured Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) data into neurosurgical planning in so far as DTI provides information about orientation, shape and
connectivity of neuronal fiber pathways.
Material and Methods
Patients with tumors located near the presumed corticospinal tract (n=12) underwent
preoperative neuroimaging. All measurements were performed on a 1.5 Tesla whole
body scanner (MAGNETOM Sonata, Siemens Medizintechnik AG, Erlangen), using a
circular polarized head coil. We used a conventional diffusion weighted echo planar
imaging sequence (dti_ep2d_diff) with the following parameters: TR/TE: 4000/129
ms; FOV: 230x230 mm; slice thickness: 2 mm; matrix: 1282; EPI-factor: 128; 6
directions of diffusion; single b-value (750; 1000). Additionally, high resolution 3-di-
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mensional T1-maps were generated measuring 3D FLASH (fast low-angle shot) imaging with i.v. Gadolinium (Prohance®, Bracco Diagnostics Inc, Princeton, New Jersey,
USA), parameters were TR 6 ms, TE 3 ms, flip angle 10, FoV 250x250 mm, matrix
256x256, one single transversely orientated slab (thickness 200 mm), effective slice
thickness 2 mm. Postprocessing was performed with the “DTI-Task-Card” (Version
1.63, MGH-NMR-Center, Boston, USA) on a „Leonardo“ workstation (Siemens Medizintechnik AG, Erlangen). This tool enables the calculation and visualization of diffusion
tensor maps (in different patterns) as well as a white matter fiber tracking from the
original diffusion data. For visualization purposes, an elastic matching between the
anatomic T1-weighted images and diffusion tensor maps was performed using the
AMIRA® graphical software package (TGS Template Graphics Software Inc., USA).
Results
Elastic matching of T1-weighted images and diffusion tensor maps allowed image fusion
(fig. 1), although the original EPI-data showed massive distortion. The visualization of
fiber tracts neighboring or passing through tumor tissue was estimated to be helpful for
presurgical planning in most cases. In case of low grade gliomas, the extent of tumor
resection could be planned preoperatively and the presumed surgical morbidity discussed with the patients.
Conclusion
Spatial distortions of EPI-sequences can be corrected using elastic matching. Although
diffusion tensor imaging and diffusion tensor maps for visualization of fiber tracts still
requires final clinical validation, and the influence of tumor infiltration and edema is
still unknown, DTI potentially offers an important clinical tool for presurgical visualization of eloquent brain structures. Integration of DTI diffusion tensor imaging into
navigational systems might possibly offer additional support to the neurosurgeon.
We would like to thank G. Sorensen, M.D., NMR-Center, Massachusetts General Hospital,
Boston, USA, and Siemens Medizintechnik AG, Erlangen, for providing the DTI-Task-Card.
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VISUALIZATION OF BRAIN AND FIBER TRACT DEFORMATION
DURING INTRACRANIAL SURGERY: A SIMPLE APPROACH TO
EVALUATE THE EFFECT OF BRAIN SHIFT ON THE BASIS OF DWI
AND 3D-ULTRASOUND
Arnd Coenen (T. Krings, J. Weidemann, F.-J. Hans, P. Reinacher, J. Gilsbach, V. Rohde)
Neurochirurgische Klinik,Universitätsklinikum Aachen &Abteilung Neuroradiologie,
Universitätsklinikum Aachen

Purpose and Methods
There is an ongoing debate if the effects of brain shift on functional data for advanced
neuronavigation have to be compensated by an update of functional information, or if
intraoperative acquisition of anatomical data with consecutive transformation of the
preoperative functional data is sufficient. Three patients (female, 17, 52 and 58 years)
with tumors in the vicinity of large fiber tracts were operated microneurosurgically. There was one temporal Glioblastoma (WHO Grade IV) compressing the corticospinal tract
at the level of the internal capsule, one precentrally located metastasis compressing
the apical corticospinal tract fibers, and one occipital cavernoma that dislocating the
geniculostriate tract medially. Preoperatively, diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) was
used to determine the exact positions of the corticospinal or the geniculostriate tract
respectively. In conjunction with T1W MRI and intraoperative three-dimensional navigated Ultrasound (3DUS) an environment of ultrasound landmarks surrounding the fiber
tract was created. We defined shiftable (typically CSF filled spaces) and fixed (typically
dural structures) landmarks. The brain was scanned sequentially during tumor resection
with 3DUS. 2D analysis of 3DUS sequences with customized PC software (Windows
XP®[Microsoft, USA], Photoshop 7.0 ® [Adobe™ systems inc., USA]) allowed a graphic depiction of fiber tract deformation and shift. DWI was employed postoperatively
to exactly determine the actual and final fiber tract position after brain deformation.
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Results
All patients were operated without additional morbidity and had their lesions removed
completely. Estimations of fiber tract deformation on the basis of the 2D analysis of the
landmark-shift and postoperative DWI were compared and found to show high agreement.
Conclusion
On the basis of the results, the authors conclude that transformation of functional information on the basis of sequential intraoperative ultrasound acquisitions of anatomical
data sets might be sufficient to update functional neuronavigation. Possibly, with the
technique presented here lesions in the vicinity of large fiber tracts can be treated more
aggressively and safely.
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INTRAOPERATIVE DIFFUSION TENSOR IMAGING FOR VISUALIZATION OF WHITE MATTER TRACTS DURING GLIOMA SURGERY
Christopher Nimsky (O. Ganslandt, P. Hastreiter, A. G. Sorensen, R. Fahlbusch)
Neurochirurgische Klinik, Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg & Dept. of Radiology/
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Center, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, USA

Purpose
To investigate the localization of white matter tracts with diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)
during glioma surgery.
Material and Methods
A 1.5 T magnetic resonance scanner with an adapted rotating surgical table which is
placed in a radiofrequency-shielded operating theatre was used for pre- and intraoperative imaging. DTI was performed applying an echo-planar imaging sequence with 6
diffusion directions in 25 patients undergoing glioma surgery. Color-encoded maps of
fractional anisotropy were generated visualizing white matter tracts. A rigid registration
was used to compare pre- and intraoperative images.
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Results
Intraoperative DTI was technically feasible in all cases, no major image distortions occurred in the areas of interest. Pre- and intraoperative color-encoded maps of fractional
anisotropy could be registered, depicting a marked shifting of the white matter tracts
during glioma surgery. This brain shift of deep structures emphasizes the need for an intraoperative update of navigation systems, when navigation is applied during resection
of deep-seated tumor portions near eloquent brain areas, such as major white matter
tracts, as the pyramidal tract.
Conclusion
Intraoperative DTI can be used for the delineation of a marked shifting and deformation
of major white matter tracts due to the surgical intervention. This intraoperative visualization of the altered course of white matter tracts may prevent injuring eloquent brain
structures, minimizing postoperative neurological deficits.

NC-6

ELASTOGRAPHY DURING BRAIN TUMOR SURGERY
Martin Scholz (O. Noack, K. Schmieder, S. Siebers, A. Lorenz, A. Pesavento,
B. Brendel)
Neurochirurgische Universitätsklinik Knappschaftskrankenhaus Bochum,
Institut für Hochfrequenztechnik Universität Bochum

Introduction
Elastography is a new method in tumor diagnostics especially in prostata or mamma
carcinoma. After experimental work with swine brains we transferred this real time imaging technique to the human brain during open neurosurgery according to the requirements of the ethic commission of the Ruhr-University Bochum.
Materials and Methods
We used a conventional ultrasound system (Siemens Sonoline Omnia) with additional
hard and software components for elastography.Using a new approach the conventional
static tissue compression was replaced by low frequency vibration operating in quasi
static compression mode. The strain imaging system uses the fast phase root algorithm
for strain estimation with ca. 40 Hz. Strain images are frame –to –frame filtered by an
adaptive temporal filter which enables the use of an up to 50 % smaller compression
of the tissue achieving the same image quality as with the conventional frame-to-frame
filters. Ultrasound rf-data was aquired using the above described system and a 6.5 MHz
endocavity curved array.
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Results
The study demonstrated that with a total compression of only 0.3 mm, high quality
strain images can be produced. First in vivo images of 10 patients with different histologies are presented in compared to conventional ultrasound. Vibrography could demonstrate borders of tumor more accurate than sonography. For detection of tumor remnants
in the margin of resection caves application method has to be adapted because direct
tissue contact is required for vibrography.
Conclusion
Elastography and its modification vibrography are new online imaging techniques which
can be used in addition to conventional ultrasound in brain tumor surgery. Further studies are needed to improve image quality. In future investigations fusion with MRI-data
for neuronavigation will be achieved.
A project of the Ruhr Center of Competence for Mediecal Engeneering ( KMR) . Suppoted by the Federeal Ministry of Education and Research, No. 13N8079.
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IMPROVED DELINEATION OF INTRINSIC GLIOMAS:
MR-SPECTROSCOPY GUIDED TUMOR RESECTION
Oliver Ganslandt (A. Stadlbauer, Ch. Nimsky, E. Moser, R. Fahlbusch)
Neurochirurgische Universitätsklinik, Erlangen,
Institut für Medizinische Physik, Wien

Purpose
The delineation of the tumor infiltration zone of low grade gliomas is often difficult to
detect intraoperatively. We used chemical shift imaging (CSI) in conjunction with neuronavigation for a better visualization of the tumor border zone.
Material And Methods
1H-Magnetic Resonance (MR) Spectroscopic imaging was performed with a 1.5 T
clinical whole body scanner (Sonata, Siemens Erlangen). Peak amplitudes of N-acetylaspartate (NAA) and Choline (Cho) were measured. The ratios of these metabolites
were calculated (Cho/NAA) and displayed as a metabolic map, which was fused onto a
3D-MR data set. With this procedure an automatic segmentation of the tumor border is
achieved. The new image data was used for intraoperative neuronavigation. During surgery multiple specimens were obtained for a correlation of CSI findings and histology.
The novel approach of this method allows a 3D-localization of the CSI maps within the
tumor and its infiltration zone together with the histopathological work up.
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Results
10 patients were operated with MR-spectroscopy guided neuronavigation. The tumors
consisted of supratentorial astrocytomas (WHO grade II and III). In all patients the
Cho/NAA ratios correlated with the quantitative assessment of histopathological tumor
infiltration. Furthermore the extent of the pathologic area was larger in the metabolic
imaging compared to the T2w imaging by 24% on average.
Conclusion
MR-spectroscopy guided Neuronavigation may be used as an additional tool for a better
delineation of low grade astrocytomas and thus may enhance completeness of resection. In case of spectroscopic abnormalities adjacent to the resection cavity within the
anatomically normal appearing brain these areas can be identified and segmented for
further resection.
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HEMIPARKINSONIAN MARMORSET (CALLITHRIX JACCHUS)
MODEL DUE TO STEREOTACTIC SUBTHALAMIC NUCLEUS
LESIONING WITH 6-HYDROXYDOPAMINE (6-OHDA)
Panagiotis Nomikos (B. Czeh, M. Buchfelder, E. Fuchs)
Neurochirgische Klinik der Universität Göttingen,
Deutsches Privatzentrum Göttingen

Purpose
To establish a suitable animal model of profound nigral dopamine depletion with behavioural and anatomical features characteristic of human Parkinson’s disease.
Methods
Six young adult marmosets (3 female, 3 male) ranging in weight from 320-480 g were
used. All were in good health and housed in pairs. Surgery was carried out under Saffan
anaesthesia. Unilateral 6-OHDA lesions were made to the medial forebrain bundle in all
of the marmosets according to the method and coordinates detailed by Annett et al.
[1] and were based on the marmoset brain atlas of Stephan et al.
[2] The total dose received was 11µl of 18mg/ml 6-OHDA distributed over five sites
using a custom stereotactic device. The lesions were made to the side of the brain
contralateral to the preferred hand. Behavioural tests conducted preoperatively and
at regular intervals during the observation period following surgery was associated
with a contralateral motor impairment, which so far was irreversible after a time
period of 4 months.
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Discussion
This preliminary study showed (i) that the resulting deficits were reproducible and stable over time enabling intensive objective testing; (ii) the animals remain in good health
and (iii) due to unilateral lesions, when carrying out tests of limb function, the unaffected side of the body may serve as control. The described lesion model in the common
marmoset monkey fulfils the criteria for use for evaluating transplantation strategies for
striatal repair, such as implantation of genetically modified dopamine-producing cells.
(Supported by the BMBF Program Dopamine Producing Cells in Experimental Models of
Parkinson’s Disease (01GN0104) and the DFG Research Center Molecular Physiology
of the Brain (CMPB)).
References
1. Annett LE, Rogers DC, Hernandez TD, Dunnett SB. Behavioural analysis of unilateral
monoamine depletion in the marmoset. Brain, 115: 825-856, 1992.
2. Stephan H, Baron G, Schwerdtfeger WK. The brain of the common marmorset (Callithrix jacchus): A stereotactic atlas. Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1980.
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AUTOMATIC IMAGE FUSION FOR STEREOTACTICALLY GUIDED
NEUROSURGERY AND RADIOSURGERY/STEREOTACTIC RADIOTHERAPY
Klaus Hamm (G. Surber, R. Aschenbach, M. Schmücking, R. E. Wurm, G. Kleinert,
R. P. Baum) Abt. für stereotaktische Neurochirurgie und Radiochirurgie, Institut für
bildgebende Diagnostik,Helios Klinikum Erfurt, PET-Zentrum, Zentralklinik Bad
Berka, Klinik für Strahlentherapie, Charité, Berlin

Purpose
The most important requirement for stereotactic neurosurgery and radiotherapy is the
exact definition of the target volume as a precondition for subsequent surgery or dose
application with high precision, especially for very small target volumes. This can be
achieved by an „overall process accuracy”, which includes imaging modality, image fusion algorithms, 3D treatment planning, patient repositioning and mechanical accuracy of
the whole system. The impact for image fusion was evaluated using the BrainLAB system.
Methods
In the last 3 years, 495 patients were treated with stereotactically guided biopsies/
punctures or radiosurgery/stereotactic radiotherapy in Erfurt. For each treatment planning procedure, automatic image fusion of all imaging modalities was performed, visually controlled and, if necessary corrected. For all patients a planning CT (slice thickness
1.25 mm standard BrainLAB protocol) was aquired, for patients with arteriovenous malformation additionally a stereotactic DSA (a.p. and lateral projection). For head fixation
a stereotactic arc or a relocatable stereotactic mask was used. For patients with brain
tumors different sequences of MRI (slice thickness 1.4 – 2 mm or 3D data set according
to BrainLAB protocol) and, if necessary PET (slice thickness 3.4 mm) using F-18-FDG
(glucose metabolism) or F-18 FET (aminoacid uptake) were performed. The transfer of all
image data sets was accomplished by a local area network except for external studies
where a CD/MOD or, in case of PET, anonymous data transfer via internet was used.
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Results
The automatic integration of the different imaging data sets (MRI, CT, PET) into the treatment planning or follow-up procedure followed by automatic image fusion was achieved
in most patient without any manual corrections. Only in few cases, manual correction
was necessary by visual control. Precision of the automatic fusion result was related
to the quality of the image data sets, especially the slice thickness and a non-moving
patient during data aquisition. Fusing thin slices of an enlarged region of interest into
another data set was also possible in good quality. In some of those cases it was
necessary to start the fusion manually to bring both sets closer to each other. Target
volumes could be outlined more accurately using all information of the fused image data
sets. Fused follow-up studies were exactly comparable and quantitatively evaluable.
Conclusions
The automatic image fusion of BrainLAB is a high quality tool with good precision for
stereotactically guided treatment planning and for follow-up (treatment response in
radiation therapy), respectively. It allows a fast (about 2 min.) and precise fusion of
different image data sets.
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IMAGE UPDATE WITH INTRAOPERATIVE MRI IN
COMPUTER ASSISTED NEUROSURGERY
Christian Rainer Wirtz (M. M. Bonsanto, R. Metzner, M. Stamov, V. M. Tronnier)
Neurochirurgische Universitätsklinik Heidelberg

Objective
The introduction of neuronavigation to increase radicality in operations for supratentorial gliomas could not meet the expectations, presumably due to the deterioration
of accuracy caused by brain shift. This has led to the integration of intraoperative MRI
(ioMRI) to update navigation. The aim of the present study was to evaluate its potential
to update navigation data intraoperatively, identify residual tumour and increase radicality in glioma surgery.
Material and Methods
An ioMRI (Magnetom Open 0,2 T, Siemens) was installed in one of the neurosurgical
OR´s and 236 operations were performed in 225 patients since 1995. Intraoperative
images were analysed in respect to image quality, identification of residual tumour and
update of navigation. The results were controlled with early postoperative high-field MRI.

Results
There were no complications and a failure to obtain intraoperative images was noted in
3.5% only, whereas diagnostic yield was found to be 85.5%. In 56% of the procedures
residual tumour could be identified. In 145 cases navigation could be updated with an
accuracy of 1.1±0.6mm. In 60% of the operations resection was continued with intraoperative images leading to a reduction of residual tumour to 29.5% assessed with early
postoperative MRI. In 72% a good or very good correlation between intraoperative imaging and histological findings was found. Different forms of surgically induced changes
in the images were identified as potentially misleading in the interpretation of intraoperative images. Matching and comparison with preoperative images were very helpful in
most of these cases. Nevertheless, in 17.9% of the cases no clear diagnosis regarding
the presence of residual tumour could be made.
Conclusion
Intraoperative MRI is a safe method to identify residual tumour and compensate for
brain shift by updating navigational data. The percentage of radiologically radical resections could be increased significantly. However, with regard to the costs of ioMRI long
term results as well as alternative methods will have to be investigated.
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INTRAOPERATIVE IMAGING BY FLUORESCENCE ANGIOGRAPHY
Ralf Steinmeier (C. Bonk, M. Kirsch, G. Schackert)
Neurochirurgische Klinik, Universitätsklinikum Carl Gustav Carus, TU Dresden

Purpose
Monitoring of perfusion in tissue and vessels is of utmost scientific and clinical importance in vascular neurosurgery. The purpose of this study is the validation of a newly
developed system for intraoperative fluorescence angiography and the evaluation during vascular procedures.
Material and Methods
Intraoperative fluorescence angiography was performed with indocyanine-green (50
mg i.v., “ICG-Pulsion”, Pulsion Medical Systems AG, München) and a commercially
available digital video system for intraoperative fluorescence video imaging (“IC-View”,
Pulsion Medical Systems AG, München). The video system consists of a near-infrared
laser light beamer for fluorescence excitation (“Töns NIR-lamp”) and a modified digital
video camera, equipped with a double NIR-filter-set and a close-up lens. The emission
maximum of indocyanine-green is at 830 nm. The fluorescent dye is cleared from the
intravascular system within 3-9 minutes. Intraoperative fluorescence can be viewed
online during data acquisition and offline after transfer of the video-data to a computer.
A semiquantative estimation of tissue perfusion is possible for user-defined regions by
software analysis (“IC-Calc”).
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Results
Intraoperative fluorescence angiography was performed in 3 patients with superficially
located AVM’s, 12 patients with cerebral aneurysms and 3 patients with spinal dural
AV-malformations. Intraoperative handling of the system improves after an initial learning phase and now takes about 10 minutes for the complete procedure. Even smaller
arteries and veins can be visualized on the brain’s surface and clearly discriminated by
their specific, time-dependant appearance. Fluorescence of the brain tissue permits a
semiquantitative estimation of tissue perfusion. Both is of immediate surgical relevance for the correct aneurysm clipping and the complete AVM-extirpation or extirpation of
a dural AV-malformation. Multiple intraoperative follow-up angiograms are possible due
to the short elimination time of the fluorescent dye. Limitations are the need to remove
the microscope during the surgical procedure and the limited fluorescence excitation in
deeply located aneurysms.
Conclusions
Intraoperative fluorescence angiography is a valid means to monitor tissue perfusion
and to control the integrity or complete extirpation of vessels during aneurysm- and
AVM-surgery.
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EVALUATION OF INTRAOPERATIVE ULTRASOUND IMAGING
IN BRAIN TUMOR RESECTION
Christof Renner (B. Jager, J.-P. Schneider, J. Meixensberger)
Neurochirurgische Universitätsklinik und Radiologische Klinik, Universität Leipzig

Purpose
The purpose of our study was to evaluate intra-operative ultrasound as a means of resection control of brain tumors. Furthermore we looked for tumor species suitable for
ultrasound representation.
Material and Methods
Using a Siemens Omnia Sonoline Ultrasound, 20 tumors were examined, mainly high
grade gliomas (72%), metastases (18%) and others (10%) including one Non Hodgkin`s
Lymphoma and one hemangioperizytoma (10%). We focused on tumor imaging by ultrasound regarding its reliability of tumor expansion and margins. Evaluation of images
was done by correlating the intra-operative measured tumor volume before and after
resection with pre- and post-operative measured volume by MRI. Corresponding to a
deviation of the ultrasound by 10, 20 and more then 20% from the MRI, the correlation
was ranked good, moderate and poor.
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Results
High grade gliomas mostly showed inaccurate images with a moderate or poor correlation resulting in incomplete resection. Metastases resulted in a good to moderate
correlation with satisfactory resection. The other tumors had poor images with larger
tumor residues.
Conclusion
The reliability of intra-operative ultrasound depends on tumor kind. It is beneficial to use
intra-operative ultrasound for the resection of metastases and few high grade gliomas.
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INTRAOPERATIVE 3D ULTRASOUND TO COMPENSATE FOR
BRAIN SHIFT IN NEURONAVIGATION
Christian Rainer Wirtz (M. M. Bonsanto, R. Metzner, A. Unterberg, V. M. Tronnier)
Neurochirurgische Universitätsklinik Heidelberg

Purpose
Neuronavigation is subject to intraoperative changes of anatomy leading to increasing
inaccuracies as the operation progresses. Intraoperative MRI is time consuming and
expensive. Our goal was, to evaluate the use of intraoperative ultrasound (US) to update
neuronavigation.
Method
A new device integrating a neuronavigation with a high-end US machine (SonoWand,
Mison, Trondheim, Norway) was used in 107 neurosurgical procedures. In 83 cranial cases initial navigation from planning to craniotomy was performed with preoperative MRI
datasets. Before and after dural incision 3D datasets were acquired with a registered
4-8 MHz phased-array US probe and displayed along with the MRI. When applicable,
another acquisition after tumor resection was used to evaluate radicality. US images
were then compared to the preoperative MRI regarding the definition of tumor borders,
anatomical structures and brain shift.
Results
In all cases the acquisition of an intraoperative 3D US-dataset and with that the update
of navigation was possible, although image quality was variable. Brain shift was hardly observed prior to dural incision but in an increasing number of cases with ongoing
operation. At the time of resection control all of the datasets showed discrepancies
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to preoperative MRI and the first US-acquisition. Cases split up into 49 gliomas, 14
metastases, 7 angiomas, 5 meningiomas and 8 others. In all of the meningiomas and
metastases a clear definition of tumor borders with US was possible, but only in 75%
of the gliomas. Identification of anatomical structures was possible in 82 %. Due to the
deterioration of US imaging quality, a resection control could be performed in only in
66% of the gliomas but still in 86% of the metastases. Cases with prior irradiation were
particularly difficult to interpret.
Conclusions
Intraoperative 3D navigated ultrasound with the SonoWand offers an easily applicable
realtime imaging for intracranial operations with the possibility to update navigation and
display brain shift. The combination with navigation allows a navigated approach and
congruent display of coregistered preoperative MRI. The latter helps substantially to
interpret the US-images augmenting the learning curve particularly for less experienced
users. Surgical manipulations however lead to deteriorated image quality impairing
resection control. The potential of intraoperative US for update of navigation and resection control still remains to be determined in comparison to intraoperative MRI.
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ENHANCEMENT OF THE INFORMATION DENSITY OF MRIS BY
COLORATION, HISTOGRAM ADJUSTMENT AND IMAGE FUSION
FOR NEURONAVIGATION
Jan Warnat (J. Schaier, A. Brawanski)
Klinik und Poliklinik für Neurochirurgie der Universität Regensburg

Usually one MRI dataset is used for neuronavigation. In this study, a new method for
combining T1-, T2- and contrasted T1-weighted MRI datasets in one single set and
further image processing is presented. For image combination, the Hue-SaturationLuminance color definition model was used, whereby the greyscale value of the T2, T1
and contrasted image encoded for hue, saturation and luminance (in this order). This
appeared to be the most useful of several encoding methods investigated in a previous
study. Additional histogram adjustments concerning the output thresholds, extension
of midtones and gamma-correction have been applied. Facultatively the images were
fused before this processing. The resulting single image set contains all the information of the three input sets. It is easy and intuitively to interpret and - if desired - the
original greyscale values can be measured. Smaller differences in brain tissue signal
intensity are easier to see. In summary this method appears to be a useful tool for
neuronavigation.
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INDICATION FOR ENDOSCOPIC THIRD VENTRICULOSTOMY
(ETV) IN CHILDREN WITH POSTERIOR FOSSA TUMORS
Michael Fritsch (A. M. Stark, L. Dörner, A. Claviez, H. M. Mehdorn)
Klinik für Neurochirurgie und Pädiatrie UK Schleswig-Holstein, Campus Kiel

Introduction
Controversy exists in regard of the indication for cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) diverting
procedures (external ventricular drain, VP-shunt, ETV) in children with hydrocephalus
caused by posterior fossa tumors.
Methods
We retrospectively reviewed 52 children who were admitted with posterior fossa tumors
and secondary hydrocephalus between January 1999 and December 2002. The average age at the time of admission was 6 years and 3 months. The mean follow up was
18 months. We evaluated how many children required a CSF diverting procedure prior or
following posterior fossa tumor removal.
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Results
Only 5 patients (9.6%) required treatment for hydrocephalus. In 47 patients we performed early tumor removal at the day of admission or the following day with no need for
an external or internal CSF shunting procedure. One patient underwent ETV prior to and
one patient 1 week after tumor removal. One patient received an external ventricular
drain prior to surgery. Two patients received a VP-shunt 3 and 8 days after tumor removal. Both patients presented with CSF leaks (1 ependymoma, 1 plexus papilloma).
Conclusion
In our opinion ETV is not indicated in children with posterior fossa tumors for 2 reasons.
First: Only 5 out of 52 children required a CSF diverting procedure prior or after tumor
removal. Second: The anatomy of the interpeduncular cistern may be distorted due to
compression of the brainstem against the clivus. We favorize early immediate tumor
removal without prior ETV.

NC-16

ROLE OF VENTRICULOGRAPHY FOR THE INDICATION OF
ENDOSCOPIC PROCEDURES
Nikolai J. Hopf (D. Class, R. Gustorf-Aeckerle)
Neurochirurgische Klinik und Neuroradiologisches Institut, Katharinenhospital,
Klinikum Stuttgart

Purpose
Endoscopic third ventriculostomy (ETV) has been proven to be a sufficient treatment for
occlusive hydrocephalus. Using modern neuroradiological techniques, i.e. flow sensitive and high resolution MRI studies, most cases of obstruction within the region of the
aqueduct can be detected. A further group of patients seems to suffer from obstruction
either at the outlet of the fourth ventricle or at the level of the basal cisterns. In these
cases, MRI seems not to be able to sufficiently detect a definite obstructive component
in order to indicate ETV. In this study, we intend to demonstrate the role of ventriculogaphy in this selected group of patients.
Material and Methods
Ventriculography was performed in 3 selected cases in addition to MRI, including two
adults with shunted hydrocephalus following removal of an astrocytoma of the cerebellum and one child with posthemorrhagic hydrocephalus treated with 4 separate shunt
systems (left ventricle, right ventricle, left temporal cyst, fourth ventricle). All patients
presented with acute insufficiency of the shunt system and an open ventricular drainage was placed as an emergency procedure. Then, the ventriculography was performed
via the open drainage and CCT was used to detect an obstructive component.
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Results
Ventriculography revealed in one adult a clear obstruction at the outlet of the fourth
ventricle with only marginal contrast medium in the peri-pontine cisterns but no contrast medium in the pre-pontine and para-sellar cisterns. This patient was successfully
treated with ETV. Ventriculography of the other adult revealed free access of the contrast medium to all cisterns. Therefore, a shunt revision was performed. In the child,
ventriculography revealed 4 non-communicating compartments (fourth ventricle, left
ventricle, right ventricle, left temporal cyst). An endoscopic procedure was indicated to
connect all 4 compartments, consisting of aqueductoplasty, ETV, pellucidotomy, and
cyst fenestration. This procedure was successfully performed via an left frontal burr
hole. A single ventriculo-peritoneal shunt was left in place. A few weeks later, a shunt
revision and enlargement of the pellucidotomy had to be performed. Since then, the
child is sufficiently treated with a single shunt system.
Conclusion
Ventriculography was found to be extremely helpful in order to determine adequate
treatment of patients with hydrocephalus caused by obstruction distal to the fourth ventricle. Despite its more invasive character compared to MRI, ventriculography should be
performed in selected patients with complicated hydrocephalus, in which a obstructive
component is thought to be present.
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HYDROCEPHALUS GRADING SYSTEM TO PREDICT OUTCOME
OF THIRD VENTRICULOSTOMY (TVS)
Uwe Kehler (J. Regelsberger, J. Gliemroth, M. Westphal)
Klinik für Neurochirurgie, Universitätsklinikum Eppendorf, Hamburg,
Klinik für Neurochirurgie, Universitätsklinikum Schleswig-Holstein, Campus Lübeck

Objective
An important factor in making a recommendation of VP-Shunt or TVS for hydrocephalus
is the prognosis of the surgical procedure. A simple, broadly applicable grading system
is designed to predict the outcome of TVS and is evaluated with clinical data.
Methods
The hydrocephalus is graded on the base of the extent of downward bulging of the floor
of the third ventricle (normal position:0; downward bulging up to 5mm:1; >5mm: 2
points); the direct visualization of the CSF-pathway obstruction (no:0 or yes: 1 point),
and progression of clinical symptoms (no:1, yes: 2 points). The sum determines the
grade – resulting in five grades. In this proposed grading system in grade 1 and 2 (cases with no downward bulging floor and/or with no direct visible obstruction) no indication for TVS was seen. The grading was evaluated with a series of 72 TVS performed
in hydrocephalus grades 3,4, and 5. The results of TVS were classified in good: shunt
independence or failed: shunt dependence. Statistical analysis was done with Fisher´s
exact test.
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Results
Grade 5 showed good outcome of TVS in 95% (shunt independence), Grade 4 in 58%
and Grade 3 in 40%. The difference is highly significant (p<0,01).
Conclusion
Retrospective application of this grading scheme to a series of TVS has demonstrated
its high correlation with the outcome. The application of this standardized grading system have a large potential in decision making how to treat a hydrocephalus (VP-shunt
or TVS). Prospective evaluation is on the way.
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VERÄNDERUNG DER VENTRIKELGRÖßE UND KONFIGURATION
NACH VENTRIKULOSTOMIE BEI OKKLUSIVHYDROZEPHALUS
Dirk Lindner (C. Trantakis, C. Preul, L. Rödel, J. Helm, J. Meixensberger)
Klinik und Poliklinik für Neurochirurgie Universität Leipzig,
Max-Planck-Institut für neuropsychologische Forschung Leipzig

Objective
Both measurement of ventricular size based on 2D CT or MR slices and common indices are uncertain criteria for the evaluation of surgical success. Ventricular size often
demonstrates no obvious change following third ventriculostomy, especially in the early
postoperative period. Vector graphical analysis was used to investigate ventricular volume changes after IIIrd ventriculostomy at different time points during postoperative follow up. By subsequent 3D-MR-images the dynamics of the reconfiguration mechanism
were monitored with a displacement field analysis. The suitability of such analysis for
postoperative control of the dynamic changes is presented by a case study.
Methods
The study includes 4 patients suffering from occlusive hydrocephalus due to aqueductal stenosis. All patients underwent endoscopic IIIrd ventriculostomy. Both 3D T1w and
T2w volume dataset consisting of 60 slices were obtained at different time points (3T,
Bruker, San Diego / USA). The first MR dataset was acquired immediately before the
operation, followed by investigations 6 days and 3 months after surgery. The morphological changes after the operation were captured using an offline analysis with initial
linear registration, intensity adjustment and following non linear comparison of the
postoperative (T1, T2) versus the preoperative (T0) dataset.
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Results
All patients symptomatically improved after the surgical procedure. Extensive changes
in terms of reconfiguration could be shown in all regions of the lateral ventricles with
accentuation of the middle and posterior parts. Pons and mesencephalic structures
withdrew form the clivus. In summery the ventricular roof drooped about 9 mm in average and the third ventricular volume decreased at least 10%.
Conclusions
Changes of brain tissue and ventricular size following endoscopic IIIrd ventriculostomy
can be captured using vectorfield analysis. Further studies are necessary to evaluate
the impact of these changes as criteria for surgical success.
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EXTRAVENTRICULAR INTRACISTERNAL OBSTRUCTIVE HYDROCEPHALUS (EIOH): THE CONCEPT AND FIRST CLINICAL SERIES
Uwe Kehler (J. Regelsberger, J. Gliemroth)
Klinik für Neurochirurgie, Universitätsklinikum Eppendorf, Hamburg,
Klinik für Neurochirurgie, Universitätsklinikum Schleswig-Holstein, Campus Lübeck

Objective
The theory of EIOH was invented to explain successful 3rd ventriculostomies (3rdVS) in
communicating hydrocephalus. The diagnosis is made when free communication between the ventricles and the great cistern coexisting with a downward bulged floor of the
3rd ventricle is found. A direct visualisation of an extraventricular obstruction is usually
not detected. The experience with our first 12 cases with this hydrocephalus subtype
is presented.

Results
In our 111 3rdVS we had 12 cases EIOH corresponding to 11%.. Third ventriculostomy was successful in 8 cases (shunt independent) and poor in 4 cases. We found in
7 cases a rigid floor of the third ventricle which was difficult to penetrate, and 8 had
adhesions inside the prepontine cistern. The cause of hydrocephalus was idiopatic in 7
cases, postinfectious in 2 cases, in 2 cases after intraventricular hemorrhage, and in 1
case after posterior fossa surgery.

Patients and Methods
Twelve cases with suspected EIOH were identified. The surgical observations (resistant
or soft floor of the 3rd ventricle, adhesions in the prepontine cistern) and the outcome
(good: clinical improvement with no shunt dependence; poor: shunt dependence) were
assessed. The mean follow-up was 8 months.

Conclusion
The success rate of around 67% (8/12) of 3rdVS in apparently “communicating” hydrocephalus supports the concept of EIOH. The high number of prepontine adhesions could
easily explain the intracisternal CSF pathway obstructions being partially responsible for
EIOH. The concept is now prospectively evaluated and supplemented with flow studies.
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ERGONOMIC ASPECTS OF A NEW NAVIGATION SYSTEM FOR
NEUROENDOSCOPY
Martin Scholz (S. Dick, K. Schmieder, S. Tombrock, A. Harders, W. Konen)
Neurochirurgische Universitätsklinik Knappschaftskrankenhaus Bochum,
Fachhochschule für Informatik, Bochum

Introduction
During development of navigation systems troublefree function of different moduls was
always to the fore. In comparison ergonomic aspects will be more important in the future
due to the increasing intraoperative imaging techniques used in neurosurgery. The new
developed VN ( visual navigation ) system uses previously stored endoscopic images for
navigational purposes. It can be runned parallel to conventional navigation systems.
Materials and Methods
A 5.9 mm rigid endoscope ( Wolf, Camaert) was linked to an optical position measurement system. Calibrated endoscopic images together with 3D data of the current endoscope position were transferred to a personal computer with the developed VN ( visual
navigation ) software. The moduls landmark tracking and measurement as well as virtual backmovement were tested simulating an operative situation in a human cadaveric
model. Endoscopic approaches via right or left frontal bure hole were used.
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Results
A typical learning curve was found with improvement in speed during usage of different
moduls. Number of mouse clicks as well as speech contacts between neurosurgeon
and engineer were analysed. This informations were used for software and hardware
modifications.
Conclusion
Improvement and acceptance of navigation systems can only be reached by analysis
of ergonomic aspects and stepwise improvement of hard- and software components.
Intense training with navigation system is necessary for optimal usage of this equipment.
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VALUE OF ENDOSCOPE-ASSISTANCE IN THE MICROSURGICAL
REMOVAL OF SKULL BASE MENINGEOMAS
Henry W. S. Schroeder (J. Oertel, M. R. Gaab)
Klinik und Poliklinik für Neurochirurgie, Universität Greifswald,
Klinik für Neurochirurgie, Nordstadt Krankenhaus, Hannover

Purpose
Microsurgical extirpation is the therapy of choice for the treatment of skull base meningeomas. The beneficial effect of endoscopes for a complete tumor removal is demonstrated.
Method
Twenty-two patients harboring a skull base meningeoma were treated using an endoscope-assisted microsurgical technique. The tumors were located in the cerebellopontine
angle (8), at the medial sphenoid wing (6), the planum sphenoidale (4), the tentorial incisura (2), the foramen magnum (1), and in the petroclival region (1). In all cases, most
of the tumor mass was removed under microscopic view. Extensions of the tumor within
the internal acoustic meatus or the optic canal as well as tumor parts hidden under
neurovascular structures were visualized using rigid rod-lens scopes with 30 and 70
angle of view. In 5 cases, residual tumor parts were removed under endoscopic view.
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Results
In three patients, residual tumor was found with the endoscope which was not visible
with the microscope. In 20 cases, the tumors were removed completely. In two patients,
residual tumor was left in the cavernous sinus and treated with radiotherapy. There was
no mortality. Permanent deficits included one facial and one oculomotor palsy. To date,
no recurrence has occurred (mean follow-up 20 months). In one patient who underwent
radiotherapy for intracavernous residual tumor, tumor progression was observed.
Conclusions
The endoscope-assisted microsurgical technique enables a total and safe tumor removal even when tumor parts are not visible in a straight line. Retraction of neurovascular
structures could be minimized. The extent of drilling of the internal acoustic meatus
could be reduced.
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NAVIGATED ANEURYSM SURGERY
Veit Rhode (V. Coenen, L. Mayfrank, F. Hans, J. M. Gilsbach)
Neurochirurgische Klinik, Technische Universität Aachen

Objective
The aim of the study was to investigate the role of neuronavigation during aneurysm
surgery. We hypothesized that neuronavigational 3-dimensional display of vessel and
aneurysm anatomy could be helpful for the surgeon during the critical steps of aneurysm treatment.
Methods
Neuronavigation was used during microsurgery for 45 aneurysms in 35 patients. With
a neuronavigational system, a 3-dimensional image of the arterial vascular anatomy
was generated either by manual (7 patients) or by semi-automatic segmentation (28
patients) of a computerized tomography (CT) angiographic data set. The 3-dimensional
image was then adjusted to the surgeon`s perspective by rotation. With a neuronavigational pointer, the surgeon linked the image information with the vascular structures in
his surgical field. If required, the image with the displayed pointer was rotated further
for visualization of hidden structures. After the operation, the surgeon evaluated the
role of neuronavigation.
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Results
Neuronavigation was deemed useful in 40 out of the 45 approached aneurysms (89
%). Neuronavigation helped to localize the aneurysm (n=25), understand the branching
anatomy (n=10), evaluate the projection of the aneurysm dome (n= 6), and to tailor the
approach (n=2). The role of neuronavigation was influenced by the site and size of the
attacked aneurysm. A favorable outcome was achieved in 32 of the 35 patients (91 %).

Conclusion
In our experience, neuronavigation facilitated critical steps of microsurgical aneurysm
clipping. We assume, that neuronavigation has the potential to improve operative results by reduction of the surgical trauma and avoidance of intraoperative complications.
The high rate of favorable results supports that assumption.
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IMAGE GUIDED TRANSSYLVIAN, TRANSINSULAR APPROACH
FOR INSULAR AND SUBINSULAR CAVERNOUS ANGIOMAS
Wuttipong Tirakotai (U. Sure, L. Benes, B. Krischek, H. Bertalanffy)
Neurochirurgie Klinikum der Philipps-Universität Marburg

Objectives
Surgical treatment of cavernomas arising in the insula is especially challenging due to
the proximity to the internal capsule and lenticulostriate arteries. We present our technique of image guidance for the surgery of insular cavernomas and assess its clinical
usefulness.
Methods
Between 1997 and 2003 we operated on 8 patients harboring an insular cavernoma
with the guidance of a frameless stereotactic system (BrainLab AG, Munich, Germany).
The neuronavigation was used (1) for accurate planning of the craniotomy, (2) for identification of the distal Sylvian fissure and finally (3) for finding the exact site of insular
corticotomy. Postoperative clinical and neuroradiological evaluations were performed in
each patient.
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Results
The navigation system worked properly in all 8 neurosurgical cases. Exact planning of
the approach and determination of the ideal trajectory for cavernoma was possible in
every case. All cavernomas were readily identified and completely removed using microsurgical technique. No surgical complication occurred, and the postoperative course
was uneventful in all patients.
Conclusions
Image guidance during surgery of insular cavernomas provides high accuracy for lesion targeting and permits excellent anatomical orientation. Accordingly, safe exposure
can be obtained due to a tailored dissection of the Sylvian fissure and minimal insular
corticotomy.
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NEURONAVIGATION: NEW TECHNIQUES FOR REFERENCATION
AND PATIENT TRACKING
Ulrich Hubbe (I. Arapakis, V. Vougioukas, T. Freiman, J. Zentner)
Neurochirurgische Universitätsklinik, Abteilung Allgemeine Neurochirurgie,
Universitäts-Hals-, Nasen, Ohrenklinik Universität Freiburg

There are several possibilities for referenciation of a neuronavigation system. Until now
pointer based referencation using preoperative implanted bone screws is gold standard
for this procedure. Nevertheless skin fiducials worldwide are used for the majority of
neuronavigations. There have been several attempts to overcome the intrinsic drawbacks of the use of skin fiducials. We present a new, marker free referencation system
and a new tracking device for neuronavigation without the need for rigid head fixation.
The skull mounted tracking device is fixed directly to the head of the patient by one
bone screw only. A tripod of pins gives additional stability. The face mask referencation
and tracking device consists of a self adhesive single use foil with 31 LED fixed on it. After the mask is fixed to the patients face, the Stryker navigation system is able to do an
automatic referencation to the calculated surface of the 3-D-Dataset of the patient.
In a cadaver study we compared the accuracy of the face mask referencation and tracking to bone screw based referencation and of the skull mounted tracking device to
conventional mayfield fixation. 50 measurements of accuracy during 5 referencation
procedures of each of these systems were performed. Using our new devices we could
achieve an accuracy comparable to that of the gold standard systems.
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VOLUMETRIC NEURONAVIGATION FOR SURGICAL PLANNING
AND VIRTUAL SIMULATION IN INTRACRANIAL PROCEDURES
Alireza Gharabaghi (S. Rosahl, A. Samii, G. Feigl, R. Shahidi, M. Tatagiba, M. Samii)
International Neuroscience Institute, Hannover,
Image Guidance Laboratories, Stanford,
Neurochirurgische Klinik, Universität Freiburg

With the advent of image guidance systems the intraoperative localization of intracranial lesions has become safer and damage to healthy tissue can be minimized. However, surgical planning and the operative approach are still largely based on tri-axial
images that have to be reconstructed mentally by the surgeon. We investigated the
possibility to plan and simulate surgical approaches to intracranial lesions based
on three-dimensional (3D) volumetric image rendering capabilities of a new navigation system (Image Guidance Laboratories, Stanford University, Palo Alto, California).
Sixty-six patients with intracranial lesions underwent preoperative CCT (1mm) and MRI
(1.5 or 3 Tesla) after placement of adhesive fiducial markers. The cortical surface and
the bony skull were reconstructed three-dimensionally based on a volumetric rendering algorithm with the Stanford image guidance system. By modulation of the opacity
of overlying structures, tumors could be visualized simultaneously with the bony and
cortical surface. Before surgery, a “fly-through” video option was used to simulate the
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surgical approach to the lesion. Real-time 3D image rendering of the cortical and bony
surface was possible in all patients. During planning, several possible approaches and
patient positions could be compared within seconds. The new guidance system allowed
for fast and easy assessment of the complex anatomical structure of gyri and sulci and
the course of hidden vessels.
The possibility to visualize the cortical surface in real time 3D images that match the
surgical situs represents a new quality in surgical planning and virtual simulation. This
feature by far surpasses tri-axial scan rendering and allows for instantaneous familiarization of individual intraoperative anatomy. In combination with virtual “fly-through”
options volumetric three-dimensional real time image rendering may become indispensable in neurosurgical planning, teaching and intraoperative navigation in approaches
to intracranial lesions.
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IMAGE GUIDED PLANNING FOR SURGERY OF PETROCLIVAL
MENINGIOMAS: SINGLE CORRIDOR OR COMBINED APPROACH?
Boris Krischek (U. Sure, L. Benes, H. Bertalanffy)
Klink für Neurochirurgie, Philipps Universität Marburg

Purpose
The management and choice of the surgical approach for petroclival meningiomas is
one of the challenges in skull base surgery. We reviewed our criteria for the decision
which surgical approach would be most appropriate with the aid of neuronavigation.
Material and Methods
In six patients diagnosed with large petroclival meningioma we used CT-based neuronavigation and fused these images with the MR image data. For the approach planning
the BrainLAB VectorVisionTM and I-PlanTM software was used.

Results
We planned the surgical approach by creating virtual surgical vectors and investigated
whether the tumor could be removed by a single operative corridor or if a combined
approach was necessary. The planned operative vectors helped in understanding that
in all six cases of large petroclival meningiomas a combined approach was necessary.
The lower and more posterior part of the tumors were reached using an anterosigmoidal
(transpetrosal) approach whereas the superior and anterior parts of the tumors were
attacked by a subtemporal (transtentorial) approach.
Conclusion
In all cases the preoperative digital planning encouraged us to remove the lesions via
a combined approach. The calculated vectors in single corridor approaches were not
sufficient, when radical removal was intended. Thus, preoperative digital planning helps
in opting for more invasive combined approaches rather than less invasive variants.
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FEASIBILITY OF MULTI-SEQUENCE MAGNETIC-RESONANCEIMAGING- (MRI-) BASED NEURONAVIGATION FOR RESECTIVE
EPILEPSY SURGERY
Mehran Mahvash (R. König, H. Urbach, J. v. Oertzen, B. Meyer, C. Schaller)
Neurochirurgie, Radiologie, Epileptologie Universität Bonn

Objective
Many epileptogenic lesions (e.g. hamartomas) are visualized on particular MRI-sequences only (e.g. FLAIR), whereas better anatomical resolution for surgical orientation is provided by T1-weighted MRI. Furthermore, these lesions are hardly visible on
the surface of the brain at surgery. As precise surgical planning for delineation of the
lesion/epileptogenic zone is essential to achieve seizure freeness, the aim of the present study was to integrate multimodal visual information into a neuronavigation system
(BrainLab VV²) for resective epilepsy surgery.
Methods
n=44 patients (23m, 21w) aged from 3-68 (mean: 35) years underwent epilepsy surgery using the following protocol for multimodal image guided resection: One day prior
to resective surgery the patients underwent 3D-MR imaging (TR 20; TE 3,6; number
of slices 150; pixel size (mm) 1.00 x 1.00; matrix 256 x 256, slice distance 1mm;
flipangle 30) including T1-weighted, T2-weighted and FLAIR-sequences. The images
were transferred to the workstation in DICOM format. Fourteen of the n=44 patients
underwent navigated placement of subdural strip and grid electrodes for presurgical
evaluation prior to resective surgery. Using the planning software the FLAIR and/or T2images were co-registered with the T1-weighted dataset. The respective lesions were
semiautomatically segmented. The image sets were then displayed on the navigation
station on site for guided resection.
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Results
In most patients the extent of epileptogenic lesions (n=9 Hamartomas; n=12 Astrocytoma; n=8 Cortical Dysplasia; n=7 Ganglioglioma; n= 6 Cavernoma; n=1 Meningeoma;
n=1 PML) was better seen on the FLAIR/T2-images. The co-registered T1- and FLAIRimages allowed for identification and precise surgical resection. The fact that the lesion
and the regional anatomy were visualized on the screen at the same time during surgery
has enhanced the surgeon’s orientation and confidence significantly.
Conclusion
Multimodal neuronavigation on the basis of image fusion is helpful for identification of
poorly visible lesions on standard MRI-sequences. This could be achieved by co-registered T1- and FLAIR/T2-images displaying the respective lesions in good spatial resolution. Recall of this information during surgery from the navigation system’s screen
assists in achieving the goal of individualized resection of pathological as well as of
epileptogenic tissue.
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»NAVIGATED CONTROL« – NAVIGATED AND INTERACTIVE
CONTROLLED DRILLING IN SPINAL SURGERY
Wilhelm Thomale (M. Kneissler, A. Hein, M. Maetzig, T. Lueth, C. Woiciechowsky)
Department of Neurosurgery, Charité, Virchow Medical Center, Humboldt University,
Center for Mechatronic Medical Devices, Frauenhofer IPK, Berlin

Objective
In recent years navigation systems have been well established in spinal surgery particularly for pedicle screw placement. However, integration of surgical instruments especially drills into navigation is rarely described. The purpose was to develop a system that
allows a navigated and feedback controlled drilling. This system was tested for accuracy
in an experimental setting.
Methods
A spinal navigation tool (RoboSpineTM) was developed by the authors recently for
spinal surgery. The spatial orientation of the pneumatic drill (Zeppelin, Germany) was
registered by a LED camera and passive markers. In addition a power control valve
was installed into the pneumatic supply of the drill. The valve is feedback controlled
by the navigation system and allows drilling only in predefined areas. Hence, drilling
automatically stops, while entering regions of risk. In order to test the accuracy of
the system, a cube made of plaster with known geometry and a fixed reference frame
was used. A virtual cylinder was defined within the cube as the drilling volume. Using
the navigated control system in the surface of the cube was drilled the pre-planned
cylinder. Following this procedure in five cubes, 20 diameters of the cylinders and 50
points at the drilling limit were collected as coordinates using a mechanical spatial
measurement system (Bronze arm, Faro, Germany). These points were compared to the
virtually planned diameters and surface points and differences in Z-coordinates were
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calculated as deviations. In addition a spinal cadaver was used to simulate a navigated
spinal decompression procedure. In CT images the extent of laminectomy was planned
using the RoboSpine workstation. Following the decompression at the borders of bony
structures deviations from the preoperative plan were quantified as precision of the
navigated drilling.
Results
The pre-defined cylinder in the plaster cube could be profiled as previously planned
using the Navigated Control technique. Deviations from the diameter were up to 0.8 mm
(mean: 0.5±0.1mm) Deviations in Z-coordinates from the virtual surface were quantified with an maximal amount up to 0.8mm (mean: 0.4±0.1mm). Using the navigated
drilling tool in the spinal cadaver the decompression could be performed accurately.
The drilling procedure caused no damage to the dural sack and nerve roots as predefined areas of risk. Deviations from the planned borders were quantified in a range from
0.1 to 1.5 mm (mean 0.79±0.2mm)
Conclusion
Navigated Control – is an navigated and feedback controlled drilling system which can
be integrated in different purposes of bony decompression. In spinal surgery the spinal
canal and nerve roots might be exposed easier and more safe. Further applications
might be drilling procedures in the skull base.
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GOALS AND STRATEGIES IN THE COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH CENTRE SFB 414 “COMPUTER AND SENSOR ASSISTED SURGERY”
Heinz Wörn
Institut für Prozessrechentechnik, Automation und Robotik,
Universität Karlsruhe (TH)

Within the collaborative research centre SFB 414 concepts for the whole surgical process flow are developed, including image data acquisition, 3D/4D modelling, operation
planning, intraoperative application and postoperative quality assurance. Pilot projects
in heart and cranio maxillofacial surgery demonstrated the concepts and methods
developed as prototypes in the first and second funding period. These prototypes are
currently tested by surgeons under clinical conditions.
The projects in head surgery aim to develop the operation room of the future in cranio
maxillofacial surgery. A process flow from data acquisition up to intraoperative application of a surgical robot and augmented reality systems could be realised and tested in
different scenarios. In the current third funding period, clinical tests are focussed. The
abilities of the surgical robot system could be successfully demonstrated during the first
operation on a patient in April this year. Two different systems for augmented reality in
the operation room are also intended to be tested during a real case in the near future.
Focus of the heart projects is the development of methods for a computer and sensor
assisted process flow of operations in heart surgery. New procedures for quantification
and visualization of multidimensional data have been developed for operation planning
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which are applied now in mitral valve surgery. The interaction between heart and the
pre and post cardiac system have been systematically evaluated. This information could
be identified to be essential for the simulation of interventions. Different examinations
on animal cadavers and isolated human heart muscles were used for modelling and
systematic validation. Thus, a first significant step towards a heart lung machine as autonomous robot was done. In so called intermediate projects basic methods and tools
for surgical interventions in head and heart surgery are developed. Different modules
for the reduction of artefacts, image data fusion, segmentation, three and multidimensional visualisation and soft tissue modelling were implemented. These modules are
provided as tools for the development of surgical applications. Moreover, the developed
methods could be evaluated in simulations and cadaver studies.
The collaborative research centre SFB 414 aims to develop basic methods and procedures for the computer assisted surgery and the operation room of the future. A lot of
contacts to medical companies were established in order to transfer the results to the
medical industry.
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ULTRASOUND-BASED TECHNIQUES FOR COMPUTER-ASSISTED
DIAGNOSTICS IN CARDIAC SURGERY
Mark Hastenteufel (I. Wolf, S. Mottl-Link, H.-P. Meinzer)
Deutsches Krebsforschungszentrum, Abt. für Medizinische und Biologische
Informatik/B010, Abt. für Herzchirurgie, Universität Heidelberg

The reconstruction of the velocity field from the acquired Doppler data can be interpreted as an inverse problem. Inverse problems are often ill-posed, which means that
they do not have a unique solution or the solution is not continuously dependent on the
input. A well-known method for solving such ill-posed problems is to integrate some apriori assumptions about the solution. We have tested Tikhonov regularization to solve
the reconstruction problem.

Purpose
Diseases of the cardiovascular system are the most common cause of death in the western world. Most cardiac diseases, like coronary artery disease or valve defects, are related to wall motion malfunctions. The knowledge about the complex three-dimensional
(3D) heart wall motion pattern provides valuable information for diagnostic procedures.
The method of choice in clinical routine for diagnostic procedures is echocardiography.
3D echocardiography is preferable to 2D echocardiography due to the three-dimensional geometry of the heart. Beside morphology, tissue velocities can be obtained by
Doppler techniques (tissue Doppler imaging, TDI). However, Doppler echocardiography
has one major limitation: one can only determine the velocity component towards the
transducer position. This results in a high angle dependency of the measured velocities. Therewith, quantification becomes very sensitive to transducer position and one
gets a high inter- and intraobserver variability. A reconstruction of the complete vector
field is desirable.

Another approach for estimating complete vector-valued velocity fields is to acquire
multiple Doppler images from different directions. After that, these images have to be
registered. For that, a tracking system can be used. The tracking system measures
the position of the ultrasound probe with respect to a fixed coordinate system. We use
a magnetic position system (miniBird 500, Ascension Technology Corporation) with 6
degrees of freedom for the tracking of the ultrasound transducer.

Methods
We have integrated well known methods for cardiac motion analysis by means of tissue
Doppler into an interactively usable software environment, making them available in
clinical everyday life. Furthermore, we are currently developing methods for estimating vector-valued velocity information from tissue Doppler echocardiography. These
methods are based on mathematical modelling of motion as well as on the usage of
tracking sensors for the acquisition of multiple datasets from different positions.
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Results
To proof the feasibility of the method quantitatively, we generated some artificial data
with typical velocity patterns and applied a simulated Doppler measurement. For the
evaluation of the reconstruction accuracy we used the angular error measure as well
as the distance error measure. Simple translational motion patterns can be perfectly
reconstructed. For more complex motion patterns, the error can be significantly reduced. For example, the angular error of the contraction pattern is reduced from initially
50 % to 12 %.
Conclusion
The presented methods aim at the reconstruction of complete velocity fields using
Doppler echocardiography by means of regularization and combination of multiple data
acquisitions. This has the potential to overcome common limitations of Doppler echocardiography, making it more reproducible and enabling to study the complex three-dimensional dynamic behaviour of the heart movement.
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A MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF A HEAT-EXCHANGER FOR
CARDIOPULMONARY BYPASS
Gunnar Meyrowitz (C. Bauer, T. Schmidt, U. Kiencke, C.-F. Vahl)
Institut für Industrielle Informationstechnik, Universität Karlsruhe,
Herzchirurgische Abteilung, Universitätsklinik Heidelberg

Purpose
Controlling patients’ temperature is a very important part during cardiopulmonary
bypass. The primary benefit of lowering the patients’ temperature is a reduction in
metabolic rate (approximately 7% per 1ºC), and consequently reduction in oxygen consumption, thereby offering some degree of protection during cardiac arrest. Usually
the perfusionist controls the Heart-Lung-Machine, which includes the manual control
of the water-temperature of the Heater-Cooler-Device. But for regulating the patients’
body core temperature, there are no standardized and reproducible procedures available. So, if the patients’ core temperature should be controlled, the properties of the
physical systems like Heater-Cooler-Device or Heat-Exchanger have to be considered.
Therefore these systems have to be analysed and expressed as mathematical equations. In further steps, these analyses are important for adequate temperature control
for patients in future automated perfusion systems.
Material and Methods
Not only the properties of the Heater-Cooler-Device or Heat-Exchanger have to be
considered, also additional influences like the in- and output of fluids or the environment temperature have to be taken into account. In this paper we propose a
mathematical model of the Heater-Cooler-Device, the Heat-Exchanger and the tube
connections. Basically the modelling of these systems can be ascribed to the energy balance equation. Each system can be separated in infinite small subsystems in
which temperature and masses can be seen as constant. The first law of thermodynamics implies that the internal energy changes with transfer of heat and / or energy.
With help of these equations, the temperature gradients can be calculated.
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Results
Mathematical models for
– Heater-Cooler-Device
– Heat-Exchanger
– Tube connections
were implemented and tested in Matlab/Simulink.
The Dep. of Cardiac Surgery of the University of Heidelberg has permitted access to
the mentioned systems and to the required data. We compared the measured and the
simulated data. The simulations show that we were able to reproduce the system temperature dynamics.
Conclusion
The simulations provide good results concerning equivalence to the measured data
from the set-up of the Dep. of Cardiac Surgery mentioned above. The models are specific for the chosen set-up and components of the perfusion systems, , so these models
need to be validated in controlled experimental set-ups. By implementing these models
in Matlab / Simulink, they can easily be integrated in control systems for perfusion
during cardiopulmonary bypass.

SFB-3

SIMULATION OF VENTRICULAR ACTIVITY IN VENTRICULAR
PACING USING MATHEMATICAL MODELS IN A PORCINE MODEL
BASED ON 3D-ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC IMAGES
Gunnar Seemann (G. Reinerth, T. Schmidt, M. Reumann, O. Dössel, C.-F. Vahl,S. Hagl)
Institut für Biomedizinische Technik, Universität Karlsruhe und Herzchirurgie,
Universitätsklinik Heidelberg

Purpose
The purpose of this study is to develop towards a computer model based planning environment for therapeutic cardiac interventions, i.e. hemodynamic optimal placing of
ventricular leads in permanent pacemaker implantations.

Results
Nine hearts were studied in situ. We found that the cellular automaton enables us to
simulate the electrical behavior of the heart nearly in real time and that it reproduces
the properties of the heart in different ventricular pacing locations.

Material and Methods
Mathematical models are used to describe the electrophysiology of the heart based on
an anatomical model. In this study a cellular automaton was utilized to express the characteristics of each cardiac cell and the excitation to neighboring cells with a rule based
system depending on tissue type, stimulus frequency and refractory period. Tissue
heterogeneities, fiber orientation and specific properties of the cardiac conduction system are considered. The anatomical model is created based on 3D-echocardiographic
data of porcine ventricles. The simulation results were validated in an animal model
using a porcine ventricular pacing model with complete AV-block. While performing a 3D
echocardiography, a balloon catheter for endocardial mapping was sequentially introduced into the left and right heart chamber to record the electrical excitation propagation
in the beating heart. Temporary ventricular leads at 3 different sites at the right and left
ventricle stimulated the heart. Hemodynamic parameters were measured and matched
to the electric excitation propagation by simultaneously recorded electrocardiograms.
The acquired data were compared with the calculated extracellular potentials of the
computer simulations.

Conclusions
This model of cardiac electrophysiology enables us to simulate the effects of therapeutic interventions pre-interventional, i.e. hemodynamic optimal placing of ventricular
leads. We further aim at the integration of force development and deformation of the
cardiac muscles, hemodynamic influences and flow dynamics in this models for a more
quantitative description of the simulation results.
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SFB-4

A NEW COMPUTER MODEL OF MITRAL VALVE HEMODYNMICS
Szabó Gábor (L. Waite, S. Hagl, C.-F. Vahl)
Abteilung Herzchirurgie, Universität Heidelberg,
Rose-Hualmen Institute of Technology

Background
Though advances in echocardiography, quantitative description of left ventricular diastolic filling and mitral valve function remains difficult. We developed a lumped parameter model of left ventricular filling and validated in porcine trials under physiological
conditions and valve replacement.

Conclusion
The new lumped parameter model of left ventricular filling allows for the first time a
detailed simulation of pressure and flow curves in the left heart including transmitral
hemodynamics.

Methods
Six animals were instrumented with aortic flow meter, left atrial pressure catheter and
combined left ventricular pressure-conductance catheter. The model simulates ventricular and arterial pressures and flows during diastolic filling. Input parameters include
maximum mitral valve area, blood viscosity ans density, atrial compliance, left ventricular active relaxation characteristics and initial pressure and flow values. The outputs of
the model are atrial and ventricular pressure as well as transmitral flow as a function
of. The model primarily consists of a system of four first-order, non-linear ordinary differential equations which were solved with MATLAB software.
Results
Left atrial and ventricular pressure data and model curves were nearly identical. Figure
1 shows a very good agreement between measured and model transmitral flow curves.
Measured and model based calculation of E-wave (8.86±2.22 vs. 8.45±1.31 ml) and
total filling volume (12.1±2.1 vs. 11.9±1.7 ml) were also similar. There was a good
correlation (r= 0.97 p<0.0000001) between measured and and calculated volume values in a range of 2.5 to 22 ml. Measured and simulated pressure and flow curves and
volume values showed also a satisfactory agreement after valve replacement.
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SFB-5

A NEW CONCEPT FOR PROCESSING MR IMAGES OF MITRAL
VALVE INSUFFICIENCY
Roland Unterhinninghofen (J. Albers, C.-F. Vahl, R. Dillmann)
Institut für Rechnerentwurf und Fehlertoleranz, Universität Karlsruhe,
Abteilung Herzchirurgie, Universitätsklinikum Heidelberg

Purpose
A patient’s prognosis after reconstructive interventions in mitral valve surgery largely
depends on the right timing of the intervention. The surgeons’ decision relies on preoperatively acquired data. Angiography and echocardiography are common modalities,
more recently magnetic resonance imaging has also been used. However, the latter is
not yet well established in clinical routine, although it offers excellent image quality. In
the following we present a new concept to evaluate mitral valve insufficiency on the basis of MRI data. Our software tool that is currently being implemented offers full 4D visualization of regurgitation jets. Additionally we want to quantify regurgitation volumes.

Thus this procedure results in a patient specific model with segmented left atrium and
left ventricle and with the mitral valve in between. On the basis of that model expressive visualizations can be computed combining volume-rendered heart morphology with
3D streamlines. Alternatively a color Doppler like representation could be generated.
In the next step we envisage using the model to quantify regurgitation volumes. This can
be done by integrating the flow through the mitral valve. While the position of the valve
is already known from the model, the movement of the valve must be compensated.

Material and Methods
Using most recent MR imaging sequences, we acquire 3D morphology data and 3D blood
flow information as complete velocity vector field. Via ECG-triggering we take several datasets at about 10 discrete times over the heart cycle. After preprocessing the MR data is
matched with a generic model. The model describes geometrical and functional aspects
of the heart that are relevant to the problem (See figure). Basically it consists of two
elastic balloons that represent the left atrium and the left ventricle. These two balloons
must be placed manually into the MR image, where they automatically adapt to the actual shape of the patients left atrium and ventricle. This is very much like active contours
based segmentation. But in our case we use both the standard morphological image
data and the flow vector field data which enhances the accuracy of the segmentation.

Results and Conclusion
The whole concept is currently being implemented. First results are very promising,
especially concerning the segmentation based on the flow data. However, the actual
accuracy of the segmentation is to be carefully evaluated because it essentially influences the accuracy of the quantification of the regurgitation volume. New findings on
the compensation of flow artefacts that have recently been published by other groups
may be taken into account. Although MRI is not yet routinely used for the assessment of
heart valve insufficiencies, its fundamental aptitude has been shown by many research
groups. Especially the flow measuring capabilities make it a very interesting modality.
However, most approaches to evaluate mitral valve insufficiency from MRI are limited
to 2D or require tedious manual segmentation. We believe that our approach will offer
a nearly automatic way to create the visual and quantitative information surgeons need
to take their decision.
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SFB-6

OPERATION PLANNING AND ITS AUTOMATION IN CRANIO
MAXILLOFACIAL SURGERY
Oliver Schorr (G. Eggers, C. Haag, S. Haßfeld, H. Wörn)
Institut für Prozessrechentechnik, Automation und Robotik, Universität Karlsruhe (TH)
Klinik für Mund-, Kiefer und Gesichtschirurgie, Universität Heidelberg

The intraoperative application of complex computer assisted surgical tools like our
surgical robot system RobaCKa require preoperative planning and treatment simulation. Therefore, we developed within the frame of the collaborative research centre SFB
414 a planning environment called KasOp. It is a planning tool for three dimensional
visualization, landmark definition for intraoperative registration, definition of trajectories for osteotomy, and simulation of bone relocations. However, the evaluation by our
surgical collaborators at the University of Heidelberg showed that there is the need of
simplifying and reducing the interaction of the surgeon with the complex planning environment. In order to achieve this we started developing several automation methods for
less-interactive surgical planning presented in this paper.
Our first automation method is based on three requirements: the use of reference
data, the alignment of the reference and predefined trajectories. Reference data in
this context means models of physiologically shaped data sets of persons of same age
and sex like the patient. Using reference data enables the surgeon to easier compare
the patients malformed skull with a typical physiological shape. Differences between
both models are calculated and represented colour coded on the patient surface model within the three dimensional display. The registration of the reference data to the
patient is accomplished by three corresponding landmarks on both data sets. In order
to increase accuracy we introduced as well an iterative closest point method after the
preliminary registration by landmarks. The corresponding trajectory can be selected out
of a set of trajectory types which have been predefined by surgical experts. Selection
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support is given by the colour coded distance deviations of patient and reference. After
selection and registration of a reference and the selection of the trajectory, our newly
developed method is able to map the trajectory from the reference onto the patient, so
that the surgeon only needs to modify the trajectory rather than planning it completely
new. This principle is achieved by using an elastic deformation method.
The second automation approach is the automated surveillance of medical restrictions
which have to be taken into account during planning. Until now, the surgeon intraoperatively needs to take care that bore holes for the fixation of screws have a minimum
distance to the trajectory. As we are planning to perform the drilling of the holes by our
surgical robot, we need to preoperatively define their positions and orientations. In order to support the surgeon during planning we integrated surveillance methods for the
detection of distances too bow between holes and trajectories. Moreover, the detection
of volume collisions during relocations of bone structures are integrated.
With the newly developed methods presented in this paper, we are able to do automated planning of trajectories on patient models and to do automated examination of the
planning data properties (collisions, minimum distances etc.). The results of our two
automation approaches are promising. The surface based registration method for automated trajectory planning with the iterative closest point method turned out to produce
inadequate results if the reference and the patient surface have large differences. However, landmark based alignment seems to be sufficient for the mapping process.

SFB-7

A ROBOT SYSTEM FOR PRECISE CRANIOTOMIES IN CRANIOFACIAL SURGERY
Dirk Engel (W. Korb, J. Raczkowsky, S. Haßfeld, H. Wörn)
Institut für Prozessrechentechnik, Automation und Robotik, Universität Karlsruhe (TH)
Klinik für Mund-, Kiefer- und Gesichtschirurgie, Universität Heidelberg

Purpose
The aim of the surgical robot system RobaCKa is to assist the surgeon in craniofacial
surgery. In this medical field bone repositionings are carried out close to vital parts and
change the later patient appearance in a high degree. The co-work of surgeon and robot
allows to combine the surgeon’s skill and experience with the robot’s high precision.
Material and Methods
In order to realise this co-work a process model was defined. This process model comprises the following phases: location decision, initialisation, calibration, registration,
interactive/autonomous intervention, and the analysis.
The task of the first phase is the determination of the optimal alignment of robot and patient. This step is performed semi-automatically with the initial alignment as input of the
algorithm. The result is a rating of all valid (all trajectory points are reachable and free
of collisions) alignments. The criterions for the rating are: feasibility of the trajectory, no
proximity to singularities, no collisions of robot and patient, no collisions of the robot arm
segments towards each other, and finally the consideration of the surgical access path.
Within the initialisation phase the calibration state of the robot system components is
determined automatically carrying out several plausibility tests.
If any of the tests fails the calibration of this component is initiated automatically during
the following calibration phase. Afterwards, the next step is the registration whereby
the alignment of the patient in relation to the robot base is calculated. The registration
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is based on four titanium screws as fiducial landmarks. First, the fiducials are marked
using the input device tracked by an infrared navigation system. After this gross location measurement, the robot pathway can be checked for reachability. Furthermore, the
planned alignment can be imported and the OR personnel is piloted in order to find the
planned patient/robot alignment. Thereby, the navigation system measures the movements between patient and robot and the robot control points out how to move the
robot (which is mounted on a lowerable platform) or how to adjust the operating table.
After that, the robot approaches the landmarks about 25 mm and the surgeon guides
the tool tip, for additional accuracy, force-controlled into the cones. Then, after the
registration, the actual intervention can be started. Two operation modes are realised:
In the interactive mode the surgeon is capable to guide the robot but is blocked if he
reaches restricted areas, and in the autonomous mode the robot carries out bone cuts
autonomously but under the supervision of several sensors and the surgeon. During
all explained phases of the process model the relevant sensor data and the surgeon
activities are recorded. In order to handle this amount of data the user is supported
by a software tool which provides three different views: a surgeon oriented view (user
interactivities), a robot oriented view (robot movements), and a sensor oriented view
(visualization of force/torque and navigation system data).

Results and Conclusion
The surgical robot system RobaCKa which is based upon the previously described process model was successfully tested in a first patient trial.
More patient trials will follow.

SFB-8

AUGMENTED REALITY IN SURGERY: CLINICAL STUDIES
Tobias Salb (H. Hoppe, G. Eggers, S. Haßfeld, J. Raczkowsky, H. Wörn, R. Dillmann)
Universität Karlsruhe (TH), Lehrstuhl für Industrielle Anwendungen der Informatik und
Mikrosystemtechnik (IAIM), Universität Karlsruhe (TH), Institut für Prozessrechentechnik, Automation und Robotik (IPR), Universität Heidelberg, Klinik und Poliklinik
für Mund-, Kiefer- und Gesichtschirurgie

Purpose
Complex surgical interventions are more and more realized with the aid of computerbased operation planning systems and suitably prepared data from CT, MRI or other
imaging systems. The most important step from the preoperative planning to the intraoperative realization consists of providing the planning data in a reasonable and easy
to handle way without forfeiting the preoperatively achieved accuracy. Presently, the
intraoperative presentation of planning data is mostly realized via monitors with overlays of navigated surgical instruments. But in contrast to permanently redirecting the
view from the patient to the monitor and back again, surgeons prefer looking directly at
the planning data in the operation situs. Within the framework of the Collaborative Research Centre 414, two different augmented reality systems were developed to achieve
this demand.

tracking of the patient and the glasses a commercial NDI Polaris system is applied.
The initial registration of the patient is realized by using artificial landmarks on a bite
splint. The optional calibration procedure is similar to well-known camera calibration
algorithms. Occlusions in the overlay result can be detected with the help of two CCD
cameras mounted on top of the display, where a depth map is generated and compared
to a model of the operation situs.
Results
In a first clinical study, the systems were tested at the Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery/University of Heidelberg. We evaluated the whole process chain
from image acquisition to data projection and determined the overall accuracy.
For the projector-based system, we obtained a maximum deviation of 1.4 mm by moving the
patient (due to soft part displacement) and of 0.9 mm by changing the projector’s position.
The display-based system showed a maximim deviation of 3.89 mm in tests performed with a phantom skull in the operational environment. However, registration and
calibration are currently being optimized to achieve better intraoperative results.
In November 2002, the Ethics Committee of the Medical Faculty of the University of
Heidelberg affirmed our application for a clinical study with real patients, which will be
performed in August 2003.
Conclusions
The first clinical testing showed that the developed augmented reality systems meet
clinical demands. For the conference, we will hopefully be able to show first results of
the evaluation with real patients during a surgical intervention.

Material and Methods
The first system is projector-based and simply consists of a common video projector and
two CCD cameras. The projector allows overlaying the operating field with planning data
and additional information with high resolution. Furthermore, the projector can be used
as scanning device by projecting coded light patterns on top of the patient. The resulting
surface scan can be matched to the appropriate surface from CT or MRI. This results in an
accurate initial data transformation, where further movements of the non-fixed patient are
detected by stereoscopically tracking passive markers attached to the patient’s maxilla.
In the second system a see-through head-mounted-display is used for visualization and
overlay of planning data and additional information over the operation situs. For optical
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SFB-9

SAFETY OF ROBOTIC AUTONOMOUS STERNOTOMY: EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF CT BASED OPERATION PLANNING
Jörg Albers (S. Haßfeld, C.-F. Vahl)
Chirurgische Universitätsklinik, Abt. Herzchirurgie,
Klinik für Mund-, Kiefer- und Gesichtschirurgie, Universität Heidelberg

Purpose
Surgical robots act with high accuracy, and therefore may be helpful tools for interventional approaches. However, important safety aspects are not yet systematically examined. The purpose was, to examine experimentally the safety of robotic autonomous
sternotomy.
Material and Methods
In domestic pigs (n=7), trajectories for median sternotomy (15 cm, n=14) were executed in an OR setting by a 6-degrees-of-freedom (DOF) robot (CASPAR-modified). Threedimensional (3 D) trajectory planning used segmentation and raytracing of spiral computed tomography (CT) data. Experiments (n=14) were blinded for two different slice
thickness values (2 mm (n=7), 4 mm (n=7)). For position control, infrared navigation
system (INS) was used. Force guided registration (implanted titanium screws) mapped
robot to INS coordinates. Force limitation (35 N) was used for autonomous action. Continuous 3D raw data were recorded simultaneously.
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Results
No person was endangered by the robot, no emergency stop had to be performed. Average number of INS interruptions was 4.00 +/- 5.42 cases (range 0 – 20 cases, EE 1.45
cases, median 2 cases), leading to 4 forced repetitions of registration. The average
registration error was 1.45 +/- 0.78 mm (range 0.54 – 3.14 mm, SEE 0.22 mm, median
1.15 mm); 1 case of > 2mm led to trajectory deviation. Operation planning based on
CT data revealed similar accuracy when using both slice thickness options (4 mm, 2
mm; n.s.).
Conclusion
Safety of autonomous robotic sternotomy was assessed systematically. CT based operation planning allowed safety margins of < 3mm. Exact mapping of 3D coordinates,
accuracy of 3D operation planning using CT data, reliable force control and position
control are crucial prerequisites for safe robotic action. In the future, computer aided
methods for real-time motion compensation may further enhance safety of surgical
robot application.

SFB-10

OPTIMISATION OF POLYGONAL MODELS OF THE CRANIUM
Sascha Däuber (G. Eggers, R. Krempien, U. Mende, S. Haßfeld, J. Raczkowsky,
H. Wörn)
Institut für Prozessrechentechnik, Automation und Robotik, Universität Karlsruhe,
Klinik für Mund-, Kiefer- und Gesichtschirurgie, Universität Heidelberg

Purpose
Three-dimensional models of the patient’s anatomy are the basis for modern applications in computer-assisted surgery or radiology. In order to create these models the data
is processed in a series of steps that transforms the initial raw data (CT/MRT volume
images) into the three-dimensional models (triangle meshes). The process includes
segmentation, tessellation, simplification and mesh relaxation which can strongly effect the quality of the models. However, because of the high requirements on a clinical
application the accuracy of used models has to be assured.
In this work we present methods to asses the accuracy of models and to optimise their
creation.
Methods
In order to create high quality models with low amounts of triangles we firstly developed
a method to asses the accuracy of the mesh. The measurement of the absolute accuracy is a difficult task, because the only reference we have is the initial image data itself.
However, we can asses relative errors which are added up to an overall error. The initial
creation of the model (e.g. with “Marching Cubes”) and the segmentation are estimated
by using a back-projection. In doing so we virtually cut the model with the CT/MRTslices and merge the resulting 2D-contour with the original grey-value image. A visual
inspection is necessary but gives an excellent feedback regarding the absolute accuracy. Further mesh optimising steps as simplification and relaxation are treated with
the software system KaNalyze, with which two models can be compared quantitatively.
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The differences of the two models (e.g. before and after a certain process step) can be
measured globally (Hausdorff-distance, statistical parameters) or locally (nearest point,
nearest vertex, etc.). Using KaNalyze we can especially measure the errors added by
algorithms that already work with a model.
After the accuracy of the model is well known, different ways, e.g. algorithms and parameters, can be checked with regard their potential to improve the models. In an iterative process the user can find the ideal way to generate polygonal meshes of certain
anatomical structures.
Further methods of improvement include local adaptation of the mesh using area-ofinterests and a mid-slice evaluation. The latter method allows for the evaluation of
algorithms and their parameters using phantom data.
Results
The accuracy of the process chain to create a certain model can be analysed. We can
improve the resulting models significantly, normally from errors about 2 mm down to
errors about 1 mm, depending on the used data.
Discussion
The presented strategy enables us to create models of segmented skulls with high
accuracy while using a fair amount of triangles (“as accurate as necessary, as decimated as possible”). The results are absolutely necessary to make use of the models
in medical applications. The models are optimised and their errors are well known.

SFB-11

INTERACTIVE SEGMENTATION IN THE CHILI (TELE-)RADIOLOGY
SYSTEM

layout, control of tools and presentation of feedback. To overcome these difficulties we
favored a large work space for image display, direct control (e.g. image-oriented) and
immediate feedback of the tools.

Tobias Kunert (A. Schröter, T. Heimann, M. Schöbinger, T. Böttger, I. Wolf,
H.-P. Meinzer)
Deutsches Krebsforschungszentrum Abt. Med. und Biol. Informatik (B010),
Heidelberg

Following these guidelines we implemented several interactive tools for image segmentation with a very general scope. The applied methods cover both region- and contour-based approaches. To give full control over the segmentation results also manual
techniques (drawing, painting) are included. As problem-oriented strategies might lead
to more efficient solutions, we defined a dedicated software interface to incorporate
these for specific segmentation tasks.

Purpose
Segmentation of image data builds the fundament for many processing steps of computer-assisted surgery. Surgeons as well as radiologists demand not only appropriate
segmentation tools, but also software environments that integrate seamlessly into the
present workflow and facilitate the tedious work. Contributing computer scientists are
often interested in extending such environments by additional tools and getting easy
access to both images and segmentations.

Results
The CHILI (tele-)radiology system builds together with the software module a reasonable solution for image segmentation as part of the surgery planning procedure. With it
radiologists and surgeons are able to work on the segmentation task in a well-known
software environment. The user-oriented design has given rise to many improvements
of the whole segmentation process. To study the effects we are currently working on
appropriate evaluation methods.

Material and Methods
In the collaborative research center „Computer- and Sensor-Supported Surgery“ (SFB
414, DFG) we decided to employ the CHILI (tele-)radiology system as a common framework for data exchange and software development. Within the project „Evaluation and
Application of Interactive Segmentation Techniques in Clinical Routine“ we developed a
software module for image segmentation taking the above considerations into account.
By means of the programming interface the radiology system provides, the module was
tightly coupled with the existing system functions (e.g., data transmission) and operating elements (e.g., lightboxes), so that radiologists would become familiar in a very
short time.

With respect to clinical collaborations it is remarkable that the data transfer functions
of the radiology system remain fully operable, since the segmentation results are
stored the same way as the images. Thus, the segmentations can be easily transferred
to experts (radiologists) for approval, or they can be easily exchanged in collaborative
projects. Furthermore, the data export function allows computer scientists to post-process the segmentation results with widely available software packages like MatLab,
IDL, etc.
Conclusion
Integrating the segmentation process into the teleradiology system simplifies not only
the clinical workflow, but supports also the collaborative work in research projects.

The software design was guided primarely by the experiences we gained in clinical
collaborations and further by usability heuristics (e.g., for efficiency and learnability).
Furthermore, we analyzed the weaknesses of the image processing workstations which
are commonly used today. Thereby, we identified many problems with respect to screen
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Abstract. One of the steps during the implantation of hearing aids and cochlea
implants is the creation of a shallow implant bed in the thin skull bone. Correct
placement of the implant is paramount but difficult to achieve preoperatively.
The profile of the calotte, which can be determined through e.g. 3D imaging, is
important for this task. Additionally, in a robot-based surgical operation, the final position and orientation of the implant must be known before milling starts
to ensure optimal fitting. We present an algorithm which allows semi-automatic
determination of this optimal placement through both the planning system and
the surgeon. The computer supports the surgeons with his speed and accuracy,
while the robot aids in the precise execution.

1 Motivation
Case numbers for hearing loss are rising steadily. There are several kinds of hearing loss
which can be handled with different types of hearing aids. Implantable hearing aids help
with defective auditory canals. The ossicles are excited mechanically1. Cochlea implants
directly stimulate the acoustic nerve in the cochlea, bypassing the sensitive hairs situated
there2.
During actual implantation of the hearing aid, the surgeon excavates an implant bed in
the thin skull bone for one of the components (the amplifier). This milling procedure takes
about a quarter to half an hour, requires maximum concentration of the surgeon and is
thus physically exhausting. The bone often has to be resected up to the border of the dura
mater, resulting in complications near the end of the process when the milling head tears
through the dura.
Robotic milling, however, has several advantages over the conventional method:
− A robot needs no rest; precision stays the same over extended periods of time.
− Tearing of the dura during manual milling can be avoided.
− Furthermore, a high and reproducible process quality can be guaranteed.
1

2

We differentiate fully implantable hearing aids (e.g. TICA by Implex) and partly implantable
ones (e.g. Vibrant Soundbridge by Med-El/Symphonix).
Examples are the Tempo+ by Med-El and the Nucleus by Cochlear.

Positioning of the implant in the bone usually occurs before and during the operation
and is based on the surgeon’s experience. Robot-based milling, however, requires complete preoperative planning, since intraoperative changes are costly in terms of time and
risk. This calls for optimal planning procedures. Automation of surgical interventions
allows to let this positioning be performed by the computer.
This work describes the robot-based RONAF system for implantation planning and
milling in the skull [Henrich02], which for the first time performs this position optimization, co-operating with the surgeon.
First, we give a short overview over existing planning methods in section 2. Then, we
describe the preparation of the optimization (section 3) and its execution (section 4). Finally, experimental validation through a comparison with manual optimization is described in section 5.

2. State of the Art
We present a short overview of existing planning systems in computer- and robot-assisted
surgery as well as optimization procedures that are suited for use in such systems.
Planning of position and orientation (only called position from now on) of milling volumes is an important step in computer- as well as robot-assisted surgical interventions.
One possibility is direct registration of the patient with a coordinate system that is associated with the milling volume and the robot, e.g. through manual guidance (force following) of the robot. Basically, three non-collinear points on the patient suffice for intraoperative position definition. The robot should be usable as transparently as possible through
appropriate control algorithms [Stolka03]. While this procedure is easy to implement, the
user may have problems with the additional abstraction from the milling volume to the
representing points during force following.
An image-based variant is to display a three-dimensional template of the milling volume within the planning data (e.g. slice or biplanar images) and to position it manually.
This is especially important in complex or mechanically loaded environments (e.g. the
mastoid or the femur). Planning of the implantation of e.g. hearing aids can be done this
way [Dammann01]. The mastoid is being measured through spiral CT images and converted into a triangle mesh. Both the mastoid and an implant geometry are then displayed
in the virtual reality system REALAX, allowing a preoperative implantability check. This
demonstrates that current computer systems exhibit sufficient performance for such simulations.
Implantation of hip endoprosthesises with the ROBO-/ORTHODOC system is done in
a similar way [Davies00]. Position planning of the femur endoprosthesis is performed by
displaying together a CT-based three-dimensional model of the bone with an implant
template, which can be manipulated manually. Then, milling paths are generated to be
followed by a SCARA robot, which performed the first orthopedic intervention on a human in 1992.
Radermacher et al. have developed the CRIGOS-System for robot-based orthopedic interventions, e.g. hip implantation [Brandt02]. Position planning is done by displaying
template geometries into a three-dimensional reconstruction of the bone from biplanar
image data; this way, avoiding CT imaging.

Concerning optimization algorithms, we differentiate between several types of algorithms, depending on the problem at hand [Hamacher03], [Hocks95]:
− Linear problems can be solved with standard algorithms like Simplex (first choice for
smaller problems with less than 1000 variables) or Karmarkar (best for problems larger
than 1000 variables).
− Non-linear problems can be solved through algorithms from one of the following subclasses: Algorithms that optimize the single variables successively and those that optimize all variables simultaneously. Among the first type, we find discrete optimization
and gradient descent algorithms, while the latter include Simulated Annealing and
Downhill Simplex.
− One ocurence of nonlinear problems is the matching of general geometries (registration). One can use matching algorithms like the Closest Point Algorithm or the stochastic variant Iterative Closest Point.
The investigated task is to automatically optimize the position of an implant geometry
(the milling geometry) in relation to the skull profiles (the milling material). Optimization
criteria are geometric relations between the respective contours (cf. section 3). Because of
the irregular shape of the bone, these cannot be stated in linear form, which is why we do
not use linear optimization. Instead, we settled for a discrete optimization procedure which
matches points of the milling geometry as good as possible with their respective counterparts on the milling material. Planning data is based on slice imaging because of the complex structures in the intervention region which cannot be reconstructed from e.g. biplanar
data.

3. Preparatory Steps for Optimization
For the optimization process, we need a description of the milling volume as a threedimensional triangle mesh as well as image data of the milling material, e.g. from CT slice
images.
From the description of the milling material, we generate two 2.5-dimensional height
arrays DKU (lower profile) and DKO (upper profile) which allow interpolating read access
to achieve higher lateral precision of the height information. Each (x, y) position thus
holds only two z indices for the bone; therefore information is lost when the bone undercuts (cf. Figure 2). Hence, the presented procedure is specialized on flat bone structures.
From the triangle description Dstl of the milling volume, however, we generate a
rastered voxel representation DV, starting from which we calculate three sets of optimization points serving as representatives of the volume for the optimization:
− The set OUA of points at the outer ridge of the lower contour. These points have to stay
at least one millimeter above the lower bone profile after optimization.
− The set OUI of points which are on the lower contour as well, but which sit five millimeters nearer to the center. After optimization, these points need to lie above the lower
bone profile.
− The set OO of optimization points at the upper ridge of the milling volume. These serve
as hints for the fit of the upper profile of both milling volume and milling material.

In Figure 1, the regions where the two sets of lower optimization points can be found
are marked on the main module of the TICA implant. For OUA and OUI we single out the
locations with the highest curvature changes of the lower and upper contour of the milling
volume. These locations sit near the edge of the milling volume and belong to the optimization points. For volumes with only slightly curved edges, one finds the locations where
the curvature begins, while for volumes with sharply defined edges one finds exactly those
edges.

Figure 2: Original, undercutting bone geometry (left); representation used by the program
Figure 1: Lower optimization point sets OUI, (right) (grey: image points defined as bone)
OUA marked on the lower contour of the TICA
implant

For the optimization, the sets of optimization points given in a local coordinate system
are transformed into the coordinates of the milling material and the resulting optimization
value is calculated. The same transformation is applied to all points, i.e. the milling volume is treated as a rigid body.
The optimization problem is formulated as the minimization of the optimization value.
This is achieved through minimization of the distance between the upper contours of both
the milling volume and milling material, expressed as mean square error (MSE) distance
vopt between points from OO and their projections onto DKOI along the z axis. The smaller
this value, the better aligned are the upper profiles.
An optimization constraint is that the milling volume may not protrude below the lower
milling material profile since the implant might lose fit later. Directly at the edge of the
milling volume, remaining bone thickness must be at least one millimeter, and some bone
support must still be in place five millimeters further to the center of the milling volume.
This guarantees a “balcony” of bone below the implant. However, because of the dura
mater’s elasticity and because the bone still offers enough support even through only a
few contact points, we can allow that up to a few percent (in the experiments we set this to
10%) of the optimization points violate this constraint. The optimization constraint value
vcond is calculated by counting points from OUA or OUI that lie below DKUI along the z axis.

4. Optimization Process
Position optimization is done cooperatively. The user, giving an initial position for the
milling volume, and the program, fine-tuning this position, take turns. When the user
agrees with the position he terminates this cooperative process.
For the automatic optimization steps, the program is restrained to a small region around
the position proposed by the user. The knowledge and experience of the user could not be
exploited if the program searched for a global optimum over the whole represented skull
area. Thus, the proposed scheme does not search globally, but seeks out a local optimum

in the vicinity of the starting position1. The user can selectively disable subsets of the six
degrees of freedom, gaining even greater control over the result of the cooperative optimization.
For the automatic optimization, we use a discrete optimization scheme. The degrees of
freedom are rotations r ∈ ℜ³ about the x, y, and z axes as well as translations s ∈ ℜ³ along
the x, y and z axes. Of these, only one is modified at a time. Input for the algorithm are the
initial values for the rotations r0 ∈ ℜ³ and the translations s0 ∈ ℜ³ which are both determined through the user’s initial position.

Figure 3: Optimization of one variable. On the x axis, we find the value of the current degree
of freedom plotted against the iteration step n on the y axis. The marked point indicates the
chosen value from the neighboring imax ones.

Furthermore, there exist boundaries for the translation and rotation values to be determined during optimization. This enforces a resulting position in the vicinity of the initial
position given by the user. The three translations have an initial motion range fS ∈ ℜ³ of
20 millimeters in each direction to search for better positions. The positions to be checked
are distributed equidistantly around the current position s; we check imax = 21 different
positions. The interval length defining the position range is being reduced with the factor
l = 0.95 after each iteration, guaranteeing convergence of the algorithm (cf. Figure 3). This
applies analogously for rotations. Their initial range fR ∈ ℜ³ of 1 rad (180°) in each direction is being reduced as well.

5. Experimental Validation
For experimental validation, we test the performance of the proposed automatic optimization procedure in relation to the user’s. In order to do so, we create an artificial planning
situation in which both have to optimize the position of a hearing aid component in the
skull bone.

1

Since we employ a multidimensional discrete optimization procedure, an exhaustive
neighborhood search would result in combinatorial explosion. Therefore, we simplify to one
dimension and thus search for “one-dimensional local optima”.

As a visual aid, a graphical preview of the milling volume, the optimization points and
the milling material is presented (cf. Figure 4). The milling volume position can be modified through sliders. The optimization and constraint values vopt and vcond are calculated
and displayed concurrently.

Figure 4: Two views of the TICA implant with part of the image data, in optimized position

Three initial positions of the milling volume are set randomly. From this position, both
the user and the program are allowed to perform optimization. The values of the optimization values are not shown to the user to preserve the original planning situation with only
visual hints. As soon as the user wishes to end optimization, the values are displayed and
saved. Then the program performs the optimization, for which the resulting values are
saved. The durations of the optimizations are recorded for both the program and the user.
Finally, the milling volume and the milling material are exchanged systematically and this
process is repeated.
We used three implants geometries: Combi40+ (by Med-El), Vibrant Soundbridge (by
Med-El/Symphonix) and TICA (by Implex). The image data sets used were segments of
CT data of a real skull (Os temporalis, resolution 0.4×0.4×1.1mm³) and a synthetic geometry (a layer of thickness 4.4mm). The experiment was carried out with two test persons
which were allowed to learn manipulation of the positions before the experiment.
The results of the experiments with the real skull geometry follow. The results with the
synthetic geometry were similar; however, for some experiments, the automatic optimization procedure needed two steps to reach a good enough position. This was caused by a
position too high above the surface – the algorithm converged too fast to reach the surface
(reduction of the motion interval length l; cf. section 4).

Implant
Combi4
0+
Soundbridge
TICA

ttotal [min:sec]
User
Program
0:50.65
0:55.57
0:12.03
0:43.35
1:02.28
0:34.05
0:56.46
1:05.12
0:53.40

0:04.99
0:05.05
0:08.28
0:05.03
0:10.20
0:05.50
0:08.90
0:06.22
0:05.87

vopt [mm2]
User
Program
0,61
28,68
23,84
15,21
10,33
1,21
21,91
15,19
2,94

0,34
7,55
0,21
0,38
0,38
0,47
1,78
0,97
2,01

User

vcond [%]
Program

0
0
0
0
0
0
43,77
28,06
2,99

0
0
0
0
0
0
4,13
0,14
4,90

Table 1. Comparison of duration t, optimization value vopt and constraint violation vcond of
manual and automatic position optimization of three implants in the temporal bone

The results confirm the expectation that the automatic optimization procedure is superior compared with the user. The duration t of the optimization runs is very small on the
system used (five to ten seconds, excluding preparation), the optimization value vopt is
always smaller than the user’s (with a factor of 1.5 to 40), and finally, the constraint
(vcond < 5%) is never violated, in contrast to manual optimization.
Furthermore, the optimization value is calculated considering only the generated optimization points. Hence, this value does not necessarily reflect the actual quality of the
position as the milling volume might infringe on the lower milling material profile between those points.

6. Conclusion
The experiments show that automatic position optimization is superior to the manual
procedure, at least insofar as the criteria used in this work are relevant.
The proposed procedure is applicable only to plane milling material structures by principle. This restriction is based in the 2.5-dimensional representation of lower and upper
profile of the milling material. Furthermore, the material must be non-undercutting.
The curvature-based procedure to generate optimization points is suited for the implant
geometries used, but results in inferior point sets for highly rounded geometries – an extreme case would be a sphere. Without clearly defined edges, there are no clear curvature
changes that could be used for optimization points. However, a human user would have
problems with the position planning for such geometries as well.

7. Future Work
As an extension for the proposed scheme we will use 3D ultrasound imaging as an option
or an alternative in order to enhance the axial precision of the image data for at least an
order of magnitude [Federspil03]. This would directly yield the two bone profiles instead
of necessitating an error-prone reconstruction. This is relevant since for the used robot
system, the achievable accuracy is higher along the z axis, allowing less conservative
position planning [Stolka02].
Of major relevance for the application are the used optimization criteria. Until now, we
only considered the mean distance and protrusion below the milling material. Other criteria for our application include the orientation and the distance of the implant component
relative to the mastoid as well as to the outer ear; those will be integrated in the next steps.
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Purpose

Successful planning and execution of neurosurgical procedures is still highly dependent on the surgeon being able to mentally reconstruct the patient’s individual anatomy and intraoperative geometry from image volumes acquired preoperatively on a slice by slice basis. In our approach, we investigated the use
of interactive three-dimensional (3D) volume rendering enhanced by overlaying
polygonal objects representing a variety of pre- or intraoperatively determined
structures, e.g. borders of a craniotomy.

2

Material and Methods

A fixed cadaver head from the institutional department of anatomy (Hannover
Medical School) was used. The following three approaches were dissected in the
cadaver head: retrosigmoid, frontolateral, and frontotemporal (pterional). Five
reference markers (4 × 1 mm titanium micro screws) were implanted around
the respective craniotomies. A high resolution bony CT scan with 1 mm slice
thickness was then performed at a gantry = 0.
An IGS device (MKM, Zeiss, Oberkochen) was used to scan the surgical
site: Microsurgically relevant structures were scanned by measuring discrete,
characteristic points of the outline of these structures. This data was then used
to create polygonal models of the neurosurgical anatomy.
The CT dataset was matched to the polygonal data by computing an appropriate transformation for the position of the reference markers.
Following data conversion, interactive visualization of the datasets on a PC
was done using a program with an intuitive graphical user interface (GUI). The
program was built utilizing the Tcl/Tk interface of the Visualization Toolkit programming library (VTK 4.2, Kitware inc., USA, [1]). VTK’s integrated support
for hardware accelerated volume rendering was used on systems equipped with a

VolumePro VP1000 card (Terarecon inc., USA, [2]) to achieve almost real time
frame rates even when interactively visualizing large datasets. Software based
volume rendering was used when running the program on normal PCs. To adapt
the visualization to specific needs, either predetermined or user-defined transfer
functions for color and opacity could be employed. In the scene, the camera was
easily moved to predefined positions for better spatial orientation or definition of
a specific view depending on the area under investigation. In cases where relevant
structures were obscured by unimportant ones, it was possible to interactively
define a region of interest represented by an arbitrarily oriented box.

3

Results

Through adjustment of a variety of visualization parameters, e.g. opacity and
color transfer functions, important structures could be visually enhanced. Polygonal structures were easily integrated in the visualization.

4

Conclusion

Almost real-time frame rates for interactive volume visualization with embedded
polygonal objects can be achieved even with Multislice-CT data using hardware
accelerated volume rendering. But even on an average PC without hardware
acceleration, our solution is still fast enough to allow for a good understanding
of the complex anatomical geometry.
Among other things, future work needs to be done on enhancing the interactive specification of transfer functions, e.g. as described in [3].
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Fig. 1. Polygonal model of the pterional approach intermixed with the planning
CT which was used for navigation.
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Abstract. In this paper we introduce a finite element based strategy
for simulation of brain deformation occuring during neurosurgery. The
phenomenon, known as brain shift, causes a decrease in accuracy of neuronavigation systems that rely on preoperatively acquired data. This can
be compensated for with a computational model of the occurring deformation process. Applying model calculations to preoperative images, an
update within the operating room can be performed. One of crucial concerns in the context of developing a physical-based model is the choice of
governing equations for description of the physics of the phenomenon. In
this work, deformation of brain tissue is expressed in terms of a 3D consolidation model for a linearly elastic and porous fluid. The next, crucial
issue is ensuring stable calculations within the chosen model. For this
purpose, we developed a special technique to generate the underlying
geometry for the simulation. With this technique an unstructured tetrahedral grid is created, whereon time-dependent finite element simulation
is then performed in an adaptive manner. We applied our algorithm to
preoperative MR scans and investigated the value of the method.

1

Introduction

Neurosurgical procedures are supported by patient-registered neuronavigation
systems. However, it is a well-known fact that during the course of an operation a
significant brain displacement takes place [5, 7]. Both cortical shift and changes in
deeper brain structures were reported in the literature. This leads to a significant
decrease in accuracy of intraoperative image guidance and thereby to a higher
risk of a surgical intervention.
One of the solutions to compensate for this is intraoperative MR imaging [5,
7]. This technique is very powerfull, however, it does not solve all problems. This
approach does not contribute directly to a physical analysis of the nature of the
phenomenon and thus does not enable performing a preoperative simulation and
planning of surgery. It has also some practical constraints due to the necessary
changes in the operating room for the acquisition of an intraoperative scan.
Non-linear registration algorithms of the pre- and intraoperative MR brain
scans have also been extensively investigated [9, 11, 12] as another strategy to

2
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couple with the problem. Another possibility to compensate for the brain shift
is to apply a computational model that incorporates a variety of physical factors having influence on occurring deformations. Within such a model a surgery
planning is also possible.
Such physical based computational models can be categorized according to
different mathematical description of the brain tissue. Simple approaches concern
soft tissue as a linearly elastic material. In [3] different physical models for solid
medium and for fluid are coupled. There exist also porous media models that
describe tissue as continuum saturated with a fluid. In this context, deformation
of the tissue is computed according to external forces and to fluid diffusion [8].
The method introduced in this paper is based on the Biot consolidation
theory that models diffusion of a viscous fluid in a linearly elastic and porous
medium [10]. We present a complete scheme of generating the tetrahedral geometry for the model and of consecutively solving differential equations with a
finite element method (FEM). In order to increase the accuracy the calculations
are conducted on an adaptively subdivided mesh, according to the experiences
of our group [2]. Boundary conditions are set with respect to the position of the
skull opening.
The paper is divided into 4 sections. Section 2 addresses the geometry generation. In Subsection 3.1 the physical model of the brain tissue is described. The
method for solving the system of constitutive equations is described in Subsection 3.2. Results and conclusions are presented in Sections 4 and 5.

2

Geometry Generation

Governing equations are solved with FEM on a volumetric computational domain consisting of tetrahedra. Generation of this mesh is performed in two steps.
Firstly, a triangulated brain surface is constructed from a brain volume segmented from MR data. This is performed with a special algorithm, in order to
assure that triangles in the surface are well shaped. This has a significant influence on the further tetrahedrization and thus for numerical convergence of the
FEM.
An initial mesh is created from the brain segmented from an MRI scan of
a human head with the Marching Cubes algorithm. However, this mesh is very
fine and consists of up to a million triangles. Thus, we reduce the resolution of
the mesh using the algorithm introduced in [1]. Subsequently, we apply several
steps of the relaxing and fitting operator. The relaxation improves the shape of
the triangles. The common relaxation approach is to use a discrete version of the
Laplacian, which causes shrinkage of the mesh and so the computed resulting
vertices lie far away from the surface. Therefore, we only use the tangential
part of the Laplacian. After the relaxation step the fitting operator has to be
performed in order to place the vertices back onto the isosurface.
Finally, the region defined by the optimal, in terms of regularity, outer triangle surface is subdivided into tetrahedra with the software GRUMMP [4].

Fast and Adaptive Finite Element Approach
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3.1

3

Computational Model
Governing Equations

We consider the brain to be a linearly elastic medium saturated by a viscous fluid.
The basis for the mathematical description of our model are time dependent
partial differential equations of the diffusion process and of elasticity in a solid, as
presented in [10]. The constitutive equations are coupled, which e.g. induces that
compression of the solid enhances the fluid flow due to increased pore pressure.
On the other hand, an increasing pore pressure results in stress in the deformable
solid matrix. In the equations, fluid pressure is refered to by p(x, t) and the
displacement vector by u(x, t). The parameter t expresses time dependency in
the system.
−(λ + µ)∇(∇ · u(x, t)) − µ∆u(x, t) + α∇p(x, t) = f (x, t)
∂
(c0 p(x, t) + α∇ · u(x, t)) − ∇ · k∇p(x, t) = h(x, t)
∂t
u(t) = 0 on Γt0 , σij (u(t))nj − p(t)ni βχS = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 on Γt
∂p(t)
∂
= h1 (t)χS on Γf .
p(t) = 0 on Γf0 , − ((1 − β)u(t) · n)χS + k
∂t
∂n

(1a)
(1b)
(1c)
(1d)

Parameters corresponding to elastic properties of the solid are the stress tensor σij , the Lamé constant λ and the shear modulus µ. α ≥ 0 is the coefficient of
the mechanical coupling of the fluid pressure and the porous solid. The amount
of fluid which can be forced into the medium by pressure increment under conservation of the volume of the medium is expressed by c0 ≥ 0. A measure of
Darcy flow with respect to pressure gradient is given by k ≥ 0.
The boundary Ω is subdivided into complementary parts: Ω = Γt0 ∪Γt = Γf0 ∪
Γf (see Equation 1c and 1d). The boundary condition 1c requires a specification
of the displacements on the clamped boundary Γt0 (e.g. u(t) = 0) and of a balance
of forces on the traction boundary Γt . In boundary condition 1d the pressure on
the drained boundary Γf0 and a balance of fluid mass on the complementary flux
boundary Γf have to be given.
Characteristic functions of the traction boundary Γt and the boundary Γs =
Γf ∩ Γt (which is neither drained nor clamped) are denoted by χt and χs , respectively.
3.2

FEM Calculations and Adaptive Mesh Refinement

The equations are integrated over time and then discretized on the underlying tetrahedral mesh using the Galerkin approach. Subsequently, the resulting
equation system is corrected according to discretized boundary conditions. The
computations are performed adaptively, in order to have higher accuracy of the
solution, what is especially important in the regions of larger displacements [2].
The process is iterative, a first solution of the poro-elastic equations is computed with a solver for large sparse systems. Then, the loop for the iterative
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mesh refinement is entered. At each step of this process, for every mesh element
its local error coefficient Eδ is computed, being a weighted sum of the gradient
of the displacement vector and of the pressure:
X
Eδ =
ω0 |∇p| + ω1 |∇u| .
(2)
Then elements are marked for refinement according to this error coefficient.
Subsequently, local refinement or unrefinement of the mesh is performed. Finally,
a solution on the new grid (e.g. see Figure 1) is calculated.

Fig. 1. Triangular surface of the brain from one of the experiments after two adaptive
refinement steps. Bottom view

The advantage of an adaptive finite element computation is that a high accuracy of the solution can be obtained while keeping the number of nodes and
element very low. This results in much lower computation times and lower memory requirements, in comparison to traditional non-adaptive approaches. This is
a crucial issue in a numerical simulation, where the discretization domain has a
very complex geometry, as in the case of the brain shift problem.

4

Results

We validated the model conducting three experiments with real data from patients. We considered pairs of MR T1-weighted scans of the human head taken
before and after craniotomy. Significant brain shift was observed in all cases.
After the generation of an initial tetrahedral mesh, each pair of the datasets
was registered rigidly in order to set boundary forces acting upon the brain.
The forces were set according to the size and position of the skull opening. This
method allows a good correspondence between the operative situation and the
model.
A simulation was then performed. As parameters, we chose µ = 724.1 Pa,
λ = 6500 Pa, α = 1 and c0 = 0, as in [6]. During each simulation 5 time steps
were executed. Then the position of nodes in tetrahedral mesh were updated

Fast and Adaptive Finite Element Approach

5

according to the FEM solution. Subsequently, the results from the experiments
were quantitatively analyzed. A maximal cortex displacement was assessed to
be between 6.3 mm, 9.8 mm and 10.5 mm for respective cases. This did not
exactly cover the displacement measured directly in the MR scans, however the
direction of the brain surface movement and the proportional relation among
the cases were captured.
In addition to the quantitative analysis, a visual inspection of the calculated
deformation was performed (see Figure 2). It allowed a more intuitive insight
into the results of the experiments. The most significant displacements were
observed in the region, where the respective skull had been opened. They were
decreasing with increasing distance from the position of the opening.
12 mm

0 mm

Fig. 2. Displacements at the brain surface coded with gray values. Dark areas are the
areas of maximal shift, in the brightest parts no shift occurred

An important advantage of the presented technique is a very significant reduction of computational time. This is due to the adaptive way of calculations.
This method enabled to reduce the number of elements to be processed to about
1% in comparison to a non-adaptive approach, with two levels of uniform subdivision. While the number of tetrahedra was drastically reduced, accuracy in the
regions where the deformation had the biggest magnitude was sufficient, due to
the subdivision criterion based on a local error coefficient.

5

Conclusion

A model-based approach for the simulation of brain shift was presented. The
model describes the brain tissue as an elastic and porous meterial using Biot
consolidation theory. Consolidation equations were solved with a finite element
technique, performed in an adaptive way in order to reduce the number of processed elements and thus the computational time. This benefit was gained without a significant lost of accuracy, since at every stage local error coefficients
were computed. The initial volumetric grid was generated with a special care
for its regularity, which ensured stable computations. Validating experiments
conducted with MR data provided promissing results.
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Material properties chosen for the simulation experiments need further concern, as the values reported in the relevant literature differ substantially. This is
mainly conditioned on limitations in exploration of these physical properties of
the brain tissue in vivo.

6
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ARSyS-Tricorder – Development of an Augmented Reality System for intraoperative navigation in maxillofacial surgery
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For overcoming this problem of precision Augmented
Reality is considered to be a promising technology.
The aim of the ARSyS-Tricorder project is the
development and the integration of an Augmented Reality
System into the operation theatre (OR) facilities of the
Department of Maxillofacial surgery at the Technical
University Clinics in Munich. The system is going to be
optimized with respect to the requirements and the
ergonomic situation in the operation theatre.

Abstract
We present in this paper the development of a novel
Augmented Reality System for intra-operative navigation
in reconstructive, maxillofacial surgery. The system is
going to be integrated into the OR at University clinics of
the Technical University of Munich. Therefore it is driven
by low-cost PC machines and capable of facing medical
CE certification. The system provides navigational aid
during reconstructive maxillofacial surgery. It displays,
e.g. the autologous transplant, nerves, vessels, and tumor
onto the patient who is tracked by an infrared tracking
system. The also tracked surgeon perceives these data
structures by passive stereo glasses as three-dimensional,
stereoscopic objects while looking through the tracked
AR display system that consists of a approximately DIN
A4 display screen and a semitransparent mirror. The
display system is attached to an OR lamp arm and thus
can be positioned above the patient’s pelvis (donor site
for the transplant) and above the patient’s face
respectively.

For supporting the surgeon during the intervention the
AR System displays three-dimensional, stereoscopic
anatomical structures and the three-dimensional,
stereoscopic "surgery path" inside the operation situs.
Thereby, the "surgery path" does not only include form,
volume and position of a tumor to be removed but hidden
nerves, blood vessels and soft tissue structures as well.
Furthermore pre-operative planning data such as
osteotomy lines are going to be projected, e.g. for the
extraction of the optimized transplant from the pelvis for
the reconstruction of the lower jaw.

1. Introduction

2. System Design

Since 1992 the Clinic and Policlinic for maxillofacial
surgery at the Technical University Munich is specialized
in the reconstruction of skull parts using autologous
transplants. For defining the best-suited form and volume
of the transplant, matching technologies with threedimensional CT data sets are already in use.
The principle problem of the surgeons is that preoperative
transplant design accuracy in the range of sub millimeters
cannot be achieved during the surgery. In order to
overcome these problems a video matching tool has been
developed at the Department of Maxillofacial surgery
which overlays CT planning data with operation situs
imagery. Although this technique improved the achieved
accuracy during the surgery tremendously it is not
sufficient yet as the matching is perceived as twodimensional only on a remote monitor display.

In the introduction it has been already mentioned that
ARSyS-Tricorder is a navigation system that projects the
3 dimensional planning and surgical path onto the patient.
This implies that pre-operative medical data sets have to
be prepared and pre-processed already before they are
getting projected. On the other hand it implies also that
the surgeon has to have control over these projected data
sets during the surgery. Hence the complete system can
be divided into different areas as follows:
•
•
•
•

1

data generation
data pre-processing
data rendering and projection
data manipulation and interaction
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The complete ARSyS-Tricorder system set-up is shown
in Figure 1.

Beside the data transfer to the rendering machine, the
possibility for interacting with the data has to be
provided.
Since the ARSyS-Tricorder is an AR system and thus
there exist special constraints concerning the rendering of
the volumetric and polygonal data with respect to realtime, the Fraunhofer Software Framework Avango is
chosen.
The interaction is implemented using this software
framework too. For doing so, it is useful to look at the
interaction from two different perspectives; the
interaction area of the surgeon and the one of the OR
nurse (see Figure 2).
Ergonomic and task analysis’, which have been carried
out before the project, have led to the insight that the
most suitable selection between different data sets is
realised by a touch screen panel. In other words, the OR
nurse presses a corresponding button on a touch screen
display since she is responsible for providing the surgeon
with the data structures he asks for at a certain point
during the surgery. An appearing sound feedback
supports this selection process and minimizes selection
errors. The PC that is necessary for driving the touch
screen also has got a console for booting up the system
(see Figure 1).

Figure 1. This shows the complete ARSyS-Tricorder
system set-up and data flow. It consists of data
generation in MR and CT scanners, data preprocessing (segmentation and matching of CT and MR
data sets) as well as data rendering, projection with
the AR display and interaction with the data.

2.1. Data flows and Software
The data generation produces MR and CT data sets of the
patient. I the pre-processing phase these data sets are
going to be filtered, segmented and matched.
For exchanging the data between the location of data
generation (Univ. of Munich) and the pre-processing
location (caesar research center in Bonn), the DICOM
format is chosen.
The matching process of the data sets (CT and MR)
results in obtaining one data set finally, that contains the
information of both image-generating methods. For doing
so semi-automatic methods with rigid, affine, and elastic
transformations are used for the registration of the data
sets[1]. Then, the segmentation step is making use of
semi-automatic methods for extracting anatomical
structures of higher interest. While generating label
images this way, it is much easier to separate these
interesting areas by their colour when it comes to the
rendering process.
However, after the pre-processing is completed off-line,
the data is sent to the rendering PC in either a polygonal
or volumetric format. The exchange of data between the
pre-processing software “Julius” and the real-time
rendering software “Avango” is implemented by the
integration of VTK (Visualization Tool Kit) in
Avango[2], since Julius[3] is a wrapper around this
software. The transfer itself can happen using ftp for
example.

Figure 2. Shown is the interaction with the system
from two different perspectives. One interaction area
is dedicated to the OR nurse, the other one to the
surgeon. The surgeon interacts via a cubic mouse
input device[4],[5] with the segmented, multi-modal
data, positions clipping planes and controls the
transparency of the latter. The OR nurse provides the
surgeon with the data structures he asks for at a
certain point during the surgery. For this she presses
the corresponding button on a touch screen display.
Sound feedback supports this action.
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The interaction data enter into the touch screen and
registered by the corresponding PC is transferred to the
rendering PC via a LAN network using corba. There, the
interaction data is read and interpreted by the Avango VR
Software Framework where loading the appropriate data
set is triggered. Thus the information arrived at the
interaction area of the surgeon.
The data sets are rendered and depending on the data type
(polygonal or volumetric) a special interaction is enabled.
As a man-machine interface to the visualized data sets the
surgeon makes use of the cubic mouse input device (see
Figure 2, down left). With this input device the surgeon is
able to position clipping planes, corresponding to the
three medical axes (coronal, sagital and transversal). In
addition the transparency values can be set for each data
object separately just by turning a specific rod (axis) of
the cubic mouse. The potentiometer values (0 to 1)
correspond to 8 bit alpha values (0 to 255).

special image generating display screen and a halfsilvered mirror. Hence the passive stereo images can
be directly projected onto the patient underneath the
display.

The two DLP projectors project their light onto the
display screen. The images are generated through a
special light diffraction process inside the screen. Since
the projectors have about 1500 lumens the image is so
bright that it allows for being reflected in the semitransparent mirror (see Figure 4).
This mirror is positioned above the patients face or pelvis
respectively since it is mounted into an OR lamp arm
(Section 1 and Figure 3). The surgeon looking through
the mirror perceives the virtual 3D object coming from
behind the mirror. With the right view frustum the 3D
objects can then be registered with the patient itself,
namely the face and the pelvis, allowing for overlaying
the transplant, the nerves, the vessels, the tumor, muscles
and all information the surgeon needs during the
reconstructive surgery.

3. AR Display System Hardware
In the last section the software implementation of
ARSyS-Tricorder as well as the data flow is described. It
shows where data sets are generated, where they are
visualized and how the surgeon and the OR nurse interact
with the system and how they use it for their purpose of
navigation.
However, the key for the visualization is the AR display
system. At the time of writing this publication, the system
is designed already, the concept exists, it is constructed
and it is getting installed in the OR soon for first intraoperative usage (see Figure 6).
The display system consists of two DLP projectors,
circular polarization filters, a special image generating
display screen and a half-silvered mirror (see Figure 3).

Figure 4. The projectors project the light onto the
display screen. The images are generated there and
reflected in the semi-transparent mirror. The surgeon
looking through the mirror perceives the virtual 3D
object coming from behind the mirror.

The surgeon perceiving the stereoscopic effect wearing
light circular polarization glasses is still able to work
underneath the mirror. Since light diffraction is
polarization proof, creating the images on the display
screen and reflecting it in the mirror is not a technological
problem.
The reason for integrating the display into an OR lamp
arm is the small amount of space in the OR. Usually the
surgical team consists of 3 surgeons, 1 OR nurse, 2-3
assistants and 1 anaesthetist. They are all located around
the patient, which reduces the available space for

Figure 3. The ARSyS-Tricorder AR Display System
consists of two DLP projectors, polarization filters, a
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installing the display. The touch screen display is
positioned into the surgical tool section of the OR nurse,
covered by a plastics foil in order to guarantee
sterilization. The nurse itself can then just use her finger
(covered by gloves) to press the graphical buttons on the
screen whereas the surgeon uses the sterilized handles on
the display arm frames. The white grips are shown in
Figure 5 and 6.

system has to face medical CE certification before it is
allowed to be integrated in the OR of the university
clinics at Technical University Munich. The certification
consists basically of electrical safety tests according to
VDE 0750/0751 and measurements of electromagnetic
emissions and compatibilities according to VDE 0871/EN
55011. All clinical tests for certification and clinical tests
according to the German Law for Medical Devices (MPG
§ 17 /6) are going to be carried out as well.
Although the new AR display system is going through all
steps for clinical certification the mobile display
technology lends itself to training and educational
purposes because it can be quickly installed and
calibrated in instructional and operating rooms. Figure 6
shows the ARSyS-Tricorder at the MedTec Fair in
Stuttgart in March 2003.

Figure 5. The two DLP projectors are mounted in a
cooled box that allows for transporting the cooling air
outside the OR environment. The display, the mirror
as well as the handles (grips) can be sterilized. The
lamp arm allows for dragging the whole display
system above the donor site of the transplant (pelvis)
and the patient’s face respectively.

Figure 6. ARSyS-Tricorder at the MedTec Fair in
Stuttgart in March 2003. It is interesting to mention
that the marker points at the user’s head, the doll’s
head and the display are no active markers but
reflected the flash light of the camera when taking the
photo.

However the image generation is the heart piece of the
ARSyS-Tricorder System, tracking has to be done in
order to obtain always the correct perspective view onto
the aligned 3D objects with the patient. For doing so it is
obvious that beside the surgeon’s view point, the position
of the display system as well as the position and
orientation of the patient’s body (face and pelvis) have to
be tracked. The tracking system, chosen in this project, is
a infrared tracking system (Dtrack) provided by the
German company Advanced Realtime Tracking GmbH in
Herrsching close to Munich. The reason for choosing this
tracking system is the accuracy of less than 0.7mm, which
is crucial in maxillo-facial reconstructive surgery. The
current set-up is using 4 infrared cameras. With this, 10
so-called targets with 5 passive, reflective markers each
can be tracked at a frame rate of 60 fps.

Future work will focus on the expansion of the ARSySTricorder into the fields of abdominal and neurosurgery,
orthopedics, emergency surgery and other maxillo-facial
indications (dental implants, operations to correct form
and placement of the maxillo-facial cranium). The authors
believe that this will greatly multiply the applications of
the system. In order to keep informed about current
developments of the project the following URL can be
used: http://www.arsys-tricorder.org

As already mentioned, beside the pure technical
implementation of the ARSyS-Tricorder project the
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Optimal Design of a Medical Robot for Minimally
Invasive Surgery
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special interest. Until now, to the authors’ knowledge there are no guidelines for optimal robot design
in the field of robotically assisted MIS available.
For an advanced robotic system for thoracic
surgery, the following questions are important:
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2
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1. Fields of application: What surgical interventions shall be carried out with the robot
and how can these interventions be formulated
mathematically?

Abstract. This paper presents a framework for
the optimisation of the design of a medical robot to
accomplish minimally invasive surgery. Surgical interventions are analysed in terms of workspace and
accuracy requirements. As optimisation criterion,
the minimisation of the overall size of the robot is
considered since a compact design is important in
an overcrowded environment such as the operating
room. Stress is laid on the formulation of reasonable
measures for manipulability and accuracy which are
included in the optimisation model as constraints.
Furthermore, a method to allow for insensitive robot
setups with respect to registration errors is established. Optimisation itself is carried out using genetic algorithms with a subsequent gradient-based
method. As a result, the optimal link lengths of a
medical robot are determined.

2. Optimisation criteria and constraints: Given
different robot setups1 , which of them is the
best?
3. Optimisation method: Which optimisation
method is suited best to solve the optimisation
problem?
Related work in preoperative planning of robotically
assisted MIS [1, 3, 5, 8, 11, 13] does not take into
account measures such as manipulability and accuracy. Instead, the following approaches are used:
Tool dexterity [1, 8] as well as the magic pyramid
[3] evaluate the orientation of the instruments, the
endoscope, and the surface normal of the considered operating field to each other. [5] considers the
distance of the joint angles of the robot from its
maximum values.
Experimental trials [1] suggest the conclusion
that the use of more sophisticated descriptions of
manipulability and accuracy measures is reasonable.
Potential advantages are:

Keywords: accuracy, manipulability, robotic assistance, minimally invasive surgery, optimisation,
robot design, genetic algorithms

1

Introduction

The use of tele-operated systems for minimally
invasive surgery (MIS) such as the daVinciTM
or ZEUSTM robot systems has been investigated
closely in the last few years. The diversity of surgical interventions carried out or proposed to be carried out with robotic assistance increases constantly.
In this context, the optimal design of a robot with
respect to its envisioned surgical interventions is of

• No occurrence of singular configurations which
could cause system failures.
1 In

this paper, the “setup” of the robot is defined to comprise the link lengths of the robot as well as terms specific
to each surgical intervention considered, like the position of
the robot and the position of the entry point into the human
body.

∗ Rainer.Konietschke@dlr.de
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• A certain minimal velocity of the instrument
tip both in terms of translation and rotation
can be realised all over the considered operating
field. This is important to assure that motions
commanded by the surgeon can be performed
by the robot system.

Entry point into
the human body
l2
Θ4
Θ3

• The demanded accuracy of the positioning of
the instrument tip can be guaranteed. This
is of great interest if very fine structures (e.g.
blood vessels) are manipulated.

Θ6
l3

Θ7

l1

l h Θ2
z

Therefore, the focus of this work is laid on the formulation of significant measures for manipulability
and accuracy.
In the next section, the underlying problem is described. Section 3 summarises how the optimisation
is realised and in Sect. 4 the results are discussed.

2

Θ8
Θ5

Center of workspace

Θ1

lx

y
x

Figure 1: Surgical robot and actuated instrument
tip.
the instrument l3 are included as optimisation parameters (see Fig 1). In this context it has to be
mentioned that it is not intended to solve a robot
positioning problem. However, since the positioning
parameters lx and lh have a big influence on the optimal link lengths, these parameters cannot be fixed
preliminarily. The instrument length l3 is planned
to be variable according to the intervention. Due
to the leverage effect in connection with the entry
point into the human body, the instrument length
l3 has a strong influence on the chosen formulations
of manipulability and accuracy and therefore plays
an important role in determining the optimal link
lengths of the robot.

Problem Statement

In this section, the kinematics of the considered
robot and the optimisation parameters are described.
Kinematics. A robot with 6 degrees of freedom
(DoFs) as shown in Fig. 1 is considered. Two additional DoFs (Θ7 and Θ8 ) are added if an actuated
instrument is used. Taking into account the loss of
2 DoFs due to kinematic restrictions at the entry
point into the human body, full 6 DoFs remain for
the manipulation of the instrument tip if an actuated instrument is attached to the robot. Using a
rigid instrument, only translation in all three directions and rotation around the instrument axis Θ6
can be realised.2
Dynamics are not included in the modelling since
typical motions in MIS are too small to induce significant forces. Furthermore, a single-robot setup
without collision detection is considered. The aspects of a multi-robot setup with collision detection
will be subject to future work (see Sect. 5).

3

Methods

The optimal link lengths of the robot are determined in three steps: The considered surgical interventions are analysed in terms of workspace and
demanded positioning accuracy (Sect. 3.1), the optimisation criterion and the constraints are defined
(Sect. 3.2), and a suitable optimisation method is
chosen (Sect. 3.3).

3.1

Optimisation Parameters. The aim of the optimisation algorithm is to find the optimal link
lengths l1 and l2 as depicted in Fig. 1. Additionally, the position of the robot base (addressed by
its distance from the center of the operating field
lx and its height of mounting lh ) and the length of

Surgical Interventions

The following interventions are taken into account:
• Cardiac interventions:
– Totally endoscopic bypass graft
– Mitral/aortic valve repair/replacement

2 The

notation Θi stands both for the joint i and the axis
direction parallel to the rotation axis of that same joint.

– Tricuspid valve repair
2

• Abdominal interventions:
– Cholecystectomy
– Appendectomy

Ey

Ex

– Hernia repair
– Laparoscopy
The analysis of the above mentioned interventions
yields the three workspaces shown in Fig. 2: The
standard workspace includes all considered interventions with actuated instruments except for the
(a) Standard workspace
left internal mammary artery (LIMA) takedown. As
can be seen in Fig. 2(b), this specific intervention requires a distinctively different robot setup because
the position of the entry point into the human body
is lateral. Surgical interventions with non-actuated
Ey
Ex
instruments are analysed by the third workspace.
In contrast to preoperative planning, where only
one specific patient geometry is of interest, these
workspaces comprise representative patient geometries obtained from analysing different patients.
Therefore, the workspaces are larger than actually
(b) LIMA takedown workspace
necessary when only one specific case is considered,
but on the other hand it can be guaranteed that the
robot is suitable for various patient geometries.
Concerning the accuracy that is necessary to perform the considered tasks, the anastomosis was
identified to be most demanding. The stitches have
a mean distance of d = 0.5 mm to each other.
Ey
Ex
Thus, a necessary translational positioning accuracy of ∆xmin = 0.1 mm is assumed. This value
corresponds to the positioning accuracy that a surgeon with visual feedback can achieve as measured
in [10, 12, 6]. No publications are known to the author that analyse rotational accuracies or appearing
velocities in surgical interventions. In this work, a
(c) Workspace considering nonrotational accuracy of ∆αmin = 0.5 ◦ , and velocities
◦ −1
actuated instruments
of ẋmin = 60 mm
for
translation
and
α̇
=
30
s
min
s
for rotation are assumed (see Table 1 for these con- Figure 2: The workspaces that represent the constraints and the parameters predetermined from de- sidered surgical interventions.
sign).
Maximum joint velocity Θ̇MAX
Resolution of decoders ∆Θmin
Translational velocity ẋmin
Translational accuracy ∆xmin
Rotational velocity α̇min
Rotational accuracy ∆αmin

3.2

225 ◦ s−1
0.001 ◦
60 mm
s
0.1 mm
30 ◦ s−1
0.5 ◦

Optimisation Criteria and Constraints

Defining suitable optimisation criteria and constraints is probably the most crucial factor in the
optimisation process. There are many potential optimisation criteria respectively constraints, we chose
the following:

Table 1: Design parameters and constraints.
• Manipulability
3

case (1) cannot be used to address manipulability
because it does not take into account the motion restriction due to the entry. At this point, the following kinematical constraint must be satisfied (see [9]):

• Accuracy
• Geometrical considerations
• Insensitiveness of the robot setup

CΘ̇ = 0 .

• Overall size of the robot

If the vector of joint velocities Θ̇ is divided arbitrarily into a dependent part Θ̇d ∈ R2×1 and an
independent part Θ̇i ∈ R6×1 , it can be reordered as
follows:

One way to handle multiple optimisation criteria is
to use weighting factors and thus to combine the
different criteria into a scalar performance index.
This however induces the problem of finding suitable weighting factors. Another possible way is to
determine the pareto-optimal front[4]. This method
works fine in case of two optimisation criteria, however with three or more criteria it becomes very
complex both in terms of analysis of the results
and computational costs. In this work, another approach is chosen: The sole optimisation criterion is
the minimisation of the overall link length l1 + l2
and thus the minimisation of the overall size of the
robot. This is of great interest in an unpredictable
and overcrowded environment such as the operating room. Moreover, in emergency situations the
robot has to be removed manually, therefore easy
manageability (light weight construction) is important. Manipulability, accuracy and geometrical considerations are added to the optimisation problem
in form of constraints (Sect. 3.2.1–3.2.3). The claim
for insensitiveness of the robot setup is included as
described in Sect. 3.2.4. Thus the optimal setup in
the chosen modelling is the one with minimal overall
size that still meets all these constraints.
In the following, the considered constraints are
presented and transfered into appropriate mathematic terms for actuated instruments. From this,
the terms addressing non-actuated instruments can
easily be derived and are thus not treated separately
in this paper.
3.2.1

(2)

Θ̇ = [Θ̇d Θ̇i ]T .

(3)

The equations (1) and (2) can then be rewritten as
(see [9]):

v = Pd Θ̇d + Pi Θ̇i

and

Θ̇d = BΘ̇i

with

P = [Pd Pi ]

(4)

with B ∈ R2×6 .

(5)

After insertion of the kinematical constraint (2), (4)
has form
v = P0 Θ̇i

with

P0 = Pd B + Pi ∈ R6×6 ,

(6)

where only 6 of the 8 joint velocities occur. Depending on which joint velocities are chosen as dependent, the Jacobian matrix P0 has different elements and different singular values. Therefore, it is
not useful for the formulation of manipulability. A
more suitable formulation is achieved if the inverse
correlation is used. This can be done by solving (6)
for Θ̇i and combining the result with (5) (see [7]):
Θ̇ = Dv

Manipulability

with D =



BP0−1
P0−1



.

(7)

This equation includes all joint velocities. It relates a given instrument velocity v to the joint veThe classic formulation of manipulability based on
locities Θ̇ in a non-ambiguous way for every non[14] investigates the singular values of the Jacobian
singular robot configuration by consideration of the
6×8
matrix P ∈ R
in (1):
kinematic constraint due to the entry point. Alternatively to the above described calculations, matrix
v = PΘ̇
(1)
D can also be obtained by numerical differentiation.
where Θ̇ = [Θ̇1 , ..., Θ̇8 ]T are the joint velocities and This can be done by applying difference quotients
v = [vx , vy , vz , ωx , ωy , ωz ]T contains the transla- to the inverse kinematics which expresses the joint
tional velocity of the instrument tip and the angu- angles as function of the instrument tip position and
lar velocity of the last segment of the instrument orientation and the position of the entry point.
expressed in the inertial coordinate system [x, y, z]
To define a measure for manipulability, a connecas depicted in Fig. 1. However, in the considered tion between the maximum joint velocity Θ̇max and
4

the claimed velocities ẋmin and α̇min has to be es- 3.2.2 Accuracy
tablished. To do so, the matrix D in (7) is split
The following question is considered to define an
into two components
accuracy measure:
D = [E F]

(8)

How far can the instrument tip be moved
at maximum with all the changes in the articular space remaining below the encoder
resolution ∆Θmin?

with


e11
 ..
E= .
e81

e12
..
.
e82



e13
f11
..  , F =  ..
 .
. 
e83
f81

f12
..
.
f82


f13
..  ,
. 
f83

This describes the maximum movement of the instrument tip that is not detectable by the robot
control system and thus provides a worst case estimation of the positioning accuracy that can be
commanded by the robot control system.
For small changes ∆Θ and u, where u =
[ux , uy , uz , ϕx , ϕy , ϕz ]T describes small displacements of the instrument tip and small changes in
the orientation of the instrument, the following relation approximately holds:

and (7) is rewritten:



vx
ωx
Θ̇ = E  vy  + F  ωy  .
vz
ωz


(9)

For each joint i ∈ [1, ..., 8] , the maximum velocity Θ̇i, max is computed by solving the optimisation
problem (10):

∆Θ = Du .

Since the vector u contains both translational and
rotational components, normalisation is applied:



opt
Θ̇i,max = |Θ̇i (ẋ)| −→ max = |ei1 ẋ + ei2 ẏ + ei3 ż
opt

+ fi1 α̇1 + fi2 α̇2 + fi3 α̇3 | −→ max

(10)

∆Θ = D̃ũ ,

under the constraints
q
and






∆ũ = 




ωx2 + ωy2 + ωz2 − α̇min ≤ 0 .

This is done using the Lagrange function and yields
(see [7] for further details):

Θ̇i, max =

q






 , D̃ = [∆xmin E ∆αmin F] ,




k∆Θk2 ≥ σ̃min kũk2 .

(16)

One is interested in the maximum change of one of
the joint angles which is synonymous to the maximum norm k∆Θk∞ and not to the Euclidean norm
as appearing in (16). Therefore, estimation (17) is
used:

Thus the maximum joint velocity

(12)

is determined. The constraint of manipulability is
met if
Θ̇max < Θ̇MAX .

ux /∆xmin
uy /∆xmin
uz /∆xmin
ϕx /∆αmin
ϕy /∆αmin
ϕz /∆αmin

and ∆xmin , ∆Θmin from Table 1. Thus, calculating
the smallest singular value σ̃min of D̃ yields [7]:

e2i1 + e2i2 + e2i3 ẋmin +
q
2 + f 2 + f 2 α̇
fi1
i2
i3 min . (11)
Θ̇max = max (Θ̇i, max )

(15)

with

vx2 + vy2 + vz2 − ẋmin ≤ 0

q

(14)

k∆Θk2 ≥ k∆Θk∞ ·

p

dim(∆Θ) .

(17)

Claiming the instrument tip to be moved maximally
by

(13)

where Θ̇MAX is the prescribed maximum joint velocity (see Table 1).

u2x + u2y + u2z ≤ ∆x2min
5

(18)

3.2.4
and ϕ2x + ϕ2y + ϕ2z ≤ ∆α2min

Insensitiveness of Found Setups

(19)

Registration of the patient is – as a matter of principle – inaccurate to a certain degree. This is because of e.g. soft tissue deformation and measurement errors. Therefore, it has to be assured that
s
√
u2x + u2y + u2z
ϕ2x + ϕ2y + ϕ2z
the sought-after, optimised setup is robust with rekũk2 =
+
≤ 2.
2
2
spect
to small changes in the setup. If for example
∆xmin
∆αmin
the
entry
point is slightly shifted, the robot still has
(20)
to
be
able
to accomplish the considered task. In orThus, with an encoder resolution of
der to provide insensitive setups, variations of those
k∆Θk∞ ≥ ∆Θmin ,
(21) parameters that had been found in a preliminary
study to be critical are included in the optimisathe following inequality constraint for σ̃min is for- tion(see Fig. 2 for Ex ):
mulated:
• Standard workspace: shift of the entry point
r
Ex = −30 mm and Ex = 30 mm from nominal
1
σ̃min ≥ ∆Θmin
dim(∆Θ)
(22)
position.
2
yields

where ∆Θmin is given in Table 1.
3.2.3

• LIMA takedown workspace: shift of the entry
point Ex = −30 mm from nominal position.

Geometrical Constraints

• Workspace considering non-actuated instruments: shift of the entry point Ex =
−20 mm and Ex = 20 mm from nominal position.

Besides manipulability and accuracy constraints,
there are two geometrical constraints that have to
be met due to design reasons. The first one addresses the length of the instrument segment remaining outside of the body loutside as depicted in
Fig. 3:
loutside ≥ 100 mm .

This is done by calculating the constraints not only
for the nominal entry point position but also for the
above mentioned variations.

(23)

3.3

The second geometrical constraint, also depicted in

Within each workspace (and its variations, see
Sect. 3.2.4), a robot setup is evaluated at approximately 100 positions. Furthermore, in case of actuated instruments, 7 different orientations of the
instrument tool are considered at each position: Besides the straight posture, the instrument is angled
at 30 ◦ and rotated in 60 ◦ -steps around the axis defined by the entry point and the considered position
(see Fig. 4). The constraints are integrated using a
penalty function method.
Optimisation is carried out using genetic algorithms with a subsequent gradient-based method.
Genetic algorithms are very suitable since the constraints are discontiguous. Once a setup is found
that meets the constraints, gradient-based methods are faster. The optimisation is computationally quite expensive: On a standard PC (Pentium
4, 2.4 GHz), the complete optimisation cycle takes
about 10 hours. Since the analysis is not timecritical, high computational costs are no problem.
Nevertheless, possibilities to reduce computational

l outside

l table

Figure 3: Geometrical constraints.
Fig. 3, restricts the distance of the robot base from
the edge of the operating table:
ltable ≥ 70 mm .

Optimisation Method

(24)
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Figure 4: Orientations of the instrument tool that
have been included into the optimisation procedure.
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costs will be analysed in the future. This is especially of interest in more time-critical applications.
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Figure 5: Analysis of sensitivity in case of the standard workspace for the found robot set-up.

(25)

Figure 5 shows an analysis of insensitiveness of this
setup for the standard workspace. In case of variations of the entry point Ex and Ey , a circle is drawn
into the diagram to illustrate that variations of the
entry point of 30 mm are tolerated by the optimised
setup. Results for the other workspaces are conformable. Thus sufficient insensitiveness to compensate for registration errors can be stated.

a key feature. The presented methods can serve
as guidelines for further robot design optimisation
problems.
Work has to be done to get more precise information concerning required velocities and rotational
accuracies of surgical instruments during MIS interventions. Publications in this context [10, 12, 6, 2]
only cover analyses of translational accuracy.
Future work will focus on port and robot placement, based on individual patient data. The mod5 Conclusion
elling will be expanded to a multi-robot setup including collision detection. Furthermore, the algoModified measures for manipulability and accuracy rithm will be revised to reduce computational costs
are presented to overcome the problems such as un- and thus allow for interactive applications.
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Abstract:
The purpose of this study is to develop a computer based planning environment for therapeutic
cardiac interventions, i.g. surgical or catheter ablation procedures, placing pacemaker electrodes in
biventricular pacing and in the future planning of the expansion of left ventricular aneurysm
resection.
Existing mathematical models are used to simulate the electrophysiology on an anatomical pig
model during a heart cycle. The results of these models were validated in multiple domestic pig
animal experiments.
We found that the models created enable us to simulate the electrical behavior of the heart nearly
in real time and that it reproduces the properties of the heart in atrial fibrillation and in ventricular
pacing with different pacing locations.
The results of computer based simulations may lead to a better understanding of cardial rhythm
disorders and the development of new, less invasive operative techniques.

Introduction:
Clinical introduction of sophisticated three-dimensional mapping systems gave rise to new
options in the treatment of cardiac arrhythmias. Localization and ablation of potential
arrhythmic foci is a clinical routine procedure in the catheter lab today. Different electroanatomical mapping devices are available, which are based on different principles:
• The Carto-system uses changes in magnetic fields registered by electromagnetic
sensors to localize the tip of the catheter. Moving the catheter in the atrium allows the
registration of the anatomy simultaneously with the endocardial electric signals.
• The EnSite-system is a non-contact-mapping device. It consists of a balloon catheter
surrounded by a basket, which has 64 leads and resembles up to 3000 virtual
electrocardiograms using the Laplace-equation. The electrical excitation front is
projected three-dimensionally on the virtual endocardial surface of the heart chamber,
which is recorded with a conventional ablation catheter.
• Another available system is the LocaLisa-system, which allows the positioning of the
catheter tip due to changes in the impedance of a low voltage current.
Still the success rates of such catheter based procedures in atrial fibrillation (AF) remain
about 50%-60% after 2 years and about 30% after 5 years1, whereas the success rates in terms
of recurrence of atrial fibrillation of the surgical approach (e.g. maze-procedure) are close to
85%2 (five years follow up). The disadvantage of this surgical approach remains to be a long
operation time and the missing atrial contraction after the intervention, which accounts to up
to 15% of the cardiac output in sinus rhythm. This led to modifications of the original mazeprocedure, new microwave- and cryoablation devices used for the therapy of atrial fibrillation
along with mitral valve surgery were able to significantly reduce the extra time needed on
extracorporeal circulation for the ablation procedure. The success rates of experienced
surgeons with these procedures are about 80% 3 with one year follow up. This successful
therapy is still reserved for patients requiring cardiac surgery for other indications, though2.
Finding minimal invasive surgical access combined with epicardial ablation would be one
promising solution for patients with AF not scheduled for cardiac surgery.

In order to minimize surgical trauma, a model is needed to visualize the anatomy and
pathology in terms of electrical excitation of the cardiac tissue of each individual patient and
simulate the prospective effect of different ablation lines pre-interventional. These simulations
are based on computer models of the cardiac electrical excitation, combined with morphologic
models built on 3D-echocardiographies and/or CT-scans, to match electrophysiology and
morphology of the heart. To validate these simulations, we used the EnSite non-contactmapping system to register physiologic and pathologic conduction states in the porcine heart.
Methods:
The mathematical model that is used describes on one hand the electrophysiology of each
single cell with a rule based system depending on tissue type, stimulus frequency and
refractory period. On the other hand the model couples cells to a multi cellular environment.
This model is called “cellular automaton”. It includes tissue heterogeneities, fiber orientation
and specific properties of the cardiac conduction system. The anatomical model is created
based on CT- and 3D-echocardiography data. After excluding artifacts the digital image data
were processed using advanced algorithms for segmentation of the tissue. During a
classification process, the segmented tissue was matched with the properties of the specific
tissue region. Physiological heterogeneities and the orientation of fibers were placed based on
rules. The simulation results were validated in an animal model using a Langendorff
preparation of a domestic pig heart (Pct. 1). While performing a spiral CT scan, a balloon
catheter for endocardial electrical mapping (Pct. 2) was sequentially introduced into all four
heart chambers to record the extracellular potential of the excitation propagation near the
endocardium in the beating heart. Because of a roentgen opaque triangle at the balloon
catheter, the position of the electrodes and the corresponding points of the heart chamber
could be matched with the CT-scan. The data acquired in the Langendorff models were
compared with the calculated extracellular potentials of a virtual balloon catheter based on the
computer simulations.
Another anatomical model is created in an animal model using a porcine ventricular pacing
setup with complete AV-block. Temporary ventricular stimulation leads were placed at 3
different sites at the right and left ventricle (Pct. 3). While performing a 3D echocardiography,
the EnSite balloon catheter was sequentially introduced into the left and right heart chamber
to record the electrical excitation propagation in the beating heart. Hemodynamic parameters
were measured and matched to the electric excitation propagation by simultaneously recorded
electrocardiograms. The acquired data were compared with the calculated extracellular
potentials of the computer simulations.

Pct. 2: Balloon catheter for endocardial mapping
Pct. 1: Langendorff preparation of a domestic pig heart

Pct. 3: Temporary ventricular stimulation leads placed at 3 different sites at the right and left ventricle of a porcine heart

Results:
A multi cell environment representing the myocardial tissue 4 is constructed by combining the
presented cellular models with the excitation model (Pct. 4). The anatomical model on which
this functional model bases consists of segmentation results of 3D-echocardiography- and CTdata. The simulation takes into account the orientation of myocytes, which leads to an
anisotropy of the electrical excitation. Regional dependencies are incorporated in this model,
due to changes of conductivity of several ion channels from epicardium to endocardium. The
stimulation is initiated at the subendocardium modeling myocytes with connections to the
stimulation leads.

Pct. 4: Computer simulation of the electrical excitation propagation in the heart during one heart cycle.
Top row: Atrial depolarization. Middle row: Ventricular excitation and simultaneous atrial repolarization.
Bottom row: Ventricular repolarization.

For the comparison of the simulation of atrial fibrillation and the registered data in the
Langendorff-model eight hearts were studied in sinus rhythm. Five of these were studied with
induced atrial fibrillation, without humoral or nervous influences. We found that the cellular
automaton enables us to simulate the electrical behavior of the heart in real time and
reproduces the properties of the heart in sinus rhythm and atrial fibrillation (Pct. 5).

Pct. 5: Influence of ablation line (white) on atrial excitation with AF
Abb.
5: Erregungsfortleitung und

For the comparison of the simulation of biventricular pacing nine hearts were studied in situ.
The segmentation (Pct. 6) and reconstruction of right and left ventricle and the simultaneously
recorded endocardial mapping data were compared to the simulations. Again, the cellular
automaton enabled us to simulate the electrical behavior of the heart in nearly real time and
reproduced the properties of the heart in different ventricular pacing locations.

Pct. 6: 3D-Reconstruction of the endocardial surface of the right ventricle based on 3D ultrasonic data

Conclusions:
In order to use computer-aided planning of operations in cardiac surgery, the application has
to be reliable and the simulation results reproducible. The here presented and in multiple
animal experiments validated cellular automaton can be used to simulate the electrophysiological behavior of the myocardium. Especially the simulation of the effects of
therapeutic interventions pre-interventional, i.g. ablation lines to terminate atrial fibrillation, is
a feature to reduce trauma in a minimal invasive operative access, which has yet to be
developed. Furthermore, the simulation of hemodynamic optimal placing of ventricular leads
is possible.
In upcoming experiments, we want to establish a simulation environment to determine the
extent of a left ventricular aneurysm resection and the differences in left ventricular function
depending on the extent of the resection and postoperative rhythm stability. We further aim at
the integration of force development and deformation of the cardiac muscles, hemodynamic
influences and flow dynamics in this model for a more quantitative description of the
simulation results.
The results of computer based simulations may lead to a better understanding of cardiac
rhythm disorders and the development of new, less invasive operative techniques. As to left
ventricular aneurysm resection, simulations may contribute to less mutilating strategies and
better ventricular remodeling than achieved by conventional methods5.
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2.2

Tools for motion analysis

The deformation of an (one-dimensional) object relative to its initial state is denoted as strain. This term stems from mechanical engineering. It is distinguished
between Lagrange Strain
(t) =

L(t) − L0
L0

(1)

and Natural Strain
N (t) =

Z

t

dN (t) =
t0

Z

t
t0

L(t + dt) − L(t)
,
L(t)

(2)

where the length of the object after deformation is denoted as L(t) and its initial
state as L0 [3].
Strain rate is the rate of change of strain and therewith the temporal derivative of strain. It is a measure for the regional contraction ability of the myocardium. By utilization of velocities obtained by tissue Doppler echocardiography, the natural strain rate of the myocardium can be estimated as the spatio
myocardial velocity gradient towards the ultrasound transducer by [1]
˙N = sr =

v1 − v 2
,
x

(3)

where v1 and v2 denotes given velocities at two points (p1 and p2 ) inside the
myocardium and x the distance between these points. The points p1 and p2
have to lie on one ultrasound beam. For the estimation of strain rate data for
three-dimensional data sets, Eq. 3 is applied in-plane point-by-point as well as
slice-by-slice.
2.3

Mathematical reconstruction of velocities

Doppler echocardiography has one major limitation: one can only determine the
velocity component towards the transducer position [4]. This results in a high
angle dependency of the measured velocities and quantification becomes sensitive to transducer position. A reconstruction of the complete velocity vector field
could prevent from this and is therefore of high clinical interest. Having a complete velocity field, an observer independent quantification of myocardial motion
is possible and new valuable information for cardiac diagnostics are added.
Let vm : IR3 → IR and v : IR3 → IR3 denote the measured scalar field and
the true vector field, respectively. Taking the discrete nature of digital image
acquisition into account and using notations from linear algebra, the Doppler
measurement can be described in matrix-vector notation
vm = P v,

(4)

where vm ∈ Rijk , v ∈ R3ijk and P ∈ R3ijk×ijk denotes a projection matrix (tridiagonal), which projects the true velocity vector onto the direction of transducer

position. Equation 4 is called Doppler constraint. The aim of a reconstruction
method is to solve the inverse system
v = P −1 vm .

(5)

Equation (5) is kind of an inverse problem. Inverse problems often tend to be illposed. A problem is called ill-posed in the sense of Hadarmard , if (i) no solution
exists, (ii) the solution is not unique or (iii) the result is very sensitive to noise.
The problem in Eq. (5) is ill-posed in the sense of (ii): no unique solution exists.
In the next section a method for solving Eq. (5) based on including a-priori
information is described.
A well-known method for solving ill-posed problems is to integrate some
a-priori assumptions about the solution. This method is known as Tikhonov
regularization [5]. Equation (5) is transformed to a minimization problem
v = arg min (Ed (v) + λEr (v))

(6)

v

= arg min(kP v − vm k2 + λkLvk2 ),

(7)

v

where L and Er (v), respectively, describes the Tikhonov regularization, i.e., the
a-priori assumption about the solution, and Ed (v) the data functional, i.e., the
discrepancy of the solution to the measurements. The parameter λ controls the
influence of the regularization functional. A plausible and physiologically motivated a-priori information about cardiac movement can be a spatial smoothness
assumption. This can be modelled by minimizing the sum of the squared partial
derivatives of the velocity field. In the continuous setting, Eq. (6) describes a
variational problem, which can be minimized by solving the associated EulerLagrange equations. By using the above mentioned spatial smoothness of the
velocity field, Eq. (6) becomes to
v = arg min
v

2.4

Z

2

(P v − vm ) + λ
Ω

3
X

k∇vi k2

dΩ.

(8)

i=1

Tracked ultrasound

Another approach for estimating complete vector-valued velocity fields is to acquire multiple Doppler images from different directions. After that, these images
have to be registered. For that, a tracking system can be used. The tracking
system measures the position of the ultrasound probe with respect to a fixed
coordinate system. We use a magnetic position system (miniBird 500, Ascension Technology Corporation) with 6 degrees of freedom for the tracking of the
ultrasound transducer and a 10 × 5 × 5mm3 sensor.
An important and critical step is the calibration of the transducer, i.e. to
define the position of the tracking sensor with respect to the transducer. We
have implemented an extended calibration method based on the well known
cross-wire method [6].

3
3.1

Results
Interactive usage

We have integrated the methods described above into our echocardiographic
analysis system EchoAnalyzerT M [7]. It provides color-coded, interactive 4D volume visualization, including methods for improved orientation in three-dimensional
echocardiographic data sets[8], segmentation methods specifically designed for
cardiac ultrasound images [9], measurement functionality for cavity volumes,
ejection fraction and cardiac output, regurgitation quantification and display of
flow profiles.
Tissue velocities and strain rate data can be displayed like conventionally 2D
echocardiography with adapted and optimized color look-up tables. A combined
display of morphology and velocities or strain rates, respectively, as well as separated display of velocities or strain rates is possible. More appropriately is a
curved M-mode display , showing the velocities or strain rates on a curve along
the wall of the myocardium over time. This can be done not only for original
slices but also for multiplanar reformatted planes. Figure 1(b) shows an example
of the curved M-mode module.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Figure 1(a) shows the user interface of EchoAnalyzer T M . On the left hand side
one can see a slice of a tissue Doppler data set. On the right hand side the user can
choose different visualization and quantification methods. Figure 1(b) shows the curved
M-mode module. The user can draw a arbitrarily curved line in one slice and propagate
it to the other time slices. Thereafter, the curved line can be adjusted in each time slice.

3.2

Mathematical reconstruction of velocities

To proof the feasibility of the method quantitatively, we generated some artificial
data with typical velocity patterns and applied a simulated Doppler measure-

ment. For the evaluation of the reconstruction accuracy we used the angular
error measure as well as the distance error measure.
Figure 2 shows the result of the methods applied to a simulated dataset with
a translational motion pattern (vx = 50, vy = 0, vz = 0). The transducer was
placed to position t = (10, 0, 10). For this simple motion pattern the velocities
can be reconstructed perfectly.
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Fig. 2. Local angular error (Fig. 2(a)) and local distance error (Fig. 2(b)) for the
middle slice in z direction.

More complicated motion patterns like contraction and shear can also be reconstructed. For example, the angular error of the contraction pattern is reduced
from 50% to 12% (see figure 3(b)) and the angular error of the shear pattern
is reduced from 60% to 20% (see figure 3(b)). Pure rotation can not be reconstructed. This is, because a pure rotation produces a similar projected velocity
field like a pure translation (see figure 3(c)).
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Fig. 3. Achieved error reduction for different motion patterns.
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3.3

Tracked 3D ultrasound

First tests with tracked 3D ultrasound has been done. Figure 4 shows the result
of the registration of three images with (figure 4(b)) and without (figure 4(a))
calibration. For the estimation of velocity fields using several position a more
accurate calibration and registration is neccessary. In addition to the position
data delivered by the tracking system, image based registration procedures can
be used.

(a) not calibrated

(b) calibrated

Fig. 4. Result of tracking-based registration.

4

Conclusion

Three-dimensional tissue Doppler data has been acquired and processed to obtain information of the regional contraction behavior by means of strain rates.
The obtained information can be visualized by different methods. The visualization of tissue velocities and strain rates from three-dimensional data sets provides
a better understanding of the complex, three-dimensional motion pattern of the
myocardium and can therefore be a valuable tools for diagnosis and therapy.
We have presented a method for the reconstruction of velocity fields using
Doppler echocardiography and regularization techniques. It has to be investigated how well simple smoothness assumption correlate with real movement
of the heart. Maybe bio-mechanically more plausible information has to be integrated. Applying the method to real data results in a blurred velocity field.
Therefore discontinuity preserving regularization terms are subject of current research. The method can also be applied to blood flow reconstruction and could
be improved for that purpose by including regularization schemes motivated by
fluid mechanics.
The described method for tracking ultrasound transducer is the base for
extending state-of-the-art, e.g., real-time, 3D ultrasound probes. Beside determination of vector-valued velocity fields, potential applications of tracked 3D

ultrasound are image-guided surgery and extensions of real-time 3D ultrasound
to acquire multiple volumes from different positions (for example to compensate
for acoustical shadows).
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